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Joyce in Art accompanies the exhibition of the
same title at the Royal Hibernian Academy,
Dublin, curated by the author for 16 June 2004,
the centenary of Bloomsday.
It is the first art historical account of
visual art inspired by James Joyce. At once a
comprehensive and selective study, it focuses
on the most original, provocative and bestinformed artists who took an interest in Joyce.
Every major art movement since the
1910s (from Vorticism to the present multifaceted artistic landscape) is represented in
the book with new interpretative perspectives.
Protagonists of these movements are joined
by lesser-known contemporaries from around
the world and their exciting, relevant work.
All the featured artists have in common their
passion for Joyce – or their preoccupation
with a writer they found to be an obstacle or
an irritation.
Joyce’s literary innovations – from
the epiphanies and the stylistic multiplicity
of Ulysses, to the employment of sigla and
portmanteau words in Finnegans Wake –
have proved highly interesting to visual artists,
who are free to rework Joyce’s fascinating
motifs and fruitful strategies into their own
media. James Joyce himself is established as
a conceptual, visual artist: creator of the
Fluviana.
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Royal Hibernian Academy: Ecce Joyce – Patrick T. Murphy

James Joyce’s first essay on visual art from , written when he was an
undergraduate, concerns a painting exhibited at the Royal Hibernian
Academy. It is a review of Mihály Munkacsy’s Ecce Homo, -. 2 Now
Joyce has returned to the Royal Hibernian Academy: not as a reviewer,
but as an artist himself and as a major source of inspiration for visual art
throughout the twentieth century, as well as the beginning of the twenty-first century. This has so far assumed little more than the status of a
tilly in relation to the previous one, but the ReJoyce Dublin  Festival
is testimony to a continued fascination with Joyce among artists, scholars and interested audiences from all over the world.
I am pleased to co-curate and host this exhibition, prepared over
many years through Mia Lerm Hayes’ research. It is in itself a (cyclical)
return for me, since I was director of the Douglas Hyde Gallery, Dublin,
where the Joyce centenary exhibition took place in  and where I
curated Patrick Ireland’s show, The Purgatory of Humphrey Chimpden
Earwicker Homunculus, in . Despite the use of autobiographical
material in his works, Joyce emerges in this exhibition not as HCE
homunculus, but rather as Here Comes Everybody – a versatile author
affecting the eye as much as the ear. In this exhibition his presence is felt
in so many different ways. It needs to be seen and enjoyed: ecce homo,
behold Joyce.
For the exhibition I would like to thank MBNA Ireland for its generous
support, the ReJoyce Dublin  Committee for its additional funding,
The Irish Times and the Arts Council /An Chomhairle Ealaíon for its
continuing support of the Academy’s programme.
Our heartfelt thanks to all the artists and lenders who participated
and contributed to the exhibition. And our debt to the staff of the
Academy, in particular Kim Smit, for their seamless professionalism in
handling all the logistics and promotion of the show.
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“Erigenating” – Fritz Senn

One of the established facts is that Joyce relied on his ear rather than his
failing eyes, a feature that is carried into one of his literary avatars, Shem
in Finnegans Wake, who is connected with sound, music and time, as
against a predominantly visual and spatial Shaun. Being at times nearly
blind, Joyce has been compared to Milton (or Homer, legendary blind
singer). That his works should be sounded, read aloud, has been reiterated abundantly, and with good reason. The discerning mind leans on
binary crutches and contrasts like eye/ear or space/time. Like all stereotypes, emphasis on an aural author is justified and yet saliently inadequate, given Joyce’s own visual range and perception or the mere fact that
fictional Ulysses and a real though changing city of Dublin blend into
one another.
Naturally, Joyce is multimedial. The Blooms alone cover a spectrum,
Leopold is concerned with advertisements, a combination of words and
pictures, Molly sings and Milly is apprenticed in the relatively new profession of photography.
Joyce inspires musicians and painters – and sculptors and theatre or
movie directors or choreographers. Artists, visual artists, seem to have
responded to Joyce better and earlier than the critical establishment did.
In view of the proliferation of literary, critical commentaries which we
tend to turn out, a documentation of the creative, graphic continuation
is overdue. As could be expected the scope is tremendous, for after all
what Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes has assembled is a judicious selection
of astounding variety, a compendium of graphic metamorphoses.
Graphic elements in Joyce’s work do not abound but are nevertheless
present. It was Clive Hart who first pointed out that Stephen’s position
in the universe, on the flyleaf of his geography book, in the first chapter
of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, has a distinct shape (see opposite page).
It forms, precisely, a chalice, whether by intention or accident. Many
episodes in Ulysses can be recognized in one glance at the pages, quite
apart from an oversized black dot at the end of what we now call the
Ithaca episode (a dot which ironically often got left out entirely).
Finnegans Wake contains at least a geometrical illustration () and two
drawings in a margin (); for these Joyce enlisted the help of the
daughter of a Zurich acquaintance, Hans von Curiel, and it may be
significant that her name was Lucia.



A case could be made for the choice of the (Greek and hybrid, Latinized) title “Ulysses”, apart from its mythological resonances, for its
visual potential. It offers typographical scope, with a “U” and an “l”
reaching above, the “y” reaching below the base line, to be followed by
a sequence of serpentine “s” s — an attractive design, and no wonder
that the seven letters alone can become a work of art on a dust cover.
As his first alter ego, Joyce chose a “fabulous artificer”, a craftsman,
sculptor, architect and engineer: Daedalus was cunning (the meaning of
the name) and skilled in three-dimensional arts, even to the point of
deceiving a lecherous bull. Joyce’s borrowed Ovid’s phrase of Daedalus
sending his mind in various directions towards “ignotas … artes” (“arts as
yet unknown”), and “artes” originally meant what was put together,
joined, composed, material arranged to form a significant whole. Joyce’s
artificer was “fabulous”, not only a fiction of myth and fable, but one
connected with speech, and the fabulous construction of the labyrinth
with its intricacy and the seeming lack of marks or guidance, easily could
be applied to Joyce’s verbal procedures.
Stephen Dedalus is the centre in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man where everything revolves around him, and he also expounds on a
theory of aesthetics for which sculpture serves as an illustration. A portrait is something graphically fixed and permanent, but to this spatial
analogy Joyce adds a temporal extension: “as a young man”, which singles out one particular stage in a whole implied series of changes through
age. The low key conjunctive word “as” in the title indicates a transformative power, typical for Stephen’s rapid vicissitudes and for Joyce’s own
development, in a series of prose works that are always a new departure
as well as characterized by internal variation. It is no wonder that Joyce’s
formula “A Portrait of the Artist as …” has been varied and continued
both in literature and painting (as this volume also shows).
The title combines stasis with change. If not this early title, but certainly the underlying impulse will be echoed in phrases like a “Gascon
whose fixtures are mobiling” (Finnegans Wake, ). In this overlay
someone’s features are fixed as in a portrait, in pictures, but these are
mobile, hard to pin down, moving out of focus. As it happens, the passage is about painting: “whose fixtures are mobiling so wobiling befear
my remembrandts”. Memories, remembrances too, change with time
and here are fused with a self-portrait by Rembrandt (there are many of
those). Notice also that the phrase itself is moving and wobbling out of
semantic focus and does not stay put.
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Artists, painters, sculptors — and especially artists who in turn could not
be fixed, labelled or classified — carried on the torch in portraits, illustrations, and fruitful extrapolation. This book bears witness to the variety
and it manages at times to show umbilical links where a lay person would
not suspect them as, say, in some works of Joseph Beuys. A panorama
is sketched out, an anthology of artistic inspiration, a multifarious comment on Joyce. But much more than that.
The radiation which is so well documented here has a wider and
more lasting effect than the sum total of our critical, scholarly comments
and interpretations. Critics who explain Joyce or put him in perspective
had better understand what they write about (not that they always do),
but artists are under no such compulsion. Their depictions are worthwhile in themselves, autonomous objects, resplendent or puzzling in
their own right, with an independent life that in most cases transcends
Joyce’s prime stimulus. Art generates art; it is, again in the concision of
Finnegans Wake, a process of continuous “erigenating”.

Fritz Senn



Introduction

James Joyce was nearly blind during his later years and possessed a rather
traditional taste in visual matters. So far, all attempts at linking the
writer’s work with visual art have been hampered by these incontrovertible facts. One can quibble with them, show them to be largely irrelevant
– as will be done here to a larger extent than previously possible – but
they will not go away.
The present investigation has no such problems to contend with. It
turns the question of influence away from Joyce and on to visual artists.
When reading Joyce, they have very finely tuned eyes and brains, picking up the telling deviations from the typographic norm in Joyce’s books,
as well as the visually evocative prose and a host of other inspiring
features.
The present study’s aim is to show the wealth of artwork created with
Joyce in mind, how works of art relate to the writer and the contribution
they – and thus Joyce – make to the history of art. On the way, our
understanding of Joyce may be enhanced.
Exhibition An exhibition is both the most sensuous and most sensible
way to introduce and juxtapose Joyce-inspired work. The exhibition format is for another reason very appropriate to Joyce, i.e. its closeness to
notions the writer himself pursued in his work, such as epiphany. This
central (if early) term in Joyce’s poetics (epiphanein) has been translated
by Fritz Senn as “to hold up on show”.1 That is what will be done with
many of the works featured here; they will be put on show. There may
even be an occasional epiphany in store when these works are viewed
together for the first time.
Although the scale and art-historical nature of the exhibition that
accompanies the book (or vice versa) is new, there have been some
Joycean exhibitions over the decades, usually combining literary and
photographic material from Joyce’s life with some artworks. Most
notably, there was the Paris exhibition James Joyce, sa vie, son oeuvre, son
rayonnement, , which toured to London (ICA) in . Richard
Hamilton designed the poster cum catalogue there. 3 Accompanying the
Paris Joyce Conference in , Bernhard Gheerbrant, who had been
involved in , exhibited some artworks, and James Joyce and
Modernism showed reproductions and some originals alongside Joycean
materials. The Joyce centenary in  prompted an art exhibition at

3 Richard Hamilton,
poster cum
catalogue
Joyce exhibition,
Institute for
Contemporary Art,
London, 1950



Dublin’s Douglas Hyde Gallery, and Marian Eide, Patricia Noone and
Declan Sheehan have since conceived different but small exhibitions of
Joyce-inspired art. In  the Zurich James Joyce Foundation devised a
textual Joycean labyrinth: All Space in a Notshall.
Artists have sometimes chosen Joycean titles and /or opening days on
 June for exhibitions. This has been at times reverential, as was Robert
Motherwell’s  Provincetown Tribute to James Joyce exhibition, programmatically innovative like Work in Progress chosen by the junger
westen group of painters in , or slightly ironic as in Jürgen Klauke’s
“Stephen Hero[e]s”.2
Several small Bloomsday exhibitions are each year held in Dublin.3
In Derry’s Context Gallery, the Bloomsdays from  to  were
marked by successive exhibitions of contemporary art devoted to Stephen,
Bloom and Molly respectively. Bloomsdays are also celebrated artistically in Szombathely, Hungary, Leopold Bloom’s fictional birthplace. Here,
however, the occasion has been enlisted to provide a welcome occasion
to show contemporary art with very little reference to Joyce.4 A way a
lone a last a loved a long the is the appropriate title of a  Zagreb exhibition of contemporary Irish art, again without any overt connections to
the writer.5 Varying degrees of relevance therefore should be ascribed to
such “predecessors” of this current exhibition, the first to cover the topic
in its historical breadth.
The large-scale ReJoyce Dublin  Festival includes some small
exhibition projects, in addition to the current RHA exhibition, its visual
centrepiece. The Project Gallery, as well as the Goethe Institute’s Return
gallery function as satellites of the Joyce in Art show. The Irish Museum
of Modern Art is exhibiting Joyce-related work from its collection.6
I have encouraged the Graphic Print Studio with its Temple Bar gallery
and the Gallery of Photography to participate in the Festival’s visual
programme with a group show of new prints and a display of 
Dublin photographs by Magnum photographer Erich Hartmann,
respectively.7 A positive side-effect of the current study and exhibition
could be that future Bloomsday exhibitions may take a more informed
and adventurous approach.
Approaches, Previous Studies As an art-historical endeavour into the

ways in which visual artists have responded to Joyce’s works (and sometimes to his life), the present investigation needs also to acknowledge its
debt to some previous studies. Considering the extent of writings on
Joyce, these are, however, very limited in number. Archie K. Loss’ Joyce’s
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Visible Art covers the years from  to  and thus finishes just when
the matter becomes truly interesting.8 Some of the topics previously
covered in the field of art as an influence on Joyce’s work have the potential to enter the field of possible reciprocal inspiration. This is where the
current study takes up the baton.9
Unsurprisingly, some contributions to scholarship on Joyce’s link with
the visual culture and art of his period are by artists, Martha Rosler and
William Anastasi in particular. Their thorough research and Joyceinspired visual work have led them to cross more than one boundary.
Artists’ research strategies and writings, however, may not always hold
up to scholarly standards – and they do not need to do so. The study of
artistic inspiration requires, among other things, a feeling for how artists
think and use their sources. Inspiration does not always work in a scientifically traceable, causal way, while requirements of contact with the
source need certainly to be upheld.10 If one wishes to follow inspiration
as close to its own terms as possible, speculation is at times necessary,
since it echoes paths of inspiration.
Obviously, on these terms, a study such as this becomes a personal
endeavour, bound up with the accidentals governing the author’s (intellectual) life. It cannot help but be that. This fact finds a correspondence
in the way many artists have read Joyce – using coincidences of biography to fruitful ends. Therefore, it is only to be expected that artists themselves have repeatedly focused on other art inspired by Joyce.
Complicated clusters of relationships emerge that perpetuate the kind of
“coincidences” with which Joyce liked to work.
Interesting in many ways for laying a foundation for the current study
have been works on visuality in Joyce,11 perception in the writer’s texts,12
ekphrasis in his works,13 and general and theoretical topics in the field,
covered by Wendy Steiner, Margot Norris, Umberto Eco, Marshall
McLuhan, Georges Didi-Huberman and others. The authors of many
of the studies mentioned are primarily Joyceans. The success of a collaborative effort – an artwork on Joyce’s writings – lies, however, with the
artist and the visual works created. Therefore, the history of art has, I
believe, much to contribute. It may lie with Joyce studies to decide
whether or not an artist has attempted to understand the main principles of the writer’s creations, but it rests with the history of art to determine if the works are successful contributions to an art-historical discourse.
This they also emphatically need to be. All three systematic relationships that a work of art entertains must be considered: “one with the
Introduction



context or the literary and artistic environment, one with the historical
context that frames it, and one with the preceding artistic tradition, the
pre-text”.14 The works themselves (and their creators) will tell whether a
work reaches – or at least attempts to reach – Joyce’s level of innovation
and intensity, or if they are in fact well-meaning but conventional pieces,
some of which even come close to insulting Joyce and the viewers.
Theories, Procedure The initial requirement is to introduce the mate-

rial. So much art that responds to Joyce’s oeuvre remains unknown, and
canonical work has not previously been placed in a Joycean context. In
an attempt to provide something more informative and enjoyable than a
dry catalogue, Joyce’s place in artists’ minds and works will be assessed
from many different perspectives. Theoretical and specifically art-historical issues inform this study, but often they cannot be examined in sufficient depth.
Not one of the works under investigation here is exhausted by its reference to Joyce. If there is anything that artists have learnt from the
writer – as well as their own practice and other sources of inspiration, of
course – it is the absence or unsuitability in art of one-dimensionality.
Joyce is the topic here and, for the sake of relevance, I shall leave aside
other interpretations and sources of inspiration.
In all this there is a danger of establishing neatly causal relationships
inherent in all investigations of “influence”. “The danger lies in the neatness of identification”,15 as Samuel Beckett put it when writing about
“Dante ... Bruno . Vico .. Joyce”. In many of the cases presented, one can
certainly speak of influence in the sense that Joyce was instrumental in
triggering artists to create works in the ways they did, but inspiration is
a term better suited to acknowledging the multi-dimensionality of that
relationship.
This term also considers artists’ fears. Some deny a link with any
source in an at times desperate bid to be considered autonomous, particularly when the influence is extensive.16 Others seem especially to
eschew models within their own field and to look for sources of inspiration in another art form that requires a greater effort at translating finds
into another medium. This (in many cases) rather simple crossover
endeavour can conveniently stand in the way of causal equations and
allegations of plagiarism, and therefore safeguard equally outdated
notions of originality.
Despite these sensitivities, studies of inspiration can be useful for a
variety of reasons, some of which Göran Hermerén summarizes:
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[...] if these studies are not confined to superficial source hunting but
are combined with analyses of the genesis of the works of art involved
[... if they provide] insights into the creative processes and show how
artistic imagination works [...] how cultural contacts are made [...] show
in what respects an artist is original [...] how he uses these influences
and in what respects he was not influenced. 17
The term inspiration is used, rather than influence, partly because it
speaks of creativity, although it is admittedly romantic in its hope to
reach a synthesis between the art forms. Spiritus (Lat. breath) was involved in how Genesis perceived that something living (man) was created. Moreover, the term echoes the secularized religious terminology so
central to Joyce’s aesthetic, most notably a correspondence with epiphany. It has also been central to investigations into the origin of the work
of the visual arts from Heidegger to Derrida.18
All creations are as original as they can be in this postmodernist
world and should be acknowledged as such. They are works, texts –
many of which are indeed interpreting a text, but whose quality as texts
in themselves needs to be stressed. They are interpretable works, even
works requiring interpretation.19 This is not Joyce’s privilege, although
writing on Joyce-inspired works from a Joycean perspective has so far left
this aspect somewhat underrepresented.
In relation to Joyce studies, I need to echo Derrida’s sentiments of
gratitude and unbelief at the openness within this field to intrusions of
such “outsiders”20 as myself. Looking at literature from an art-historical
perspective, I have, not surprisingly, found helpful the works of authors
like Mieke Bal, Peter Bürger, W.J.T. Mitchell and Georges DidiHuberman, who have more than a fleeting interest in textual analysis
(and often a past career in literary studies). The topic situates itself within the realm of word and image studies. I do not, however, apply a
particular theory about the relationship between these two fields – which
are not, I hasten to add, binary opposites.21 Rather, I wish to show how
artists keep renegotiating that relationship. Thus the works of art inspired by Joyce take centre stage here in their response-enticing phenomenology.
A history of Joyce’s reception in the visual arts will emerge, not
only showing how individual artists have reacted to the writer, but how
these reactions are to be placed within the history of art at any given time
over nearly one hundred years. It is my argument that artistic readings
of Joyce have been instrumental in shaping aesthetic norms and the
course of art-historical development. Therefore, I will not stop short at
Introduction



identifying a Joycean iconography, but aim to extend my argument’s
scope to an iconology of the field.22 In all this, the current study can
hope to go only a part of the way towards charting relatively new ground.
The field is vast. New and continued research will remain a necessity.
This study initially follows a broadly chronological path, investigating Joyce as a visual artist, possible reciprocal influences and early
responses. Some of the more traditional illustrations and portraits will be
discussed, followed by a more complex argument in relation to how
artists have identified with Joyce and associated him with shifting,
exiled, “dislocuted” identities. Joyce’s position in the debate between
formalism and content, Modernism and Conceptual art in the s
concludes the first part.
A Joycean materiality in art is the complex theme that introduces the
second part of this study, where issues arising from Joyce’s work which
have been of particular interest to present-day artists will feature prominently. These include time, flow, book objects, literary sites as art spaces,
tradition through Joyce, the writer’s canonicity and notoriety, popular
culture, research as artistic strategy and “extensions” of Joyce’s works into
current modes of (artists’) thought. An attempt at tracing some of the
increasingly fugitive clusters and indirect appearances of Joyce in art
concludes this study.



1

Joyce and his Contemporaries

1.1

James Joyce as a Visual Artist

Man Ray In the early twentieth century Man Ray photographed just

about every artist of note and many famous contributors to the culture
of the day. The fact that Joyce was among his subjects is no surprise.
That the well-known portraits were taken as early as  is more
remarkable1 – and their appearance even more so. Technically, they are
simple, not overtly informed by Ray’s experimental photography, but
conventions are not adhered to: no stack of books is in evidence. Man
Ray would not have insisted on such bourgeois paraphernalia, and Joyce
certainly did not do so either. In fact, César Abin’s later caricature16
arose out of Joyce’s refusal to let himself be portrayed in such a way.
One portrait’s most remarkable feature is Joyce’s left eye. While the
right one is blurred behind thick lenses, the perfectly circular outline of
the spectacles touches the left pupil. A sad facial expression is given a
hauntingly observant twist through the positioning of the iris on the
photograph: vertically, it is exactly at the centre of the image. While the
features show a vulnerable man, the calculated geometry of the left eye
speaks of the calculated nature of Joyce’s work. The intersections of the
eye’s curves and the round lens almost inevitably remind today’s viewer
of the Euclidean diagram that Joyce was to use in Finnegans Wake.2
The best-known portrait 1 shows Joyce’s bent head in profile, resting
his forehead on the fingers of his right hand. This is an intellectual portrait, making use of the gesture of the melancholic artist, which Joyce
suggested himself.3 Only five years earlier, The Thinker was placed over
Auguste Rodin’s grave, at the artist’s request.4 Echoes of Walther von der
Vogelweide in the literary arena and Dürer in the visual arts combine to
provide not just a particular tradition for the image, but a topos that signals high art tradition per se – without the need for that stack of books.
One element, however, does not collude with this message: the
roughly woven (hessian?) fabric that is the backdrop.5 An interesting
tension ensues. It encapsulates much of what Joyce undoubtedly wished
to convey: the nature of Ulysses in its juxtaposition of high art traditions
and less refined everyday life. The portrait photographs are thus a well
thought-out propaganda exercise for the recently published novel, and
more: they are works of avant-garde art, despite the fact that they do not
belong to the overtly experimental part of Man Ray’s oeuvre.6

4 Johann Baptist
Pinzinger,
Salzach Museum,
details photographed by
Adolph Fischer,
subsequently
published by Joyce
in transition 16/17,
1929



Joyce had an active part in determining his posture (gesture was always
one of his interests) and maybe the juxtaposition between formal dress
and rough fabric. To think of such implications is well within Joyce’s
reach. He did not need to be a connoisseur of painting to engage in this
type of intellectual exercise, which is essential for the creation and interpretation of the already conceptualized artistic practice of the day. Seven
years later, the writer went even further.
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James Joyce, Artist Morton P. Levitt is most outspoken in his doubt

that painting could have influenced Joyce: “I would be very surprised,
indeed, if we were ever to find a painter who influenced Joyce, or one
whom Joyce saw as an analogue to his own work”.7 Some exceptions
need to be made concerning the first case,8 and the latter case occurred
when Joyce spoke of Jack B. Yeats’ work.9 One would not normally
regard as accomplished works of art Joyce’s drawing of Bloom10 or his
design for the poster announcing the opening of the Volta cinema in
Dublin.11 Several authors have tried to redress the balance and argue for
strong visuality in Joyce’s work.12 Often this has been carried out a little
too enthusiastically, and some scepticism remains. The following proposition, however, avoids the necessity for such scepticism, because it concerns aspects of visual art outside of painting.13
If I just stopped short of calling Joyce an artist in relation to Man
Ray’s portraits, I would like to overstep that boundary with regard to a
work that has an indirect connection with Man Ray and photography.
Man Ray knew the sculptor Constantin Brancusi in Paris and showed
his friend how to photograph his sculptures installed in carefully stagemanaged arrangements in his studio. Joyce repeatedly visited Brancusi,
who drew his portrait in . In the magazine transition /, ,
Brancusi published two photographs, one of his studio with sculptures,
dating from around . It is possible that Joyce saw to the publication
of these two photographs of his work in transition, because he got on
well with the artist. It was Brancusi’s first publication in transition – and
it would not have been the first time Joyce suggested material to the
editors. Brancusi’s photographs of avant-garde sculpture set the scene for
what must be called Joyce’s own visual contribution: the Fluviana.
Immediately following the pages with Brancusi’s work, which often
features wooden components, Joyce had published photographs of driftwood pieces.14 4 They appear courtesy of James Joyce and show found
objects of wood, shaped and smoothed by moving water to resemble
animals. Their origin is the river Salzach near Salzburg, where Joyce
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had spent some time in July  15 and where “Photo Fischer” (Adolph
Fischer) photographed them. Johann Baptist Pinzinger, mill-owner,
fruit wine producer, biscuit-maker, publican of Salzachschänke and ferryman, had his so-called “Salzachmuseum” (closed since the s and
now destroyed) at Gries .16 Joyce thus neither collected these objects
himself nor commissioned the photographs, yet the name of the photographies must have appealed to him. But what were Joyce’s intentions
and what is the status that the photographs acquire in their new context
in transition, as opposed to what was a collection of curiosities on the
banks of the Salzach in Raitenhaslach? Pinzinger’s purpose was undoubtedly to show the strange quirks of nature in the tradition of the
Wunderkammer and late medieval woodcuts of roots.17 Were it not for
Joyce’s doing, they would not be that remarkable.
The merit of the Fluviana lies in their placement into new contexts:
that of transition,18 Brancusi’s works and (most importantly) into the
context of Work in Progress, published in instalments in transition. In displacing the photographs of already displaced objects, Joyce followed
Duchamp’s strategy of the ready-made, devised over a decade earlier. He
also established a link with (Zurich) Dadaist creations, especially the
“found” poems by Tristan Tzara and Hans ( Jean) Arp’s introduction of
the element of chance into sculpture. Arp, another contributor to transition, in his later sculptures aspired to parallel shapes found in nature.
The Fluviana belong to the history introduced by Roger Cardinal
and now widely accepted under the name of Outsider Art. The interest
in work by children, self-taught artists, the mentally ill, and prehistoric
and non-European work was prevalent in avant-garde circles in the early
twentieth century. The editors of transition published some embroidery
(no. ), Aztec sculpture (no. ) and work by schizophrenic people. Joyce
thus knew that such material found on his travels would be embraced.
He cannot, however, be called an outsider artist himself or merely the
“curator”19 of the work in the imaginary exhibition context of transition.
He must be viewed as the creator of the Fluviana as art works because
he clearly wished them to comment on his (other) work. To this end, he
let them appear under his name. In no way does he indicate that they are
situated outside the realm of his work, since the place of publication is
the same. Joyce renders them interpretable in relation to the artist’s/the
displacer’s/the arranger’s writerly work. In that regard, they are immensely fruitful.
But what is the comment the Fluviana make on Joyce’s texts? The
objects are of a sufficiently general nature to be found anywhere if someJoyce and Contemporaries



one with a collector’s mind only cared to pick them up.20 Thus they comment on the procedures Joyce used in Work in Progress, because he habitually understated the crafted nature of his work and claimed to rely solely on found material.21 The reference to outsider art stresses the lack of
a distinction between, or deliberate conflation of, “high” and “low” as
part of Joyce’s procedures within his literary oeuvre. The Fluviana are
objects one could potentially find on the beaches of Dublin Bay, a factor
not to be underestimated with Joyce. They are what the “child of a
strandlooper” (FW .–) and “beachwalker” (ibid. ) could have
found. This passage, already published in transition at the time, can even
serve as a precedent in terms of motif.
The Fluviana are small and have a haptic appeal.22 Synaesthesia has
always been one of Joyce’s concerns, with the “Anna Livia” chapter
proving the writer’s continued interest in appealing to many senses
around the time of the Fluviana’s publication. Because synaesthesia can
be used to unite the world,23 the Fluviana can vouch for Joyce’s universalist ambitions. Indeed, they thus highlight Joyce as one of those contemporaries actively engaged in creating a total work of art or
Gesamtkunstwerk.24 Joyce’s interdisciplinary practice25 is underlined by a
contemporary visual artist’s disapproving comments. In  Joyce
encouraged his daughter Lucia to discontinue her dancing career and
take up the visual arts instead. Stella Steyn criticized Joyce sharply for
thinking that the arts were interchangeable in this way.26 In the Gesamtkunstwerk’s context, Joyce’s foray into the visual arts should not
come as a surprise.27
The Fluviana immediately strike one as corresponding perfectly with
the preoccupations of the writer of Work in Progress, especially the “Anna
Livia” chapter, which Stella Steyn illustrated in transition’s next issue
(no. ), along with “The Ondt and the Gracehoper”. The metamorphosis of the washerwomen on the banks of the Liffey into tree and
stone, aided and represented by the rhythmically flowing language of the
river, finds an ideal visual, conceptual and haptic correspondence in
driftwood pieces in the shape of a racer or lobster. Tree and water combined to shape these objects which resemble living creatures. Pinzinger
also collected stones from the river. His personality may also have suggested to Joyce a correspondence with .
The Fluviana assume an interestingly fleeting /floating place in the
chain of being to which Joyce alluded so often. There could also be a correspondence with Ulysses, since in “Proteus” Joyce explored nature’s
language by letting the sea and the rocks “speak”. Moreover, Bloom later
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picks up a (driftwood?) stick on the beach and writes with it in the sand.
Without any reference to the Fluviana, Jacques Aubert has linked
Joyce’s practice to the xoana,28 the first Greek sculptures, which were
pieces of wood (sometimes also of stone), thought to be invested with
divine powers – often because they resembled living beings, gods. David
Freedberg, in The Power of Images, gives a detailed account and follows
the question of what it was that rendered them divine.29 The Fluviana
as modern-day xoana highlight Joyce’s ambition to create or at least parallel holy scriptures and his interest in Greek sculpture before – and
coinciding with – Daedalus, where archaic form and numinosity appear
to correlate.
Pinzinger had given the Fluviana titles, which Joyce took over or
modified,30 a literary activity pertaining to a visual artist. They were chosen according to the shapes one can vaguely recognize in them or associate with them: Hydra, Foot, Lobster, Racer, Head of Gazelle and Seal.
This not only alludes to common artistic – especially Surrealist – practice but also to the procedure employed and applied to art by Sigmund
Freud in his  essay on Leonardo da Vinci, which Joyce owned.31
Concerning Virgin and Child with St. Anne, /, Freud reiterates
that the shape of a vulture, turned on its back, was embedded in Mary’s
blue-grey cloak. He used the bird’s symbolism for his analysis of the
artist’s childhood. Joyce and Pinzinger, on the other hand, certainly do
not wish to “analyse” nature psychoanalytically or to ask why the river
had created a “racer” or a “hydra”. Joyce is not in an analyst’s position but
in that of an artist whose conceptual work consists of placing (or displacing) an object into an art context.
The readers of transition, well acquainted with contemporary sculptors’ practices, would have had no difficulty in seeing the Fluviana in
this context, especially since they are placed alongside Brancusi’s work.
Owing to the Fluviana and the task of transference required of any
viewer and reader, i.e. between the photographs and Joyce’s name and
work, a better understanding of the fragments of Work in Progress which
were published in transition could well have been the result. That may
indeed have been one of Joyce’s intentions, since in  he was faced
with severe criticism of his latest work. He enabled recipients to arrive
at a “translation” from one art form to another, which in Joyce’s view
undoubtedly corresponded to it. At the same time, he did not need to
spell things out, i.e. to invert the recipients’ active role.
Within the context of ready-mades and contemporary sculpture,
published in transition and visible in Paris galleries at the time, Joyce’s
Joyce and Contemporaries



Fluviana certainly are valid works in their own right. Although this does
not imply a value judgment about how successful they are as art works,
they certainly deserve some attention within Joyce scholarship and within art history. In the terminology of this discipline, the Fluviana are
sculptures involontaires. This term is linked with the names of Salvador
Dalí and Brassaï.32 Their collaboration is similar to that of Johann
Baptist Pinzinger, Photo Fischer and Joyce, but postdates it by four
years: . Thus, it is quite possible that the virtually unknown visual
works that Joyce introduced into the avant-garde context had, at least
indirectly, entered the art-historical canon – as sources of inspiration for
Dalí and Brassaï, who published close-up33 photographs of crumpled or
rolled waste paper and other items in Minotaure, a Paris avant-garde
magazine similar to transition.
Cork Furthermore, the Fluviana are interesting because they clearly
transpose into visual art one of Joyce’s important literary innovations: the
way in which he ended the ideal separation of the story and the book, consisting of words. The materiality in artists’ works that have been inspired
by Joyce will be a central concern. Indeed, when considering the materiality of the Fluviana, another work by Joyce with some similar traits comes
to mind: the photograph of Cork city, mounted in a frame of cork, which
Joyce displayed in his Paris apartment.34 If the Fluviana’s main claim to
art originated in Joyce’s conceptual move to have them published in an art
context in transition, the Cork picture’s merits lie in taking a word literally and displaying its material manifestation.35 This punning display of the
inseparability of form and content is common Surrealist practice (René
Magritte) and in Conceptual art, as it was developed a decade before
Joyce’s time in Paris, most notably by Marcel Duchamp.36
The reference here to Duchamp can serve to dispel another myth
about the incompatibility between Joyce and visual art: his conventional
taste, favouring Dutch masters and Renoir.37 Ready-mades and the
move towards conceptual decision-making as the task of the artist have
the following goals in mind: the intellectualization of art (in the process
allocating a central role to language in art) and its divorce from taste,
subjectivity, and an over-reliance on feeling. Joyce had seen artistic
strategies move in that direction in Trieste, where he became knowledgeable about Futurism.38 To simplify: ever since approximately  an
avant-garde artist has to be intelligent, not necessarily tasteful.
While both the Fluviana and Joyce’s C/cork frame are certainly art
now, and were considered as such in avant-garde circles in Joyce’s Paris
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days, were they art for Joyce? Was it an important issue for him?
According to his early thoughts on the subject, they are probably not art.
In  he held that a wooden object, for example a cow, more or less
accidentally created by “a man hacking in fury at a block of wood [was
not art, although] houses, clothes, furniture [are works of art w]hen they
are so disposed for an aesthetic end”.39 Moreover, “a work of sculptural
art must be surveyed according to its rhythm and this surveying is an
imaginary movement in space”.40
Publishing the Fluviana in  is strong evidence that Joyce had
realized a slight inconsistency in his earlier notebook entry, most likely
induced by the different ways in which art had developed. Indeed, in
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man such changes are already signalled
by Lynch’s dismissive response to Stephen’s aesthetic theories. The little
pieces of driftwood (and even the photos) may not have been created for
an “aesthetic end”, but they can be sur veyed by means of an “imaginary
movement in space”, and they were undoubtedly published for an aesthetic end.
It follows that Joyce now wished to insert the Fluviana and the Cork
frame into an art context – as equals. This, however does not mean that
their status as works of art was the decisive factor for him, nor that it
should be for us,41 as long as they remain interpretable in relation to Joyce’s
work and contemporary art practice. Joyce’s visual works not only modestly complement his writing, they also affirm the strategies pursued in the
well-known visual and musical aspects of his books. They are artworks
inspired by his writing and, as such, they occupy a privileged position.
Alexander Calder Stella Steyn was an original draftswoman and Ireland’s

only Bauhaus-educated artist. She had previously enjoyed a Dublin art
education under Patrick Tuohy, and it was this link with the portraitist of
the Joyce family that gained her entry into Joyce’s Paris home in 
(before her Bauhaus year in /), where she became a friend of Lucia
Joyce. Strangely, however, as far as visual art is concerned, Joyce’s implied
(never directly expressed) judgments seem to hold up better than Steyn’s –
just as the writer had been better informed than his artist friend Frank
Budgen about Futurism while in Zurich.42 Steyn criticized Joyce for having sent Lucia to be taught by Alexander Calder, of whose credentials as
an artist Steyn was more than doubtful.43 Calder, now securely established
in the canon, was an early twentieth-century sculptor who questioned
solidity and stability. His humour and his penchant for the circus were also
aspects that may have endeared him to Joyce.
Joyce and Contemporaries
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But Joyce did not only have his own preferences in mind when he suggested that Lucia informally work with and learn from Calder. Rosalind
Krauss describes Calder’s mobiles in terms of sculpture’s relationship to
theatre, time and dance, which was previously Lucia Joyce’s art form.44
Many Parisians saw Calder’s Circus of metal wire figures in motion at his
Montparnasse apartment from  onwards. 5 Joyce cannot but have
been among them, maybe prompted by Calder’s contribution to transition, since otherwise there would be no ground for Stella Steyn’s complaints. Martha Graham had some of the figures enlarged as “plastic
interludes” for her modern dance performances. Calder suited the Joyces
in many ways. Lucia found a lover in him.45 Did her father provide suitable inspiration for Calder’s work in developing his mobiles at the time?
With these mobiles, created from  on – when Duchamp coined the
term, Calder pursued a pleasing and playful, but carefully constructed,
lightness that Joyce was achieving in his writing.
While no conclusive answer can be given in this case, Joyce’s active
participation in Paris’ visual culture can be viewed as better established
than previously was the case. Further such tantalising possibilities for
reciprocal inspiration must now be explored.



1.2

Early Responses

Encounters The suggestion of reciprocity in the Joyce portraits by Man
Ray, as well as the inevitability of a meeting between Calder and Joyce,
pave the way for an investigation of work created by contemporaries of
Joyce and in his vicinity. The latter case joins the suggestive almostencounters or unreported (and probably uneventful) meetings, whose
mere possibility has been one of the most fascinating inspirations for
artists.
Tom Stoppard’s play Travesties, , imagining the encounter between Joyce, Tristan Tzara and Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Lenin) at the
Zurich public library, is best known. John Cage let his love for reading
Joyce aloud 1 evolve in  into a radio play entitled James Joyce, Marcel
Duchamp, Eric Satie – An Alphabet. In it, many contemporaries and figures from all ages appear together. Sorel Etrog has commented on perceived correspondences between Joyce and Dada, by applying Dada
typographical formats to relevant texts from both sides, for example juxtaposing Molly Bloom’s repeated “yes” with “dada”, the Russian word for
yes. Micheal Farrell not only painted Joyce in Brancusi’s studio, which
the writer repeatedly and reportedly visited, but also showed him at a
party with Dalí and in a Paris café with Picasso.2 8 Peter Milton has
taken Joyce’s meeting with Marcel Proust as the starting point for a large
print, The Ministry, .3
While such anecdotes, which undoubtedly make good sources of
artistic inspiration, are no substitutes for art-historical scholarship, it is
possible to state that Joyce was part of thriving avant-garde communities
in Trieste, Zurich and Paris. He apparently enjoyed the atmosphere of
innovation generated by the circles around the Little Review and transition. As early as , the Little Review compiled a poster with contributors’ signatures. Joyce figures here among the visual artists Brancusi,
Jean Cocteau, Théo van Doesburg, László Moholy-Nagy, Fernand
Léger, Tristan Tzara, Juan Gris, Wyndham Lewis, Hans Arp, Marcel
Duchamp (Rrose Sélavy) and others.4
Any artworks relating to Joyce that were produced during his lifetime
will be of great interest within the framework of this study. I present
early responses alongside each other in this chapter because of the possibility of reciprocal inspiration, the Joycean part of which I will at times
have to leave to others to explore more fully, since it is, strictly speaking,
not the subject here. It is not my intention to revive a category such as

6 Mary Reynolds,
Ulysses Binding
and slipcase
not dated (1920s)
7 Constantin
Brancusi,
Portrait J. Joyce
ca. 1928



8 Micheal Farrell,
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the Zeitgeist to interpret these early examples or to devote myself to
every portrait, because its early creation and/or the artist’s friendship
with Joyce render it canonical. Not all early works deserve art-historical
scrutiny today.
Frank Budgen One clear example of this is Francis Spencer Budgen’s
work. The painter and model to sculptors is well known as a vital source
for understanding Joyce’s working process regarding the parts of Ulysses
written during his Zurich years. This is where the problem begins:
Budgen’s portrait of Joyce from  9 shows, according to him, “‘a true
impression of the Joyce of the Ulysses period – sprawling and seemingly
relaxed but still alert and watchful’. Joyce’s observations were positive,
with a humorously pointed corollary, ‘I like the pose in your portrait but
for the love of Manfield tell the buyer that my size in shoes is a small
seven’”.5 Budgen’s work is realistic to the extent that the less than elegantly painted right foot, the elongated trunk and the odd angle of the
right thigh are to be classed as shortcomings, rather than intentional distortions. Joyce picked this up clearly, well aware of Budgen’s traditional
views concerning (visual) art. The fact that it was the writer who lent the
Futurist Manifesto to the artist is just one example of Joyce’s better
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9 Frank Budgen,
Portrait of Joyce
1919

informed views concerning contemporary art practice.
The reason why this work is then included here is the possible argument that, since it was executed before Ulysses was published, a naturalistic work on Joyce is thus still a valid comment – especially because this
is a portrait in the wake of A Portrait. This argument must fail on two
counts. Budgen had read large sections of Ulysses at the time and thus
knew something that in fact did change his practice ever so slightly
towards a more angular rendering of Joyce and himself enjoying a glass
of wine. Strangely, though, his Ulysses illustrations again revert to that
very traditional style.
The portrait painting reveals the second idiosyncrasy in relation to
Joyce’s early oeuvre (Dubliners), easily accessible to Budgen at the time.
His intention to show a flattering image of the writer is thwarted: Joyce
may have frequently worn a brown suit, but by showing him in one in an
artwork, Budgen associates his friend with the colour that stands in
Joyce’s texts not for relaxation but for paralysis6 – not the intended outcome.
Thus, although Clive Hart rightly points out that both Joyce and
Budgen believed in a hard-working artistic ethos,7 hard work on the part
of the visual artist is not merely a focus on the handling of paint. It has
Joyce and Contemporaries
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much to do with that same intellectual attitude that is required of the
writer. When Nathan Halper “asked Budgen whether he or Joyce had
known Tristan Tzara or any of the other dadaists in Zurich, he looked
down his nose; then he snorted, ‘No!! We had work to do’.”8 That jejune
comment would not have done for Joyce (who, as Halper continues, certainly at least knew of Tzara) – and it will not do for artists who claim
to create work complementing Joyce’s.
Pablo Picasso appears here not as a source of inspiration for Joyce, nor
as an artist inspired by him, although some correspondences have been
put forward, namely their Modernist uses of the brothel as subject matter.9 It is to clarify some of the points of criticism just made in relation
to Budgen. As with some other issues touched upon in this chapter,
themes for further discussion can be introduced.
Picasso and Joyce knew of each other. The writer once complained
that the genre differences of their activities meant that he was earning
far less than the painter,10 but otherwise they seem to have avoided having much to do with one another: Picasso did not wish to portray Joyce
or illustrate Ulysses.11 Brancusi and Matisse took up these tasks respectively. Joyce, who disliked Picasso’s “aggressive” style(s), nevertheless
remained curious as to how the “Mediterranean” artist would have responded to Ulysses.12
Much has been written about Joyce and Cubism. Max Halperen’s
understanding of spatial ambiguity and Jo Anna Isaak’s comparison of
the novel treatment of point of view in Ulysses are immensely valid 13 –
as opposed to the simpler, more metaphorical understanding (like
Budgen’s) that Cubism provided an all-round characterization of an
object or person. Wendy Steiner has shown the Joyce-Cubism-link to be
“arbitrary and overgeneralised”14 if it is not specific in its claim to stylistic parallelism. She then locates correspondences in a “peculiar tension
[...] between the representational and nonrepresentational features of the
medium [and a rejection of history] as a plotted narrative moving toward
a resolution”.15
One aspect highlighted by the comparison between Picasso’s Cubism
and Joyce’s writing takes on central importance for artists of the postPicasso era who wish to respond by pictorial means to Joyce:
The polyphonic text ‘destroys the monologic of representational literary discourse and sets the general scene for a kaleidoscopic and pluralistic way of writing in which we see nothing, for it is the writing that sees
us. [...]’16
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This “inversion of traditional values”,17 including the beautiful and the
ugly, could (as was also remarkable in Picasso’s case) even include monstrous Classicism, a cornucopia of styles and media. It should become
clear that this perspective is far from constrictive; indeed, it opens a
world-like multiplicity. What it, however, does prevent any serious artist
from doing in the wake of Joyce (and his contemporaries in the visual
arts) is painting realistic, one-dimensional, pleasingly narrative and
beautifully boring nineteenth-century-style paintings – until, that is, the
advent of postmodernist appropriation techniques in art.18
Wyndham Lewis In Time and Western Man, , Wyndham Lewis

writes that, “It was about six or seven years ago that I first became
acquainted with his [ Joyce’s] writing [...] the Dubliners [...] I have just
read.” Considering that Wyndham Lewis had already entered Joyce into
his Vorticist manifesto Blast in  10 and thus produced the very first
artwork that can be included in the current study, it is rather in keeping
with the visual artist’s complaints about Joyce’s adherence to the “time
school” that at least six years remain unaccounted for.
Joyce’s inclusion under the heading “Bless” cannot but be understood
as a doubtful blessing, especially because the list features Cromwell and
Joyce and Contemporaries
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Castor Oil. On the other hand, it is also reverential, taking into account
that Joyce was trying to place Wyndham Lewis’ first novel Tarr in
Switzerland at the time. Blast was meant to shock in that Futurist way –
a feature it shares with the movement whose earlier manifestations Joyce
had witnessed in Trieste. The English artist is clearly aware of Joyce’s
admirable position vis-à-vis the European avant-garde. That is why he
seeks to depict Joyce, as I see it, as a traditionalist. The drawing with the
title The Duc de Joyeux Sings shows the writer in an almost baroque costume. At other times, Lewis did draw him more flatteringly angular and
“modern”, 11 but what seems most striking is that, with his criticism of
Joyce, Lewis unintentionally casts a very traditional light on to himself.
Joyce thus appears to have reciprocated by giving the spiritless Ondt in
“The Ondt and the Gracehoper” traits of Wyndham Lewis.19 In Time
and Western Man, Lewis explains his attitude to Joyce in the following
way: “It is a good deal as a pictorial and graphic artist that I approach
these problems; and a method that does not secure that definition and
logical integrity that, as a graphic artist, I require, I am, I admit, hostile
from the start.”20
Despite his practice as a doubly gifted artist, Lewis espouses what is
very much a rationalist, even Classicist, Lessing-like distinction between
Joyce in Art

the Nebeneinander (simultaneity) and the Nacheinander (succession),
locating Joyce and himself at opposite poles.21 Lewis could very well
have drawn different conclusions from an incidence, which he himself
reports. Lewis, again classicist, objected to the accumulation of detail on
the façade of Rouen Cathedral, while Joyce liked it (the spatial sprawl),
“adding that he himself [...], in words, did something of that sort”.22
Lewis did not in the least realize, it appears, that his own fascination
with Futurism in the visual arts was for a movement glorifying speed –
or that Joyce’s work only partly gives way to “[...] the ritual of time-gods,
and of breathless transformations”,23 the other part being his calculated
use of space (for example in “Wandering Rocks”).24
Far from paralleling Wyndham Lewis’ hostility, I can in anticipation
of further discussions state that visual artists have since found that
Joyce’s use of space meets their own concerns halfway, while it offers
fruitful ideas for the use of time in their genres.
While Wyndham Lewis hoped for reciprocal
inspiration (even influence) when it came to Joyce,25 some evidence
exists of reciprocity in relation to Constantin Brancusi. The Romanian
sculptor appears in “The Mookse and the Gripes”, as Nathan Halper has
pointed out.26 Joyce himself tells the story of Brancusi drawing his portrait. “He first did a kind of a head of me which the C [rosbys who published extracts from Work in Progress, the “Tales Told of Shem and
Shaun”] didn’t much like so he went on and did something like this. [...]
I get on well with Brancusi (who is something of a fogey like myself )
deploring modern feminine fashions, the speed of modern trains etc.
etc.”27 Apart from the interesting comment on speed – a possible rebuttal of Wyndham Lewis’ claims, while stressing the common ground
between the arts – there is more to this portrait commission than meets
the eye.
Rather than needing to ask Brancusi to “go on” and draw another one,
Richard Ellmann, who later interviewed him, reports that the artist
responded to the request to “do something more abstract [by saying] He
had [my italics ...] a ‘Symbol of Joyce’ [...] to express the ‘sens du pousser’”, 28 or rather poseur. Brancusi seems to have exceeded his task and
completed more work than was commissioned. He was interested in an
inner “sense” of Joyce. Indeed, he reciprocated Joyce’s feeling of being
“like myself ” and expressed it in his art. In the vein of the Symbol of Joyce
(not part of the portrait commission) Brancusi also created a relief entitled Portrait J. Joyce.29 7
Constantin Brancusi

Joyce and Contemporaries
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Here he juxtaposes the quotidian material cardboard – a disc with a cut
to the centre from where it hangs on a nail – with a copper spiral suspended from the same nail. Copper is the symbol of one of the ages,
which Joyce used for structuring the Wake. It is a conductor whose spiral shape refers to the path of the sun and thus time. Similarly the cardboard disc itself could stand for completeness. Owing to its incision, it
can be interpreted as the plan of a megalithic passage tomb aligned with
the sun and thus measuring time, but also as a sundial. The spiral, a gnomon, could then link Dubliners, where this word occurs on the first page,
with the concerns of Work in Progress and its cyclical or spiral-shaped
structure. Ulysses is echoed in the materials, oscillating between quotidian cardboard and sublime copper with its reference to tradition. Brancusi
explained: “Joyce is like that: He departs from one point, and you’ll never
meet him again.”30 The relief thus goes much further in its references to
Joyce than the Symbol of Joyce, where the main (undecidable) question
would be whether the spiral refers to Joyce’s thick spectacles or to the ear
privileged in Work in Progress, Earwicker’s story that is meant to be read
aloud.
But what about evidence that Brancusi also felt that Joyce was “like”
him? The juxtaposition of precious and poorer materials (often wood
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and polished metal or marble) is not sufficient proof. The display of the
Joyce relief, however, goes further in finding this evidence. Brancusi
showed the work prominently in his studio’s main space, behind his
Infinite Columns,31 until his death in .32 What was also to be seen on
the walls of Brancusi’s studio was a drawing on, or scratched into, the
plaster, featuring not a spiral but concentric circles, as well as a superimposed triangle and a wedge pointing towards the centre. The same six
concentric circles, this time with a triangle or pyramid, echo the wedge
and stand, point down, on top of the circles. 11 This undated drawing
was signed by Brancusi: “relativement, tel que moi – C. Brancusi”.33 It is
thus a self-portrait – one very much on the same terms as the Joyce portrait, showing clear correspondences, as well as some telling differences.34 Although both men may have commented on the Symbol of Joyce
in a deceptively dismissive way,35 they both took the work seriously.36
Further evidence of long conversations between Brancusi and Joyce is
a study for or variation of the Symbol of Joyce drawing,37 which includes
groups of capital letters (each with a dot) placed at either end of the
drawing’s spiral and slightly wavy lines (drawn with a brush). Nathan
Halper and Sidney Geist have attempted to decipher their meaning,38
and a collaboration of a Wakean scholar (and one-time gallerist) and an
artist and curator with specialization on Brancusi, the team is well
equipped for the task.39 They find a possible solution for one group of
three letters to be a schoolboy joke: The letters “O.E.P.” stand in Greek
for “ouk elabon polin”, now on p.  of the Wake, which can be pronounced in French as “Ou qu’est la bonne Pauline?”. Halper and Geist
conclude that
We do not know how much (if any) of this Joyce had in mind when
he had Brancusi drape the alphabetical addenda along the sides of his
Portrait. [...] But we do feel, with some measure of confidence, that the
letters did experience a metamorphosis. They became the frivolous comments in the margins of Storiella.40
In an art-historical context, such schoolboy jokes using capital letters
that are placed alongside a portrait cannot be viewed without recourse to
Marcel Duchamp’s  parody of the Gioconda. He drew a moustache
and a goatee beard on the Mona Lisa’s face (in a reproduction) and
placed the letters L.H.O.O.Q. underneath – a more risqué “joke” (in
French pronunciation) than the one featured by Brancusi/Joyce. Would
one not be correct in ascribing enjoyment of such schoolboyish wordplays more to Joyce than to Brancusi? The sculptor did encounter problems, because his works sometimes take on a phallic shape, but his
Joyce and Contemporaries



intentions would perhaps not have included this specific vulgarity. At
any rate, the two men enjoyed their conversations, which were probably
more mutually beneficial than has previously been acknowledged. Their
relationship certainly should be kept in mind as a background to the
Fluviana.41 It may also be interesting to know that the conversation on
schoolboy jokes may indeed have concerned Duchamp directly. He, too,
admired Brancusi, frequented his studio and bought some of his sculptures after the death of John Quinn.42
Joyce’s and Duchamp’s “parallel lives”, as Jeanne
Haunschild has called them,43 their corresponding interests in the linguistic and conceptual handling of taboo subjects, and of course their
canonical status in either field render them prime examples of the tantalizing almost-connections that I have mentioned.
Was theirs reciprocal inspiration? Maybe, especially when they are as
suggestive as the title Given! of part of Duchamp’s secret last work,
denoting a nude female torso beside a “waterfall”, while “The keys to.
Given!” is part of the second last line of Finnegans Wake.44 Various
authors have written on the subject,45 but the only evidence for Joyce’s
awareness of Duchamp’s work (or vice versa) remains the writer’s comment on the artist’s title page for transition (Winter ), an inscribed
dog-comb. 14 This, Joyce jokingly stated, “was the one used to comb out
Work in Progress”.46 There is also the slight possibility that Duchamp
appears in the Wake in conjunction with Paul Klee, “Moy jay trouvay la
clee dang les champs” (FW .).47
One can certainly observe common occupations and even approaches, from gender transgressions (Bloom in “Circe” and Rrose Sélavy) to
work that challenges authorship and an immense (stylistic) versatility.
But the most striking feature of that possible connection between the
two innovators in their fields in the twentieth century is that the connection (understood as a causal relationship) really cannot be verified –
that it remains an inspiring possibility. For post-Duchampian (i.e.
broadly speaking all postmodernist) artists the thought needs to be
entertained that using Joyce as part of an artistic strategy could serve to
elude Duchamp’s all-encompassing shadow, while still remaining within the same “catchment area” regarding the canon of recent Western art.
Paradoxically, artists – from the s onwards, as we shall see – could
still follow Duchamp in this: “‘What mattered’, Duchamp said, ‘was an
attitude, more than an influence, to know how he [Raymond Roussel in
this instance] had done all that, and why....’”48
Marcel Duchamp
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was Marcel Duchamp’s partner from July . They
repeatedly collaborated on Reynolds’ book binding, as in the case of
Jarry’s Ubu Roi, where Duchamp designed the binding and Reynolds
executed it.49 Reynolds bound no. 50 of the limited first edition of
Ulysses (, Shakespeare & Company, Paris,  copies). 6 It is the
first book object or artist’s book created “on” Joyce. Although one cannot
determine the exact date of the binding, the suggestion is that it was
carried out relatively soon after publication, probably in the s.
Reynolds is true to Joyce’s understated, classicist and symbolic design
of the first edition in that she retains the font and the blue colour in full
Moroccan leather. The lettering on the spine is gold, rather than white
or cream. Reynolds bound in the original paper covers. The most striking feature are the maps: French maps of Ireland and Greece from .
They are cut to provide the endpapers and the cover for a slipcase, where
Asia Minor can be identified.
Reynolds comments knowledgeably on the book’s contents, providing, along with the maps, a hint at the universal implications of that
Dublin day. Moreover, maps are appropriate not only to Odysseus’ and
Bloom’s travels, but also to an interpretation of Joyce’s “spatial” techniques, thus focusing on an aspect that can bridge Joyce’s writerly

13 Marcel Duchamp,
cover for
transition
1937

Mary Reynolds
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practice with visual art. Further artworks using maps will follow the
same route. It is fascinating to find that in Reynolds’ house, Duchamp
had a room (or studio space) that he had wallpapered with maps.51 Thus
the Ulysses binding may constitute as much as a creative statement of
perceived correspondences between Joyce’s and Duchamp’s interests. It
was probably Reynolds’ statement, but her partner could easily have had
a part in the choice of maps.
Reynolds’ Ulysses is more conventional than her (and Duchamp’s)
Jarry bindings; nevertheless it inhabits a Surrealist (or Joycean and
Duchampian) space in its inclusion of found material. Apart from the
cover, the book itself, with its untrimmed paper, remains untouched, as
in most of Reynolds’ works. It is in some way a ready-made, entering
(being bound into) the realm of visual art – a worthy precedent for the
Fluviana. Since Joyce frequented Mary Reynolds’ “open house” evenings,52 he may indeed have supplied the incentive, the ideas, or the copy
of Ulysses for the binding.

p 4.5

Lucia Joyce Lettrines by Lucia Joyce, although not originally conceived
to be published with any particular text in mind, still achieve a commentary on her father’s work, in whose “climate” they originated. If Joyce
suggested that Lucia turn to visual art, the most obvious and frequently
stated point of reference in this field with regard to Work in Progress/Finnegans Wake would be the Book of Kells, with its illumi-nated
initials. Lucia Joyce updated these initials by giving them abstract, angular interior motifs with a slightly art-nouveau feel. No animals curl up
inside the letters.
Joyce also showed an interest in the shape of letters and both highlighted and changed them in his so-called sigla. Updating traditional
Irish culture was one of his main concerns. To displace these Lettrines
into a text by a different author, Chaucer, seems to make another point
that can also be related to Joyce: the adaptability of any other literary and
historical ma terial to the approach taken. Since these remained the only
published designs Lucia Joyce completed, she must have felt that she had
not yet found her own course to follow within the visual arts. The
Lettrines are, one can speculate, too closely related to her father’s oeuvre.

p 3.2, 4.1

Joyce’s wish to have Stella Steyn “illustrate” Work in
Progress in  should be viewed in conjunction with all the other
schemes and projects meant to increase acceptance of Joyce’s latest writing: the Fluviana, Brancusi’s portrait commission and, most elaborately,

Stella Steyn
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Our Exagmination. In late  and spring , Joyce worked on “The
Ondt and the Gracehoper”. He read passages of the text to the eighteenyear-old Steyn, who admitted to understanding nothing. Joyce explained
to her about meaning on more than one level and suggested scenes that
she could draw.
The Ondt’s Funeral 14 is one scene where there is evidence of such
doubling in so far as the square, the aperspectival carriage of the pram
bearing the ondt (a man) also denotes a boxing ring and perhaps a grave.
As with the other images accompanying the “Anna Livia” chapter,
Steyn’s work shows naive elements and is characterized by a flowerrepleted horror vacui. This accumulation does seem to suit Work in
Progress rather well; however, it is not a response to the text, since, for
example a market scene in Marseille is depicted in the same way. The
flow and rhythm of the episode do not find a correspondence, and there
is no evidence that Steyn may have attempted to develop (or that Joyce
suggested) new visual approaches to match the author’s reading. It was
only later at the Bauhaus that she was encouraged to vary her techniques
and stylistic repertoire.
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César Abin The year César Abin’s caricature of Joyce

15

was published
in transition, the artist’s catalogue of  portraits of artists appeared.
They are as illustrious as (if at times a little more traditional than) those
portrayed by Man Ray.53 Abin included attributes pertaining to the personalities depicted, with Joyce somewhat more “distorted” than most.
His body is in the shape of a question mark with the dot as the globe,
covered only by Ireland and showing Dublin in black. There are many
cobwebs in evidence and Joyce as a whole is “in the clouds”.
The image was put to immediate use in transition to counter (unsuccessfully)54 the perceived severity of the personality of Goethe, whose
anniversary was marked by some attacks in the magazine. The merit of the
image beyond this (or even in this) scheme is very limited. A caricature can
render something that is supposedly difficult – and this is the implication
of the question mark – a little lighter and more humorous, but this drawing seems somewhat too light in that Joyce is “in the clouds” (quasi “for the
birds”) and looks miserable.55 He even appears outdated (cobwebs) – traits
which serve only too well those who wish to dismiss him.
There is some sense in which Kurt Schwitters and
Joyce seem to belong to the same artistic galaxy, to remain with Abin’s

Kurt Schwitters
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celestial metaphor. Is Anna Blume, the subject of Schwitters’ love poem
(An Anna Blume), a conflation of Molly Bloom and Anna Livia – or does
Joyce owe this to Schwitters? Neither is the answer, because the poem
dates from , when the Blooms were long named. But the humorous,
grammar-bending poetry would not be misplaced as a source of inspiration for Finnegans Wake. Despite a contribution by Schwitters to transition, there does not appear to have been any direct contact between Joyce
and the Hanoverian artist. Or was there? “Merzmard! I met with whom
it was too late. My fate! O hate! Fairwail!” (FW .-). If this passage
is indeed linked to Schwitters’ brand of Dada, which he called Merz
(after a snippet from a newspaper advert for Commerz Bank and before
the occurrence of “Kommerzial” in the Wake, .), it suggests a
missed meeting.
At any rate, Carola Giedion-Welcker considered Schwitters “a parallel to Joyce in what he does with the rubbish of everyday life and transforms it in composition”56 and found similar methods in his writings and
those of Hans Arp. She had both artists’ visual works in her collection,
but Joyce and Schwitters did not meet, while “I had him [, Joyce, at my
house] together with Arp [...] and they didn’t speak a word.” 57 Arp,
however, is (also) mentioned in Finnegans Wake and cannot have been
too hostile to Joyce, since he commended Giedion-Welcker on her letter to Carl Gustav Jung in defence of Ulysses.58
Schwitters, whom Giedion-Welcker erroneously thought was dead
during the time of her friendship with the Joyces,59 was in exile, where
he was at one point photographed sitting in a dry riverbed in England,
collecting stones for pebble sculptures (which he carried out in the
s). As early as , he worked in his collages with Fluvianalike found wooden pieces (for example Merzbild  A). Interestingly,
Schwitters, who was a collector and innovator of the first rank, nevertheless returned repeatedly to painting naturalistic, well-executed landscapes and portraits (to support himself in exile). This unorthodox position and multiplicity of styles had its origin mostly in the circumstances
of his exiled existence and the need to paint portraits to survive, but
there may also be something prefigured that will emerge as a pattern:
the Joyce-related willingness of visual artists to embrace a stylistic multiplicity.

2.1 p

Max Ernst, Dada and Surrealism Joyce thought it necessary in a letter

to his brother Stanislaus to counter claims “that I founded in Zurich the
dadaist movement which is now exciting Paris (report of Irish Press last
Joyce and Contemporaries



week) [September ]”.60 Although this connection may sound tempting, the extent to which Joyce needed to control his artistic output immediately suggests a difference in procedures, despite common interests.
That argument rests, however, on the presumption that the Dada members, Hans Arp and Sophie Taeuber-Arp, who are credited – alongside
Duchamp – with the introduction to visual art of chance elements, actually did employ chance. In fact, they clearly and deliberately composed
even their “chance” works, which thus do not constitute direct parallels
to Tzara’s found poetry. Much has been written on this subject, which
Hans Richter, one of the dramatis personae in Zurich, summarized appropriately:
This game with language, sound, words, and associations of sound
has become part of the growth of language [... It] is as meaningful as it
appears meaningless. It was taken up on all sides and in many countries
[...] and Joyce developed his own artistic style from it.61
In advertising for the just-published Finnegans Wake in transition ,
Joyce seems to have placed himself in closer proximity to Dada than one
would have thought likely: “Humptydump Dublin’s granddada of all
rogues”,62 complete with italics. But the several occurrences of the two
syllables in the Wake cannot prove or disprove any link adequately.
Dougald McMillan devotes a whole chapter in his book on transition
to Dada in the magazine, stating: “nowhere else is this tradition so well
displayed as in transition.”63 In Joyce’s Paris years Hans Arp, contributed
both poetry and images of sculptures to the journal. It is easy (and maybe
too simple) to imagine that a multilingual poet-cum-sculptor would have
been able to irritate Joyce even slightly, as Carola Giedion-Welcker reports
it, especially since he was aware of and used Arp’s pioneering writing.64
But when [not Arp but] Max Ernst, the Surrealist, came [to visit the
Giedions], Joyce was thrilled. I had bought a picture of Max’s, which
Joyce liked very much. It was called Europe après la pluie. It was only a
[map – ] it becomes crazy, you know? First you look at it and say, ‘Ah,
it’s the Mediterranean. No, it’s the Caucasus – no, it’s this or that!’ Max
wanted to show, as early as 1933, what was coming when Hitler would
come to power. [... Joyce and Ernst] got on marvelously. Max played
word games [...] with him [...] and Joyce made a puzzle out of [the
work’s? title:] ‘Europe – Pyrée – Pyorrhée’.65
Joyce’s delight at Europe after the Rain requires further attention.
I suggest that Carola Giedion-Welcker’s description of reading the
painting echoes quite closely the experience of reading Joyce’s similarly
fluid Work in Progress, namely the deciphering of portmanteau words,
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which sometimes appear to mean one thing, then another: “It becomes
crazy”. Max Ernst also enhanced the fluidity of his paintings by means
of technical innovations, namely decalcomania (the technique of transferring wet paint from one material on to another, usually from glass to
canvas) and frottage (a pencil or crayon rubbing structured surfaces on
to paper or canvas). He thus invites and uses accident and chance in the
working process, enhancing resulting shapes to arrive at a dream-like
effect with small, recognizable detail in larger, seemingly undetermined
areas of his paintings. The Fluviana, with their animal shapes, show
related concerns – and Finnegans Wake could be said to share, if not procedures, then certainly effects of clear detail within the surrounding
“night”.
Carola Giedion-Welcker’s account of the meeting between Ernst and
Joyce in (or shortly after)  takes pride of place in terms of a proven
encounter. Their works, however, may have crossed paths earlier –
Ernst’s contribution to transition’s second volume could suggest as much.
I am thinking particularly of Ernst’s  over-paintings of a Cologne
catalogue of teaching materials. This playful inversion of pedagogy is
situated on the border between Dada and Surrealism in that its humour
reveals a more dream-like but also a more interpretable use of found
materials that pertain to rational discourse. I suggest that this is akin to
Joyce’s later Nightlesson, sharing the aim of the criticism of pedagogy in
Ulysses (“Ithaca”), but by other means.66
Considering this early manifestation of Surrealism, which was exhibited in the Galerie Au Sans Pareil in Paris in May , initiated by André
Breton,67 I find it over-enthusiastic of Barnett Newman to claim that
[...] the Surrealists got their ‘language’ and their techniques from the
great writer Joyce. It was Joyce who taught the Surrealists how to use
words as if they were clay that could be molded and shaped to produce
a plastic form. They have never paid their debt to Joyce. Were it not for
him Surrealism could not have arisen, and Finnegans Wake is the most
intense and compact Surrealist work yet produced.68
On the other hand, Ernst commented on his wish to transform “that,
which was previously only banal advertisement material into drama,
revealing my innermost desires”, a stance which Werner Spies has conclusively linked with Joyce’s concept of epiphany.69 One can only suggest
that there may well have been earlier and more comprehensive exposure
to Joyce’s theories.70 To speak of reciprocity (at times conscious, at times
not) in the relationship between Joyce and Surrealism,71 most notably
Max Ernst, now appears a realistic option.
Joyce and Contemporaries
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Paul Klee’s appearance in Finnegans Wake is well-known: “la clee”.72
Carola Giedion-Welcker finds in both a mixture of burlesque and mythical elements.73 She also frequently noted correspondences between the
artist and the writer: Joyce “achieved that sort of ‘totalization of the
object’ that Paul Klee strived [sic] for in painting. This totalization, with
which he sensuously and intellectually surrounded things, people and
events, never permitted a single-layer picture”,74 but a “dualism not being
treated as such but as complementary parts of a unity. [...] Like Klee
with his paintings, Joyce linguistically humanized the world of things
and creatures”.75 All this, however, cannot testify to inspiration, either
conscious or not.
Klee, while studying in Munich, met the Expressionist Blue Rider
group. The topic of Expressionism in relation to Joyce will follow outside of a chronology of Modernist “isms”, because the only work by one
of the German Expressionists on Joyce is from the early s.
Ernst-Ludwig Kirchner and Expressionism In all likelihood, Joyce and
Kirchner never met. The visual artist, resident in Davos, Switzerland,
did however create a Joyce portrait in , 16 or so the pencil drawing’s
inscription reads. In the drawing, Joyce is not at his most recognizable,
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since he is not wearing glasses, although the face is slightly concave.
Neither does he adopt, as far as I can ascertain, any of the poses handed
down by well-known photographs. Despite the fact that the sources of
and the occasion for, this work remains uncertain, it is known that
Kirchner owned Ulysses and read and admired Joyce.76
This fact, more than the solitary drawing, is of some considerable
interest here, since it is proof of Expressionist interest in and feelings of
affinity with Joyce’s work – however late it occurs in Kirchner’s oeuvre
(Expressionism had been on the wane since the end of World War I).
The drawing can nevertheless serve as a precedent for visual work on
Joyce, which is indebted to Expressionism.
Stephen’s thoughts on art and expression in A Portrait, Joyce’s awareness of Expressionist literature and the “Expressionist” nature of the
“Circe” episode77 seemingly provide a solid basis from which to work in
an Expressionist vein.
To speak of these things and to try to understand their nature and,
having understood it, to try slowly and humbly and constantly to
express, to press out again, from the gross earth or what it brings forth,
from sound and shape and colour which are the prison gates of our soul,
an image of the beauty we have come to understand – that is art.78
This seems to be in keeping with Expressionism’s urgency and interiority, as well as the personal responses that Joyce’s writing elicits.
However, it is also problematical, because Stephen Dedalus’ aesthetic
theory contains aspects that are diametrically opposed to Expressionist,
emotional (which Joyce calls “kinetic”) approaches to creating art, even
clearly espousing (in Stephen Hero) the “classical temper” as a prerequisite of art that can communicate truth.79 Joyce’s use of the Odyssey in
Ulysses did not recommend the book to Expressionists, who wished to
dissociate themselves from Classicist traditions.
The “medieval temper” in Ulysses may offer a reconciliation between
Joyce’s works and Expressionist artists.80 This seem to be more valid in
relation to Expressionist work (for example its use of the woodcut) than
Stephen’s or Joyce’s own theories about Classicism and Romanticism as
“constant states of mind [... whose conflict is] the condition of all
achievement”.81
It may indeed be symptomatic that Kirchner turned to Joyce at a
point when left-wing thinkers were fighting over Expressionism in the
s. Georg Lukács in  slighted Expressionisms’ creative method as
sharing features (like a fake activism) with fascism. While Expressionists
mostly did not share these politics, they could nevertheless easily
Joyce and Contemporaries



(however marginally) be incorporated. Max Bloch answered famously
that the fragmentary character of current social experience was a response to the crises of a transitional epoch and thus implicitly a protest
against the imperialist Great War.82 The politics of Expressionism are
thus contradictory: while conservative and elitist in their media and subject matter, stylistically the works are radical. While Joyce can similarly
be seen as making no overt political statements in his works, he was not
at that point (or to that extent) accused of collusion. Soon, however, similar points of criticism (elitism and Classicist positivism) were levelled
against Joyce and Expressionist artists from that leftist perspective.83 For
Lukács, Joyce’s retreat from plot was a retreat from social realities.
Sergei Eisenstein This renders Sergei Eisenstein’s 84 enthusiasm for the

writer a rather brave stance, considering the political climate in postrevolutionary Russia around , when he tried in vain to sway opinion
in favour of Joyce, from whom he believed Russian writers should
learn.85 Eisenstein first came into possession of Ulysses in February 
and he famously visited Joyce in Paris in November , leaving a good
impression on the writer.86
“Eisenstein obviously had no difficulty finding the visual aspect and
sensing the visual possibilities of Joyce’s writing.” 87 Here, he can serve as
an example of an artist who considered his first reading of Ulysses a turning point for his intellectual development and who retained a life-long
allegiance.88 Eisenstein’s general reflections on Joyce-inspiration should
therefore be quoted.
The most ridiculous aspect of criticism of Joyce is that when they
[...] write about learning from Joyce they keep viewing learning as slavish copying. [...] But learning is not copying but understanding what the
particular process consists of; not borrowing of external form, but in
understanding the principle, reexamining the principle and making it
one’s own.89
Otto Dix, John Heartfield, Neue Sachlichkeit Vincent Deane has used
the art-historical term Neue Sachlichkeit in relation to Joyce.90 However,
he relates this to Joyce’s changing approaches during the work on Ulysses
and not to visual art. Neue Sachlichkeit (translated as new sobriety, objectivity or “matter-of-factlyness”) refers to figurative art after abstraction,
something that had only just surfaced around  and that was not so
called until , when an exhibition in Mannheim was given this title.
This figurative tendency succeeded (Berlin) Dada and answered a need
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for political messages conveyed in an increasingly polarized political climate in Germany. Given the above-mentioned leftist criticism and
Joyce’s political abstinence, what was it in the s and s that leftist
avant-garde visual artists found particularly inspiring about Joyce? John
Heartfield91 and Otto Dix not only defended, but also eulogized, Joyce.
This had initially little to do with Finnegans Wake (Work in Progress at
the time), but with aspects of what has already been said about Dada and
Expressionism, as both movements fed into Neue Sachlichkeit. It was this
legacy that brought Eugene Jolas to Berlin in , where he met with
the Sturm circle protagonists, including George Grosz, who subsequently published a new work in transition  /, . Its appearance is far
from Expressionist, but a perceptive broadside against the rise of
Nazism: The Little Agitator.
The context clearly suggests that (leftist) Neue Sachlichkeit artists
would have been partial to the heroically anti-nationalist stance of ordinary citizens in Ulysses and the novel’s hyper-realist presentation of the
sleazy and paralytic aspects of city life: Neue Sachlichkeit in its leftist
manifestation, avant la lettre. Did Joyce know about such work on the
modern city and did he give credit for it to Otto Dix in the variation on
Dear Dirty Dublin, “Dix Dearthy Dungbin” (FW ,)? For Neue
Sachlichkeit artists, the formally innovative characteristics of Ulysses and
Work in Progress were certainly additionally important, because the
impression had to be averted that a return to figuration and heightened
realism was in any way regressive. Searching for literary precedents could
thus be useful. Bearing in mind Thomas MacGreevy’s remark that Work
in Progress was “the carrying on of realism to the point where it breaks”,92
there may indeed even be a correspondence between Joyce in the late
s and s and Neue Sachlichkeit artists.
His pioneering work in photomontage renders John Heartfield a very
likely supporter of Ulysses. The fact that he was indeed one,93 however,
has further implications for the relationship between visual art and
literature at the time. Walter Benjamin met Heartfield in France, while
they were both émigrés. Their discussions inspired Benjamin’s seminal
essay on The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, .
Heartfield’s practice was acutely aware of issues of reproduction in and
of art, because he did not wish to add to the tradition of easel painting,
but assure a wide dissemination of his (political) views. He thus created
photomontages for the AIZ (Workers’ Illustrated Newspaper) and,
importantly, designed dust jackets for the books published by his
brother’s Malik publishing house. Although Malik did not publish
Joyce and Contemporaries
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Joyce, it was evident to leftist contemporaries which art form they would
choose when it came to sources of inspiration. The fact that Ulysses was
widely available in multiple copies costing less than an easel painting,
along with clear self-referential aspects concerning printing and reproducibility (especially the “Aeolus” episode), seems to have gone some way
towards neutralizing leftist literary criticism. Photographic literacy on
Joyce’s part and collage or montage techniques should not, of course, be
underestimated either.94
László Moholy-Nagy published photographs in transition  alongside

Work in Progress. The one-time director of the Bauhaus and staunch
supporter of the kind of photographic literacy just mentioned seems to
have discovered Finnegans Wake only when he was in charge of the New
Bauhaus in Chicago. This is probably because he was only then learning
English.
The position that he accords Joyce in an art-education curriculum
is, however, unrivalled among writers. Joyce’s works (both Ulysses and
Finnegans Wake) were essential reading for students: the chapter on the
writer in his posthumously published Vision in Motion, , takes up ten
pages,95 while Freud is treated to only half a page.
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Moholy-Nagy’s emphasis is on the multiple meaning of Joyce’s language. He quotes extensively, recommends secondary literature, explains
portmanteau words and utilizes an “augmented” schema for Ulysses, as
well as a diagrammatic drawing for Finnegans Wake. These were prepared by Leslie L. Lewis, who apparently delivered a lecture series on
creative writers at the Institute of Design.17 Richard Kostelanetz has
taken the Wake diagram to be Moholy-Nagy’s work,96 and, looking at
Joyce’s own diagrams in Finnegans Wake (pp. , ) and at Bauhaus
history, it is easy to see why. Teachers there achieved a unique blend of
their own creative practices (often suffused with spirituality, as here in
the central wheel- or sun-like shape) and the rationality of the efficiently abbreviated, pedagogically useful message.97
While typographical innovations and again correspondences with
Dada98 feature in the Design College director’s book, links with his own
works are less apparent. One hint, however, can be taken from the title,
Vision in Motion. Moholy-Nagy absorbed mathematical theories on the
fourth dimension and let them enter his best-known work, the LightSpace-Modulator (light prop) from .99 This early kinetic (i.e. moving)
sculpture is a cosmic machine, generating multiple views and aligning
itself with (literary) time concerns and the stage. The “useless machine”
was, according to Walter Gropius, the first stage of Bauhaus protagonists
to face up to the phenomena of industry and the machine.100 This may
shed light on Joyce’s description of Finnegans Wake as just such a machine, one to square the circle.101
These concerns can easily be married with the artist’s emerging
interest in Joyce. In his teachings, he apparently made the connection.
Little wonder then that some of Moholy-Nagy’s students, such as Tony
Smith, who attended the Chicago New Bauhaus from , turned out
to be the most avid interpreters of Joyce among visual artists. But this is
no longer a matter of early responses.
The main difference between the reactions of Joyce’s contemporaries
and some later responses is that the earlier artists’ oeuvres did not grow
with and through a knowledge of Joyce’s (complete) writings. What the
works already discussed did display, however, are multi-faceted
approaches to the writer, already generating many insights into artists’
ways of responding to his work. The themes and approaches touched
upon will be useful for discussions of other artists’ works. They include
multi-dimensionality and openness, tradition and innovation, wordplay,
the use of language in art, book objects, gender and sexuality, collage and
montage techniques, media implications, the materiality of ( Joyce’s)
Joyce and Contemporaries
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language, (personal) expression(ism), formal(ist) views, commitment and
political implications, the nature of inspiration, Joyce within an educational framework (art school, the canon) and naturally matters of illustration (Steyn) and portraiture (Budgen, Abin, Brancusi).
It is with the players in these more traditional genres that I will begin
to populate the stage.
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Illustration and Portraiture

2.1

Illustrations with a Difference

The illumination or illustration of a canonical text has traditionally been
the occupation of artists. This fact colours expectations even when viewers are faced with twentieth-century texts. Some artists with an interest
in Joyce have, it seems, illustrated this expectation rather than Joyce’s
writings. While works covered in this chapter and the next one on portraiture reveal few problems in finding a link between the works and
Joyce, far greater issues arise concerning some material. I share Irene A.
Martyniuk’s surprise at the discovery that “many attempts at illustrating
Ulysses are [...] attempts at the mimetic”,1 while mimetic illustrations are
impossible to achieve – especially with Joyce’s later works.2 As Renée
Riese Hubert has summarized Surrealist book “illustration”:
After the close of the nineteenth century, avant-garde book artists
favoured literary works that challenged a mimetic approach [....] The
painter implemented a vision metaphorically based on, but not metonymically inscribed in, the text. Indeed, a literal interpretation would
have cheapened the poem, in the manner of a prose paraphrase.3
Margot Norris has found in Finnegans Wake “that intellectual shift
which locates meaning in relationships and structure rather than in content”.4 In return for the challenges to book illustration and the revolutionary changes that have occurred in the genre, it has also gained. It is
no longer an ancillary discipline. Much of the work included in later
chapters of this study could be classified as reacting to Joyce’s texts
metaphorically. Initially, however, valid approaches that can still be
described as illustration need to be assessed. The borderlines are fleeting.
The traditional concept of illustration is bound up with didactic
intentions. Joyce was, however, specific about his view that art should
not be didactic.5 Indeed, suggestion rather than information is called for;
interpretation rather than translation. Some artists seem to be of the
opinion that if Joyce does not provide a clear plot that offers sufficiently detailed descriptions of the protagonists, it was their task to “compensate”. It is apparent that this would not only be an audacious claim, but
it would also mean missing all the important points about Joyce’s works,
where the search for meaning is paramount and not its fixation; the path
and not the goal. It is all the more alarming then that “Even when
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mimetically ‘wrong’ [quite a likely case with Joyce], an image creates a
coauthorship between Joyce and the illustrator.”6
While the urge on the part of a reader to respond to Joyce visually is
understandable, the results will, however, transcend the personal,
become meaningful and worthy of the writer only if they relate to more
than one “plot” and one reader. They need to reflect some formal innovations present in Joyce’s works, namely art history and literature, and,
importantly, their own context: contemporary art practice.7
It would be wrong, however, to assume that realism and iconography
had no part in this. As Mieke Bal points out in relation to iconography
and recognition:
[...] every element [is] an iconographic sign for recognition, and [...]
even the most unimportant will do. Once the story is recognised, nothing prevents the reader from using the story in all its complexity to
process other elements of the visual work. If understood as reader response, recognition can be helpful, not bedazzling/eye-shutting but
eye-opening, a means of enhancing awareness of the cultural process
every act of reading or viewing is involved in. Recognition can also trigger a critical response.8
That critical response or interpretation is required, since false constructions of unity would be very much in conflict with Joyce’s procedures and the spirit of his work. Bal also asserts:
Primarily under the influence of deconstruction, the assumption
that works constitute a unity has been shown to stimulate strongly ideological interpretations, to erase disturbing details that do not fit, and to
impose a Romantic conception of organic growth that is not relevant to
works unrelated to the Romantic tradition.9
Considering the later Joyce’s deconstructive work avant la lettre, a
tension in the reading process appears, which should not be glossed over,
but revealed in the visual work on Joyce.10 Artworks on Joyce, particularly Ulysses illustrations, have so far been almost exclusively read for their
realistic, mimetic effect, for iconographical matches and for the “underlying” story. The images should be allowed to tell their own story – if
indeed they have one to tell.11 Only a fraction of the existing work can
be presented in the text, while I refer further examples to the notes.
Henri Matisse It is generally accepted that Henri Matisse, in his 

Limited Editions Club Ulysses, 19, 20 actually illustrated the Odyssey. This
is for most Joyceans12 – and was for Joyce himself 13 – a dismissive statement. But this need not be so if one takes into account what has just
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been said – indeed if one has a closer look at the work and considers
Matisse’s persona as a Modernist artist.14 As such – while accepting a
commercial commission to illustrate a book and thus compromise his
ideally autonomous status – he had every reason to seek some distance
between himself and Joyce’s work. To achieve this, he predictably chose
to state that he had not actually read Ulysses.15
The illustrations themselves, on the other hand, are remarkably
“Joycean”: between the pages of the sumptuously produced volume, we
find “sketches” on blue and yellow paper alongside the “final” prints of
simplified, abstracted or universal images (like a garden gate for “Ithaca”). 19 Matisse was perfectly capable of drawing a garden gate without
a preliminary drawing, especially one that is an even more detailed and
specific rendition than the “result”. Although correspondence suggests
that it was not Matisse’s idea to include these drawings,16 the artist
(bearing in mind the dismissive Modernist attitude towards preliminary
drawings) would not have shown them to anyone if they had not been
intended or at least available for inclusion.
Matisse may not have read every line of Ulysses, but he was certainly
aware of the book’s stylistic features.17 He provided a complementary
tribute by giving several versions of each image for the five episodes that
he illustrated, reflecting and multiplying Joyce’s multiplicity of styles. In
this light, it is appropriate to have departed from Homer in order to
arrive at universal, timeless images. This is what Joyce himself did.18
Both agreed on this approach when they spoke on the telephone in
August .19
George Macy, the American entrepreneur behind the book venture,
listed his own name on the credits page as the edition’s designer. Having
had reservations about the lack of an overt relationship between the
etchings and Ulysses, he uses Matisse’s “Nausicaa” image to provide a
framework for an interpretation of the Matisse etchings as part of the
volume. The motif on the surface of a golden planet in the centre looks
like the three graces from the Judgment of Paris,20 designed for
“Nausicaa”. 20 This motif is surrounded by ellipses, which mark the vertical and the horizontal on a clock face: the numbers one to twelve are
placed in a circle around this cosmos.
If the Odyssey had been the point of reference, that clock face would
be anachronistic and meaningless. Matisse /Macy thus juxtapose modern life – more precisely a day in it (the two ellipses can stand for two
sets of hands) – with ancient mythology, just as Joyce did before them.
Matisse’s several images for each episode are in various (not always but
Illustration and Portraiture
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often successive) stages of abstraction. This is apparently how the artist
viewed the stylistic multiplicity of Ulysses – a valid and late Modernist
interpretation, as the artist reflects on stylistic changes within Modernist
visual art, as well as his own oeuvre.21 It is fully congruous with Matisse’s
work. Indeed, one look at this – as well as Matisse scholarship – will
reveal that “in much of Matisse’s [...] painting, [he] portrays a single subject in different stylistic modes [... a] free movement between artistic
conventions – it implies that there can be no single, valid way of seeing
a subject.” 22
Considering existing commentaries on this Ulysses illustration in that
light,23 one wonders if they may not short-change Matisse. The stylistic
multiplicity achieved by enclosing the related drawings is such a vital
aspect of the work that it is hardly imaginable without it. Indeed, it
would work against the multiplicity developed in Matisse’s other work.
That the etchings on their own would not have sufficed, even for the
contemporaries involved, is clarified by comments on another artist’s
work.
Lewis Daniel / Stuart Gilbert Lewis Daniel presented to the same
George Macy of the Limited Editions Book Club Ulysses a set of
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eighteen illustrative drawings for Ulysses.24 Stylistically these very much
belong to the s, reminiscent at times of some of Picasso’s more
Classicist work. They are interesting here, because Stuart Gilbert commented on them at length: an early critical assessment of such work –
possibly even mediated by Joyce. Gilbert praises Daniel’s draughtmanship and continues:
As illustrations to Ulysses they are not, in my opinion, equally successful. The artist knows the text well, has brought in the symbols and
suggested the Greek allusions with skill [...] yet I consider that on the
whole he has taken a one-sided view of Mr. Joyce’s epic. There is for
one thing too much sameness about the drawings. Each episode has a
technique of its own and the artist should have brought out these differences. For ‘Nausicaa’ he might have used a mid-Victorian technique
[...].25
This privileged source’s suggestions can be adopted. In relation to
Matisse, Gilbert, Joyce and others would have undoubtedly also criticized the unchanging style’s one-sidedness, if only the etchings had been
included in the publication.
However, there seem to be problems with stylistic multiplicity in
twentieth-century art. Visual artists do not present the fruits of ten or
seventeen years of work (as the case may be) in portable format and all
at once. Each day’s or week’s work needs to resemble the last in some
way – or so market forces lead one to believe. It is a dangerous business
for visual artists to forego that familial likeness. Most of the artists who
have created Joyce illustrations have indeed adhered to this “law” of their
medium and thus sacrificed a degree of relevance.

3.2 p

Richard Hamilton Artworks on Ulysses by Richard Hamilton are a spe-

cial case. Created in the late s and – after a gap of four decades 26 –
again from the s onwards, the prints are not coherent in approach.
What began as one-dimensional, uniformly realistic depictions of
Bloom and various scenes from Ulysses27 has over time turned into a
multi-stylistic array of studies and different versions for each of the seven
episodes so far covered. That change in perspective occurred when
Hamilton fortuitously abandoned (for financial reasons) the idea for an
illustrated volume, which would have duplicated nineteenth-century
approaches with little regard for Joyce’s innovation or any awareness
of the audacity of producing a definitive Joyce illustration that “would
be equivalent to declaring ‘I understand Joyce’ and ‘I am better than
Joyce’”.28
Illustration and Portraiture



In the new context, even the older illustrations are usable, although they
may mislead some viewers. The various prints were (in a - exhibition-tour) rightly displayed in clusters. Hamilton places great emphasis
on printing techniques, which may be appropriate in relation to Ulysses,
particularly “Aeolus”, but also vis-à-vis the intricate nature of Joyce’s
procedures. Thus, Hamilton – although the crafty element yields very
different results in his visual medium more than in literature – appropriately places his work within several relevant fields and traditions simultaneously.
One of the ways in which Hamilton follows Joyce, apart from the
print medium, is the multiplicity of styles used. Two out of the seven
completed images for the individual episodes contain different styles in
themselves. This is the case in How a Great Daily Organ is Turned Out and
In Horne’s House 21 – with The Transmogrification of Bloom as a related
image, whose topic is character change. The “Great Daily Organ” is the
Freeman’s Journal printed in “Aeolus”. Hamilton has juxtaposed and printed together various small plates relating to a variety of episodes, like an
adapted image of Joyce’s own funeral for “Hades”. There is also the advertisement for The House of Keys, which Bloom is trying to place in Ulysses
– the only reference in the illustrations to advertising, Pop Art’s forte.
As a whole, the Daily Organ resembles not only Picasso’s compilations
of printing plates, but Hamilton’s own poster-cum-catalogue for the
Joyce exhibition at London’s , . 3 Simultaneously, both broadsheets refer to the collage and typographical experiments of the Dadaists.
Collage (often in the medium of print) has, moreover, been an interest of
Hamilton’s throughout his Pop Art-related works.
In his Daily Organ, Hamilton includes a print after Patrick Tuohy’s
portrait of Joyce’s father. This introduces art-historical references.29 In
Horne’s House 21 contains a multiplicity of styles in a programmatic way.
It is the image relating to the “Oxen of the Sun” episode, whose topic is
the birth of language, corresponding to a birth in Dublin’s maternity
hospital in Holles Street. Joyce’s approach, to give a chronological development of styles within the English language, first pointed Hamilton
towards a Cubist image. In the s, this was succeeded by a multiplicity of artistic styles. The figures are taken from the Easter Islands,
Egypt, Bellini, Rembrandt, a Napoleon portrait by Baron Gros and a
Cézanne. There is also an “Cubist” still life in the centre of In Horne’s
House. Cézanne’s inclusion in this scene may be programmatic.
Art history credits Cézanne with making the surface of the image
opaque in the sense that one does not perceive of the canvas as a clear
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21 Richard Hamilton,
In Horne’s House
1982

window on to a different world. Instead, the artwork presents itself as
what it is, an object made with paint by an artist.30 Terry Eagleton
focused on exactly this aspect of Joyce’s text in his essay on Hamilton’s
Ulysses illustrations completed until 1988: “As the eye strives to penetrate
the density of the written text in order to ‘see’ Molly, Bloom and Stephen
[...], it finds itself arrested at the level of the material word – a word
which insists on obtruding itself between us and the visual object”,31 the
image conjured up in our imagination while we read.
Hamilton is aware of the fact that it takes that kind of opacity if he
does not wish to be called a good illustrator in the derogatory sense: “to
categorise an artist as a good illustrator is a put-down”,32 he appropriately states in the context of the Ulysses prints. The multiplicity and the
art-historical references may provide some of this opacity or distance,
although all the images for Ulysses remain essentially figurative, faithful
and ministering to the text. Realism is ultimately counterproductive to
letting the prints’ materiality send its own message.
Hamilton’s Ulysses illustrations, despite their acknowledged merits,
are mainly that.33 They sit squarely in the artist’s oeuvre, divorced from
the importance of quotidian material in Hamilton’s Pop artwork and
quite separate from his long-term involvement with the “TypotransIllustration and Portraiture



lation” of Duchamp’s notes, linked to Joyce by Sarat Maharaj. Imaging Ulysses is the most traditional, even conventional, work Hamilton
has created. Although he interprets Joyce, his stance echoes the preconceived notion that illustration automatically privileges tradition over
innovation. This is, I suggest, not how to respond to Joyce’s innovative
approaches. Hamilton’s other work, however, will certainly have to be
considered in terms of its responses to Joyce. In this regard, the Ulysses
illustrations serve as proof of Joyce’s presence in Hamilton’s mind for the
duration of his career.
Robert Motherwell, like Matisse, published a series of prints in a lim-

ited edition of Ulysses. And also like Matisse, he chose the gouging of
Cyclops as an image for the “Cyclops” episode. Despite these potentially damning facts, Motherwell’s images are illustrations with a distinct
difference – and the artist reflects on this: “The content has always to be
expressed in modern terms: that is the premise. Joyce understood this
perfectly.”34
The Ulysses illustrations are the culmination of many years – even
decades – of involvement with the writer.35 As early as , Motherwell
gave a painting the title Ulysses. However this already comes twelve years
after he first read the book, which Motherwell had bought as a twentyyear-old in Paris.36 One of the artist’s own favourite exhibitions of his
work was the one already noted, Robert Motherwell: Tribute to James Joyce,
, in Provincetown, Massachusetts, which coincided with a Joyce symposium.37 Drawings in two sketchbooks created prior to that exhibition
were subsequently, in , shown at the Guggenheim Museum, New
York. These, as well as sketches in The Joyce Sketchbook, , provide the
nucleus for an offer Motherwell made to the publisher Andrew Hoyem
of forty etchings to illustrate Ulysses. The project was completed in .
Motherwell was a friend of the Joyce scholars Nathan Halper38 and
David Hayman,39 and he accumulated a scholarly Joyce library. This is
kept at the Dedalus Foundation, the artist’s foundation, renamed in 
(from Motherwell Foundation) after Stephen Dedalus. Bernd Klüser
describes this reference as the greatest tribute that the artist has made to
James Joyce. Indeed, it is almost like giving a legacy of one’s life’s work
to the writer. On the other hand, it can also be understood as a gesture
of identification with the older artist, as well as with Joyce’s alter ego.
Although this could be interpreted as that definitive statement of
authorship, in rivalry to Joyce, criticized earlier, the works clarify the
position as one seeking to do justice to Joyce, “while at the same time
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finding a timely and innovative form”.40 Motherwell speaks of illustration in the traditional sense: “I’ve always regarded what I have done as
being modest illuminations, as many English books had in the early
nineteenth century. [...] I happen to like books”.41 This most emphatically, however, relates to the book as an object, not to the kinds of images
he produced – they are only barely figurative and thus open.
The forty etchings include eighteen black Roman numbers as titles
for the episodes. Each episode is also accompanied by an image entitled
with an element from Joyce’s schema for Ulysses. These are in black on
a uniformly coloured background of eighteen different colours. The
frontispiece is a portrait of Joyce and there are also two geometric designs, one opposite the title page, the other a tailpiece. 22
The nature of the illustrations can most easily be gauged when looking at these two complementary designs. The first shows a rectangle, a
triangle and a circle: the “three basic forms of the universe”42 between
two lines. These are reminiscent of the lines encompassing the Roman
numerals at the beginning of each episode. Below the print, one reads
the words “Telemachia – Odyssey – Nostos”, referring to the three books
of Ulysses. At the end of the text, the three elements appear again, now
allocated to “Trieste – Zurich – Paris”. This time, one line is distorted,
Illustration and Portraiture
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one missing: the world is not as it was before reading Ulysses.
The individual designs for the episodes barely hint at mimesis.
History as the image for “Nestor” includes a line terminated by two small
lines: a diagrammatic way of depicting the fourth dimension. Hades
shows trees extending downwards from a line: the underworld is imagined as upside down. “Proteus”, the most visual and “artistic” of the
episodes, has “Philology” as its art in Joyce’s schema. Motherwell writes
“Liebe” 23 since philology can be translated (philologically) as the “love
of words”. Moreover, Motherwell’s wife was German – hence Liebe (love
in German). The visual artist turns into a philologist at the very point
where the writer occupied himself with the problems of seeing and visuality – a telling chiasmus.
Motherwell works with metaphors and analogies. I concur with the
artist when he thus claims to “be in tune with the way [ Joyce] worked”.43
The “crafted” side, however, is missing, giving way to a gestural, chanceguided line. As Bernd Klüser states:
The literary allusions in Motherwell’s titles in no way restrict what
the paintings express, but point to the spiritual level of his engagement.
As symbolic transformations they lead from the personal to the general
and leave ample scope for universal interpretations.44
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The Ulysses illustrations take their place among Joyce-inspired work
throughout Motherwell’s oeuvre. Marcelin Pleynet has assessed these.45
A Joycean self-portrait remains here for later scrutiny. However appropriate the Ulysses prints are, they do not show the full extent of
that inspiration or the fundamental ways in which Joyce has inspired
Mother well. The artist’s experience of rereading Ulysses and illustrating
that book is coloured by his reading of Finnegans Wake, which he bought
in ,46 and again in .47 The almost abstract, hardly decipherable
nature of some of the Ulysses images testifies to this.

24 Mimmo Paladino,
Hades
(2 Banbury caces
0.0.1) from
Ulysses 16 June,
18 Etchings
1994

Mimmo Paladino in  created eighteen etchings to accompany

Ulysses.48 24 The Italian artist’s Campania home region alerted him to
both Greek and Roman traditions. It is with this in mind that he
approaches the topic by means of realistic black and white figures, hands
or heads, almost all with gold leaf background. Joyce was interested in
holy texts and made use of their conventions and theological terminology. A secularization of a Joycean kind can be assumed when considering
the titles. They consist of the Homeric titles for the episodes, juxtaposed
with one of the eighteen entries in Bloom’s end-of-day budget. “Nestor”
thus appropriately appears beside the cost of one penny for a copy of the
Illustration and Portraiture
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Freeman’s Journal, given the conversation about Mr. Deasy’s foot-andmouth letter to the editor in that episode. The title for episode thirteen is Nausicaa ( Pig’s foot ..), humorously reflecting on Gerty
McDowell’s limp. The figures themselves only vaguely refer to the
episodes. When Bloom carries Stephen in “Circe”, a black-headed man
sits on the shoulders of another man. The “Penelope” etching shows a
man with very long hair and a beard. Is this Bloom? One of Molly’s
lovers? All of them? One needs to stretch one’s imagination to link this
with Molly Bloom’s soliloquy.
This is evidence of an original interpretation on the part of the artist,
a way to engage the viewers. I am not sure, however, about the ever-present gold leaf. It is too reverential, stressing the preciousness (and market
value) that such a limited or special edition commands. These implications run counter to Joyce’s less commercially oriented messages – and to
Paladino’s own background within Italian Arte Povera. Furthermore, as
Stuart Gilbert again might say, there is too much sameness about these
illustrations. A commentary on Joyce’s stylistic multiplicity is not in evidence. Paladino’s other works on Joyce, namely his book objects that use
various editions for drawings and collages, however, add further appropriate connections.

p 4.4
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A pattern seems to emerge: artists working in a largely realistic and at
least partially mimetic mode do not create their strongest work when
faced with the (self-imposed) task of illustrating Ulysses. In their response to Ulysses, they are guided in particular by Joyce’s schemata or
isolated schematic elements of the novel, such as Bloom’s budget. This
can be seen as merely an attempt at a partial response, given Joyce’s overwhelming multitude of material. It reflects what is realistically achievable, but may also constitute a somewhat impoverished response.
Susan Weil How can the established theoretical frameworks in relation
to mimetic and figurative artworks illustrating Joyce’s texts be applied to
some works and especially: can merits still be found in artwork that takes
a less than promising initial approach? 49
Susan Weil’s introduction to Joyce was through her father reading
Finnegans Wake to her as a child.50 Her procedures with regard to Joyce
have since varied, always however based on extensive visual, as well as
textual, research in notebooks, culminating in several sumptuously produced artists’ book on the Epiphanies, Giacomo Joyce, as well as Brideships
and Gulls from Finnegans Wake. The unusual shape of the work would
warrant inclusion under artists’ books, but their illustrative nature and
presentation alongside the text suggest illustration as another possible
framework. It is a bibliophilistic pleasure to open the books, turn pages
with representations of individual motifs or constellations of them, while
being reminded of Joyce’s words. Considering this experience, it may
strike one as odd that these are still (only) figurative and even mimetic
images.
Susan Weil’s approach to the end of Finnegans Wake’s book II, Brideship and Gulls, , 25 is to have the text on square sheets in the centre
of a flat box, literally giving it pride of place. The six surrounding square
“frames” are interchangeable and can be turned. Thus, they already point
to the viewer’s or reader’s active engagement, especially faced with
the central void in these images. The square suits Weil’s purpose exceedingly well, as Mamalujo and other multiples of four are central to the
structure and design of the Wake. Moreover, only in two cases is one
encouraged to see the image as one whole – and even then this is in flux
(the river Liffey with fish and floating Apostle figures in the universe).
In the other four cases, the “frame” is divided and appears as a kaleidoscope. The ship of “Trustan with Usolde” is split in half. Where one
finds a seagull, hands, an egg, the fragments are assembled like a puzzle.
In one further case, self-referential, painted book objects in the four
Illustration and Portraiture
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corners show Joyce’s Euclidean diagram. By means of a red triangle,
Susan Weil links ALP’s Delta with the label on a bottle of Bass beer.
She thus supplies active interpretations and renders Joyce’s optical connections visible, while providing the viewer with visual puzzles in correspondence to Joyce’s text. The “empty frames”, when mounted on a
wall, also double as a series of shaped canvas works – this is an original
approach, if not entirely up to the minute in terms of current art practice. Clearly, the supreme merit of this work lies in the fact that form and
content are inseparable, as they need to be in works on Joyce. Weil, while
providing recognizable motifs, does not misleadingly affirm a unity. Her
work thus displays concurrent use of incompatible readings according
to Mieke Bal:
[While] Modes of reading that look for details that do not fit are
potentially useful tools for antirealist, critical readings [...] reading for a
sense of textuality and of the wholeness this textuality entails, [this]
does not necessarily preclude awareness of a fundamental lack of unity,
whereas reading for the effect of the real as it is traditionally practiced
tends to do so. But although incompatible, making them interact by
activating both modes concurrently is in itself a critical endeavour: using
them in combination helps us avoid the unifying fallacy.51
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Erwin Pfrang The draftsman Erwin Pfrang created his Circe drawings

to accompany the text of that episode of Ulysses in the late s. 26 He
is quick to point out, however, that he is not interested in illustration:
It was never my aim to make Joyce’s prose readable by visual means
[...] it was rather a question of what Joyce did to me. And then: cut and
tear, the rubbing in of spittle and pain, the intellectual hair-splitting [...]
mix the whole lot with what the day carried to my doorstep.52
“Circe” is an appropriate choice for Pfrang, who juxtaposes little,
funny or tragic creatures with blotches of ink and snippets of text.53 The
“composition” is highly idiosyncratic, often making it possible to view a
drawing from all sides – in one word: an imaginative, “Circe”-like circus.
Pfrang thus responds to the already mentioned partly “Expressionist”,
partly “Surrealist” qualities of Ulysses’ longest episode in a style that finds
its place – despite the privately searching, small-scale and somewhat traditional nature of the work – in the Neo-Expressionist s. It also
owes much to Modernist drawing from Beckmann to Artaud.54
Although the “Circe” drawings have explanatory subtitles (for example
‘Circe’ drawing : Bloom walks on a net ...’ ), such references are there for
the viewer to discover and interpret in turn. Pfrang often changes
register and tempo. Tentative lines and thick ink traces alternate.55 This
hints at the artist’s pursuit of unfixed meaning, openness and a Joycean
complexity. Vasari already considered drawing as something originating
in the artist’s intellect. Within the realm of his appropriate style, however, Pfrang does not change much. It is thus laudable that he (almost)
confines himself to “Circe”. The results are figurative with mimetic
aspects, but certainly work, enriching rather than impoverishing a viewer’s encounter with Joyce.56
As Pfrang’s work shows, realistic “illustrations” can be appropriate –
and worth the comparison with Joyce’s texts if they explore the
[...] paradox of realism: that realism as a device undermines the
sense of reality. [... Realism] describes the moments in a representational text that do not cover up the translation of the real into representation, but that show the real as fractured and emphasize that fractured
state. In this sense, realism becomes identical with textuality.57
Pfrang’s palimpsestual style – foregrounding his artistic means – as
well as correspondences between drawing and writing (both meant by
the Greek word graphein) conspire to retain, interpret and highlight
Joyce’s means in conveying “Circe’s” “un-reality”.58
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Other work
on Joyce in the medium of drawing also reacts to Joyce’s stylistic features
in varying ways. Martyn, Schöllkopf and Ostrowski, born in , 
and  respectively, have – like Pfrang – all explored Joyce’s works
through the medium of ink drawings. Martyn created  images on
Ulysses for the Joyce centenary in  and exhibited them in his native
Hungary,59 where his great-grandfather had emigrated from Ireland. He
gives expression to a longing for his ancestral home and his unawareness
of Joyce while living in Paris between  and . The title of a 
catalogue shows one of the most successful works, a drawing in which a
map of Ireland and Britain is incorporated. A sitting figure’s arm is visible both inside the space of the map and outside: an anthropomorphic
reworking of the landscape – in keeping more with Finnegans Wake than
with Ulysses. Although quotations from Ulysses are printed beside some
of the images in the catalogue, Martyn only tentatively takes a mimetic
approach. Indeed, he sometimes associates quite freely: a horned figure
is not Bloom but the Citizen ( James White takes this figure to be
Joyce / Dedalus /Odysseus).60 At other times, however, two rather conventionally portrayed figures of Bloom and Stephen leave little to the
imagination. While one ought to applaud the tentatively multi-stylisitc
approach, the drawings are conventional – especially given Martyn’s time
at the Bauhaus and in Modernist Paris.
In the s and s, Günter Schöllkopf created numerous images
(mostly drawings and etchings) on Joyce. In their totality, these amount
to a commentary that is more appropriate than traditional illustration.
They are always knowledgeable and often humorously transcend Joyce’s
works. One example is Stephen’s teacher, , a comic-like extension of
“Nestor”. On the same sheet, there are six small, almost identical images,
featuring Stephen’s back – with minimal variations of a pointing hand –
and two students. Fifteen small images in the bottom half of the work
show a similar scene, now without the students. In all the available space
beyond the edges of this figure, there are text and some speech bubbles.61
History is explained, beginning with the setting in “Nestor”, quickly
changing to details of Joyce’s life, as well as political and literary history.
This narrative, however, continues far beyond  June , including
Joyce’s entire life and World War II.
Like Martyn, Ostrowski interprets his own experience with the help
of Ulysses. He chose the Epiphanies for his figurative, but often not
mimetic, drawings. The images are as much informed by early twentiethcentury children’s books as by collage, Surrealist juxtapositions and
Ferenc Martyn, Günter Schöllkopf and Darek Ostrowski
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mirroring or doubling of images, as well as by current figurative painting.
An evocative tension develops between the Epiphanies when juxtaposed
with the drawings as in Ostrowski’s catalogue Chamber Paintings, where
he confesses an interest in alienation and the experience of exile in Joyce.

28 Sean Scully,
“Alone” from
Pomes Penyeach
1993

Bernard Moxham, Eighteen Artists One attempt at encouraging appropriate Joyce “illustrations” is Bernard Moxham’s project from the mids to commission eighteen artists to work on various schemata by
means of eighteen pieces of a particular size.62 Each artist was to chose a
category from a schema with eighteen variations and to illustrate that
schema. The result is work of great variety. Exhibitions focusing on individual episodes, rather than individual artists’ contributions (which are
usually uniform in style throughout), bring about the desired multiplicity.
Two problems are associated with this approach: commissioning art
on Joyce from artists who often have not shown an interest in working
on him previously already means reverting to a pre-Modernist state of
dependency, while leaving it doubtful how much can actually be learned
about Joyce in a short time. Commissions seem to counteract the spirit
of Joyce’s work. If this entailed only serving Joyce (who would not let his
alter ego Stephen serve), one could be content. However, Moxham
Illustration and Portraiture
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altered and especially expanded Joyce’s schemata to include various other
realms, most notably medical and sexual in nature. This creative act,
based on Joycean research, is what he then asks artists to illustrate. The
procedure strikes me as too indirect, despite the fact that other artists
have also reacted to Joyce scholarship.
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Sean Scully, the English painter, who was born in Dublin, is different
from many of the artists mentioned in that he is not a literary or intellectual artist.63 Responding to his German gallerist’s interests in Joyce,64
he thus rightly confined himself to illustrating Joyce’s Pomes Penyeach in
. 27 He also remained within the confines of his painterly style when
creating the thirteen prints. This style consists of planes of somewhat
irregular stripes composed in tension with each other. Scully’s abstract
work has in this case, however, yielded surprisingly evocative, even illustrative, results. The image for “Alone”, 28 for example, consists of a
blurred striped background above which a “lonely” square seems to float
over a chessboard ground. “Neadleboats at San Sabba” is reminiscent of
a pier and ripples on the water receding into the distance. These quasi
mimetic elements in Scully’s work are surprising and may even go as far
as to situate his practice in an Irish context (in which he likes to be seen),
since the borderline between figuration and abstraction has long been
the hallmark of Irish art – including Joyce’s.
Hannes Vogel As a response to both James Joyce and the Joyce-inspired

composer and visual artist John Cage, Hannes Vogel showed eighteen
large photographic panels with blurred images in .65 As the exhibition title suggests, these are J & J: Colours in Ulysses – Mirrored by Chance.
Beside the images appeared terms, which denote or evoke colour, taken
from the two German translations of Ulysses. The photographs – indiscriminate shots from the beginning of film rolls – were allocated to
matching notional colour schemes of the episodes. The work does not
make any claim other than to provide a commentary on an element of
Ulysses that is of particular interest to artists. The beauty of everyday life
revealed by chance may also be a part of an artist’s commentary on what
it could have been that attracted John Cage to Joyce.
Language and translation are also important for J & J, since the
colours denoting or connoting adjectives and nouns are taken from two
German translations, each acknowledged on the panels beneath the text.
Sometimes there is just one such reference, revealing the fact that the
other translator must have arrived at a different, less “artistically useful”,
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translation. Translations into another language and into images, as well
as the element of selection of found material, turn this into a piece that
does not illustrate Ulysses. It instead comments on it with an artist’s eye
and chooses relevant topics in relation to Joyce’s practice.

28 Michael Kvium
and Christian
Lemmerz,
The Wake,
Dino Raymond
Hanson: director,
Sweden 2000

Gereon Inger Responding to Joyce’s viewer-activating prose in Ulysses,

Gereon Inger created a set of  rubber stamps in . 18 They come in
a box with eight inkpads and can be applied to a copy of Ulysses or to any
other surface. The motifs are Inger’s own drawings, images from the turn
of the nineteenth century, or what he calls
[...] mischievous visual quotations. They were chosen in order to follow the leitmotifs of Ulysses, but simultaneously remain so general that
they are usable for letters, pictures, graffiti, and any other book. One
thus acquires a good deal of the inventory of images that Joyce collected
in the world and can gloss the world with it in turn.66
The work’s playful and humorous aspects are in keeping with Joyce’s practice, as is the irreverent use of sources. Both hope to provide enjoyment
through understanding and active engagement. Inger has evaded many
pitfalls of illustration and created a work that is furthermore art-historically evocative – as a commentary on Saul Steinberg’s stamps, Fluxus
Illustration and Portraiture



boxes and Duchamp’s boîte-en-valise to which miniature works of art
inevitably refer.67 The Conceptual, post-Duchampian aspects also create
a witty tension with the realistic, motif-centred images on the stamps.
Michael Kvium and Christian Lemmerz completed in  a multimedia project on Finnegans Wake, an eight-hour-long film called The
Wake. 28 It can be viewed in various ways: as a multi-screen video installation at an art museum or gallery, or a one-screen video installation in a
bar or pub to be open from  pm to  am (“conversations, thoughts and
dreams taking place every day will mix with the unreal space of the
film”).68 It has also been envisaged to show The Wake in nightlong outdoor projections or as a visual dream that is broadcast on the internet.
The film itself clearly retains motifs from Finnegans Wake (the sea,
earwig, several characters played by actors, including Napoleon, a pub,
court trials) and is thus mimetic. But the imagery is suggestive at the
same time, using current production and editing methods. Much is
foggy, dark or blurred and there is a reduced range of dark colours befitting a night book. The Wake attempts to tap into prelinguistic modes of
thinking and dreaming. In comparison with Mary Ellen Bute’s ambitious
Finnegans Wake film of , it is much longer, more hallucinatory and
dream-like, but similarly well informed. The suggestions for presentation
also strike one as appropriate to the material.69
All the noted artists have crystallized in their works their vision of
what Joyce’s writings stand for. They have not merely painted their mental images.70 While much remains unsatisfactory with a vast array of
work created in an attitude of faithful service,71 there are, especially in
recent art, several original approaches to “illustrating” Joyce. The necessity to reinterpret some earlier work was also an aspect. It emerged that,
paradoxically, in order to illustrate Joyce’s writings faithfully, one should
not illustrate faithfully. Sergei Eisenstein’s renunciation of slavish copying should be remembered. He wished to learn from Joyce’s underlying
principles and make them his own. Where artists thwart viewers’ expectations of illustration and question conventions of mimesis, they create
work corresponding to Joyce’s, while avoiding becoming epigones.
Joycean portraiture now deserves exploration, despite the fact that the
limitations of such categories as illustration and portraiture have already
become apparent. This renders a more issue-led approach desirable for
what is then to follow.





44 James Joyce,
The Tales Tolder
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The Tales Told
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2.2

Beyond Portraits by Artists

Illustration is bound up with notions of portraiture: “most [...] illustrations focus on depicting portraits of the characters, [...] These illustrations echo Joyce’s own treatment of our ability to see ourselves and
others”.1 It has already been established that illustration by means of realistic and mimetic portraits is neither the only nor the most appropriate option available to artists.2 An even more fundamental impediment
facing Joyce portraitists is that the writer did not pin down identities. He
devised means of incorporating changing views of his characters and by
extension ourselves. Indeed, “Joyce’s writing in some ways rejects the
longing to see portraits (of the characters, the author, oneself ) when
reading”.3
Although a portrait of Joyce, one of his characters or anyone else seen
in a Joycean vein does not call for the multi-stylistic approach most
appropriate to Ulysses, the issue of uniform approaches remains, vis-à-vis
a portrayed (artist’s) face and the background (if painting is the medium). Maurice Beebe describes Joyce’s “conviction that the artist is inevitably in conflict with his environment”.4 One-sidedly mimetic images
remain inappropriate: both psychological issues and detachment are
impediments. “[ Joyce] resolved the conflict between art and life by recognising the divided nature of the artist. [...] In developing his composite artist [Dedalus], Joyce [...] provided for himself a personal model
[... , who is] detached even from self ”.5 Moreover, portraits in visual art
tend to affirm authorship. Joyce largely undermined authorship by increasingly involving the recipients, by means of his modes of narration
(arrangeur, changing and unreliable narrators) and by the creation in
A Portrait of an author or artist who does not create. Martyniuk has consequently formulated the ensuing predicament for visual artists in Joyce’s
wake: “We can never definitively illustrate Joyce because it would mean
the deaths of both Joyce and ourselves”6 as “Authors” in Roland Barthes’
sense.
A complication in this argument
arises, however, because Joyce allowed his image to be reproduced and
circulated serially, namely on the cover of Time magazine, on  May .
He is thus
[...] contravening one of the crucial imperatives of modernist
authorship: the silent elision of the author from the text, the choice to
Time Magazine, Commodification
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33 Gisèle Freund,
Portrait
James Joyce
1939

assume to spectatorial position of the indifferent god paring his fingernails created by Joyce himself in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man.7
Realizing this himself, he “looks for strategies that can defuse and
counteract his self-fetishization as a guest star”. He thus adopts the
averted gaze and “an auratic reservoir of meaning that Joyce’s accoutrements evoke, so that [...] he can let himself be seen and yet remain
detached, not there”.8 These “accoutrements” are precisely the previously (for Man Ray’s  photographs) rejected stacks of books. Counter to
Joyce’s apparent belief at the time, the averted gaze, “a disengaged presence [...] is the most salient quality of Joyce’s self-fetishization, the true
aura of the image”.9 The unfocused, empty gaze of Gisèle Freund’s headon colour portrait,10 33 which the photographer had found too revealing
to show to Joyce, paradoxically reveals nothing but this emptiness. Gisèle
Freund’s wish – that of every traditional portraitist – becomes apparent:
to read her subject physiognomically and show the “real” Joyce.
Joyce’s face turns out not to be a text to decipher and make sense
of […] rather it is the representation of the elements that can evoke, in
a stylized form, the represented Joyce as a trademark […] that has
appeared, in [...] brochures and publicity materials.11
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This process of a loss of signification began early. One example has already been shown to be Abin’s mollifying Joyce caricature. Much Joyce
portraiture, as traditional portraiture in general, seeks to reflect and
enhance the sitter’s status, thus establishing or enhancing commodification. Counter to the impression that Joyce’s collaboration with Time
magazine gives, as a writer – parallel to what has been stated in relation
to similar issues arising with text-serving illustrations – he was instrumental in changing what these genres need to accomplish. He redefined
the notion of authorship and defined character. I will thus not engage
with most of the Joyce portraits listed by Richard M. Kain and Alan M.
Cohn and shown in other Joycean publications (beyond those already
mentioned under early responses).12 Even such an early and skilful Joyce
portrait as Wilhelm Gimmi’s could stylistically be that of any accomplished personality in his prime with a love for the sea (background).13
As with illustration, most portraitists display both that “naïve naturalness” and stubborn mimesis encountered before and a desire to use
Joyce’s canonical status for their own (monetary) profit and (supposed)
intellectual enhancement. Indeed, many of the images were created with
dust jackets of Joyce’s works as the intended mode of dissemination.
Conditioning the readers’ responses to Joyce with such portraits is distorting and disturbing to say the least.
With this background in mind, how can an artist more appropriately approach the writer (or a Joycean character) by means of portraiture?
An original approach is Mimmo Paladino’s strategy of juxtaposing
Robert Ballagh’s portrait of a dimly smiling Joyce from the last Irish
 punt-note (in circulation between  and ) with Bernini’s
grim David in a collage. This diffuses Ballagh’s underlying intention to
facilitate the (Irish) public’s wish to mollify and trivialize Joyce, to render him harmless and even to present him as slightly deranged. Simultaneously, Ballagh (an artist with socialist and Irish republican leanings)
uses him literally as capital, as commodity and trademark. Paladino’s
anger at this state of affairs is admirably conveyed.
Apart from Paladino, few artists have in their realistic Joyce portraits
taken an approach designed to counteract the commodification of Joyce
or to distance the writer from the viewer. Harry Kernoff ’s Joyce,
who looks more like James Dean than James Joyce, does not achieve
this, while Paolo Crevi Kervischer’s  Joyce Anamorphosis does have
that effect – albeit possibly unintentionally.14 The writer’s face fills the
small painting. It even extends onto the edges of the unframed canvas,
with Joyce’s chin on the bottom edge. Although an anamorphosis (a
Illustration and Portraiture
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34 Mimmo Paladino,
untitled
(collage on 10 Punt
note), 1995



distorted depiction that can be “rectified” by viewing it from a particular
standpoint) can fully achieve its effect only with a clearer perspective
than that which the blurred facial features provide, the title and painted
edges make it apparent that the artist at least intends the viewer to look
at the portrait from below. If the painting is mounted on the wall at the
usual height, this could best be achieved, I suggest, by kneeling – not
quite the right approach to a writer who encourages irreverence.
Patrick Collins’ Stephen Hero painting from  35 is a mimetic Joyce
portrait in the guise of an “illustration” of Stephen Hero. Nevertheless, it
deserves some attention, since it is a very early visible commitment to
Joyce put forward by a visual artist from Ireland. In front of a “Cubist”
background of black, gold and shades of brown, Joyce/Stephen is seen to
turn his back to a window, where a woman stands. His head is turned
to the viewers, but he appears as though he was walking left, where his
thin, white walking-stick points, leaving the space of the picture. Collins
portrays the writer as somebody whose intuition leads him abroad. His
path is comparatively light – and golden. Collins’ statement is a brave
one, considering the Irish attitude to Joyce at the time. It also subverts
mimeticism by choosing to depict the writer in his later years, when
he was visually impaired. The work is motivated by the artist’s own
Joyce in Art

35 Patrick Collins,
Stephen Hero
detail 1950

peripatetic life, including time in Paris, and his friendship with Lucia
Joyce there.15
A recurring strategy has been to show
Joyce as the arranger, the author figure removed from his characters,
while simultaneously pulling the strings. Theodor Scheel first presented
the writer as puppeteer (with a puppet figure of a Greek warrior) in .
Henry Sharpe in  showed the older Joyce manipulating a puppet of
his younger self, while Robert Ballagh followed by showing a male figure, dressed like a priest (with the head outside of the work, invisible)
playing with two puppets, a girl and a boy.16 The puppeteer analogy is
problematical: while focusing on Joyce’s great command over his material, it suggests a causal relationship between his life and his fiction, his
sources and his work, or even between Joyce as God-like figure and the
life of men and women: ordinary readers (just like an artist). The realistic depictions are misleading in terms of how Joyce achieved his effects.
This may, however, be telling as regards an “addicted” reader’s feelings
of being led by Joyce.
Another strategy pursued by artists is to look for previous valid approaches to Joyce(an) portraiture and work on the model of Constantin
Puppets, Squiggles, Cravats
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Brancusi, as Felim Egan has done in a painting from the early s.17
Egan’s other work validates that strategy, because it features similar
vertical and horizontal lines, isolated on the picture plane. Arthur Power
seems to have adopted the same approach in . He created a “blackcentred rectangular whirl”18 with which Joyce was delighted. Sidney
Geist, artist and author on Brancusi, added a few thick lines to a reproduction of Brancusi’s Symbol of Joyce, 36 filling in Joyce’s hair, moustache
and goatee beard. The last two features strongly echo Duchamp’s treatment of the Mona Lisa. The result is one of the wittier Joyce Symposium
announcements.19 Richard Hamilton in  etched a self-portrait
featuring Brancusi’s spiral, which interestingly denotes the ear for this
visual artist, while Brancusi may have meant Joyce’s eye (or this is
how Geist understood it), despite the importance of the ear in Work
in Progress.
Matyniuk contrasts the widespread concern for a sitter’s soul (revealed in Freund’s case) with the anecdote, which Frank Budgen tells
about Joyce and Tuohy’s conversation while the last was painting the
writer’s portrait. “ ‘Get the poet’s soul out of your mind’ said Joyce ‘and
see that you paint my cravat properly’.” 20 Micheal Farrell takes this
literally and created in a series of prints with the writer’s face in shades
Joyce in Art

of grey, while the tie is brightly coloured and patterned with Celtic knots
(see 9). Whether intentionally or not, Farrell shows how much at odds a
superficial, fashion-conscious attitude is in Joyce’s case. By choosing
a pattern that is congruent with aspects of Joyce’s work and strategies,
he also points out a contradiction in Joyce’s statement: He had himself explained epiphany, saying “The soul of the commonest object [...]
seems to us radiant” (SH ). “Soul” and a common object like a tie
may thus indeed be able to relate to one another. Here Farrell himself
justifies his own work’s movement away from abstraction and towards
a Pop Art-inspired figuration. He uses Joyce as the locus of a meeting
between the two.21

37 Robert Barnes,
James and
Lucia Joyce
1959
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“Abstract”, Distorted and Open Portraits While Robert Barnes’ double portrait of James Joyce and Lucia (not Nora, as is often assumed)22
from  37 is not abstract as far as the disengaging figures are concerned, the context gives the viewer some puzzles to solve. The longer
one looks at the carpet, the mirror (?) over the sofa and objects around
the room, the less clearly readable the image becomes. Both characters
eventually seem to be entangled – not quite in a Celtic knot, but
certainly in an estranged world, with odd mirror reflections and halfIllustration and Portraiture
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Warm Time
Machine
detail, 1958

alive, semi-abstract objects. Barnes thus points out the common ground
between Joyce’s works, Lucia’s state of mind, as well as art in the s,
while not rushing to provide a value judgment. He finds visual expression for a state between realism, hallucination and abstraction which we
experience as Joycean, while having difficulties pinpointing it.
Joseph Beuys’ Warm Time Machine drawing from , 38 part of a
reservoir of drawings entitled The Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland, was originally taken from one of six exercise books, his UlyssesExtension.23 Its full title is Beuys extends James Joyce’s ‘Ulysses’ by  further
chapters at the author’s request. In this cluster of references to Joyce and
Ireland appears the double image of an unidentifiable male. The brain
looks chaotic and the mouth, the area that generates speech and
language, is a test tube. It would be surprising if Beuys did not think of
Joyce’s experimental use of language when drawing this. He could also
have meant Bloom. A shape in the region of the heart is a flower, a sun
and a clock – hence the Warm[th] Time Machine of the title. This could
relate to Joyce’s noted description of Finnegans Wake as a machine for
squaring the circle. 24 While offering a semi-abstract alternative to portraiture, Beuys anticipates also several of the themes that will be of
interest later: portmanteau shapes (like the sun/flower /clock), fluidly
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chaotic drawing, delineating multiple (repeated, but hardly “recognizable”) characterizations as response to Joyce’s later prose.
The term “abstract portrait” may be a contradiction in terms, but as a
response to Joyce, there is much to recommend this approach, despite its
limitations. Charles Tyrrell, for example, was prompted by the  centenary to entitle a work James Joyce. It shows nothing but a diagonal grid
in colour graduations over a background of short, gestural or writerly
lines.25
Robert Motherwell, on the other hand, painted in  / what could
be called an abstract painting in shades of brown. 48 On completion,
looking for a title, he consulted Finnegans Wake randomly (or so the
anecdote goes). Having come upon “the Homely Protestant” (FW .)
– with “artist” mentioned just three words earlier – Motherwell “suddenly” realized that this painting was a self-portrait. 26 He repeated and
varied it twice, retaining the title. This work points to Joyce’s importance
for Motherwell’s artistic development and his formulation of an identity.
Not abstract, but distorted are Valerio Adami’s two Joyce portraits
from . 29 In both these rather similar works – one carries the lines
“Araby in Dublin / Mr. James A. Joyce” – the artist presents what Marc
Le Bot calls “une image codée”.27 The photographic model for the portrait is recognizable, but in his usual fashion Adami brutally “cuts” the
head in half. The black painted outlines of head, hand and suit have
seemingly collided. Adami reaches a semi-abstract effect by juxtaposing
non-mimetic colour fields: red, orange and pink in Joyce’s case. All this
could point the viewer in the direction of the later, more “distorted”
works. The portrait photograph that is the model also seems to be a late
one, taken in Paris. The inscription “Araby in Dublin”, however, as well
as the full name “Mr. James A. Joyce” suggest a much earlier time: that
of college essays and Dubliners. It also conjures up places far away from
either Dublin or Paris: by means of that fun-fair magic in the story
“Araby”, the reader is transported to hotter climes.
The “portrait” thus unsettles its foundations in many ways. It is a decidedly postmodernist one, reading Joyce “backwards”, even locating
him among a non-Western culture, possibly owing to post-colonial allegiances. The painting does not stop short of unhinging portrait conventions. As Le Bot puts it: “C’est le portrait d’un homme, sans aucun
doute. Mais c’est un faux portrait, qui triche avec les lois du genre, qui
est innomable du nom propre ou personnel de James Joyce, pourtant
désigné par le titre”.28 This title remains Portrait James Joyce, albeit with
the added qualifier .. /...
Illustration and Portraiture
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The style of Eduardo Arroyo is superficially comparable to Adami’s. He
worked in  towards creating an illustrated edition of Ulysses, for
which Círculo de Lectores never received permission. The martyred air
of the forbidden that this bestows on the book (the would-be publishers
were quick to print a documentation under the title El Ulises Prohibido) 29
does not, however, befit the schematic motifs. The  images are varied
stylistically and adhere faithfully to the text. Motives like a schematic
three-master and what looks like waves for “Proteus” do not stretch the
imagination, while others are clearly borrowed from (or inspired by)
Richard Hamilton’s Ulysses works. The silhouette of one of Joyce’s wellknown photographs, with ghostly cut-out features representing the man
in the mackintosh, is one of the more thought-provoking touches among
a generally undemanding project.
Conor Fallon, like Adami, approaches the open qualities of Joyce’s
writing by means of a “cut-open” portrait, a steel bust. The gaps in the
sheets of metal allow “insights” into the dark recesses of the writer’s
head, an opportunity every reader would appreciate. This strategy may
also remind one of Joyce’s interior monologue. But there is nothing to
see inside the head, nor is the procedure marked out as particularly
Joycean: the head of the artist’s father is rendered in a very similar way.
The openness here is more a motif than an approach: the work does not
leave much to the viewers’ imaginations or require them to complete it.
Joyce’s concave face is in fact presented trademark-like, with strands of
combed-back hair a more humorous element than one contributing to
the work’s meaning. Form and content do not match, and that postmodernist awareness noticed in Adami’s work is not present.
Louis le Brocquy’s well-known Images of Joyce 39 or studies towards
such images also concentrate on openness, an inconclusive quality, and
otherness. In oil on canvas or watercolour on paper he achieves this more
evocatively than a steel sculpture could do. Joyce’s heads, created between
 and , seem to emerge from nowhere – a white, undefined space.
Again and again, le Brocquy tentatively approaches the features, akin to
the way in which Joyce approached his subjects. Relating the same
occurrence several times from different perspectives gives increasingly
detailed mental images, and only the sum will approach a rounded,
realistic effect. Reality remains fragmentary, like our understanding of
the world.
Following black and white images for Dubliners (for instance, a
landscape of roofs), le Brocquy turned not only to Joyce’s head, but
to writers’ and artists’ heads in general, treating them all in the same
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39 Louis le Brocquy,
Image of Joyce
1991

manner, despite stating: “I often felt it was impertinent on my part to
play with the appearances of these men. With Joyce, I confess I felt overawed, even quite literally afraid. His is the most evocative and painful
head I have ever attempted.”30 The sameness in approach to each head
is however where the problem lies: openness and the evocative stylistic subtlety employed in the images is not the common feature of
Shakespeare’s, Yeats’ and Beckett’s writings in equal measure. In fact, the
heads’ reductive qualities seem to be better suited to Beckett than to the
accumulative Joyce.
Several writers have interpreted le Brocquy’s heads as expressions of
Irishness, notably concerning the Celtic head cult.31 The artist has
embraced that reference.32 There exists a tension in le Brocquy’s career
between the international framework, which he originally sought for his
paintings in London, and his later readiness to allow the work to be
interpreted as distinctly Irish.33 This has an effect on the interpretation
of le Brocquy’s head images of well-known figures in two possible ways:
they may provide the artist with an opening to embrace Irishness in his
works and thus establish a further career-enhancing set of increasingly
canonical references. It seems, however, that Irishness is not the guiding
criterion, since Shakespeare and Lorca are included in the panel of those
Illustration and Portraiture



whose image heads le Brocquy has attempted. It must thus be the subjects’ canonicity. The second possibility to explain this tension is to note
a moving away from purely formalist modes of interpretation in the
s. Le Brocquy apparently welcomed the new interpretative perspectives, focusing on identity and context, while the work itself remains formally motivated.
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Portraits of Artists as … Any painted portrait of an artist can be reified

by reference to the fact that Joyce wrote one. Artists’ self-portraits in a
Joycean context thus abound. They range from loose juxtapositions of
existing work with Joyce’s text to witty wordplays on A Portrait’s title.
The Revue Swetovey printed partial Czech translations of A Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man in  34 and accompanied them with
many artists’ self-portraits (including one by Francis Bacon). This editorial decision speaks more of an attempt to compare interdisciplinary
approaches to the portrait and less of the audacity of Julien Alberts’
mentioned double portrait.
There are artists, however, who have rightly resisted the temptation
to understand the title of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man to give
any painter the license to paint a portrait of Joyce or his characters. “The
word ‘portrait’ in the title of Joyce’s text takes the place of the missing
object, the ‘originally repressed’ stable representation of the self: the clear
outline and the solid presence”,35 as Christine van Boheemen states.
Artists have often focused on the word “portrait” by choosing it as part
of a work title and attaching to it something other than a realistic portrait of Joyce or of the artist in question.
Ad Reinhardt’s A Portend of the Artist as a Yhung Mandala, ,36 30
one of his “art jokes”, is a case in point. In it, he is playing in a Wakeian
manner with the words of Joyce’s title and the names of some protagonists in the American art world of the time. Doing so, Reinhardt refers
to a multiplicity of artists’ (commercial) strategies and artists’ personae
within art circles that were steeped in his literature. Reinhardt’s title also
describes well the mandala-like shape of the cartoon. References to nonWestern thought abound, establishing Joyce as a model in that regard. It
does not seem likely, however, that Reinhardt knew about Joyce’s own
mandala-like chapter-design for Ulysses, 37 (whose concentric almond
shapes almost anticipate Brancusi’s “self portrait” 12 ). Common traits are
the mock-cosmology espoused, the inclination to poke fun at people
by playing with their names (or wordplay in general), as well as the cultural diversity of the materials used.
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Robert Filliou, an artist associated with the Fluxus movement of the
s, created in  Jenny: Portrait of the Artist Jenny.38 31 The work
consists of two shallow cardboard boxes with photographs mounted in
them. The photos show the artist, some of his friends and what one
could call messy still-lifes. Jenny is the artist’s dog.39 The implication is
that the artist documented the mess that the dog had created. However
humorous this is in itself, it can also be significant in relation to Joyce,
especially his frequent word plays on the palindrome god and dog.40
Fluxus artists wished to rid art of any romanticism and not employ the
artist-god analogy, but embrace chance and an anti-art stance. In that
vein, Filliou’s dog is indeed creative, possibly divinely so, while the antiartist merely documents.
Fluxus’ attitude to Joyce was a mixed one. Whereas John Cage was
preoccupied with the writer for the duration of his career, Daniel
Spoerri, with whom Filliou devised so-called word traps, was at pains to
qualify the mentioning of Joyce in the index of his Topography of Chance:
“Joyce, James, to whom I owe nothing”.41 Filliou’s own presence in
Jenny /Portrait and his knowledge of the importance of (divine) dogs in
Joyce’s works point to a more substantial interest. This can perhaps be
described as a feeling of kinship with art that secularizes and is concerned with quotidian, rather than precious, material.
Dieter Roth, whose partner, the artist Dorothy Iannone, was one of
Filliou’s friends who appear in the photographs, was also affiliated with
Fluxus and is known for collectibles in cardboard boxes. He commented
on Joyce’s portrait in a similarly witty and telling way. His P.O.TH.
A.A.VFB. (Portrait of the Artist as Vogelfutterbüste), -, 32 contains
exactly that: Vogelfutter (bird feed). Roth and Filliou are both, like Joyce,
collectors at heart, transformers of everyday detritus – neatly filed or
boxed away – into bulky art. The bird feed bust shows a humorously
exaggerated face that is to depict the artist Roth – who was then in his
late thirties – as an old man.
It consists (or consisted) of a sculpted mix of chocolate and bird feed
and was placed on a broomstick, equipped with a “landing ramp” for
birds. Reiner Speck, the Cologne medical professor, collector of contemporary art and literary scholar, bought one of the early casts of the
work. He honoured the artist’s wishes and placed it in his garden, where
it was eaten by said birds and mice.42 Thus the work itself completed
another life cycle. One may be reminded of the cycles of Finnegans Wake,
as well as Joyce’s epiphanies and their (ideal) return to the readers’ lives.
The material itself points more strongly towards Duchamp and his
Illustration and Portraiture



chocolate grinders – or Beuys, 117 who had recommended Roth for a
professorship in Düsseldorf in . Joyce, Duchamp and Beuys also
provide a precedence for the work’s humour. There are thus many correspondences between Roth’s and Joyce’s inclination towards accumulation
and a foregrounding of the materiality of objects.
Roth was also a poet, who developed in the s a phonetic, noncapitalized German writing style and made book objects. He created in
 and  two artist’s books with poems entitled clouds:  little
clouds 132 and  Wolken respectively – in reminiscence of (if not in competition with) Joyce’s “A Little Cloud” from Dubliners.43 These references hint more at Joyce’s later work and cast Dubliners in the spirit of
Finnegans Wake. There seemingly is no space for A Portrait. This book is
in some ways an annoyance to the literary artist: “With sentimentality,
he [ Joyce] tried to offer in a literary way his suffering at school [....]
Often, this is so sentimental, so sickly sweet that I’m amazed that
nobody has pointed to the fact that this is really kitsch.”44 While this
assessment reveals why A Portrait may not be the most popular work
with contemporary artists – and the portrait of an old man is a vehicle
for this criticism – Roth also knowledgeably picks up on the bird
metaphor and bird girl epiphany in Joyce’s early works. In all, he leaves
no doubt about the general importance of Joyce for his oeuvre.
Ulysses, and again not A Portrait, is the clearest point of reference
for Bruce Nauman’s Portrait of the Artist as a Fountain, a photographic
self-portrait, featuring Nauman spitting a stream of water in front of
a neutral background. The first version of this work, however,  /
, 40 showed the artist similarly engaged in a garden setting. An (inevitable) association with Stephen’s (and Bloom’s) “fountain(s)” before
parting in Ulysses, renders the deceptively neutral title Portrait of the
Artist a likely reference to Joyce. Nauman confirms that he had read
Joyce at the time, but, while accepting my interpretation, he does not
confirm an intentional connection.45 What follows is that descriptively
entitled (self ) portraits of artists will, in a world post-Joyce, never be the
same.
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3

Identities, Formalism, Concepts, and Commitment

3.1

Identification

The popularity of portraits of Joyce and self-portraiture in relation to
Joyce points to more than the wish to create a work parallel to A Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man. It speaks at times of a deep personal involvement, even a far-reaching identification with the writer. However understandable and straightforward this choice may be as a point of departure
for artistic work, the strategy begs several questions. Is it in keeping with
Joyce’s practice? What may “identity” mean in this context and what
problems in visual art may ensue from identification with Joyce or his
characters in visual work?
When I interviewed William Anastasi, a second-generation Italian in
Manhattan, the question about his work’s inspiration by James Joyce
prompted a rendition of his first experiences of reading Ulysses over fifty
years earlier and his more recent “re-writings” of Finnegans Wake on canvas or on his own body. Anastasi’s responses were a confession of his personal thoughts and concerned the purpose of his life and art. Readers
identify with Joyce and his characters.
Tony Smith considered his wife’s birthday, a day after Joyce’s, as auspicious.1 Raymond Pettibon was born on a Bloomsday,  June , and
has included Joyce among his sources for work using comic-related
strategies. Joseph Beuys worked for a while in the late s and early
s on a fusion of the initials “JJ” and “JB” (for example Tor ). There
are many indications that the rhyme Joyce/Beuys suggested a deeper
connection to him. He signed a work that requests him to extend Ulysses
– long after the Ulysses Extension was completed – with “J.J.” 43
Many artists echo George Orwell’s feelings that Joyce was akin to
an uncannily omniscient “Big Brother”.2 Even Jacques Derrida, not normally prone to “fan” attitudes, states:
Everything that happened to me, including the narrative that I would
attempt to make of it, was already pre-dicted and pre-narrated, in its
dated singularity [...] within Ulysses, to say nothing of Finnegans Wake.3
Is it then either permissible or inescapable to operate like Brian
Breathnach? He writes:
In the case of Joyce, it is impossible to be comprehensive so I have
attempted to evoke the spirit of Joyce by creating a mélange of autobiographical snaps and a retrospective of my own work. There are many
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personal photographs in there of my wife Caroline and our children
Sarah and Séamus. I like the personal in art.4
Frank Budgen certainly thought that this kind of approach was in
keeping with Joyce’s and even found “proof ” for this in Joyce’s attitude to
painting: “Joyce is in reality a good judge of painting, and he looks, as
good critics do, for the personal qualities behind the material expression.”5 But is this really Joyce’s view? Considering that he not only
depicted a day of ordinary citizens in Dublin, the point is crucial, where
the personal becomes universal – and thus receptive to readers’ or viewers’ personal projections.6
Identification with literary figures is as old an issue as literature itself,
a tendency that is primary in relation to with whom or with what one
identifies. Wolfgang Iser and Umberto Eco have developed their concepts of viewer-centred works and their reception with the central aid of
Joyce’s texts: the implied reader and the open work of art.7 But what
makes Joyce so special in this regard – and what is it that is particularly
visually stimulating about a personal approach to Joyce? Which modes
of identification, which kinds of identity, does he offer to artists? If a
relatively unmediated presentation of an artist’s personal photographs is
a little too simple-minded an approach to art on Joyce, how have artists
Joyce in Art

44 Joan Snyder,
She is the Earth
2000

read Joyce in such a way that he seemed relevant to their identities and
the art that resulted from them? Some general remarks about reading
and identification will provide a foundation for possible answers and the
introduction of examples.
Joyce presents a great wealth of materials (at times and especially in
his later works) without providing clues to their connection. He leaves
gaps or blanks; the readers’ activity and imagination are thus particularly required and activated.8 In the so-called artist novel (like A Portrait),
a sub-category of the Bildungsroman, the quest for the self is central and
makes any reader feel special and creative.9 Artists “extending Joyce”
have thus already much to fall back upon. In Ulysses, Shakespeare is for
Stephen a profoundly personal writer. This approach thus finds approval
and reflection in Joyce’s work itself, where a dependence on the subjective engagement of the recipient is not only a basic literary condition, but
also its theme. For example, Joyce addresses the topic of mirrors, which
Martha Rosler interpreted as early as .10 Other artists have also
taken up that theme: Nitrin Shroff placed the lines “AND NO MORE
TURN ASIDE AND BROOD” on the mirror in the nearest bathroom to
Derry’s Context Gallery.11
However, “even clearly autobiographical works can be powerfully
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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influenced [... by] what we may call selection principles”.12 Joyce also
applied sources when he wished to organize his own experience. This
would mean two things: that the autobiographical nature of Joyce’s work
does not turn him into a mirror of “reality” or “the truth”. It therefore
does not constitute a purely mimetic approach, and artists inspired by
him would do him an injustice to presume this. What artists have gained
in the process, however, is a source for organizing their autobiographies.
Joan Snyder has clearly found a passage from Exiles applicable to her role
as (earth)mother. She thus entitled a painting She is the Earth.13 44
Artists can in this way use Joyce as a model, but if one wished to
extend this approach to the characters, is Stephen Dedalus a model for
(visual) artists to aspire to? Morris Beja has put it bluntly: “Not only does
he not do much, not only has he not done much: we do not see him
planning much. Actually, it is not even not much: it is nothing at all.”14
It may surprise those who think of artists’ work on Joyce as mainly
inspired by the writer’s canonical status that the lack that Beja describes
is in fact far more suggestive. This may have to do with the correspondence that exists between Joyce’s content (particularly the development
of Stephen in A Portrait), his formal means (like the structuring element
of the epiphanies) and what reading in general can give to a reader.
Reading Joyce: Art as Therapy Literary psychology claims that reading

amounts to living by proxy. Wilhelm Salber describes the process in
similar terms to rites of passage. Arnold van Gennep identified in 
three stages in such rites surrounding life crises: isolation, transition and
integration.15 Joyce’s dictum that not only the Odyssey, but The Count of
Monte Cristo, had the same structure as Ulysses testifies to the writer’s
sensitivity to “personal odysseys”, readers’ needs to identify and to live
“in” literature.16 Similarly, visual artists have also, of course, tackled the
underlying myths and archetypes – in new guises. Part of rite of passagelike experiences, whether in literature or not, is the required hard work,
which can amount to a symbolic death.17 Joyce certainly does not make
it easy for the reader. Riddles and tasks are part of the reader’s work. If
reading alone, the time spent in isolation is considerable. (Re-)integration sees the initiate enter life as a new, healed, matured being. A rite
of passage can thus have therapeutic functions. This aspect is important
– if a reader brings with her or him that wish to find oneself, to make
a new start: in both life and art.18
Richard Hamilton and Jess first read Joyce when they were in the
army (the British and US armies respectively) – within an isolating
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context full of “trials”. Theirs were early, formative engagements with the
writer. Such experiences they share with Robert Motherwell and John
Cage, who first encountered Joyce’s texts on their respective odysseys;
“Grand Tours” of Europe, proving to be life-altering “initiations”. These
involved the wish to become artists, mirroring so to speak the experience
of becoming artists in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and
Ulysses. 19
Joseph Beuys claimed to have read Finnegans Wake in  in the
Lower Rhine region, at a “Haus Wylermeer”, which he knew to be called
“Wylerberg”. 89 The Viking Press’ first edition of the Wake in Beuys’
estate is annotated on almost every page.20 45 This detailed reading is
matched over time by acquisitions of three Joyce biographies, many
Joyce-inspired works, some of which feature rite-of-passage structures
and statements that show how very personal and how important the
writer was to Beuys.
Yes, [he begins with the first and last word of ‘Penelope’] there is
a parallelism and I have referred to Joyce because I believed that the
things that change the universe should be a part of our consciousness.
[...] this principle of self-transformation is an ingredient, a substance
that has been crucial to me, one could also say a dynamic medicine.21 42
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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The final sentence is a reference to Beuys’ deep depressive crisis in the
second half of the s, where one can assume with some degree of certainty that reading Joyce provided him with therapeutic help 22 – and
along the way, he developed the conviction that art is therapy. Beuys
ends the text not with another “Yes”, but with a yin and yang signature,
which deviates from the eastern symbol of wholeness by means of three
gaps. In fact, this yin and yang sign consists of two intertwined “J”s,
alluding to Bloom’s and Molly’s positions in their marital bed at the end
of Ulysses – and to how “ JJ ”, according to Beuys, bridged the gap between
East and West, rationality and spirituality, presumably rendering his personality whole, healthy and creative. Many references to Joyce in Beuys’
work, although he was not entirely uncritical, amount to gestures of
gratitude for therapeutic and inspirational services rendered in the
process of becoming “Beuys”.23
Beuys’s work Arena (work in progress)  /, Rome  (also shown
in Edinburgh in a preliminary form in ), is a professional curriculum
vitae or portrait of the artist in photographs, mounted in grey metal
frames. 46 Beuys wished to inform foreign audiences of his past productions and provide replacements for non-existent Italian or Englishlanguage publications. The original title 24 clearly refers to Joyce’s Work
Joyce in Art

in Progress. Furthermore, a frame with a work from  takes pride of
place, because it contains the only clearly decipherable writing: the large
capital letters “ JOYCE ”. 41 It is a cardboard sign with attached wire that
echoes Brancusi’s cardboard and wire Portrait of Joyce, 7 which Beuys
undoubtedly knew.25
Since Beuys had in  just read Ellmann’s Joyce biography, the
references are also specific. In the installation, Beuys performed an
“action” and read with exaggerated gestures a biography of his local hero
of the French Revolution, Anarchis Cloots. In Ellmann, he had read
about Joyce’s epiphany, based on the writer’s own impoverished existence
in Rome and entitled “The Anarchist”. As if the intertwined biographies
of Beuys, Joyce and Anarchis Cloots were not sufficient to treat the topic
of artists’ personal and work-related trials, the Arena of the title also
refers to Christ’s life, as Giotto outlined it in large “frames” around the
walls of the Arena Chapel.26 Beuys’  frames, which are meant to be
displayed in a circle, signal hope: together with a st element, a stack
of copper plates at the centre. The arrangement follows a Viconian or
Joycean change from one age to the next, a cyclical worldview, represented in Finnegans Wake by the “thunderwords”, comprising  and 
letters.27 Beuys, in Joyce’s footsteps, elaborates on the universal quality of
life’s courses. This is quite a different way of using Joyce for “the personal” in art from the way Brian Breathnach did so, noted earlier.
Artists’ crises on their way to becoming accomplished artists are not
just a frequent pattern into which Joyce’s times in Paris in  / and
later in Rome fit well. It is a topos, an interaction and superimposition
of the biographical and the archetypal, which Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz
have revealed in their study on artists’ legends.28 Another related topos
is self-invention and the un-fathered creation of an author’s name by
driving an art form to extremes. This is the pattern Jacques Lacan scrutinized in Joyce.29 It appeals to many a budding artist, indeed several of
those already mentioned as Joyce “illustrators” and “portraitists”. Maybe
paradoxically, the fatherless author has become a father and analyst of
self-inventing artists. Griselda Pollock has applied Lacan’s term synthôme to the artist Yayoi Kusama, who had a difficult, abusive childhood.30 Synthôme – and Pollock’s corresponding synt-femme – refer to
Joyce’s creativity-enticing, knotting symptom, which Lacan views as a
trace of jouissance, a contributing factor in Joyce’s becoming “Joyce”, but
beyond analysis.
Adolf Muschg finds that art is not therapy, but it provides encouragement to proceed on a chosen path, because the two share one aim:
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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capability to live one’s own life.31 However, he also claims that in art one
finds “manuals” for living.32 This is clearly problematical in reference to
Joyce.
Distance Having found that Joyce activates readers, it remains unclear
which actions, views or moral stances his texts activate. This lack of prescription has implications for the term identification that one must
consider. Readers cannot find an unchanging, unfaltering hero.33
Communicative aspects of the term identification, however, should be
retained,34 since there are other forms of identification which do not
suggest harmony and confirmation of one’s position. 35
Mieke Bal identifies two moments of touching. The first is identification in the traditional sense; the second is a connection in which no
identification takes place, but where the recipient “allows this subject to
touch him or her: to disconcert, confuse, undermine the [sense of self ].
This [...] is neither gratifying nor pleasurable. It resides in the sense of
difference, of nonidentity, which in turn affects our stable identity”,36
levelling a blow to our sense of security. As regards Joyce, the issue is less
the fact that Joyce “faked” what he put forward as either his or his alter
ego’s autobiographies or even the mutually exclusive selves presented
with equal empathy (for example Stephen and Bloom). It is more a case
of Joyce’s formal means having an impact on this issue. They are foregrounded and indeed suggest the distortion and difference noted in Bal’s
second way a reader can be touched.37
Joyce, it could be established, involves readers’ personal thoughts,
histories and psychological make-up. It may come as a surprise to note
that – apart from providing occasions for that disruptive touching as well
as identification – his strategies can also be described as emotional distancing.38 This he achieves through embellishment, impersonal narration and all that constitutes the arrangeur’s stance, as well as through an
open work. What seems to be a wholly contradictory array of strategies
and effects appears to require an artist to clarify and contain.

p 4.2

John Cage A deep interest in Joyce pervaded John Cage’s work, particularly from the s to his death in . The composer and visual
artist departs from the hypothesis of personal involvement, namely that
Joyce inscribed his own name into all his texts.39 Cage then “resurrects”
(the words) “James Joyce” in his several instalments of Writing Through
Finnegans Wake by means of mesostics. This, however, becomes part
of an oeuvre that developed more and more strategies to rid itself of
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the author (chance operations, collaborations and interactive work. Cage
used Joyce’s text as a ready-made and arrives not entirely at Duchamp’s
emotional detachment, but at an apparition of Joyce(’s name) akin to a
divine presence, or, in Joyce’s words, epiphany. One is reminded of
Stephen Dedalus’ central remark on the nature of the artist, who situates
himself above the work, “invisible, refined out of existence, indifferent,
paring his fingernails” (P ).
Joyce also once said that he was interested only in style, not in politics. 40 If the detached artist engages with nothing but form, Joyce maintains implicitly that he or she is nevertheless at the centre of belief systems, providing enough ammunition for them (in fact fuelling them for
immortality’s sake).
Another way of approaching the issue of identity and detachment
(and other crucial ones in the process) is through an investigation of
American art following World War II. In visual art, the binary opposition of emotional involvement and detachment evokes a related pair of
terms: formalist (analytical) approaches, focusing on art’s engagement
with its own means and (personal) content. But binary oppositions cannot be sustained. Each term carries some traces of the other within itself,
whether a dialectic synthesis is reached or not. Joyce is, as it turns out, at
the very core of the debate involving the relationship between formalism
and content; 41 a hub, where demarcations break down, not least the ones
between Modernism and postmodernism in the visual arts.
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3.2

Formalism and Content: Sigla, Oscillation, Dislocution

In this section of the current study, while further investigating Joycean artwork in relation to identities – of the shifting and displaced kind – and
Joyce in relation to a formalism/content debate in art history, I will now
take up the chronological strand again. This I had interrupted after introducing early artistic responses to Joyce, so I could remark on illustration,
portraiture and artwork engaged with questions of identity. Most of the
examples I shall use come initially from Abstract Expressionism.
Shifting Identities: Sigla To begin with, I should attempt to answer the
question of how the later Joyce denotes shifting identities in a visually
stimulating way and how artists have responded to this.1
While working on Finnegans Wake, Joyce used distinctly recognizable
and simultaneously multivalent ciphers for the dramatis personae, whose
characters and identities shift and change. These signs are geometric figures (sometimes doubling as capital letters). They can be turned around
their axes and thus denote change. Joyce therefore resorts to the visual
aspect of language in order to express a central aspect of his book’s intentions. This could be viewed as an extension of Joyce’s early interest in
Odysseus’ multiform identity (polytropos), as well as in synaesthesia, in
that he lets the word in Finnegans Wake appear on two levels: that of the
grapheme and the phoneme. This concrete aspect of the text thus refers
simultaneously to the semantic, visual and phonetic contexts. Joyce
called these ciphers “fluid composites”2 and Joyce studies have referred to
them as sigla.3 Usually, they appear only on manuscript pages, but, in a
few instances, they have entered the published text: on pages  and ,
Footnote . 4
The sigla are an ideal point of departure for any visual artists’ works
on the Joyce of the Wake and on his characters’ chosen, ever-changing
identities.
Tony Smith In , when Tony Smith was twenty years old, he oper-

ated a second-hand bookshop in Newark, New Jersey – allegedly because
he could in that way get hold of a copy of Ulysses, still banned in the
United States. Subsequently he accumulated a scholarly Joyce library of
some fifty titles. His prized possession was a first edition of Ulysses,
which he had boxed in cloth and tan leather, looking rather similar to his
sculptural models.5
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Tony Smith’s engagement with Finnegans Wake’s sigla is manifest in
drawings, which he created in . A week after Joyce’s birthday, he
devised in a drawing a negative “H”-shaped space and entitled it Yes 55 –
a conflation of Joyce’s major works. On Bloomsday in the same year
(the sixtieth anniversary) he very likely attended (as usual) the New York
Joyce readings at Symphony Space on Broadway. Executed three days
later, Smith’s drawing The Piazza6 56 clearly departs from the Wake,
where it says “ ace to ace” (FW .). Smith devised in the drawings a sculpture with two turned-around “F”s, but never executed it. He
also on the same day drew three letters “C” in different positions and
eventually, in , created from these sketches a sculpture, Untitled (
Cs), representing all possibilities of turning an angular letter “C” in various directions – echoing the sigla.7
A similar case can be made concerning two further American artists
of Tony Smith’s generation: a sculptor, David Smith, and a painter,
Adolph Gottlieb.
David Smith In conversation with his friend Robert Motherwell in the

s, David Smith had already espoused the merits of Joyce’s work,
saying that he did not need to read any Symbolist or Surrealist writers,
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56 Tony Smith,
The Piazza
19 June 1964

because he had read Joyce.8 In , David Smith received a Guggenheim Fellowship and could thus work for the first time in his career
without having to take on other jobs.9 He immediately, it seems, turned
to Joyce’s time-consuming last work and created The Letter, .10 54
The artist explains: “The letter: the universal letter /any letter /Biddy
Doran’s (the little hen[’s]) letter she scratched/up (Finnegans Wake)/[...]
the letter by vision /and not by word”.11 In Finnegans Wake, the most
pressing philosophical questions are answered in a letter scratched up by
a hen on a dungheap – echoing the fate of the Book of Kells. By virtue
of spanning the Wake and treating most themes in it, the letter stands for
the book. 12
Smith – apart from echoing Joyce’s letter /litter link through his collage technique13 – also reflects on the other meaning of the word letter,
calling Joyce’s sigla “letter by vision and not by word”. Similarly, he rendered Greek epsilons in a related work from the same year,  h’s and 
Greek y’s, as hens’ feet. And he comments that he did not really mean
Greek letters as such, but used them (both actual Greek letters and nonexistent ones alongside them), because they were something that one
could supposedly not understand.14 Asked then whether or not he
thought of drawing in terms of writing, Smith replied that, having read
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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the letter section of Finnegans Wake, he no longer differentiated between
the two.15
David Smith is apparently not interested in further content or readability, but in the formal characteristics of letters that Joyce had foregrounded with his sigla and in evoking the notion of reading. Joyce as
his literary precedent enabled Smith to develop his own sculptural
language, thus making it easier for formalist critics to read his work in
purely abstract terms.16 Simultaneously, he allowed access to meaning
and identity. This is how he achieved his goal of remaining innovatively
outside the rules of his art form.17
Adolph Gottlieb was a friend of David Smith’s and shows related inter-

ests.18 He painted so-called pictographs in the s and early s,
which similarly evoke the act of reading without being legible. It appears
therefore as more than just coincidence that some of Gottlieb’s paintings
from  – the year Smith welded The Letter – show some sigla-like
signs. 19 I am particularly thinking of the appropriately entitled Night, 57
of T and Met, where there are the open squares (or square brackets) associated with Shem, T-shapes that Joyce used as signs for Issy, as well as
open deltas (the sign for ALP).
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This is not to say, of course, that parallels found with American Indians’
mythic signs or Sumerian tablets 20 cannot also be upheld. More crucial
than formal correspondences is the attitude to sign-making, writing and
reading. And in this regard, the wish of the authors or scribes of other
possible sources would have been to denote precise if mythical meaning.
Gottlieb (and David Smith to a lesser extent), on the other hand, achieve
an effect of writing that is at least on the surface hermetic, while also
hinting – apart from the Joycean reference – at multi-faceted signification through some universally understandable signs like eyes, spirals,
crosses and arrows. This corresponds to a first (or even second) impression of reading Finnegans Wake. There is no doubt that Gottlieb was well
read and frequently discussed literature with writer friends – and art with
David Smith and others. It seems that Joyce was crucial for them when
discussing – if not already when developing – their works’ strategies.
Joyce occupied an increasingly prominent
place in the avant-garde during the development of abstract visual
strategies, but none of the artists so far mentioned (as those contemporaries who created pieces on him) worked in fully abstract ways. Does
the question then become superfluous of how artists and critics in the
formalist tradition may have viewed Joyce? Is the Modernist writer par
excellence unrelated to high Modernist painting ? The answer is: no.
Michael Fried in “Art and Objecthood”, , 21 was most vocal in
wishing to purge (Modernist) visual art of any kind of literal, literary or
theatrical elements that would blur the genre boundaries, let a time element enter the work and/or examine the viewers’ relationship with it. I
am by no means the first who has located some of the above aspects
in Modernist work.22 What may be possible here, however – beyond
the fact that quite a considerable amount of that dreaded content in
Modernist art now appears to be Joyce-related23 – is to locate Joyce at
the centre of the argument, as well as attempts at mediation. The ensuing paradox – artists looking at a “forbidden” literary source in order to
find confirmation of formalist approaches – will need to be examined,
once the case is clearly in view.
It is predictably Joyce’s status as formal(ist) innovator that led the
apologists of high Modernism, Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried,
to praise Joyce in their own way. Fried chose a Joyce quotation as a
motto for his book Art and Objecthood.24 The lines from Stephen Hero
focus on the merits of certitude. This, however, cannot be seen as
an unequivocal portrayal of the views of a writer who in fact singleFormalism and Content
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mindedly cultivated incertitude and multiple layers of meaning.25
Clement Greenberg in Art and Culture uses Joyce as an example to
support his views on visual art: that it at best engages with its own
means. He locates formalist endeavours, too, in Modernist literature:
“Joyce’s Ulysses and Finnegans Wake seem to be, above all [...] the reduction of experience to expression for the sake of expression: the expression mattering more than what is expressed.”26 The later Joyce is thus
clearly established as a formalist Modernist, 27 whose techniques make
sense also within a visual context. The first and highly publicized
American edition of Ulysses, published by Random House in , shows
that allegiance on its cover. Its design is Mondrian-like, featuring large,
stylized letters.28 To me, however, it seems to be more the early Joyce,
particularly Stephen’s theory of art as stasis, where the “whatness”
of a thing is something objective, non-spiritual, that is particularly applicable to high Modernist views.
Herbert Read in Art Now, , similarly regards Joyce’s Work in
Progress as approaching abstraction in literature. But his verdict is that
Joyce misuses his medium, since literature could not “dispense with the
image”.29 For him, apparently, the genres’ media render a translation of
formalist principles problematical.30 Joyce’s (late) work is associated with
the seemingly mutually exclusive terms abstraction, image and content.
These terms were central to debates within visual arts circles at the
time.31 Joyce straddles – if not draws – the firing line.

p 4.2

Mediation In some way, however, Samuel Beckett in  had already
provided a way in which the debate could be settled. In the anthology on
Work in Progress, which Joyce himself instigated and oversaw, Beckett
writes: “Here form is content, content is form [....] It is [...] not only to
be read. It is to be looked at and listened to. His writing is not about
something; it is that something itself.”32 Reflecting on Joyce’s procedure
in Finnegans Wake, he thus marries form and content in a distinct way,
referring expressly to the visual (“to be looked at”). Similarly, Sergei
Eisenstein had already found that in Finnegans Wake Joyce created a
complex rhythmic pattern, which could be appreciated quite apart from
the content, adding that content “nevertheless is enriched, rather than
subordinated or ignored.”33 With reference to Joyce, the two really cannot be prised apart.
What then did the artists make of this? David Smith’s strategy to
enable both formalist and content-focused readings has been mentioned.
Robert Motherwell’s Homely Protestant “self-portrait” 48 also seems to

p 4.3
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mediate between the categories. “In  [he bought] Ulysses: I began to
see what modernism was.” 34 Later, in , he links Joyce – consciously
or not – with his own “digression” into figuration and he feels that he
requires inverted commas: “I could not find a title for possibly my most
important ‘figure’ painting”,35 and looked for it in Finnegans Wake.
Ad Reinhardt’s strategy was to withdraw more completely from a
personal involvement in painting than the others and he painted black
paintings from  onwards. But as an art historian and an “art caricaturist” (A Portend of the Artist as a Yhung Mandala 30 has been mentioned), he used each genre for what it could offer him. He allowed Joyce
to enter only sporadically and tentatively. This indicates that there will
probably never be proof of whether or not the notion of epiphany
inspired the black paintings.36

4.2 p

similarly was a well-read artist, who wrote himself.
He entitled a  painting Ulysses. 50 If he had wished to refer to Homer
alone, he could have called it Odysseus, but he did not – and the Joyce
books in his estate testify to his interest.37 The blue tones echo the seafarer’s realm. To formalist critics, to put it simply, Newman’s paintings
were of interest, but his mythological and literary titles could be embarrassing. In his writings, Newman mentions Joyce when seeking formulations mediating between form and content.38 He compares him to
abstract artists, who have “destroyed subject matter”, having just praised
him for his ambition to create a modern epic. “The fact that he called it
Ulysses is an index to his motives”.39 The same must be true of Newman
himself.
Despite this interest – one can even suspect that because of it – Joyce
was put to use not only to criticize but also to attack the artist. Hubert
Crehan reviewed Newman’s third New York one-man show unfavourably in Art News. To the ensuing exchange, he adds a letter to the
editor commending his review and using as a pseudonym H. Rumbold,
the hangman from the “Circe” episode of Ulysses.40 In the following
number, Newman walked into the trap and Crehan predictably revelled
in his one-upmanship, disclosing H. Rumbold’s identity and stating “H.
Rumbold should be drawn and quartered for giving Mr. Newman such
ideas.”41
Barnett Newman

Jackson Pollock On an intuitive level, David Norris states that his early

encounter with Jackson Pollock’s work made him gasp at the audacity of
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ence, corresponding in the degree to which a medium has been taken to
its limits.42 Suggesting the same correspondence, the caricaturist Henry
J. Sharpe shows an elderly, pensive Joyce walking past a painting that
resembles Pollock’s drip paintings, reciting the beginning of Finnegans
Wake.43 There may indeed be a justification for this link.
Jackson Pollock, the quintessential Abstract Expressionist and prime
example for Greenberg’s brand of high Modernist formalism, was
inspired by Tony Smith to read Joyce’s works.44 Pollock frequently seems
to have spoken of the writer.45 His works are still in Pollock’s library,46
unannotated, but accompanied by a vinyl record of Joyce’s own reading
of parts of the “Anna Livia” episode of the Wake.47 This episode incorporates hundreds of river names and rhythmically reads like a river, the
Liffey herself. There is a possibility that Pollock considered this inspirational for his drip-paintings, -.48
The procedure of dripping paint onto a horizontally laid-out canvas
from above was criticized by many contemporaries for being nonpainterly. Pollock could defend himself by referring to Stephen Dedalus’
remarks on the personality of the artist:
[...] at first a cry or a cadence or a mood and then a fluid and lambent narrative, finally refines itself out of existence, impersonalizes itself,
so to speak. [...] The artist, like the God of the creation, remains within
or behind or beyond or above his handiwork, invisible, refined out of
existence, indifferent, paring his fingernails. (P -)
Here, one can ascertain a movement from mood and narrative to
(formalist) artistic detachment. Furthermore, Pollock seems to have
taken the description of the artist’s position (detached, above the work)
literally and identified with the maze-maker. In a portrait photograph
from , 58 Pollock sits in front of a drip-painting and poses in such a
way that he is seen to focus on his fingernails. Choosing that photograph
to accompany her argument, Ellen G. Landau comments on a “new hero
of the fifties [...] whose outer demeanor bespoke not of the confidence
of standard hero figures in the past, but an inner life of anguish and
torment.”49 Stephen Dedalus is a likely model.50
Pollock did not choose all the titles of his paintings himself. He
was, however, most likely aware of his sources when he accepted a
Shakespearean quote, which features in Ulysses to be further recycled as
the title for Full Fathom Five, .51 49 Firestone suggests that the
description of the tide, weeds and water preceding the words “full
fathom five”52 in Ulysses sounds like a description of Pollock’s painting.53
While it was most likely not on the artist’s mind when he was working,
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58 Hans Namuth,
Jackson Pollock
1950

the fluidity of Joyce’s prose, as well as the painter’s medium and technique can easily provide a generally applicable correspondence. The
corpse rising from under the water’s surface in that passage of Ulysses can
moreover allude to how Pollock used to describe the relationship
between motif and the overlaying web of dripped paint: “I choose to veil
the imagery”.54 This does not only concern figurative aspects of his
painting (and the way in which his oeuvre coheres), but also objet trouvé
collages. Full Fathom Five contains matches, buttons, cigarette butts and
other objects. Pollock also added sand (another marine reference) to at
least one  painting,55 and Number , , is again collaged and also
painted on glass, which adds the translucent quality of water.

4.2 p

Interior Monologue
Does Joyce’s interior monologue or stream of
consciousness technique constitute a correspondence with Abstract
Expressionist art? Can it even help to explain (away) “inner” content
that may then not be in the way of pure form? E.R. Firestone has
commented on the visual impact of Joyce’s technique:
The equation between automatism and aquatic imagery, which in
Surrealism pertains to the preconscious or subconscious mind, is characteristic of Joyce’s thinking as well. Several of the most extended ‘stream
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of conscious’ [passages of Ulysses occur] in settings at the seashore [....
Indeed,] A number of characteristics of his writing appealed to American artists of the s and ’s, but initially, it was Joyce’s ‘stream of consciousness’ technique [... That] provided another literary equivalent of
the visual automatism they were struggling to develop.56
This echoes indirectly Barnett Newman’s already quoted view concerning Joyce’s importance for Surrealists. It was widely shared at the
time: Barnett Newman “started to write fiction, influenced by James
Joyce’s Ulysses, automatic writing, getting it down as fast as he could”.57
This understanding disregards Joyce’s method of careful construction.
A creative misrepresentation of Joyce’s procedures is, however, not alone
among problems that may exist when associating the interior monologue
with visual art that is viewed in a formalist way. Peter Bürger has commented on a formalist prerequisite. Owing to the interior monologue’s
pretence of immediacy ( Joyce adheres to an illusion of reality), the form
is blocked and cannot reflect on itself.58 Joyce’s interior monologue –
while being a formal innovation – thus points away from formalist ways
of looking at art and towards psychological aspects: it can inspire recipients to identify. In Modernist visual art, because of a diminished illusion
of reality, this blocking does not equally apply. Concerning visual art, one
should thus probably refer to automatism and gestural all-over, rather
than using the term interior monologue, which has nevertheless been
literally applied to visual art – in the form of interior views.

p 4.2

The all-over that Pollock employs in his drippaintings is a better candidate for formalist comparisons.59 Clement
Greenberg identified this early:
The very notion of uniformity is antiaesthetic. Yet many ‘all-over’
pictures seem to succeed precisely by virtue of their uniformity, their
sheer monotony. The dissolution of the pictorial into sheer texture, [...]
seems to speak for and answer something profound in contemporary
sensibility. Literature provides parallels in Joyce.60
Pollock’s all-over, however, is not as uniform as Greenberg makes it
out to be – accommodating instead highly versatile lines and at times
clearly decipherable content.61 These features inspire the viewers to
adopt different viewing positions. This possibility is incidentally something that cannot be transferred only to the reception of literature. It is
the very context in which Horace coined his phrase “ut pictura poesis”.
Joyce particularly invites two-speed reading (two-plane as he would have
All-over Strategies
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said), which cannot be performed simultaneously.62
Rosalind Krauss has passionately defended art (that was previously
interpreted according to the formalist agenda) from having to conform
to its one-sidedness:
[...] the problem, of course, is that the either/or is a misrepresentation of what an abstract painter is up to. His greatest fear is that he may
be making mere abstraction, abstraction uninformed by a subject, contentless abstraction, [... i.e.] decoration. [The] failure to grasp Pollock’s
subject, or even to see that his work had a subject, is reported as having
been extremely upsetting to the artist.63
The Pollock of the drip paintings and the Joyce of Finnegans Wake had
to contend with similar misunderstandings: that their work was chaotic
and meaningless. Joyce countered allegations that he created nothing but
chaos by referring to his subject matter64 and by means of the Our
Exagmination anthology. And Pollock is reported as exclaiming: “No
chaos, damn it.”65 Viewing their works as chaotic disregards the fact that
even the all-over surface structure is in itself a valid commentary on or
evocation of a democratic, ideally hierarchy-free and complex world.
Both Joyce and Pollock had early socialist leanings.66
Margot Norris’ “decentred universe”67 alludes to this world view concerning Joyce’s work; and E.R. Firestone explains Norris’ title in visual
terms, those of Pollock’s paintings: “Simply put, this is what modern
painters call allover composition”.68 Without thinking of Joyce, Krauss
furthermore calls this the “Experience of our age in painting – not an
illustration of – (but the equivalent)”.69 Equivalent appears to be an
appropriate term for artists viewing Joyce as a prime proponent of contemporary thought. However, it does not imply that Joyce’s last work
should be viewed as a “cause” of Pollock’s technique or even subject matter. The writer is a valuable precedent in terms of including both,
fomal(ist) sensibilities and content: one turns out to be the other – at
second glance.

5.3 p

It is indeed another glance that is required, as far as
Georges Didi-Huberman is concerned. He has eloquently reassessed the
anti-literalist stance that Michael Fried had put forward in his “Art and
Objecthood” essay, , as a critique of nascent minimalism.70 It became
clear that the same dichotomies also already applied to Abstract Expressionism. Didi-Huberman departs in his argument from none other
than James Joyce.71 And he proposes a middle ground or rather a point
Oscillation
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of oscillation between both perspectives: that which says a work is what
it is (or that we see just what we see) – and that which argues that a work
is only completed in the viewer, who is being touched by it, i.e. when
content and interpretation enter.72
Joyce is indeed a perfect point of departure for this argument, since
both camps (that of high Modernist formalism and postmodernist, content-focused perspectives) have claimed his work. Joyce can represent
that point of oscillation, because of his unique combination of the autobiographical material’s heightened realism and ever-present formal
innovations.73 My argument here is that Didi-Huberman could have literally (if the pun on Fried’s literalism can be excused) departed from
Joyce. This is the case, because artists did so in their practice, which –
consciously or not – generates (with the aid of Joyce) that tension
between the possibilities for formalist and content-driven interpretations.
Joyce comes so well recommended for high Modernist and early
postmodernist visual artists, because he paradoxically provided a tradition
that was defiant of tradition. Artists viewed him as a quintessence of
Modernism and an artist seeking to overcome it.74 He was a fellow
formalist innovator and a two-fold taboo. Joyce was out of bounds, owing
to the formalist dogma forbidding literary techniques and content.
He was also until recently a censored artist. His location between the
categories turned him not only into a prime example and locus for
theorists developing postmodernist thought, but also for artists engaged
with the same issues in their practice. In the current context, it turns that
high Modernist and early postmodernist phase into a prime era when
it comes to producing work concerning Joyce. He became “a sort of
patron saint”.75

p 5.1

Alternative Modernisms, Multiplicities Joyce can be said to have in-

spired further artistic strategies that operate between the categories of
Modernism. This is where some of the multiplicities already noted can
enter: Matisse’s multi-stylistic response to Ulysses comes to mind. Certainly, the Modernist avant-garde moves and changes, but simultaneous
stylistic multiplicities did not increase an artist’s chances of entering the
canon. Matisse no longer needed to worry about this.
Colin Middleton, the only Irish Surrealist, has, it can be argued,
escaped greater attention and recognition because of the frequent changes
in his style throughout his career. He was not insecure, searching for
“his voice”, but appears to have cultivated that multiplicity (both syn-
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59 F. E. Mc William,
Figure
1938

chronic and diachronic) that goes far beyond de Chirico-like Surrealism
to embrace Expressionism, realist and Cézannian landscape painting,
Picasso- and Klee-inspired works and various abstract and semi-abstract
approaches. As one reason for seeing such multiplicity as permissible
within his oeuvre, I am tempted to propose his deep interest in Joyce.
He appears to have frequently read Finnegans Wake aloud and kept “his
bible” by his bedside.76 It would require much speculation, however, to
guess which of Middleton’s motifs or styles have been inspired by the
Wake or Ulysses’ multi-stylistic kaleidoscope.
Figurative approaches share with concurrent multiplicity the status
of being outside of high Modernist practices, where abstraction was
nearly compulsory for artists. Francis Bacon should be mentioned in this
context. He was born in Dublin and may have had an added interest in
Joyce because of this. Dubliners was in his studio at the time he died.77
Bacon is also known to have appreciated Ulysses: he maintained that
“Joyce [...] reinvented naturalism”.78 One does not need to strain to
argue that this is likely to be related to how Bacon himself viewed his
practice within a climate of abstraction. As with Bruce Nauman, Beckett
is a more likely candidate for the works’ mood and content, but the other
Irish writer also clearly has a role to play.
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s



60 Werner Schmidt,
Oranges have
been laid to rust
upon the green
1994

Viewing Figure, , by F.E. McWilliam 59 it is apparent why Henry
Moore admired the sculptor. But that reference does not entirely do
justice to the work with its rounded shape and voids. The Irish artist
was greatly interested in Joyce, having bought a copy of Ulysses at
Shakespeare & Company in Paris.79 This interest renders that particular
sculpture as a depiction not just of any female, but of Molly Bloom in
the shape of her “siglum”, the figure eight. Moreover, the voids and the
organic material wood gain, with the reference to Joyce, another level of
theoretical depth and interpretative potential.
The issues raised in this chapter and exemplified with art from
Modernism and early postmodernism continue to be relevant, because
“The co-existence of ‘realist’ and ‘avant-gardist’ art is today a fact”.80
This will be investigated briefly in an excursion on recent abstraction.
Recent Abstraction Today, abstract artists working on Joyce seek to

capture a colour or mood evoked by a quotation, as in Werner Schmidt’s
Oranges have been laid to rust upon the green from .81 60 The artist
has researched occurrences of colours in Ulysses and found inappropriate
existing interpretations that focus on liturgical colours.82 He subsequently investigated and precisely copied tonalities occurring in nature –
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61 Ciarán Lennon,
CAMAC XII

detail, 2003

in the case of Oranges, those of decomposing fruit. And Schmidt goes
even further: he makes up his own water-based pigment with the multicoloured dust of such fruit, mainly apples: another way of arriving at a
Joycean identity of form and content.
While Schmidt’s colour research has taken the shape of charts on canvas or paper that display the frequency of mentioned colours in relation
to where they occur in the book, Erkki Soininen coloured the edges of his
copy of the novel, and Mari-Aymone Djeribi is planning a Ulysses project
that is to adopt the form of colour samples for domestic paint. Hannes
Vogel, with his freer interpretations, has already been introduced. All
these artists have shown the schemata to be (predictably) reductive. They
found a way of illustrating Joyce, while remaining abstract in doing so.
Abstract painting can have Wakean titles and may – or may not
– relate to Joyce. Anna Portobello No. ,  by Rolf-Gunter Dienst
is an example, where an interior structure of an infinitely repeated
calligraphed sign seems to create a double-bind of pseudo-abstraction
combined with pseudo-writing, as encountered earlier. Abstract artists
can also connect their practice with Joycean aspects close to their heart
(for example Dublin sites or Joyce scholarship). Ciarán Lennon can
serve as an example of the latter approach.
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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This Dublin artist, living and working in what used to be Monto or
Joyce’s “nighttown”, chose the title Hapax for a series of abstract, almost
monochromatic, paintings (or rather one work in four canvases). He
asked Vicki Mahaffey, whose work on Joyce he had read, to write a short
essay.83
The association invited by the title may appear arbitrary, because it is
hard to imagine a painting that is not a unique coinage. More recently,
however, Lennon’s abstract, colour-focused painterly technique has led
him to a river, the Camac tributary of the Liffey, across which he used
to walk to school. 61 Local paper works frequently dyed the water.
Lennon applies his fluid medium paint in a very few broad strokes, but
repeats and reworks again and again, so that differently coloured edges
appear on the small, slightly irregular panels, cut from stone, wood or
composite debris from skips around Dublin. Recycling, reshaping, applying fluid paint in reminiscence of a colourful river, over-painting,
creating book objects dedicated to several series of CAMAC paintings
with the anagrammatic title on the cover – all that amounts to more than
a formalist approach.
While Lennon states that meaning usually comes after the work’s
creation for him and is accidental, it nevertheless has to be central,
since “the new work is no longer about painting”.84 Joyce (Ulysses and
Finnegans Wake) seems to provide – as previously observed concerning
Mother well’s work – a predetermined and simultaneously accidental
store from which to pick matching (local) references.The paintings show
a personal involvement with Joyce’s Dublin scenery, translated into
multifaceted works that seek to follow Joyce in being Irish, while (formally) not looking Irish.
While I already alluded to a space between abstraction and figuration concerning Sean Scully’s Pomes Penyeach prints 27 and some
Joyce(an) portraits, it may have become clearer in the intervening discussion that such a space is indeed rightly and forcefully linked with
Joyce. It can also be established as a characteristic of Irish art, from
Celtic coins that abstract Roman motifs, through the Book of Kells,
and eventually to Joyce and much Irish visual art in the wake of
Modernist styles. Often (as in Mainie Jellett’s Cubist paintings, with
their religious subject matter) international, canonical styles were used
to express meaning. This deeply felt meaning could not be purged from
a peripherally Modernist practice. Irish artists – and I am putting this
in a rather oversimplified way, since it is only marginally relevant in the
context – had to engage with such meaning to define themselves and
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their identities around the time when Ireland gained partial political
independence.

62 Jess,
When My Ship
Come Sin
1955

Irish-American Identities It has been established that Joyce reflected on

notions of identity and that his works may also impact on readers’
identities. This is particularly the case concerning the shifting, composite identities of his fellow “exiles”. Joyce offers them appropriate and
interesting artistic approaches (for example the sigla). It is now possible
to revisit briefly some of the American artists who were the subjects of
the earlier form/content debate and introduce other figures from that
generation and from around the world to ask how they view Joyce’s role
within that process of finding Irish-American or post-colonial identities.
The term “dislocution” will be particularly helpful.
Jess answered my questions concerning Joyce’s inspiration of his work

over many decades. The Californian artist did not use his surname
Collins, which easily gives away his Irish ancestry. Jess began reading
Joyce in  and says that the writer “helped to escape being in the army
[by] being in Oz”. I do not think that he meant either Kansas or
Australia. It is an imaginary place that turns out to have Irish links.
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s



63 Jess,
Echo’s Wake I
1960/66

Jess has always been a recluse, a literary one at that, because he met only
writers on a regular basis, those whom his partner, a poet, used to bring
into their house. Some of Jess’ titles could indeed have been taken from
Finnegans Wake: When my Ship Come Sin 62 plays with language in a
similar way to Joyce. The title Echo’s Wake I 63 relates to Finnegans Wake
directly. So does the repeated word “the” in Boob #, 51 referring to the
last word of the Wake. “Sacred cod” (bottom centre), echoes Joyce’s
favourite wordplays around god, dog and cod.
Jess states, however, that his Joyce inspiration was not in the first
instance one of motifs, but “It is a matter of spirit [...]. Joyce was [...] I
felt, the kindred spirit”.85 Judging by the definite article and Jess’ careful
use of language, this suggests a “relationship by blood [, a] similarity in
character [, a] person’s relatives collectively”.86 One must then conclude
that Joyce’s works in some way relate to the Irish background of the
artist, who hardly ventured outside his Californian home.
The technique of collage corresponds closely to Joyce’s own procedures, which have been described as bricolage.87 Deranged Stereopticon,
, 64 is a collage using two puzzles, one to be read vertically, the other
horizontally. This is a way of providing a visual equivalent for Joyce’s
portmanteau word technique (and Jess confirms his Joycean intentions).88
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The writer apparently led Jess to developing new ways of working visually. Joyce was more than a representative of genealogical roots.

64 Jess,
Deranged
Stereopticon
1974

David Smith placed great emphasis on art’s relationship with identity:

“It is identity, and not that overrated quality called ability, which determines the artist’s finished work. The most important thing to know is
who you are and what you stand for”.89 He also reflected on this identity being connected with Joyce: “David Smith liked to speak of his kinship with Joyce.”90 In this context, The Letter 54 had a very personal
import for him: “There is a part of Joyce in me all my life”.91 He also
stresses that the source for this work, Biddy Doran’s, the little red hen’s
letter from Finnegans Wake, “said you sent for me”.92 Such notions of
having been called by Joyce to create certain work speak of a high degree
of identification – and a will to extend the writer’s oeuvre. The title Song
of an Irish Blacksmith, -, may then refer to a self-portrait of the
metal working sculptor, an indication that his Irish identity is bound up
with his work (on Joyce). Smith, however, grew up as a Calvinist
American and therefore needed to balance several aspects of his identity. Joyce probably served as both counterweight and precedent, through
his own life and the sigla: multiplicity is possible.
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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65 Tony Smith,
The Keys to.
Given!
1965

Tony Smith No matter that Tony Smith was third-generation Irish
(born in New Jersey in  and educated by the Jesuits), concerning
him, stereotypes come to mind more easily. The hard-living and at times
hard-drinking Smith was a missionary in matters Joycean. His scholarly
Joyce library and sigla works have been mentioned earlier. A  sculpture’s title is The Keys to. Given!, 65 taken from the last lines of Finnegans
Wake. Smith is known to have (glass in hand) recited by heart long passages of the Wake with an Irish accent to his Irish setter, who responded
by howling.
Lines from Finnegans Wake, which appear on Smith’s drawings and display variant spellings or altered sequences, were committed to paper directly from Smith’s internalized store of Wakean quotations: an ever-present
source of inspiration. In  he wrote on a drawing “A Roof for Hugh, and
a reef for May, butt under his bridge suits Tony”.93 The same drawing
shows on its verso another quotation (“Pharhaps you think your the King
of Aeships with that beardwig in your Cloaksome bag”)94 alongside a drawing for a sculpture, which he then entitled Beardwig. It must be considered
a self-portrait of the bearded artist. 66 “Personal” references, i.e. occurrences
of “Tony” or “beardwig”, were a means of relating or appropriating the text
to himself, to the make-up of his culture and identity.
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66 Tony Smith,
Beardwig
1962

Tony Smith’s “F”-sigla drawings and New York Joyce readings as celebrations of Irishness and art have already been noted. Smith also worked
on Ulysses. “Wandering Rocks” is the working title of the episode where
the main and many subsidiary characters from the novel traverse Dublin,
meeting – or just missing – each other. Wandering Rocks is also the title
of a sculpture by Tony Smith from . 47 Viewers are invited to walk
among its elements. Thus, time and a kind of self-conscious choreography are as central here as they are in Ulysses. Interestingly, the individual parts of Wandering Rocks are anthropomorphic (individually named
Smohawk, Crocus, Slide, Shaft and Dud, while sharing a familial relationship as six-sided prisms). They thus approach the condition of the “F”
sigla in the  drawing. 56 Both Ulysses as a novel and Wandering Rocks
as a sculpture are designed for the recipients’ self-awareness and they
expand their genres to such a degree that they approach each other’s art
form as far as possible. Nebeneinander (visual art’s traditional preserve)
and Nacheinander (literature’s “natural” field) all but merge, following
Stephen Dedalus’ criticism of Lessing’s Laocoon, in which these categories are defined as mutually exclusive, in the “Proteus” episode of Ulysses.
“Wandering Rocks” is, of course, about space in Dublin. If Ulysses is
such a close portrayal of the city that it could be rebuilt by using just
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s



Joyce’s book as a guideline – according to the writer’s slightly too enthusiastic claim95 – then Tony Smith’s Wandering Rocks goes some way
towards being a notional recreation of that imaginary space, Dublin.
This is true wherever the two copies of the work are.96
Tony Smith displayed two portrait photographs on his studio walls:
one of Joyce and one of Barnett Newman. On  September , Newman wrote to Tony Smith that he had met a second-generation Irishman
in a hotel in Newport, Rhode Island, who had recently been to Ireland: “I’m saving the stories for our return. How we missed you!” 97
Tony Smith’s interest and indeed his Irishness are very much taken for
granted. Later, when the Irish artist and writer Brian O’Doherty tried to
convince Newman to come to Dublin, the artist responded: “Yes, the city
of Joyce...”.98 When Newman finally arrived on  November , his
Joycean pilgrimage needed to be reported immediately to the Smiths,
who had been in Trieste in  and in Dublin99 in : “Dear Jane and
Tony / Just came from / Joyce’s tower”.100 The two artists’ conversations
since  must often have returned to the writer. Joyce and Irishness
largely seem to be equated.
This does not, however, render Smith’s identity monolithic or unable
to accommodate his American socialization. In the works on Joyce’s sigla
“F” and “C” and in Wandering Rocks it became apparent that it is in fact
the shifting nature of identity that finds appropriate expression in Joyce
and that is therefore attractive to “exiled” Irish artists.
The word exile requires inverted
commas in the cases of second or subsequent generation Irish people
in the United States. With Brian O’Doherty there is no such need.
Writing about Noel Sheridan’s HCE triptych, 67 created in the USA in
 /, Brian O’Doherty views it as a matter of course that his
compatriot was interested in Joyce, since the Wake was built into the
DNA of every Irish man or woman.101 I would like to add Irish man
or woman abroad. In a letter on his  Douglas Hyde Gallery installation The Purgatory of Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker Homunculus
[i.e. ], 52 Brian O’Doherty writes: “Joyce was [...] the quintessential
emigrant with geography and guilt flowing in his veins. He made the
emigrant status a kind of decoration to be worn on your lapel, when it
wasn’t an ulcer in your stomach”.102 It is evident, particularly in the
Purgatory installation and the studies for it, 141 that Patrick Ireland
reflects in his works on his Irish (and Catholic) background and identity.
His residence on Manhattan’s Upper West Side since  highlights
Brian O’Doherty / Patrick Ireland
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rather than diminishes this. Joyce apparently serves as surrogate homeland and as a text to turn to when he was making artistic contact again
with Ireland.
Theodor Adorno’s dictum – If man has no home, writing becomes a
place to live – applies in the first instance to Joyce himself: Asked if he
would not like to return to Ireland, he answered: “Have I ever left ” ? 103
No matter how much Ireland has changed, the cosmos of Joyce’s work,
reflecting so strongly on itself, art, Ireland, identities and change, has
served many an American artist with Irish roots to claim a special kind
of Irish citizenship, that of Joyce’s work.104

67 Noel Sheridan,
HCE,
H and E panels
1966/67

Dislocution In the post-colonial perspective, artwork without meaning

– personal and psychological meaning, as well as its implications for
identity – does not exist. Dislocution is a term that can easily be understood as exile’s impact on language and how one’s identity is bound up
with this. Dislocution as a term was coined – how could it be otherwise?
– in Joyce’s wake. Fritz Senn has used it to pinpoint innovations in
Joyce’s practice, which encompass far more than post-colonial aspects.
There are first dis- or translocations of dramatis personae in
“Wandering Rocks”, the painful one of the Blooms’ sofa and that of the
book’s contents in “Circe”. These already disturb normal proceedings,
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akin to Surrealist practice.105 When applied to the linguistic field, “Eccentric items like ‘Chrysostomos’ [... and a]ll of the numerous quotations
function as – in fact most of them literally are – dislocutions”. 106
Nowhere but in Finnegans Wake are we constantly reminded of the
cultural and etymological amalgamations of (the English) language.107
To make it worse – or more “realistic” – “Conventional guidance for
erratic displacements and abrupt jolts is lacking”.108 Senn calls this
“the author’s jujiutsu strategy to exploit original semantic energy for
deflected intrinsic ends.” 109 He summarizes:
[...] dislocution is an expediently blurred trope, a catalytic aid for
discerning [...] the variants of that Protean energy that, while no single
one of its symptoms may be entirely new, in its pluralistic, mercurial
impact does set Joyce’s later work off from its many predecessors and
from most of the works that have followed in its wake.110
This notion can be “translated” also into visual forms of communication.111 Dislocution has entered art-historical discourse in the work of
Sarat Maharaj. Maharaj’s own position as an outsider in the British art
establishment prompted him to look for artistic manifestations of that
outsider feeling. Not surprisingly, his scholarly attention has turned to
Joyce (and Richard Hamilton’s well-known work on the writer).
In the s and s, Irish-American artists’ identities in their shifting multiplicity were by several artists clearly related to Joyce’s work.
Following the advent of post-structuralism, the matter became at once
more complex and clearer in staking out Joyce-related pursuits of nonbinary thinking. Questions of identity were reassessed in Jacques Lacan’s
Seminar – through Joyce. A French theorist like Hélène Cixous has, in
what began as her doctoral research, grappled with exile and related
themes – through Joyce.112 Joyce and his characters appear as clear models and points of identification for displaced, post-colonial readers:
“Bloom fascinates Joyce because he belongs to those who are unjustly
punished [....] He is a ‘displaced’ person unable to take refuge either in
the pub or in art, having no real faith or home.”113 Joyce’s writing in
English, rather than having a national function within the colonizers’
scheme to “civilize” Irish natives, has questioned such traditions and
meanings.
Vincent Cheng summarizes Joyce’s centrality in current post-colonial
thought:
As narratives of resistance to repressive ideologies, Joyce’s texts –
especially Finnegans Wake – do seem both utopian and hopelessly esoteric agents for a pluralistic vision of a polylogic, universal discourse
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which can replace the monologic discourse of both nationalism and
imperialism. [... Joyce] can seldom reach the readers he is trying to
empower [... Nevertheless,] Joyce’s fiction [...] answers to Homi Bhabha’s call for ‘counter-narratives – both actual and conceptual’ and thus
‘disturb’ those ideological manoeuvres through which ‘imagined communities’ are given essentialist identities [and concludes] Joyce’s texts
both illustrate and advocate [...] anti-essentialist and anti-imperialist
politics.114
Thus the relevance of the term dislocution in Sarat Maharaj’s work
on post-colonial aspects of visual art practice does not surprise. It is
Joyce-inspired post-structuralist and post-colonialist thought that in
turn inspired artists working on such themes – whether consciously or
not. Only seldom is this expressed with a clear reference to Joyce. More
often, artists seem to take indirect approaches, perhaps echoing Cheng’s
view that “the ideological power of internationally widespread and influential works like Joyce’s is perhaps just as effectively spread indirectly –
by the influence they have on various other sources”.115 Visual art is one
of these. I can now suggest that Joyce is an underlying force in visual art
created by exiled or immigrant artists around the world, despite the
indisputable fact that he is a “dead white male”.
Laurence Betham is one of the few non-Western artists whom I
know to have referred directly to Joyce. The (outsider) artist spent his
early years in Uganda and Kenya and later settled in New Zealand.
Betham painted Joyce’s portrait in a naïve style: James Joyce near
Warkworth, . In the foreground of a local landscape, featuring a long,
straight, muddy road, lined by telegraph poles and trees that are cut
down to half their size. In a speech bubble, Joyce speaks cryptically of the
classic modes of love. A whole series of works showing Joyce in New
Zealand landscapes is “speculating [...] on how Joyce would have felt if
he’d actually been transported into the here-and-now – how he would
have felt misunderstood, even a threat to the locals in his pink suit and
yellow tie.”116
With reference to some of the points just explored, Mark Orange, a
Northern Irish artist resident in New York, has read, rewritten, updated
and placed into a visual art context Joyce’s “A Little Cloud”. 53 In his
A Little Oracle, set in modern-day Belfast, Gallagher and Little Chandler
(wee Tommy), meet at the Europa Hotel’s bar. Postcolonial, political
and psychological issues are the backdrop of what is a somewhat more
upbeat rendition of the adherence of Tommy, who stayed behind, to
creative writing, as well as of his parenting abilities. “I was interested in
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68 William Anastasi,
Without Title
1987
69 Miroslaw Balka,
Remembrance
of the First Holy
Communion
1985

showing the modernist position occupied by Gallagher as exhausted,
crumbling”,117 Orange states. The main means of raising Tommy in the
listeners’ esteem is that he finds a mot juste, later recognizes it to have
come from Joyce and then manages to incorporate it aptly into his text.
The artist views this as a postmodernist adherence to the pre-Modernist
in a spirit of resistance.118
Orange has chosen the medium of a broadcast within a gallery setting (complemented by an old, enlarged radio and simple transmission
equipment) “to question the center-periphery relationship at the core
of the notion of broadcast: the idea of authoritative information being
radiated outward from a center”.119 Orange will install this work as part
(or rather as a “satellite”) of the Joyce in Art exhibition at the Royal
Hibernian Academy, June-August , which this volume accompanies, in a setting that speaks of colonial and postcolonial connotations: a
Georgian house in Dublin’s Merrion Square, now the Goethe Institute.
Jewish and Catholic Identities Considering the correspondences Joyce

himself made between the Jews and the Irish, as well as Bloom’s and his
own fate as “diasporaic” artists, it is no surprise that some Jewish (and
“jewish”) artists have been inspired by Joyce to create work on their
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identities. William Anastasi has repeatedly used the three letters “jew”
in their exact typeface from Finnegans Wake. The works’ backgrounds
are either uniformly grey or consist of a photograph of the artist. 68
Anastasi uses the reference to Finnegans Wake to undermine the essentialist identity that is portrayed on a surface level. The artist displays
Jewish and Joycean identification – that with Leopold Bloom, of whom
Joyce conceived as not being a Jew according to Jewish customs – and
creates a multi-layered, far more complex, work than it seems to be at the
outset.120
R.B. Kitaj, while showing similar interests, refers to Joyce’s A Portrait,
rather than to a later work, and thus appears to be more essentialist:
“What I’d like to do before I die is to create a new Jewish art [...] in the
spirit of James Joyce’s Stephen Dedalus”.121 The diasporic artist, whose
identities were forged on both sides of the Atlantic, clearly views Joyce
as someone who has given a voice to the diaspora – and even perhaps to
exile in general.
When asked about possible reasons for Joyce’s importance to their
works, artists as diverse as William Anastasi, Martha Rosler and Esther
Shalev-Gerz have mentioned their Jewish identities as elements that resonate in Joyce’s treatment of Judaism, the diaspora and exile. The feeling
apparently is that Joyce managed to let matters of ( Jewish) identity go
beyond the level of motifs or essentialism. In this way he invited more
complex identification.
A similar observation can be made concerning Catholics who have
emigrated to Protestant countries or who have “internally” turned away
from Catholicism – especially in a rebellious way that can be compared
to Joyce or Stephen Dedalus. The latter case applies to Miroslaw Balka,
the former to Darek Ostrowski, the Polish artist living in Denmark,
whose “illustrations” of the Epiphanies have been discussed earlier.
Miroslaw Balka’s point of departure is a clear identification with
Stephen Dedalus in Remembrance of the First Holy Communion, . 69
This figurative, autobiographical and overtly emotional work features
a red heart. It was first shown at the artist’s studio, which is his grandmother’s house in Otwock near Warsaw, and later presented at an exhibition on rites of passage.122 Catholicism’s life-structuring rites and
personal memory obviously play a role. The artist states that, when reading Joyce’s A Portrait while growing up in Catholic Poland, he felt that
Joyce personally addressed and understood him.123
A further work based on lines in A Portrait of the Artist from 
bears the title When You Wet the Bed. 70 It consists of a simple bed
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70 Miroslaw Balka,
When You Wet
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structure with some padding and a small hose, which protrudes from
the centre and spouts water into a rectangular hollow in the floor beside
the bed. Other elements are a kneeling chair and a T-shaped cross (a
reference to “Proteus”), also with a jet of water, meeting and mixing
with the other stream.
This is the first of Balka’s work where a physical presence is evoked
through absence. Bodily fluids mingle with holy substances (in Jocye in
Art it is brandy). The scene is at once highly religious and profane. In
 x  x , , 71 this secularizing, purging and simplifying is taken
a step further: a more Spartan bed construction features not water but a
heated pillow. The emphasis is now on perception, the synaesthetic
strength of Joyce’s text, where the young Stephen feels the wet bed first
warm and then cold.
Balka’s identity is that of a rebelliously Catholic artist, very much imbued with rites and substances of the faith. In the s, he measured the
height, for example, of “spoons” filled with ashes to coincide with the
level of his own mouth. If “in Joyce’s analogy the artist gives himself
in his ink to his hearers and seers”, 124 Balka gives himself in his sculptures’ materials. The missing presence is that of the artist – like Joyce’s
detached God of the creation.
Joyce in Art

71 Miroslaw Balka,
164 x 64 x 94
1990

Balka’s work can easily be placed in the context of Didi-Huberman’s insistence on (religious) meaning in (post-) minimalist work, where the
figure is missing – just as on Easter morning when the empty grave constituted belief through seeing – seeing nothing: a void.125 Balka provides
another instance of work on Joyce that is both figurative and abstract.
Deeply personal references, emotionality and simultaneous detachment
echo what has been found earlier.126
Joyce is not securely located anywhere or is everywhere simultaneously when art-historical definitions of form /content, Modernism /
postmodernism are applied. “[...] dislocutions are not so much isolable
qualities as they are entangled processes that defy administrative classification”.127 This is a quality Joyce’s work shares with the avant-garde.128
It can be viewed as such a powerful force, because it apparently managed
the impossible: it remained on the move, reinventing itself (as a source
of inspiration for artists) at every turn (of the history of art). While this
quality is something that every artist intent on innovation seeks in a
source of inspiration, it is particularly attractive to those who themselves
in their identities and backgrounds straddle several camps. What plays
a part in this was captured early by Stuart Gilbert: “the Irish writer’s
vocabulary is world-wide – Work in Progress may well be easier reading
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for a polyglot foreigner than for an Englishman with but his mother
tongue”.129 Joyce in the most productive and inspiring way “tampers with
persons, places, and times: identities are optional”130 and shifting. There
are as many Joyces as (artist) readers’ multi-faceted identities.
Concerning several artists born between  and , it became
evident that the question of whether or not any one work is Joyceinspired is meaningless. David Smith, Robert Motherwell, Tony Smith,
John Cage, Richard Hamilton and Joseph Beuys come to mind. This
was the first generation of artists who grew up with Joyce’s complete
work available to them at the time when they were formulating their
artistic concerns. He pervades their creations to such an extent that one
can describe the situation as a chicken-or-egg question.131



3.3

Lingualization, Concepts, Openness, Commitment

In the previous chapter, the last that retains the chronological framework, I have foregrounded conceptual and politically committed practices in the s and their Joycean links. While examining politics and
the Irish “troubles”, I have already used Joyce-related themes in art from
that time to look ahead. Subsequently, I will be in a position to focus on
Joyce, as well as on Joycean issues and strategies as he and they feature
in contemporary art from the s onwards.
Concept Art: Lingualization, Internalization Visual art in the mids displayed a strong interest in the foundations of art, a rulegoverned, often playful anti-aesthetic. In the late s and s a dematerialization of the art object ensued with ephemeral, immaterial,
Conceptual artworks, which often exist in and through language alone.1
What Wolfgang-Max Faust has called the lingualization of art2 was
amenable to literary sources of inspiration. Joyce appears to have become
the principal writer to whom artists have turned who came into their
own during that time. What then in this context singles him out?
One answer could lie in Joyce’s conscious bridging of the visual and
the linguistic which was now the locus of much art practice. As Wendy
Steiner puts it: “Stephen’s correction[.] of Lessing [...] stresses mental
process as the locus of the temporal-spatial interchange”.3 This bridgebuilding effort between the genres is related to that other border-crossing endeavour that Joyce had pioneered in a distinct manner, for instance
with his epiphanies: the integration of life into art.4 Now artists wished
to integrate art with life, and committed artists viewed both these efforts
as intertwined (see below).
However, the primary reason for Joyce’s prominent position in the
minds of Conceptual artists appears to be that the writer provides
important precedence for the internalization of criticism and theory – or
poetics – within the work.
Joseph Kosuth singles out this trait as constituting the basis of new and

intellectual practice. In his own work, he “aims to grasp and unravel the
conceptual web of art as a whole”.5 It is again Joyce’s conceptual thinking that singles him out as a worthy antecedent, rather than the presence
of any visual objects beyond a shared typographic sensitivity. The
Fluviana remained unknown. Implicit in these intentional strategies is

72 Joseph Kosuth,
Ulysses:
18 Scenes
1998
73 Michael CraigMartin,
An oak tree
1970 (double page)
74 Martha Rosler,
The Bowery in
two inadequate
descriptive systems
1974



an emphasis on the act itself. Furthermore, the focus of the work shifts
to the viewer. Artists now regard their studios (if they still have any) as
laboratories for their experiments. The white-coated Joyce, who devised
“simple”6 but highly innovative concepts and held that another writer
( James Stephens) could conclude his work on Finnegans Wake, was an
arranger or arrangeur (of quotations) to their liking. 7
Kosuth has since the late s quoted (other) authors in his installations and writings. These include Joyce – alongside dictionary texts,
Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, Freud and several others. The Irish writer was
most prominent in his mind during the s, when he was working in
Dublin and Zurich.8 72 Viewer engagement is paramount when establishing connections and filling the gaps between the unconnected quotations. Furthermore, one also often needs to strain to make out the
words, particularly when the lines are crossed out. It is usually the conceptual aspect of Joyce that makes readers work. Kosuth’s palimpsest-like
layering of “dislocuted” quotations in work that anticipates and seemingly integrates further commentary is akin to our experience of reading
Joyce. It is in keeping with this then that the artist welcomes his inclusion in the current investigation and exhibition.9
That Joyce was central to the development of Conceptual Art and
committed strategies does not come as a surprise when remembering his
presence in the formalism/content debate. Joseph Kosuth has been vocal
about the preferences of content over what he calls a “mindless” formalist art.10 He writes:
The issue about Joyce and formalism goes to the heart of what I,
along with others [...] addressed in our re-evaluation of artistic practice in
the s. The version of Modernism we inherited [...] was still-born. It
[...] had reduced the work of art to being a necktie [.11 ...] Yet Joyce was
quite the opposite. His work was about meaning [...] the social impact of
the culture he formed around his work was anything but [in]offensive.12
Broadly speaking – while seeking to avoid the impression that I wish
to “destroy” Greenberg or Fried13 – I can pinpoint the anti-formalist
stance, especially following Fried’s publication of “Art and Objecthood”, as
the factor that mobilized in a positive way the forces that would guide the
development of visual art in the late s, particularly in the . Several
artists named by Fried as negative examples turn out to have Joycean links.
Among these are most notably Tony Smith and John Cage.14
Kosuth, Martha Rosler and John Latham can loosely be classified as
Conceptual, anti-formalist Joycean artists. Latham gave expression to this
conviction in his  work Still and Chew, where he critically displays a
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copy of Greenberg’s Art and Culture in a briefcase that itself speaks of the
opposing Duchamp- and Joyce-inspired perspective. Some pages from
this library book are presented in a jar alongside its remains: chewed, halfdigested and fermented with added acid. Latham’s irreverent work with
book objects, Joycean research and his world-view inspired by the author
will be dealt with under those topics. But his Artists’ Placement Schemes
since the s in industry and science, i.e. his wish to position artists in
the decision-making roles in, makes it important to mention him here
under Joyce-inspired, committed strategies.15

5.3 p

reacted to Fried’s essay in the following way:
I read Michael Fried’s essay [‘Art and Objecthood’] ... which was a
sort of terribly starchy defence of high Modernism, and he spoke of the
problem of art that did not follow these Modernist precepts as being
‘theatre’. And I said ‘bingo, that’s it, that’s right’. The art that is important now is a form of theatre, and one thing that means is that it has to
be in the same space as the viewer.16
Rosler, who initially pursued a writing career, published during her
college years, in , a scholarly essay on “Mirrors and Photographs in
James Joyce’s Ulysses”.17 She argues that Joyce “used them as symbols,
carriers of themes, and as a means of expressing character in the personages of the works.”18 She finds that both function for women as “stabilizers, means for setting to rights their appearances as sexual beings”,19
while they reveal the not always flattering inner selves of men. Despite
these potentially or partially damning conclusions that the student, who
subsequently became a feminist and socially committed artist, was
bound to reach, ( Joyce’s) language continues to figure strongly in her
work. It is even possible that her studies of Joyce made her aware of what
she was then to focus on in her art: the “importance of representation in
determining and reinforcing one’s position in culture”.20
While not much work bears the traces of a direct inspiration
by Joyce, her prominent and sensitive use of language may show signs of
her earlier research. Rosler’s  photo-and-text work The Bowery in
two inadequate descriptive systems 74 features many synonyms for “drunk”,
while the photographs show empty street corners and entrances where
homeless alcoholics live. The inadequacy of images or language on their
own – and within language one term on its own – can be traced to Joyce’s
lists, repetitions and augmentations. The work also speaks of a richness
of everyday language, including slang, as well as the possibility of such
material to bring about an epiphany.
Martha Rosler
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Michael Craig-Martin In Conceptual fashion, Michael Craig-Martin
has created what he calls a “model for all work of art”.21 It is An Oak Tree
which takes the shape of a glass of water on a glass shelf, mounted high
on a gallery wall, .73 Craig-Martin is interested in practical, everyday objects and what they can do in the minds of the artist himself, as
well as the viewers. His wall drawings show a similar preoccupation,
where one thing is simultaneously another. An Oak Tree requires further
explanation – and the artist gives it: cryptically. His further interest
is in laying “as many false leads as I can”.22 When he then says that
he is “trying to have a hold on [his] Irish heritage through Joyce and
Beckett”, 23 can he be believed?
The work certainly gains when interpreted with Joyce in mind. A
washerwoman by the water in the “Anna Livia” chapter in Finnegans
Wake metamorphoses into a tree. But the question remains undecided
whether that tree was always there or whether it never existed, and all
that we have was and continues to be the watery, fluid language of the
Wake. More generally, much in Joyce’s works pretend to be quotidian,
while it is simultaneously something larger that grows in the readers’
minds. The Socratic questions-and-answers format of the accompanying
text is nothing strange to the readers of Ulysses (“Ithaca”) either. CraigMartin not only states that Joyce and Duchamp are for him closely related,24 his Irish background mediates Duchamp’s ready-made strategy in
ways that are indeed comparable to Joyce.25
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Patrick Ireland deserves to be mentioned here as the foremost Irish
artist who made an impact on the development of Conceptual art in
the United States and who befriended and “portrayed” Duchamp. In
 /, he created In the Wake (of ), 75 a box similar to trays of type, in
whose voids he inserted cubes with differently coloured sides that are
inscribed. Pointing to the similarities between Joycean (Wakean) procedures and Conceptual art’s interests in (dis-)assembling words and playing games, the viewer is asked to turn the cubes. She or he thus reveals
colour-coded Wake-passages, including  sequences and the thunderwords. One can also randomly (and thus openly in Eco’s sense) create a
new text in the wake of “the master”.26
O’Doherty, also a writer and critic, has not only returned to Joyce
with regularity over the last half-century, he has also expressed his annoyance at Joyce’s unreachable standards.
It [In the Wake (of ) ] is appropriately complex conceptually and had
he seen it, it might have puzzled and bothered the wee bugger (not a
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75 Patrick Ireland,
In the Wake (of)
1963/64

very pleasant man I gather) by turning his own strategies against him.
I think if you play with the great man, you have to have a chance of
winning. Since I’m not in the tribute business, this is much more fun.27
Similar sentiments had been noted with regard to Dieter Roth, who
also pursued a simultaneous career in writing or used that medium as a
further creative outlet. When considering another Conceptual artist who
began by writing concrete poetry, Carl Andre – who describes himself as
a great admirer of Joyce’s work 28 – something like a pattern emerges.
Many Conceptual artists are exceedingly knowledgeable about writing
and literature and practice(d) several disciplines. This closeness to
language and Joyce’s field render them more aware of the writer’s
achievements and simultaneously more prone to feelings of competition.
Duchamp’s Legacy Another kind of competition comes into play with
regard to the roots of Conceptual art. Duchamp’s rediscovery is central
to these developments, and, as Sarat Maharaj has shown, Richard
Hamilton’s “typotranslation” of Duchamp’s Green Box notes, published
in  in consultation with Duchamp, is instrumental for this in the
English-speaking world. I would like to follow Maharaj’s assessment
and attribute to Hamilton’s Joyce-trained mind his sensitive work with
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Duchamp’s notes, i.e. his reading of the fellow artist’s texts with a
translingual and typographical fine-tooth comb – that on the cover of
transition, 13 with which Joyce had jokingly wished to comb out Work in
Progress.29
It is possible at this point to expand Maharaj’s argument. Hamilton
may have been central for making Duchamp’s notes available in English,
but the impact of his interpretations of the artist through his own work
have largely been confined to the English or European stage. In the
United States, a reassessment of Duchamp was underway which rendered him as a more postmodernist artist and that lay the foundations of
Conceptual art as we know it. Joseph Kosuth, who perceives Duchamp
as being mediated through Rauschenberg, Johns and Warhol, rather
than Hamilton, led this American “reframing” in his text Art after
Philosophy, , as well as in his texts and works since then.
Kosuth is, as has been stated, another Joyce-schooled artist, who
acknowledges Joyce’s seminal role in developing a culture for Conceptual
art: “For me, Joyce [coined] that language within [which] artistic practice could establish itself and function on other levels [... He] participate[d] in forming an entirely other cultural location for such work.” 30
Thus, the issue is not so much whether Duchamp influenced Joyce or
vice versa. But, wherever one turns,31 the conclusion is unavoidable that
Duchamp’s impact, that watershed of postmodernist art, would not have
been the same without Joyce-trained artists’ minds and their particular conceptualized way of reading art. Kosuth, with whom a “postmodernist” Duchamp is associated,32 joins others in the United States,
who divided their attention between Joyce and Duchamp, namely John
Cage, Robert Barnes, William Anastasi 33 and Brian O’Doherty.34
It is now possible to argue that much of what one is accustomed to
attributing to Duchamp in contemporary art may not have struck a
chord if it had not been for Joyce. The previous assertion that artists
chose to credit Joyce partly in order to bypass Duchamp and sources of
inspiration within their own genre now acquires a different degree of
complexity. The Conceptual mindset itself may equally be a Joycean as
well as a Duchampian one.35
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A related way of explaining Joyce’s centrality for artists in
the s is that the acceptability, indeed inevitability and embeddedness
in art (and life) of multiplicity is not only prominently established in
Joyce’s works: Umberto Eco’s Opera Aperta from  establishes a concrete link between this seminal cultural concept of the time and the
Openness
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writer. The second half of this book is devoted to a treatise on Joyce’s
poetics. This juxtaposition or development of thought was influential in
Europe but has not been replicated in the English-speaking world,
where the first translation dates from . It even separates the two
parts into two volumes and adds different essays to the first. In the original version, Finnegans Wake emerges as the prime example of this first
description of a new, positive cultural status quo. “Where [Greenberg
and Fried] are largely pessimistic and defensive, Eco is unfailingly optimistic and progressive [owing to the fact that he is] accepting ‘complexity’ as a precondition of any ‘contemporary’ cultural endeavour”.36
Already in Our Exagmination, Robert McAlmon had stressed that
Joyce’s language was “a medium capable of suggestion, implication, and
evocation”.37 These qualities now became valued assets in all art forms.
Openness or the blank or void (Leerstelle), which Wolfgang Iser insists
activates Joyce’s readers to a degree not previously known in literature,38
can quite easily be transferred to the realm of visual art. This has been
shown in an exhibition entitled Das offene Bild.39 Several artists included there also feature in the present context: Joseph Beuys, Robert Filliou,
Gerhard Hoehme and Zbigniew Gostomski. Others could be added,
especially the painters of (almost) white paintings introduced here later
under the heading of Epiphany. Robert Motherwell is another candidate
for “Joycean openness”, since he created in  a series of Open paintings, which Marcelin Pleynet understands in terms “of an encounter
on equal terms with Riverrun”.40 I am tempted to see these in connection with his later studies for Shem the Penman,  (for instance No. ,
where a similar square hovers at the top end of the work): a clearly
Joycean context.
Even Jackson Pollock’s “veiling” of subject matter is likely intended as
a viewer-focused curtailment of a one-dimensional interpretative effort,
so as to make one aware of that effort.41 Indeed, Eco stresses that his
theory is “applicable to both an informal [Pollock-inspired, abstract]
painting and a play by Brecht”.42 The simultaneous existence of realistic
and abstract painting in postmodernist times could furthermore be seen
to correspond to Joyce’s multiplicity of styles. The simultaneous invitations to focus on subject matter and art’s means leave it up to the recipient to chose or to “oscillate”.43
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Openness is by no means an apolitical stance. Umberto Eco
himself writes of acts of conscious freedom44 that such works encourage
and promote among recipients. He also insists that no other writer has
Politics
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let the characters speak as much about politics and aesthetics as Joyce.45
It endeared Joyce to many artists of a generation that was active in or
sympathized with the student protests that Bloom’s politics had very
early been described as “dangerous”,46 and that Joyce’s work takes responsibility through the durable nature of the written (and printed)
word.
Notably, these political implications are non-didactic and non-prescriptive in nature.47 It is through the notion of openness and reader
involvement that they manifest themselves (for example in the fact that
all Joyce’s novels follow a path from third- to first-person narration).
Helmut Bonheim in  underlined socially committed aspects of
Joyce’s work: metempsychosis has its political side, as every government
appears as an interim solution against this background; iconoclasm is
eternally nourishing and those who fight against the status quo develop
civilizations. Finnegans Wake denunciates misuses of power in a human,
non-political way.48 Many literary critics and activists of the time, however, did not agree.
The Conceptual artist Lawrence Weiner, when asked if Joyce was a
writer of choice for “rebellious” artists in the late s, concurred to a
certain extent, but stated that there were others – and Ho Chi Minh was
certainly more appealing to some than Stephen Dedalus.49 Martha
Rosler has also reflected and debated the issue whether Joyce was too
apolitical to qualify as a source of inspiration for committed work. She
concludes: “I could not read Joyce in such a way”.50
The reason for this may lie partly in the (residual) difference between
the media: a visual artist can probably never be quite as clearly denotative, prescriptive and one-dimensional as a writer can. Visual artists
would therefore usually already have made the choice to use art (as for
example Rosler says)51 as a means to enable viewers to come to their own
conclusions. This implies using art as the “better tool”52 to change the
world – and thus artists concur with Joyce’s preferences. They are more
likely to do so than writers.
Thus, they also place themselves within a theoretical framework that
critically reassesses Modernism. The socio-political intentions of avantgarde movements have failed, as Peter Bürger concedes, but this failure
has not been without consequences in that it has destroyed the possibility for any art movement to claim absolute validity. 53 Thus, paradoxically, Joyce’s superficially apolitical stance 54 – realizing the futility of
direct political engagement at his time – signals that (inevitable) failure
in the Modernist context, while already providing a clearly developed,
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positive theory of multiplicity that was elsewhere available only ex negativo.55 Is it a coincidence that the Paula Cooper Gallery, New York,
founded in  to host a “peace” exhibition of Minimalist artists that
benefited the Student Mobilization Committee to end the war in Vietnam soon commenced annual Joyce readings? 56
Considering committed visual art in the s, it is furthermore necessary to take into account what Terry Eagleton has stressed: Joyce is
almost the only Modernist writer whose political allegiances were not
right wing.57 It should have become evident, however, that such a choice
by elimination is not the only way in which committed artists singled out
Joyce.
The Irish “Troubles” In the context of Joyce-inspired and politically
engaged art, the Irish “Troubles” need to be mentioned. Joyce’s disenchantment with earlier Irish politics, namely nationalism and his insistence on using a British passport, may or may not predestine him to be
the point of departure for art that tackles such a divisive topic.
Robert Motherwell included in his Tribute to James Joyce exhibition,
, a work entitled The Irish Troubles, . I would interpret it less as a
political statement than as the American artist’s wish to refer in a
Joycean exhibition to the then topical Irish context, without insinuating
that Joyce’s work may carry a particular message in this regard. The
clearest connection is Motherwell’s statement that in his works with
Joyce-connections he deliberately chose green to signify Ireland. Joyce
becomes an ambassador for the country he avoided for all his adult life.
Richard Hamilton as an English artist has been criticized for portraying the Irish Republican hunger striker Raymond (Pious) McCartney as a Christ-like figure, while linking him to Joyce’s far from positive
or heroic Citizen. 76 The companion piece is the sympathetic portrait of
an Orangeman in full regalia. Much has been written about this particular case,58 and the work needs to be mentioned again. Suffice it to say
at this point that, to me, it seems to be quite a Joycean conundrum:
everybody will criticize work that is topical but does not contain a clearly developed political message – or at most one that favours withdrawal59 – in order to show how contradictory and fraught the situation is.
Patrick Ireland changed his name in  – or better: he took on a
pseudonym for the purposes of his visual art practice only – at the height
of the so-called “Troubles” and in response to the British presence in
Northern Ireland. Considering how knowledgeable O’Doherty is about
Joyce (his friend and mentor Thomas MacGreevy was one of the authors
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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of Our Exagmination), a name change could have Wakean undertones,
despite its much more prominent political meaning. “[...] the liberatory
potential in reading the Wake”60 may not have been lost on Ireland /
O’Doherty.
The clearest employment of Joyce within the context of the “Troubles” is in a small bronze sculpture by F.E. McWilliam. As part of a
series of banner-carrying Peace Marchers from , two figures display
a slightly idiosyncratic credo: “ June, Bloom’s Day”. Joyce is clearly
perceived as politically committed, a proponent of peace.
Joseph Beuys Joseph Beuys came to prominence with student protest-

inspired performances. In Europe, he quickly became the foremost politically and socially committed artist. Like other foreigners, he considered Joyce to be a representative of his home country – including its
political situation in the s.
Beuys can serve here as an example of how Joycean play with words –
in a context that clearly refers to the writer (the Ulysses Extension) – can
lead to both a new consideration of sculptural materiality and its connection with the theory of social warmth already encountered. Thus,
Joycean word play, which is simultaneously underpinned conceptually
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and linguistically, helps to develop an artist’s strategy of political implications.
The genesis of Beuys’ use of his signature materials, fat and felt,
points to Joycean roots and motivations. His Ulysses-Extension, -,
contains the break-through ideas with regard to fat and felt.61 77 In it, he
referred to the similarity of these substances in a Joycean way by using
both German and English and by breaking the spelling conventions. He
thus rendered similar the words for the substances “fett/felt” in order to
hint at the fact that they are both chaotically structured, organic substances that insulate well. Joycean wordplay – which was only later seen
as pertaining to conceptual strategies – stands at the beginning of the
creation of much of Beuys’ work. He rightly claimed that his artistic path
had passed through language.62
The use that Beuys made of fat and felt has clear social and even
political implications. While the Golem of the Jewish tradition is of
course also a giant lying in the landscape, Joyce’s way of using that tradition in Tim Finnegan’s placement in the cityscape of Dublin at the
beginning of Finnegans Wake is primary for the artists who used Joyce’s
own anthropomorphic “F”s in their works. Joseph Beuys very likely did
not know of Tony Smith’s drawings from , when in  he decided
I d e n t i t i e s , Fo r m a l i s m , C o n c e p t s
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78 Joseph Beuys,
Unschlitt Tallow
1977

to fill the voids of a concrete pedestrian underpass in Münster with tallow. 78 He cut the cast, which took weeks to cool, into shapes that echo
Joyce’s and Smith’s anthropomorphic, prostrate “F ”s (FW .) –
although there are more than two and they seem to be growing. Beuys
highlighted the underpass spaces as being anthropomorphic63 and thus
pointed to the homeless people who live there. He turned their plight
figuratively from something cold and negative into something (socially)
warm and positive.
The socially committed aspects that Beuys saw in Joyce extend to the
artist’s visits to Ireland in . This connection is suggested by Beuys’
reading of Ellmann’s biography of Joyce in ,64 the year when he was
dismissed from his professorship at Düsseldorf Art Academy following
sit-ins. Beuys selected some partisan-like scenes from Ellmann’s biography to annotate, interpreting Joyce in an overly political way, where
he emerges as a representative of Ireland. “Volksabstimmung” (referendum) is a prominent annotation in the book. That democratic tool, available in Ireland but not in Germany, can serve as an example for Beuys’
view of the island as a country inhabited primarily by lovers of freedom
and independence like Joyce.65 That the writer had felt compelled to
leave his home country appears secondary. Ireland, represented by Joyce,
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is for Beuys a locus amoenus in the wake of his friend Heinrich Böll’s Irish
Diaries.
At least briefly, Beuys must have considered moving to Ireland.
Dorothy Walker, the Irish art critic, had written to him following his
dismissal and encouraged him to apply for the position of director of the
National College of Art and Design in Dublin. Instead, he established
a branch of the Free International University for Interdisciplinary Research (co-founded by Böll), travelled in Joyce’s footsteps 137 and went
on a lecturing tour through the island, recommending negotiations, i.e.
language, as a mode of overcoming the “Troubles”. Joyce and Ireland’s
political situation are intertwined in the works that he created at this
time.66
Conceptual works from the mid-s onwards – and the interviews carried out with their creators – certainly give the impression that
artists, as opposed to literary scholars, view Joyce as a socially and even
politically committed writer. He inspired such artwork. Ultimately, the
choice and canonicity of these Conceptual works also betrays a more
recent emphasis,67 albeit reflecting concerns of the s. Whether committed work can rightfully be linked to Joyce in every case is doubtful.
The topical Irish political developments have inspired some (foreigners
in the main) to establish at times tenuous links with the writer.
If the artistic strategies of the s evolved out of disenchantment
with canonical Modernism, as they did, Joyce appears again at the forefront of these new tendencies. Finding Joyce as a source of inspiration in
three successive generations of artists at times of such change may strike
one as odd.68 Each generation would usually be expected to distance
itself from the previous one. Joyce’s multiplicities, his reputation as a
“shape-shifter” and what has been established concerning dislocution
can go some way towards explaining his staying power. As a tendency, it
is possible to observe that – despite his increasingly secure position within the canon – artists were eventually to view Joyce less heroically. While
he contributed to the exclusivity and high art elitism of the New York
School generation’s self-image, artists later came to value (in Joyce)
openness and (political) inclusivity.
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Materiality and Related Joycean Issues in Contemporary Art

Joyce reflected in a unique way on the materiality of his media, as well as
on the down-to-earth substances about which he was writing. Primarily
one thinks of Ulysses’ “language of flow” (U .) and Finnegans Wake’s
heightened fluidity, as well as the ultimate material objects that Joyce
gave us: books. In the history of art, furthermore, time and a particular
kind of “choreography” akin to Joyce’s has come to evolve from a literary
device to one pertaining also to sculpture and, of course, to performance.
Since we are there to read the “signatures of all things” (U .), such elements take on a life of their own on their anti-mimetic trajectory.1 Not
surprisingly, these aspects have become invitations for artists to engage
with his writings. In the first instance, this is evident in Joyce-inspired
work that follows a typographical route and that uses his sigla and diagrams. Since this is particularly true for Conceptual artists, some arguments and protagonists just introduced will be revisited. It will also
become clear that a focus on art’s media in a Joycean sense is for artists
something that always carries meaning, usually on several levels. Joyce’s
concepts of epiphany and transubstantiation are helpful in this regard.

4.1

Typography, Portmanteau Shapes

Joyce’s wish to render each episode of Ulysses unique in
visual terms is well known. So are the musical score in Ulysses and the
occasional typographical deviations from the norm in Finnegans Wake
(diagrams, footnotes with sigla, the unique layout). That aspect of Joyce’s
work presumably originated in A Portrait of the Artist, where Stephen
locates himself in the universe by means of a centred, chalice-like
col2
umn of words. Only a retrospective glance at the first block-like paragraph of Dubliners (“The Sisters”) reveals a last line that does not take
up all the space allocated to it, a quasi (i.e. a mathematically imprecise)
rendering of the geometrical shape that is named in this paragraph: gnomon. Already in that early work, Joyce deviated from the norm by shunning quotation marks. He cared about the appearance of all his works,
inside and out.
The instances where Joyce displays to every reader a visual sensitivity
and uses language for non-phonetic ends are relatively rare when compared with such visual poets as Mallarmé, Apollinaire and Christian
Typography
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Morgenstern or with the long tradition of illustrated manuscripts of all
descriptions. These elements are vital, however, because they help to render Joyce’s texts non-paraphrasable: form and content are inseparable.3
Joyce was among those many of his contemporaries in the visual arts
(Futurists and Dadaists especially) who were aware of working in line
with the traditions of visual poetry, rebus, pictograms and hieroglyphics.
Why then would artists choose Joyce as a source of inspiration in this
respect?
In Sorel Etrog’s case, the comparisons between Joyce and his more
visually inclined contemporaries using typography are precisely the
point.4 There is no doubt that Joyce knew much about Futurism and
that other contemporaries shared an interest in typography and the autonomy of the letter. In comparison with Etrog’s designs, however, the
typographical appearance of Joyce’s texts strikes one as even more understated and pared down than has previously been noticed. Etrog’s work
is interesting for its quasi scientific approach, using both primary and
secondary sources, but if it was meant to make a “Zeitgeist” comparison,
the visual display undermines, rather than supports, the hypothesis.5
Some of the main motivations for typographic work on Joyce are the
beauty of his manuscripts and the fact that he himself reflects on various
Joyce in Art

85 Gereon Inger,
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2000

aspects of writing (Shem the penman, the scribe’s occupation, more precisely the Book of Kells, the appearance of letters). This has attracted
calligraphers and artists with a calligraphic approach. Timothy O’Neill
has transcribed Joyce quotations in a variety of styles and for various purposes.6 He has delivered scholarly lectures and written about calligraphy
in a Joycean context. Most prominent is his choice of page  of
Finnegans Wake (lines  to ), the fairytale-like rendering of the beginning of the prankquean’s story, i.e the origins of all battles, of all history.
That passage, the artist/scribe, who works as a historian, chose to write
in the Irish manner (of, for example, the Book of Kells): 83 a commentary on the similar modes of exegesis that the Bible and Finnegans Wake
attract, as well as on the quality of the stories told in both. Moreover, the
typographic convention to set the first line larger is for us now so closely associated with the newspaper – today’s bearer of “all history” – that
we tend to forget its origin in Irish manuscripts. O’Neill aptly brings
together both contexts in Joyce.7
Gereon Inger’s Finnegans Fake, , 84 seems to make a similar
point. The artist says – similar to John Cage’s motivation for his Writing
Through work – that he cannot read Finnegans Wake, only copy it.8 Just
as with medieval scribes, mistakes are impossible to be avoided in Inger’s
Materiality and Related Issues



painstaking miniature work, whose outline takes the shape of Dublin
Bay: on four hinged panels of a screen – hence Finnegans Fake.
Owen Griffith and Michael Sauer in  reprinted six instalments
of Work in Progress as a typographical and artistic collaboration. Michael
Sauer complemented the text with “printable sculptures” that possess
profiles, which were inked and printed (unobtrusively) over the text
itself.9
Despite the normed evenness of the letters in any printed text, there
are jagged edges as a result of various aspects of the printing process,
most notably the fact that paper is a natural product. In Finnegans Wake,
Joyce reflects on the printing process and encourages a microscopic perspective on life, where the world of an earwig appears magnified out of
proportion. William Anastasi highlights such Joycean pursuits in his
Bababad Series paintings, begun in the mid-s, to which he has periodically returned ever since. 79 Giant-sized enlargements of some of the
letters from Finnegans Wake’s thunderwords are common to them all.10
The artist arrived at the exact, wavy outlines by projecting Joyce’s text
and retracing the letters onto the canvas. The surrounding space (the
page?) is taken up by a brightly coloured abstraction, featuring zigzag
lines. These may refer to Joyce’s text as a colourful if hermetic world, but
they also evoke lightning. In the context, the outlines of the bumpy letters themselves similarly connote electrical discharge, drawing attention
to papermaking and printing as energy-intensive processes. Again, this
time at a microscopic level, an artist has focused on the significant materiality of Joyce’s text.11
Writing and the time that handwriting takes is also a focus in Jean
Willi’s Ulysses work, which he carried out parallel to the day-long radio
broadcasts of Ulysses in . Fluid handwriting echoes a fluid language,
gives readers and listeners the chance to become as active as the text
wishes them to be. Alternatively, text becomes texture and signals
become impenetrable – also in the sense of unscalable psychological
depths through graphological individuality. Sometimes, however, that
subjective desire exhausts the resulting work.12 Combinations of the end
and the beginning of Finnegans Wake just by writing out the combined
text occur very frequently indeed and does not qualify as adequate artistic engagement with Joyce.13
More interesting typographical experiments in a Joycean context
would be those that involve cryptography 14 – thus commenting on
the difficulties involved when reading Joyce – or those adding another element like diaphane and mirrored writing.15 Verena Schindler’s
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Simultaneous Ulysses from  is an example of the latter. 85 Her custom-made and leather-bound book object contains her favourite quotations from Ulysses, simultaneously written in both normal and mirrored
writing. This ambidextrous feat relates to the kind of thought processes
that reading Joyce requires: we need to involve both sides of the brain,
turn palindromes around in our heads, and recognize a siglum, whichever way it may be turned.
If in Stephen Hero, Stephen “put his lines together not word by word
but letter by letter” (SH ), anthropomorphic or human alphabets are
not far from commentators’ and artists’ minds. Wilhelm Füger has
investigated Joyce’s use of “Scripsigns” and his closeness to that long tradition.16 Lucia Joyce’s Lettrines may also have played a role in inspiring
artists to work on letters in a Joycean spirit. Fritz Janschka evokes in his
Ulysses-Alphabet the early Joyce’s contemporaries in his art-nouveauinspired aesthetic.17 The erotic undertones of many human alphabets
are also – aptly – present. Erwin Pfrang, in Odysseus und kein Ende,18 attempts a humorous, Mulligan-like metamorphosis in And the Word Was
Man. Initial Difficulties in Building Letters: Language Artists During
Warm-up Time.19 Patrick Ireland, in his marginalia to Finnegans Wake,
developed ALP into a female figure consisting of these three letters. 86
Materiality and Related Issues
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An important field of (Futurist) typographical activity is the newspaper. Given its centrality in Ulysses (“Aeolus”), it is not surprising that
artists have created “Ulysses newspapers”. In , Bazon Brock and
others used the German yellow press title Bild (the issue of  April )
to collage a Bloom Newspaper.20 87 We are informed that Bloom distributes his lotto winnings and wishes to remain Chancellor: appropriate
reports to have originated in “Bloomusalem” (“Circe”).21
Joyce’s fascination with the printing process has let its physical constituents enter the Wake: “Mister Typus, Mistress Trope and all the little
typtopies [... appear alongside] what papyr is meed of, made of, hides
and hints and misses in prints”.22 Apart from newspaper adaptations,
artists have worked directly with Joyce’s texts:23 Erkki Soininen, when
walking around Dublin in Bloom’s footsteps in , picked up papers
with letters on them from the debris in the streets. He cut these out and
distributed them in the text. The resulting pages are then “returned” to
some of the sites mentioned in Ulysses, like the Martello Tower at Sandycove and Sweney’s Chemist in Lincoln Place.148
Hannes Vogel approached Zurich in a similar way in , when he
chose letters from characteristic signs around the city in which Joyce
had written parts of Ulysses. These letters are recreated in neon and
Joyce in Art

assembled to read “Dick & Davy”, 150 after the Dublin medical students
in Ulysses. Vogel thus “transposed” them as the central element in the
design for the Zurich medical students’ café, which lies close to the
hospital in which Joyce died.
Rodney Graham told Patrick T. Murphy in the late s that he had
“altered” a passage or some words in a copy of Ulysses. 24 This amounts to
a typographical work on Joyce by stealth, inspired by the “changes” in
and of language that occur in Ulysses: from L. Boom, to wor(l)d and
POST 110 PILLS. Graham also makes a witty comment on Duchamp 25
and on genetic Joyce studies and editorial practices in relation to his
works. Is there a definitive text? Asked recently about this work (one of
his many book objects), Rodney Graham cannot remember it – or so he
says.26 It does not seem to exist (any more). The resulting effect, intentional or not, is that anyone who has acquired a second-hand copy of
Ulysses must now wonder if he or she has an “original” Rodney Graham
on their shelves or an unremarkable edition of Ulysses. Scholarship and
detailed attention to the book as printed letters on paper assumes another aspect. Who will “continue” Graham’s work, initiated conceptually by
the artist telling somebody about it and take up what amounts to an
implicit invitation to “reproduce” or fake the fake Ulysses?
Joe Tilson created with Page , Penelope, , 88 a relief similar to a
thick woodcut block. It is kept at the British Library’s St. Pancras building in London and consists of  “yesses”, inserted in a grid. Lists and
catalogues, catechisms and the like can claim Joycean roots,27 but what
about seriality or the work’s stringent grid that is varied only by means
of some muted coloration? Rosalind Krauss understands the grid as
communicating “modern art’s will to silence, its hostility to literature, to
narrative, to discourse.” 28 Not an appropriate lineage? Krauss continues
to comment about
[...] the grid’s imperviousness to language. ‘Silence, exile and cunning,’ were Stephen Dedalus’s passwords: commands that [...] express
the self-imposed code of the avant-garde artist. The grid promotes this
silence, expressing it moreover as a refusal of speech. The absolute stasis
of the grid, its lack of hierarchy, of center, of inflection, emphasizes [...]
its hostility to narrative.29
It is intriguing that Krauss should support her argument of “hostility to language” by means of a literary quotation. Joyce is being set up as
an anti-literary (and anti-formalist) example. This supports earlier
findings. Consciously or not, Tilson accepts this argument and combines
the mute grid with language, but with a repeated, serial “yes” that is
Materiality and Related Issues
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taken from the most hierarchy-less, centre- and inflection-less piece of
literature imaginable: Molly Bloom’s soliloquy, framed by “yesses” in the
way that the grid frames the “yesses” here. In the process, Tilson reminds
us that a seemingly endless repetition of lines finds its equivalent in the
lines of printed letters in books, retracing the writer’s medium in a similar way to the canvas or pictorial medium. Tilson is also affirming – like
Joyce before him – the inevitable repetition and unoriginality of art,
Modernist and postmodernist, with which Krauss links the grid.30
This reminder of earlier discussions brings the present
chapter to the typographical work on Joyce that is best known: John
Cage’s repeated Writings Through Finnegans Wake.31 Cage, as both a
composer and a visual artist, was inspirational for many Conceptual and
Fluxus artists. That work helped Cage to muster up the discipline to read
the work in a way similar to Gereon Inger’s stated experience and
how, I argue, Beuys also used his Ulysses-Extension. The Writings
Through Finnegans Wake take on the form of poetry or the understated
typographical elegance of the textual manifestations of much
Conceptual art. Weiner and Kosuth should be mentioned again, since
typography is often – alongside the Conceptual work’s installation – the

John Cage
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only aesthetically apprehensible, i.e. visual, aspect of the work.32 As a
rule, these typographical manifestations are as pared-down and almost
as classic as Joyce’s texts are – with minor and sensitive (rather than
glaring, Futurist or Dada-inspired) deviations. Furthermore, they often
point to the political and social intentions already outlined – as in John
Cage’s case. Cage’s late and intensive preoccupation with Finnegans
Wake began in . He wished to
[...] break down the last remaining hierarchy that he saw functioning in Joyce’s language [...]: conventional grammar. [...] Cage set out to
create monosyntactical language out of fragments of Finnegans Wake
[...] a demilitarized version of Joyce’s global language.33
As well as “demilitarizing” Finnegans Wake, for instance by scattering
the now superfluous punctuation all over the pages of his Writing for the
Second Time Through Finnegans Wake, Cage also personalized and musicalized Joyce. The fact that he finds the writer’s name in his text, akin to
what Joyce encourages readers to do with HCE and ALP, has been mentioned. Authors writing about this well-known work, however, have not
pointed out that Cage turns it into a musical score. The mesostics with
the letters “JAMES JOYCE” as a column in the centre, split the text into
sets of two five-lined units: the line arrangement from paper music,
where the capitalized letters would take on the position of notes. The
first ten lines read and look like this:
wroth with twone nathandJoe
A
Malt
jhEm
Shen
pftJschute
sOlid man
that the humptYhillhead of humself
is at the knoCk out
in thE park 34
Cage thus draws attention to Finnegans Wake’s well-known auditive
qualities, while appropriating Joyce’s work to the medium with which he
as a composer would traditionally work: a musical score. It was to serve
him as such for Roaratorio, where the score looks far less traditional than
his mesostics.35
Using the ten thunderwords from Finnegans Wake (i.e. the two times
five units required for such a Cagean exercise), Hannes Vogel created
Materiality and Related Issues
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Wylermeer, a ten-part photo work, in .36 89, 179 Instead of mesostics,
it features spaces on either side of the highlighted letters. These, however, do not combine to read Joyce’s name but Joseph (formerly Josef )
Beuys’; that artist had allegedly read Finnegans Wake in the Expressionist
house shown on the underlying photographs. The inhabitants were
Else C. Kraus, a pianist and Stockhausen student (like Cage), and Alice
Schuster, who, around , attempted to translate Finnegans Wake into
German. Vogel’s work is a commentary on the accumulation of “coincidences” surrounding the house that Beuys called Wylermeer, instead of
Wylerberg. A name with “hill” apparently did not suit the house, owing
to its female inhabitants. Despite knowing the real names well, Beuys
undertook a Joycean kind of correction or renaming. This he devised in
his Lifecourse /Workcourse, a curriculum vitae from  that is in itself a
piece of typewriter poetry in Joyce’s wake.37
Returning briefly to John Cage, it needs to be pointed out that
Roaratorio, the setting to (Irish) music and sounds from places around
the world mentioned in Finnegans Wake, “is an homage, not only to
Joyce, but to the technology of multitrack tape recorders and computers.”38 Typography has its limits, since it suggests a rather linear,
two-dimensional movement of the reader’s eyes across the pages. Joyce
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has, in the views of many, anticipated hypertextual links and other rhizomatic structures.
Sarat Maharaj, in his essay on “Typotranslating”, reflected on Richard
Hamilton’s engagement with Marcel Duchamp’s notes and the move
involved from the realm of Gutenberg through handwriting to electronic modes.39 In a connected oeuvre, Ecke Bonk, founder of the typosophic society in the late s (since then renamed typosophes sans frontières), locates his practice between the genres of art, typography and
philosophy, as the aptly chosen portmanteau word reveals. Bonk stepped
into Richard Hamilton’s and Duchamp’s own footsteps by publishing his
book Marcel Duchamp, The Portable Museum, Inventory of an Edition in
. Subsequently, Bonk and Hamilton began to exchange letters and
collaborate in the early s, culminating in the Typosophic Pavilion,
-, one part of which was presented at documenta X, , and is
included again in the Joyce in Art exhibition, Dublin . It is
[...] composed of subjectively chosen elements: two computers [...],
plasma screens, a page of Finnegans Wake by James Joyce, a Wilson
Cloud Chamber [...], paintings [or prints] including Dürer’s Melencholia
[...], and an illuminated manuscript. In this presentation, text and
texture are the main vectors of the typosophic society, whose recurring
leitmotif is the [...] palindrome, ‘AIDE MOI: O MEDIA’.40
The typeset page from Finnegans Wake on this list 82 confirms the
apparent impossibility of leaving Joyce out of the equation when working on typography (and Duchamp) in a contemporary setting.
The lead-typeset page in its pronounced concreteness reminds one of
the fact that Joyce did not have computer technology at his disposal
when writing the Wake. The piece, however, also consisted – and again
consists in the RHA exhibition – of small pieces that were returned to the
typesetters’ store and reused for other books: this duplicates Joyce’s work
in more than one way. The group effort among students involved in
typesetting the page in the first place also plays a role. Another element
is the reversed nature of this page, recalling Leonardo da Vinci’s scientific work before Joyce, Joyce’s sigla – and the quarks from quantum
physics that were named after the writer: “Three quarks for Muster
Mark!” (FW .). Bonk’s choice was for the page on which the term
occurs, .41
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Sigla, Diagrams It has already been noted that the sigla that Joyce used

to refer to Finnegans Wake’s changing characters have been important for
artists seeking multi-faceted modes of identification in and with Joyce’s
Materiality and Related Issues
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oeuvre. Here a reminder of Tony Smith’s and Joseph Beuys’ “F”-works
and David Smith’s use of letter(s) in a Joycean way will suffice to introduce a brief consideration of some other instances where artists have
used some of the sigla. Out of this will emerge a discussion of the related topic of Joycean diagrams, while remembering that the purpose is to
collect evidence of how the materiality of Joyce’s texts has affected current art practice.
The sigla were chosen for their visual economy, something that phonetic language could not achieve. Simultaneously, they are a pseudolanguage, meaningful in expressing multiplicity and character change
and they suit perfectly the tendency in the s to shun sculptural illusionism and metaphor. Artists wished to explore what the world is like
and depended on the body (anthropomorphic shapes), as well as arbitrarily chosen signs (letters or sigla), paradoxically imbued with meaning, even divine meaning.42 Robert Morris’ “L”s from  are examples.
Whether Morris had seen or heard about Tony Smith’s earlier “F”
sketches remains unknown.
Hannes Vogel has varied Joyce’s (or HCE’s) “E” in Finnegans Wake
School of Seeing  90 and , . Vogel accumulated “E”s, turned in all
directions, remind the viewer of an optician’s chart. The sign for HCE is
Joyce in Art

not only rendered female, as in Beuys’ work (see below), but the siglum
for the ear and hearing turns out to be a means to test eyesight.43
Beckett’s early eulogy of Work in Progress focuses on
what artists like Joseph Beuys were pursuing: “Here is the savage economy of hieroglyphics. Here words [...] are alive”.44 Beuys annotated his
Viking Press first edition copy of Finnegans Wake with lists of English
vocabulary beginning with “C”. He also let his underlinings start or end
on a loop, thus turning the “C” into walking sticks or “J”s (clearly Joyce’s
initials in the context). Eventually, these shapes were extended to spirals,
threshold signs as he called them – Irish or “Celtic” ones at that.45 A
wealth of connections becomes manifest when one realises that Beuys
understood ’s middle initial, the quasi chemical formula in Joyce, literally, i.e. chemically. Carbon in the shape of coal or graphite, as well as
the basis for all organic composites like fat and oil, were to become “his”
sculptural substances.46 It is the chemical materiality to which Joyce’s
sigla refer (as signifier and signified) that interested Beuys. Joyce himself, however, may have traced this way of thinking back to medieval
times. In the Book of Kells, the Tunc page presents such an elaborate
“T”, partly because it refers to or almost illustrates the crucifixion on or
as a T-cross: “Tunc crucifixerant” are the following words. This way of
thinking was familiar to Joyce, who tells of a “dryingline with two crucified shirts” (U .) and who can also be said to have used the letter “C”
as something akin to a siglum.47
Beuys turned around the letter E in his  work Telephon S — E , 91
a simple communicating device consisting of two cans and a piece of
string.48 Again, Beuys uses Joycean means to draw attention to inner
qualities of the forms, materials and letters he employed: here the earlike receiving character of the “ E ”, which stands for “Empfänger”
(German receiver), whereas “S” is the sender. In so doing, he remains
close to Finnegans Wake, where the “E” stands for the ear or hearing.49 It
is now clear what Beuys meant when he maintained that he did not normally work with symbols: “But in order to achieve that transfer of energy into some kind of image or writing, one has to use signs or ciphers”
50 – sigla.
Other artists’ use of sigla is not always as over-motivated and programmatic as this. Nevertheless, many others have made valid commentaries. I am thinking of Adolph Gottlieb’s noted pictographs from 
with the titles T, Met and Night, 57 or John Hart’s work.51 Robert
Motherwell’s Shem the Penman studies from  at times complete the
Joseph Beuys
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open, square bracket that stands for Shem to form a rectangle. One can,
however, also find an “E”. This refers to the addition or “completion” of
both Shem and Shaun’s sigla, making up their father’s sign.
Delta The writer’s use of the delta (∆) for ALP, its duplication in the
centre of the Euclidean diagram, as well as the unique delta-shaped layout of the beginning of the “Anna Livia” chapter, are clearly established.52 Apart from sigla for Shem, Robert Motherwell seems to have
taken up the Delta. In a series entitled Summertime in Italy, , this
shape, as a silhouette, dominates the sky. H. H. Arnason reports that
“David Smith, who liked to photograph his own sculpture in this manner, wanted to help Motherwell make steel sculptures from this shape,
but the project was never realised.” 53 Considering his long-lasting interest in Joyce, the indication is that Motherwell had found in “Anna Livia”
the fluid analogies and evocations of larger connections that he pursued
in his work. His second home, Italy, dominated by the Apennine (as the
Sugar Loaf dominates the Wicklow Mountains, visible from Dublin)
transfers that motif to the landscape, where  had been placed. Not
least of all, David Smith’s interest in these pictorial formulations by the
artist, who was then still his friend – a decade after he had himself
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worked on Joyce’s sigla, renders it inevitable that Joyce was the topic of
their conversations, while they were planning to collaborate. 54
Joseph Beuys’ concurrent use of the Delta in his Ulysses-Extension
displays rather similar traits. Beuys repeatedly drew an open delta-like
mountain with an “O” or small circle on top and commented on it:
“Book with Penninus-motif ”. 130 It is the leitmotif in exercise books
three to six and appears often in clusters, similar to flocks of flying birds.
Beuys was most likely referring to both the Finnegans Wake layout and
to Ulysses, since tumescence and detumescence feature strongly in that
work (especially in “Nausicaa”, with its recurrent “O”s).
Beuys did not always distinguish between Ulysses and Finnegans
Wake, preferring to view Joyce’s works as a unit. After all, Joyce had
himself “extended” the former in the latter, taking up previously unused material. Beuys spoke about the main protagonist of his UlyssesExtension: Penninus.55 92 He can be identified as Shem the penman,
including the meaning of pen as pin or ben, i.e. mountain. Indeed,
Penninus is the Celtic mountain god after whom the Italian mountain
chain, the Apennines, the Pennine Alps, as well as the Pennines in
England, are named – a veritable mountainous body or spine running
through Europe. Beuys thus extended Joyce’s anthropomorphic landMateriality and Related Issues
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scape when he placed Penninus, not Tim Finnegan, in Europe’s, not
Dublin’s, landscape.
However, the Penninus- or delta motif is not just male; ALP’s “sugarloaf hat with a gaudyquiviry peak” (FW .) connects ALP and
Penninus. It achieves even more, since the delta-shaped hat is iconographically a clear identification of Odysseus.56 93 Thus, Beuys had good
reason to conflate both sexes and Joyce’s main works. The (river) delta as
the female and the seafarer’s realm is now linked in a utopian manner
with the male, in a mountain-shaped cap, who walks rather than sails
across Europe.
Not long after Beuys, in ,57 Royden Rabinowitch created his first
Greased Cone, which he says implicitly refers to Joyce.58 169 The artist’s
background is a mathematical and Joyce-interested household. In the
work, he extends Joyce’s Euclidean diagram into the third dimension,
which Joyce implied by referring in both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake to
Dante’s Inferno as one of his main sources of inspiration.59 The delta or
conical gyroscope shape is again combined in an artist’s oeuvre with
grease or fat. The cardboard disc in Brancusi’s Joyce Portrait, 7 with its cut
to the centre, similarly suggests that its sides can overlap in order to form
a cone.
Joyce in Art

In , the Polish Concept artist Zbigniew Gostomski held a second
Joyce-related exhibition at Galeria Foksal in Warsaw.60 Its starting point
is a quotation from Ulysses (“Ithaca”):
[...] each one [...] is always the last term of a preceding series even if
the first term of a succeeding one, each imagining himself to be the
first, last, only and alone, whereas he is neither first nor last nor only nor
alone in a series originating in and repeated to infinity.61
In a similar, mathematically motivated, Finnegans Wake-schooled
and conceptual move, Gostomski exhibits seven panels, one with the
quotation, five with number cones or deltas, and one with a photograph
of several conical mountains of sand or slag. 81 The numbers are those of
the possibly infinite Pascal’s triangle. They illustrate and comment adequately on the quotation as well as on Joyce’s own deltas. They begin
with:

 
  
   
    
     [...]
This work links Ulysses and Finnegans Wake in the same way that Beuys
understood the connections. Gostomski also sees Joyce – like Beuys – as
somebody who has deposited language as a sculptor would deposit materials. The “sedimentation” of etymological variations of words, the occurrence of lists and inflated, bulky, “Ithaca”-like answers has prompted
several artists to work in similar ways – in their respective media.62
When discussing work using typography in a Joycean context, sigla
and diagrams, several such points concerning Joyce’s materiality in art
could be made in passing. This central theme is not exhausted. It will be
taken up again, following the typography-related issue of portmanteau
words and shapes.

4.2 p
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Portmanteau Shapes The portmanteau words that Joyce employed in

Finnegans Wake are instances where two or more words are conflated to
arrive at a third that is more loaded with meaning than the constituents
could be if they were isolated (“chaosmos”, FW ., is a popular example). They often function by means of the grapheme.63 In order to
understand portmanteau words, the visual aspect is vital. Joyce’s delta is
already a visual element, which nevertheless works in a similar way,
Materiality and Related Issues
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simultaneously denoting a Greek letter, a hill and anatomical features.
I call this technique – and many other such instances in artists’ works –
portmanteau shapes.
Mario Praz sees “interpenetrations of words and meanings in the
language of Joyce [... as a straightforward correspondence to the] Interpenetration of planes in painting, sculpture and architecture”.64 Can
this be upheld? First of all, portmanteau techniques can serve as an additional and intriguing explanation for the noted art-historical “contradictions” in Joyce-inspired oeuvres: “Pollock, as Osorio noted, appreciated
Joyce’s use of portmanteau words to suggest multiple and contradictory
meanings”.65
Michael Craig-Martin, when asked about possible Joycean inspiration for his wall drawings, 80 where the outline of one object becomes
that of another everyday item, responded enthusiastically: “I tried to read
Finnegans Wake so many times ...”.66 The portmanteau technique is
obviously among the aspects of Joyce’s work that are particularly suggestive for visual application and further development, especially when
combined with the quotidian.
As in Joyce, everyday items become estranged and telling. CraigMartin’s Irish roots, which he stressed in the interview quoted earlier,
Joyce in Art

could lead one to suspect a common ground: the mutability and shapeshifting qualities of Celtic ornament.
Lawrence Lee (Khui Fatt), an artist associated with the Zurich James
Joyce Foundation, painted a Joyce-portrait 94 that includes a hen, an egg
and other objects that intermingle with writing and parts of the writer’s
head: an appropriately Wakean solution for displaying multiple meanings,
as well as the interwoven nature of Joyce’s life and his characters.
Portmanteau shapes are also a possible avenue for artists to pursue
narration. Alexander Roob has since  worked on his “pictorial novel”
Codex Scarabäus, otherwise CS or “Sieh es” (“see it” in German).67 95, 96
The drawings are sparse, even crude, but all the more evocatively
sketched. Roob lets one image or scene evolve out of the next in the
meandering arrangement of electrical circuits. Far from limiting himself
to portmanteau shapes, however Roob has researched and created
Joycean portmanteau words. In Alchemie und Mystik (inspired by William
Blake’s theories on vortex and “Ulro”) he proposes the “P” – otherwise
the Greek letter “rho” – from the Euclidean  diagram (FW ) as a
“key” in the space between the end and the beginning of Finnegans
Wake.68 By inserting the cyclical “o”, “the-o-ri” and the “O[h]r” (German
for ear) take their rightful place as connectors.69 Several drawings from
Materiality and Related Issues
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Roob’s CS elaborate on this, while he contributed drawings on the unrelated topic of a present-day Bloom-like character to Joyce in Art. 96
Joseph Beuys’ Penninus-motif 130 is a far more economical portmanteau shape in its leitmotif-like character. It establishes chains of associations and thus accumulates ever more universal meanings beyond what
portmanteau words can achieve. Those of Beuys’ motifs that vie for portmanteau shape status include the clock /flower /sun-shape of the “Joyceportrait” from the Ulysses-Extension and the “J”/walking-stick /runners
motif. The Penninus-motif itself can be viewed as a hill with sun, as
Golgatha with Jesus Christ, as a bird, a breast, a pregnant woman’s belly
with navel, a hat and so on. Following such chains of associations can
unlock many works’ multi-layered meanings.70
It may be easy to see in E.M. Escher’s pictures a similar technique at
work as Jess’ noted Deranged Stereopticon,  64 and to suspect Joycean
links. Barbara Stevens Heusel has proposed such an approach and
writes: “James Joyce and M.C. Escher provide masterfully the necessary
moments of surprise, trompe l’oeil, and tricks of the brain, to give us
insight into cognition”.71 Joyce indeed draws our attention to cognitive
processes and devises a world that could better be read in terms of the
Möbius strip rather than a simple circle.
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Praz’s view that portmanteau words are akin to interpenetrations of planes
in various art forms has not been found to be the decisive moment for
artists using portmanteau shapes. Interpenetrations of shapes or outlines
would be more applicable. An accumulation of meaning – while maintaining an economy of means as well as a suggestive estrangement – is
also clearly in evidence.
Portmanteau strategies can also be extended to refer to endeavours to
fuse the genres. Eva Hesse extended her paintings into space and worked
with simple but texturally compelling materials. When speaking about
her college years, -, the artist said: “At Yale [, I] began to read a
great deal; Gide, Nabokov, Joyce [...] I have become a reader – the thing
I’ve wanted most [... Lucy R. Lippard comments:] She began to make
lists of word definitions, a habit combined later and intensified [...] by
searches for sculpture titles.”72 Evidently, Hesse was subsequently a
match for Tom Doyle, whom she met in , “a lively and charming
Pennsylvania and Ohio Irishman [...] and Joyce addict.”73 While I am
not suggesting direct influence, certain aspects of Joyce’s texts – namely
materiality, genre blurring and wordplay – may have confirmed Hesse in
her innovative approaches to producing works and entitling them.

Materiality and Related Issues



4.2

Materiality, Substances, Epiphany

Substances The subject of Joycean materiality is by no means exhausted by noting the fact that Joyce paid great attention to the visual aspects
of the signifiers of his texts, that he programmatically manipulated them
as sigla, changed the layout and inserted diagrams. These predominantly visual (furthermore self-referential and “formalist”) strategies serve
artist-readers as pointers to Joyce’s unique understanding of materiality
on another level: the significant and content-related materiality of his
subject matter and certain objects or substances that he almost treated as
characters. Form and content again appear as analogies of one another;1
the formerly ideal separation between object and subject in literature is
suspended. The simultaneity of both types of materiality contributes to
the tension in oscillating readings.2
In Ulysses and more radically still in Finnegans Wake, things speak
their own elemental language. From reformulating the cat’s utterance to
letting the sea and rocks speak in “Proteus”, from understanding Ulysses
as the odyssey of a piece of soap to Joyce’s demand that writers take into
account protagonists’ speed, size and physical condition,3 Joyce’s showing rather than telling builds up an evidential discourse.4 It speaks of
universalist ambitions and is inspired by Romanticist notions of nature
and artistic insight. In the process, however, Joyce also sacrifices coherence – in pursuit of the same goal: style changes alert the reader to
language and its materiality. Furthermore, it is probably Bloom’s insight
in and reflection on what his creator does – that there is “a medium in
all things” (U .) – which resonates particularly strongly with visual
artists. For them, such carefully chosen media or substances are usually
the preferred means of communication. Thus, they can rightly understand Joyce as one of their own. Furthermore, since Concept art at the
latest, artists have taken up the conventions that link words and objects,
signifiers and the signified. In Joyce, words oscillate between everyday
use and being carriers of (philosophical) thought. This “handicap” inherent in the material breeds ambiguity, which has been established as
Joycean, open and positive.5
Tadeusz Kantor, who had devised a stage-set for his play The Return
of Odysseus in , subsequently turned to visual art and performance.
In , he conducted a Sea Concert (Panorama Happening at the Sea)
in Osieki on the Polish Baltic coast.104 Perched on a ladder in the surf
and dressed in a tuxedo, he literally conducted the breakers.6 Time (in
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performance art), as well as fluid, Wakean works will also have to be dealt
with. Jaromir Jedlinsky repeatedly refers to Joyce in his catalogue text on
Kantor, noticing a dualism of locality and universality in both oeuvres,
linked by means of epiphany.7
What has been said about Beuys’ motivation of fat as a sculptural
substance in a Joycean context needs to be recalled, since it can be understood in yet another Joycean way. In Finnegans Wake, “The spatial ordering of Book I must merge into the temporal ordering of Books II and III
and the last sections of Book I provide this transition.”8 The positioning
of the “Burrus and Caseous” fable could be seen as the beginning of this
process. It witnesses a portrait of Shem, songs and games, the making of
ink out of Shem’s excrement and, most importantly, the “Anna Livia”
chapter with another metamorphosis (that of two washerwomen into
tree and stone). Whether consciously or not, artists have taken account
of Joyce’s procedure for merging the realms that Lessing traditionally
allocated to visual art and literature respectively. They have literally melted matter and used fat to turn space into time.9 Artists have considered
trees and stones, as well as sedimentation and even bodily discharges, in
a fluid, metamorphosing way. It is possible to conclude that a revolutionary use of sculptural material in the s occurred in Joyce’s wake or
Joyce in Art

was at least developed among artists interested in Joyce’s work. Among
them is Dieter Roth. His Portrait of the Artist busts, 32 which were meant
for birds to eat and are also major constituents of Roth’s Mould Museum
at the Roth Foundation in Hamburg: art that anticipates its demise – but
“lives” all the more forcefully in the meantime.
Such less than savoury approaches in Joyce-inspired art remind one
of Bloom’s thoughts in “Hades”, where decomposing bodies are presented in a matter-of-fact taxonomy: fat ones rot more quickly and are more
beneficial for flora and fauna. Bloom muses that the cells “Live for ever
practically” (U .).10
Accumulation I need to return to Joseph Beuys, who created many

works that reflect sedimentation and accumulation of both organic matter and language in a Joycean way. There is Hasengrab (Hare’s Tomb), a
heap of “debris” on top of a hare’s bones, -. The hare, “h”,11 stands
for the human being (homo or H(CE)), who is buried under a “middenhide hoard of objects!” (FW . ). Beuys was certainly of the opinion
that Joyce’s “recycling” (FW .) of everyday objects was an apt procedure when trying to find out the “truth” about humans. This echoes not
only Dublin detail in Ulysses, but particularly HCE’s characterization in
ALP’s letter, which the hen scratches up from the dungheap.
Presenting a cumulative, materially bulky, catalogued universality is
part of an artistic procedure, where one work emerges out of the other,12
where a store of materials is kept for later inclusion and where recipients
are activated by the necessity of shifting – at least metaphorically – large
amounts of materials in their heads. Joyce stated: “The elements needed
will fuse only after a prolonged existence together”,13 and Beuys echoed
that they need time to “signal” when they should, or even “wished to”, be
used.14 By referring to the “rich incrustations of time” (U .-),
Joyce considered this approach of accumulation and sedimentation as
being applicable to history, to his writings (the quotation concludes one
of his long lists in “Cyclops”), as well as to visual practice – in this case
an embroidered handkerchief.
This is an approach that is common to Joyce and Beuys, and it is also
helpful when it comes to considering the medium of language itself.
Etymology plays a vital role15 and is understood – at least by Beuys in
Joyce – as a way of viewing language as piled-up material. Robert
Smithson’s Heap of Language 105 expresses a similar view. Beuys kept lists
of his works’ titles. Many of the drawings in his The Secret Block for a
Secret Person in Ireland (a likely reference to Joyce), some of which
Materiality and Related Issues
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derived from the Ulysses-Extension, were untitled. Beuys thus devised
–––––––– ? as a suitably cryptic alternative title, 77 rendering the list as the
“block” to which The Secret Block refers. Was he inspired by Joyce’s use of
dashes instead of quotation marks? Beuys also referred to blocks of various materials (language, lines, felt, copper) as “battery” and “fond”. One
such Battery,  – created with Ireland in mind – is a newspaper parcel (an apt comment on Joyce’s use of the newspaper in “Aeolus”), where
one can view the individual articles as such blocks.16 The more blocklike prose of “Penelope”, however, would correspondingly be even more
energy-laden – a commentary on Molly Bloom or women in general
which Joyce may indeed have intended.
In such a corresponding inclination to accumulate things, one may
see a trait that complements the characters of some people who have
witnessed poverty and war. When this becomes part of an artistic procedure, it may typically present quotidian material in a laboratory situation, rendering it insightful for the recipients.17 Joyce particularly activates his archaeologically minded readers when presenting the contents
of a drawer in the Bloom household and of Leopold Bloom’s pockets.
Finnegans Wake’s “adamelegy” (FW .) describes the writer’s strategy.18
Only readers and artists from Beuys’ generation onwards could then
Joyce in Art
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interpret Joyce’s Viconian and accumulative “recycling” as an ecologically
responsible way of treating material resources. Beuys elaborated on this
somewhat. Joyce’s wordplay not only on god and dog, but also on bog
(which means God in Russian), helped Beuys understand the layered,
accumulative and ecologically important bog as yet another Joyce-related
entity.19 Although Joyce’s way of thinking in art will be given attention
later, we can already here note the fact that Joyce’s predilections for
cyclical, non-teleological thought have endeared him to artists.
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The mentioned sedimentation in Joyce’s works (in etymological, archaeological and even typographical terms) finds a correspondence (as so often) in what Joyce’s characters ruminate on and on which
objects the writer chooses to elaborate, or more precisely, which substances he has them produce. Human discharges are indeed written
about in Ulysses as never before in literature. They have attracted
scholarly and artistic commentary.20
The most notorious work in this regard – the corresponding gesture
that introduces excrement into visual art – is Merda d’Artista by Piero
Manzoni, . 106 While there are some other art-historical motivations
underlying this work, I would not exclude the possibility that Manzoni
Discharge
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too is referring to Joyce.21 After all, in the following year,  June , he
issued his friend Umberto Eco with an authenticity certificate, turning
the author of The Open Work himself into a work of art for life.22
Edward Weston’s reaction to reading Ulysses was to photograph his
flush toilet in Mexico in .23 97 The resulting works, which could easily have been introduced among “Early Responses” are powerfully monumental, Modernist close-ups that only show “manners” in the title:
Excusado.
Joyce’s treatment of human discharge has also fascinated Julião
Sarmento. He has used quotations from Joyce’s correspondence with
Nora Barnacle for the titles of a suite of evocative, “open” images; “white
paintings” from /. The Brown Stain that Comes Behind (Dublin –
Trieste ) is one of them. What the artist designates as mixed media
on canvas is indeed somewhat stained and in the autoerotic image
Something Obscene (Dublin – Cornell ), 103 there are stains that do not
originate from pencil marks; something that is also true of Beuys’ Joyceinspired drawings.24 A fine balance between aesthetic and erotic pleasure and repulsion; “that strange and seductive connection between desire
and dread”,25 – as Nancy Spector writes of Sarmento’s Joyce-inspired
paintings – is indeed what some artists have sought in their works. They
have clearly found a source of inspiration in Joyce.
Richard Hamilton’s fascination with the “dirty protests” of 
hunger-strikers, as featured in The Citizen, -, 76 is undoubtedly
informed by the artist’s knowledge of Finnegans Wake, where Shem
makes ink out of his excrement and subsequently writes all over his
body’s “hide”. William Anastasi has viewed what he calls Autobodyography – the title of a series of photographs of Finnegans Wake passages
projected onto Anastasi’s body,  107 – as a central expression of an
artist’s transubstantiating activity. While a reference to Franz Kafka’s In
the Penal Colony may give a precedent for the inscription of a prisoner’s
body with his crime, this was not part of Hamilton’s approach in The
Citizen; the excremental marks are seen only on the walls. Equating the
hunger striker with Shem, the artist, who produces approximations of
Celtic ornament with his excrement, uses Joyce in a rather one-sided
political manner.
Joseph Beuys had Caroline Tisdall photograph him at the Forty Foot
men’s bathing place below the Sandycove Martello Tower 137 – more
precisely overlooking Dublin Bay while standing in a U-shaped “tower”
there: a urinal. Beuys apparently valued Joyce’s ways of breaking taboos.
In his U-shaped tower (U for Ulysses?), he thus enacts Bloom and
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Stephen’s “performance” near the end of Joyce’s novel, thus referring to
its end at the point of its beginning: a meeting of waters indeed.
The decisive moment, however, has to be the art-historical reference
embedded in Beuys’ gesture: Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain, the quintessential ready-made, a ceramic urinal turned on its back, creates an
inescapable point of comparison. One difference is that Beuys’ urinal is
not a water closet. It may thus reflect on “Aeolus”, where Joyce mockingly establishes the fact that the  was the foremost British colonial
contribution to Irish culture (U .-).
Beuys took another different and fascinating route in order to express
further his view that the materiality of Joyce’s texts requires simultaneous
reflection on sedimentation and human discharge. While the stag’s
antlers (in which fluid circulation slows and stagnates or “incrustates” further and further) were a good reason to follow Joyce in identifying with
that proud animal,26 fingernails and toenails are similar human products
that grow over time like a bog, like language or the layers of earth on an
archaeological site. Accumulative deltas have been mentioned.
In Toenails on felt with fat,  and Fossil, , 27 108 Beuys placed cut
off toenails on a base of compressed organic matter: felt (with fat) and
peat respectively. A subtitle or dictum pertaining to these works reads:
Materiality and Related Issues
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“This is how I earn my pocket money!”28 Beuys apparently wished to
comment on his work as an artist in general. He seems to reflect on
the “Proteus” episode of Ulysses, which features a sculptural piece by
Stephen Dedalus – or so Beuys undoubtedly understood it – that consists of snot deposited carefully on a rock on Sandymount Strand.
Stephen had lent Buck Mulligan his dirty handkerchief that morning
and now had no choice but to dispose of his secretion in some way
or other. That act could indeed be understood as the culmination of
Stephen’s creativity on that day, or even throughout that character’s
career in Joyce’s works.29
Apart from commenting on the similarities of organic substances
(toenail, felt and fat), Beuys also highlights the fact that the rock was
formerly fluid matter, formed and compressed. It thus shares vital
characteristics with snot. Indeed, when considering Joyce’s idiosyncratic
reformulations of the chain of being (involving a barnacle goose), as well
as the metamorphosis of the washerwoman Miss Doddpebble (FW
.) to stone in Finnegans Wake, the connection that Beuys makes is
not too far-fetched. Accumulation and compression over time find adequate expression in Finnegans Wake: “Till tree from tree, tree among
trees, tree over tree become stone to stone, stone between stones, stone
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under stone for ever.” (FW .-) – a feast for artists from Beuys to
Smithson and Gostomski.30
Wakean Flow Ulysses is an epic of the human body, but Finnegans Wake

goes further still in dealing with corporeal materiality. Its fluids are not
just metaphorically those of Dubliners walking through the city’s
“arteries” or, more literally, the contents of Molly Bloom’s chamber pot.
Finnegans Wake is flow – with the “Anna Livia” chapter assuming its
most popular and (maybe partly because of this) its special place among
artists’ sources of inspiration.31 ALP’s deltas have been discussed.
Fluidity is an aspect of visual art, especially of painting, which many
artists since Impressionism have explored.32 Jean Lancri painted The
Windows of the River in  and in his blue-green seascape (reminiscent
of Paul Klee’s work, although less angular) included the beginning of
Finnegans Wake written in it.33 Wavy river-lines also feature in André
Masson’s Hommage à James Joyce, 109 created for the cover of the proceedings of the Paris Joyce Conference in . The design was used on the
covers of both volumes of the anthology. Once in black on white and once
in white on black: a reminder of the impeded visibility during the night
of Finnegans Wake. This is something that not many representational
painters after Joyce have noted, although it certainly warrants reflection,
considering Joyce’s own insistence on such matters of material logic.
Barrie Cooke is a painter who has negotiated the watery forces of the
Irish landscape for many decades. His canvases – particularly Anna Livia
from  – arrest the paint’s fluidity in a characteristic and intuitive way
that seeks the vicinity of Joyce’s work through the title of an individual
painting, pointing towards a shared experience in literature and painting,
without going so far as to interpret Joyce.34
Robert Motherwell also stresses a Joycean fluidity as a painterly
element in some of his works, especially Riverrun, . 110 Marcelin
Pleynet explains:
With Riverrun, Motherwell has not chosen the title of his painting
from the first word of Finnegans Wake; he has choosen the current (run)
which brings back the last sentence of Joyce’s work [...] to the first [...
This] manifests most explicitly the declaration of the painter’s art [that
we] find in Riverrun, namely the current, the pictorial flux whereby
what is ancient returns eternally to the new [...] and never comes to an
end.35
John Hart has developed a “waterscript” in response to Finnegans
Wake – or so says the title of a  collage in ink and chalk on paper.
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While the general impression is that of an (almost Pollock-like) abstract
agglomeration of forms, the work also echoes microscopic views of
organisms – life’s source in water: an appropriate comment on both
Joyce’s subject matter and technique. Finnegans Wake’s flow has been
established as a valid topic from a painterly point of view, especially
because the subconsciousness appears not to think or feel in ideas, but in
images.36
On the other hand, a largely Conceptual art movement was also
attracted to that aspect of Joyce’s later work. Predictably, ALP’s fluidity,
the “thunderwords” from Finnegans Wake, as well as the “language of
flow” (U .) from Ulysses provided ample material to artists who
worked in the context of the international Fluxus movement (for example, John Cage, Joseph Beuys and Robert Filliou).
Although Fluxus considered word-based art traditional, Joyce seems
once more to be excluded from such criticism. For artists with a keen
sense of materiality, flux also needs a clear possibility of stasis. Maybe
that is why the metamorphosis of the washerwomen fascinates. They
take on the status of performance relics, of sculptures: tree and stone. It
is, therefore, quite possible that Robert Watts referred to the “Anna
Livia” chapter when creating his Flux Soap around . It is made of
Joyce in Art
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wood and has the letters “FLUX” cut into it, instead of the brand name
“LUX”.37 The work was originally covered with a thin film of soap, thus
simultaneously representing all relevant objects (and their metamorphosis): the washerwomen’s tool, an easily metamorphosed soap bar, a tree
(wood) and a stone (the bar of soap shape). Joyce stands “corrected”: a
stone is not the ideal material to choose for a metamorphosis.38
Closer to Joyce’s materials is (or was) Dublin’s “Floozie in the Jacuzzi”, . The stone “fountain” on Dublin’s O’Connell Street (through
which water flowed and carried with it everyday flotsam, the detritus of
city life) is no longer in place. A paper manufacturer (whose business
requires water and produces material for literature – or, rather cardboard
for industry) had paid for the work in . Anna herself was conceived
of in a figurative, manneristically elongated, way. Ailbhe Smyth has
taken the sculpture as a starting point for reflecting in a flowingly associative way on being an Irish woman. She quotes Finnegans Wake in
passing, but does not mention the sculptor’s name: Eamonn O’Doherty.
Smyth rightly highlights the motivations behind the commission and
states that ALP “cannot represent her plurability any more than she can
represent the [...] diversity of all /Irish/Dublin women [... but is] a symbol of civic power [...] an empty signifier”.39 Such openness is indeed at
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odds with the traditionality of the sculpture and thus cannot be interpreted as positive.
A more sensitive sculpture, with the title Anna Livia Plurabelle, is
a  wall sculpture by Jürgen Partenheimer, 102 who knew Carola
Giedion-Welcker well.40 It includes a white loudspeaker – an invitation
to the viewer to recall ’s sounds in his or her inner ear. Looking at it
is almost like listening to a shell, where one’s bloodstream can be said to
resemble Finnegans Wake’s mumblings and mutterings. On the loudspeaker stands a small, delicate “windmill” made of subtly painted sticks.
Is it a figure, a water mill, a toy? Partenheimer’s daughter is called Anna;
the sculpture was a gift to her. The artist, who wrote a doctoral thesis on
Brancusi’s work, remains between figuration and abstraction and evokes
flow in all media: wind, water and sound – a sculpture to contemplate.
Alighiero Boetti has painstakingly researched over many years which
one thousand rivers in the world are the longest. In the final work
he shows no traces of that research, or of the fact that he was given widely varying lengths for some rivers. Boetti listed the rivers, arranged
according to length, in a book object and had them stitched on to an
evocatively “snot-green” tapestry: The World’s Thousand Longest Rivers,
-. When I asked him about a possible reference to Joyce and the
rivers in the “Anna Livia” chapters of the Wake, he said he had read only
Dubliners when he was young: “but what an important reference”.41
Sometimes coincidental correspondences are even better than direct
ones.
Brian King has echoed Joyce’s materiality in his works in many ways.
One example is HEAT, . 111 The artist placed the (“HEALY’”-like)
individual letters made of red ice into the river Liffey’s source. Red is
associated with blood and heat, giving the piece a “living” quality.42 The
ice melted, releasing the red pigment into the water, which in turn must
have joined the sea or evaporated, repeating the cycle of Finnegans Wake.
In this piece King has worked on Joyce’s works’ materiality, using precise
and evocative means. It is no surprise that, in King’s oeuvre, the cycle of
Joyce’s life also finds representation. Also in Joyce’s centenary year, the
artist has executed many – one could say minimalist – variations on
drawings of circles. Into some of these he incorporated soil, and one of
the drawings in particular 112 contains the earth from nowhere else but
Joyce’s grave in Zurich. In this way, at least some atoms of the writer’s
body have become part of a circular artwork, turning it into a secular
relic. Joyce himself may have viewed this as the ultimate, epiphanic
expression of immortality.43
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Glass and water, evoking and complementing one another, feature in
several artist’s work on a Wakean flow: Michael Rogers’ work In The
Wake – glass bottles with engraved handwriting – has been mentioned. 99
Danny McCarthy commemorated the centenary of Joyce’s birth by
throwing bottles “for Joyce” off O’Connell Bridge into the river Liffey:
One-hundred Bottles for James Joyce.113 McCarthy’s messages in bottles
can be interpreted as an attempt to contact the dead artist in another
world, that to which Anna Livia had retired. Bottles replace the
Guinness barrel on the Liffey in Finnegans Wake; the writer preferred to
drink wine. McCarthy’s messages also served to outline his performance
and ask the finder to write back to the artist. Thus the bottles went
abroad in the wake of Joyce and other emigrants – from Irish monks to
the young, educated Irish at the time of the performance. Some bottles
were indeed found and messages returned to McCarthy. The cycle was
completed. Others have been lost or are still outstanding: the performance, one suspects, will never come to an end.
Like the combination of water and tree in Michael
Craig-Martin’s An Oak Tree, 73 the juxtaposition of a tree and a stone in
a work of art that also examines metamorphosis and life cycles is a clear
Tree and Stone
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but not a failsafe mechanism for recognizing a Joycean inspiration.44
Joseph Beuys’  Oaks, initiated at documenta , , most likely
contains a Joycean aspect. This large-scale tree-planting “action” was
intended to revive Kassel ecologically – a city heavily bombarded in
World War II. A basalt column accompanies each tree. Beuys had visited
the Giant’s Causeway in County Antrim, knew of Romanticist interest
in basalt, such as formations at Fingal’s cave on Staffa, as well as Joyce’s
use of such traditions in Finnegans Wake (.-). Basalt records the
lava’s flow and cooling process. Thus its metamorphosis is still visible.
Now unchanging, the column serves as a yardstick to measure the tree’s
growth, while also safeguarding its continued life.
Lawrence Weiner was “most curious as to how [I] arrived at”45 my
association of his work with Joyce. He did not wish this to be too obvious,
but could not resist referring to the writer when working in Dublin in
. 114 He confirms that the piece he installed, including the lines
“STICKS & STONES (...)”, had to do with Finnegans Wake’s washerwomen
and claims that the Wake “is the only thing that interests me about
Joyce”.46
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Some artists have pursued the metamorphosing materiality of Finnegans Wake – particularly suggestive not only in ALP’s flow,
but also in the thunderwords’ rumbling47 – by extending their practice
into the auditory realm. This is not only true for John Cage’s Roaratorio. Patrick Ireland’s Purgatory installation also contained sound: the
randomly arranged lines from the opening page of Finnegans Wake read
as a litany, with the curator (Patrick Murphy) and others responding
“pray for us”.48 Hannes Vogel’s Wylermeer photo work with all ten
thunderwords is now also accompanied by sound, courtesy of Corsin
Vogel.49
Paul Heimbach decided in  that viewers should become listeners
– in keeping with Joyce’s readers – and themselves “re-create” the sound
of Joyce’s hundred-letter-words (one is  letters long). Heimbach has
created sound books and named the series “Joy..”. 115 When you stand
in front of the pedestal, wear the headphones provided and turn the
pages of the book object, you can hear a thundering or rushing noise. It
is amplified, but in general what you hear is yourself turning the pages.
Heimbach thus hopes to create a “Joy..”ful experience for the viewer who
engages with the work – his audio-visual piece and Joyce’s.50

114 Lawrence Weiner,
Water & Sand +
Sticks & Stones
detail, 1993

Thunderwords
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Interior Views Joseph Beuys includes what he called “blood images”51

in his Ulysses-Extension. There are many images denoting flow, while
one particular drawing bears the inscription “skin cut away”. 116 Into the
pages Beuys had at one time inserted red pieces of yarn: Ariadne’s
threads as well as arteries.52 I have argued elsewhere that it was not only
the Book of Kells’ ornamentation recalling blood vessels that attracted
Joyce, but the book’s materiality as such: its hides of “taut vellum”
(U .), bearing the living word.53
Miroslaw Balka echoed a similar understanding of the materiality of
Joyce’s works, manifest in both Bloom’s and Stephen’s reflections, when
he attached square sheets of the finest, most translucent and delicately
fragrant pieces of “paper” to the front and back papers of a  exhibition catalogue.54 These sheets are in fact pigs’ intestines, signalling a
crossover between Bloom’s breakfast and Stephen’s musings on writing
on paper or on his mother’s or Eva’s belly. A rather Joycean sense of
synaesthesia pervades Balka’s bookish multiple work by stealth.55
Beuys’ Ulysses-Extension shows many “inside views”, often focusing
on the speech apparatus and bones or the digestive tract. Beuys regarded speech and the circulation of blood as sculptural processes – and he
believed Joyce’s works to contain a similar understanding. 116 In ,
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Beuys told his collaborator Henning Christiansen that their “action”
(performance) Celtic (Kinloch Rannoch) Scottish Symphony was “Joycean –
a dissolved word: meaning becomes sound”.56 He conveyed this view by
inserting into Celtic and several related actions and installations57
schematic drawings of how sounds and words are produced physiologically. The materiality of the body, while producing speech and sound,
is already reflected in Ulysses (“Proteus”), for instance where Stephen’s
breath forms sounds in imitation of the sea. Finnegans Wake, a work
ideally to be read aloud and thus enacted with the reader’s body, obviously takes that element further again.58

116 Joseph Beuys,
Ulysses-Extension,
book 2, pp. 16-17
ca. 1957-61

Vivisection “Vivisection” understood as the awareness of what happens

inside the body when reading or performing a work is thus part of the
strategies in art to involve the viewer. This is already true of Futurism.59
Moholy-Nagy in Vision in Motion in the s explained Joyce in terms
of vivisection, where inside and outside are visible simultaneously.60
In an art-historical context, vivisection has – problematically – been used
to establish correspondences between Joyce and Cubism.61 More generally, Mieke Bal has suggested that “Opening bodies is [...] the very
project of painting.”62 In more concrete, motif-related ways, Paul Thek
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and Damien Hirst are the prototypical vivisectors among contemporary
artists, with respective creations of synthetic Meat Pieces and formaldehyde-preserved animals, cut in half. While Thek may very well have had
an interest in Joyce, Cecilia Sjöholm mentions Hirst in relation to
Lacan’s work on the writer.63 The Catholic artist Hirst himself, however, declines any connection. He reportedly “has not done as of yet any
art inspired by James Joyce”.64 I would not be so sure.65
Kathy Prendergast has not only “dissected” anthropomorphic landscapes in her Body Map Series, but she exhibited her Sundial Piece, ,
at the Joyce centenary exhibition at the Douglas Hyde Gallery, Dublin
in . It featured a torso painted onto glass which cast shadows underneath. Several elements come together in the Body Maps: Tim Finnegan
in Dublin’s cityscape becomes the reclining woman, alias Molly Bloom
and gaea tellus, whose body’s epic Ulysses largely is. The Sundial work
simultaneously acknowledges the gnomon (sundial) of Dubliners, as well
as the single day on which Ulysses is set. While retaining a broader universality, the work can be seen to tackle specifically Joycean themes.66
Prendergast has also reacted to Joyce’s (specifically Finnegans Wake’s)
circularity of bodily productions or “discharge” in The End and the Beginning, . 101 Around a wooden spool are laid knotted-together hairs
from three generations of her family. Anna Livia’s “tresses” aptly complete life’s cycle.
One can conclude that vivisection is a term that can refer to a variety
of artistic strategies as applied by Joyce and visual artists after him.
Joseph Beuys may well have developed the most elaborate Joyce- and
language-related vocabulary of “inside” views in his (Ulysses-Extension)
drawings. He possibly understood this as an interior monologue in
response to the materiality of Joyce’s oeuvre. The varying and even contradictory applications by artists of Joycean terms do not (usually) point
to more or less valid works on the writer. They rather testify to the
adaptability and resourcefulness of both Joyce and current art practice.
Metamorphosis, flux, the change in a material’s
state, particularly in relation to (Beuys’ use of ) fat: several aspects of the
Joyce-inspired use of artistic materials have been encountered, where the
topic of transubstantiation arises. Stephen Dedalus’ fear of the chemical
workings of the holy communion give a clear sense of the centrality
of such ideas in Joyce’s oeuvre and the way in which artists have been
able to use it.67 Joseph Beuys has already been quoted as praising Joyce’s
mastery in creating living works of art and changing the universe. 43

Transubstantiation
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Both artists were at pains to justify and aggrandize their activity in terms
of the Romantic notion of the artist as a God-like creator. The Book
of Kells, with its multiple references to life becoming art (sheepskin,
organic pigments) and art turning into life (circulation, the living word),
suited Joyce and Beuys ideally. Both Catholic artists found similarities
between the mystery of the mass and their works that largely employ
found materials.68
Beuys mentions the sacramental character 69 of his piece Two Women
with Luminous Bread, , 117 most likely in direct reference to a similar remark by Joyce70 concerning transubstantiation in his work. In fact,
the radiance or luminosity that he singled out for praise in Joyce appears
further to translate Stephen Dedalus’ translation of Thomas Aquinas’
claritas.71 Two Women with Luminous Bread consists of a list of Paris
Métro stations with “Télégraphe” as the connecting “transmitter” at
either end. The work traces a cyclical journey through the “underworld”
of Paris, where a bar of chocolate in the centre, painted brown, stands for
the host, the “luminous bread” of the title.
Ten years after completion of this piece, Beuys created another related multiple, using this time a Métro map of Paris. Its title is Initiation Gauloise. Beuys most likely chose the Latin name for the Celts, as
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opposed to “French initiation”, because Joyce lived in Paris while writing
his cyclical night book Finnegans Wake, where one travels through the
dark for most of the journey. While there are certainly other sources of
inspiration to be considered – from Walter Benjamin (for the Métro stations) to Marcel Duchamp (for the chocolate) – Joyce looms large.
“Volta” ( Joyce’s Dublin cinema venture) and “Radiance” are terms among
the list of Métro stations. Stephen Dedalus’ chalice-shaped (and thus
transubstantiative) geographical positioning in A Portrait (P ) should be
recalled, as well as Joyce’s dictum that, with Work in Progress, he felt as if
he was digging into a mountain, not knowing what he would find.72
But who are the two women archaically called Fräulein? Biblical
models are most promising, especially because of the involvement of
something luminous (lamps) (Matthew .-). Finnegans Wake’s washerwomen or any two siblings could be meant, including Joyce’s two
halves of Issy and even Shem and Shaun. But the possibility should
be entertained that the two women are Sylvia Beach and Adrienne
Monnier.73 This would turn Ulysses as a whole into the “luminous
bread”: a transformative experience.74 For both Joyce and Beuys, transformation was as close as one could come to life’s “unshakeable foundations”.75 “‘I am interested in transformation,’ Beuys declared, ‘transJoyce in Art

formation is a founding idea: transformation, transubstantiation.’” 76
While Beuys’ “luminous bread” consists of chocolate, Marta Minujin
has made suggestively transubstantive use of actual bread in a Joycean
context. In , she placed another “Martello tower” beside the one in
Sandycove. Hers was covered with wrapped loaves of Downes’s bread.118
Downes’s cake shop is mentioned in both “Clay” and “Gas from a
Burner”. Dorothy Walker has aptly interpreted Minujin’s later distribution of the loaves (they were, it seems, also detached and taken home by
eager passers-by) as “a sacramental gesture that could be constructed as
a continuation of Buck Mulligan’s incantation ‘Introibo ad altare Dei’
from Ulysses”.77 It remains open as to how uplifting in a religious or a
Joycean way – or indeed how sacrilegious – eating the bread felt to the
viewers-cum-communicants.
Bread is clearly an apt substance for artistic exploration in the context. Joyce’s and Beuys’ use of soap in their works finds similar motivation,78 but butter also comes to mind79 in what is essentially a way for
artists to give meaning to the substances that surround us in the world.
This is no longer the priest’s responsibility,80 while theology remains a
much-used source of inspiration – often in the oeuvres of artists from a
similar Catholic background to Joyce, such as Beuys, Minujin, Patrick
Ireland or Balka. Joyce led the way and secularized the notions of transubstantiation and epiphany.

3.1 f

Epiphany This is a related, similarly secularized term, although it ap-

proaches the production of art from the perspective of life’s experience,
rather than from the artist’s divine capabilities. The stress is not on a
changing materiality, as with transubstantiation, but on deeper insights
into life (or art) that something simple, usually overlooked (everyday
objects, gestures or remarks), can provide. Sudden revelations are nothing new in visual art or literature. There was a rich history for Joyce to
draw on.81 He has Stephen Dedalus explain epiphany in the following
way:
[…] we recognize that it is that thing which it is. Its soul, its whatness, leaps to us from the vestment of its appearance. The soul of the
commonest object, the structure of which is so adjusted, seems to us
radiant. The object achieves its epiphany.82
Joyce’s epiphanies as recorded snippets of conversations were illustrated by Darek Ostrowski and have already been mentioned. Other
direct illustrations are by Susan Weil and Noel O’Connor, 83 who have
both used the green oval leaves on which Stephen Dedalus noted his
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early literary attempts. Weil’s Epiphenomenon leaves from  119 are attached to a string and thus resemble leaves on a branch – a commentary
on how a common object (in nature and art) may be revealing.
It is difficult to gauge and quantify epiphany, since it rests in the eyes
of the beholders as much as in an artist’s intention. Furthermore, Joyce
distanced himself from this concept and has Stephen mockingly state
in Ulysses “horseness is the whatness of allhorse” (U .-). However,
some art historians have attempted to go beyond illustration and locate
epiphany in artworks and artistic strategies. Werner Spies has found
correspondences in Max Ernst’s work,84 and Antje von Graevenitz
has applied epiphany to Matisse’s Chapelle du Rosaire in Saint-Paul
de Vence, as well as to Joseph Beuys’ oeuvre.85 To draw conclusions
concerning the extent of the influence of Joyce’s theory from these few
incidences of scholarly attention is clearly unsatisfactory.
I would like to argue that an epiphanic mode can be registered twofold in relation to a work of art. Firstly, an artist experiences a revelation
when choosing quotidian material for her or his work and combining or
dislocating (or dislocuting) it in order for it to enter the oeuvre. As
Umberto Eco has put it, “The epiphany confers upon the thing a value
which it did not have before encountering the gaze of the artist. [...] the
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epiphany is now the result [or indeed the starting point] of an art that
dismantles reality and reshapes it according to new means.”86 Epiphany
is thus part of the artistic strategy of selection.
Secondly – and arising from the first case – epiphany rests in the
beholder. It is thus non-didactic. It can occur wherever artists seek the
viewer’s activity, provide materials and tools, often accumulating mundane objects, in order to facilitate the possibility of the viewers engaging
with their open works and reaching a deeper insight. It may be interesting to note that these two modes are combined in showing the work, in
assembling an exhibition and in offering it to the viewers (installing an
installation, delivering a performance). Indeed, Fritz Senn has, as previously mentioned concerning the “Joyce in Art” exhibition, translated the
Greek word epiphanein as “to hold up on show”.87
To note that most non-didactic art can be epiphanic may, however, be
too vague an approach. This could in the context of this study merely
register the fact that Joyce was in tune with artistic production in general and found a new term for a vital aspect of it – however critically he
viewed it later. I thus initially need to take a rather narrow approach and
look at the rare instances where the word epiphany appears in artworks’
titles. Again, two approaches can be isolated: white (and black), largely
abstract work that appears to present a predominantly formalist but
viewer-activating “heightened whatness”, and quotidian epiphanic
moments that emulate life and which you may come upon “by chance”.
White (and Black) Epiphany is open and perceptual. A work that acquires epiphanic potential can most clearly do so if it follows the metaphors of light usually applied to insights. Monochrome white paintings
have thus more than once been seen as the ideal bearers of the title “epiphany”. Gerhard Hoehme’s James Joyce Epiphany, , 100 is an abstract,
Art Informel painting that includes a collaged typewritten list of other
works by the artist. Hoehme thus incorporates other paintings in a notional way: as a quasi exhibition.
The painting’s main feature consists of thinly sketched ovals, which
cluster together and just miss managing to form letters. Perhaps Hoehme
was looking for common denominators of letter shapes – literally “the
single word that tells the whole story [...] the simple gesture that reveals
a complex set of relationships.”88 There are also rows of dots in this
painting: all tantalizingly close to writing, making viewers aware that
there should be something more – something that they then have to add
themselves: open works indeed. This was precisely Joyce’s strategy in his
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manuscript Epiphanies, prompting Morris Beja to focus on these multiple dots, the frequent ellipses.89 What Beja has said concerning Joyce’s
Epiphanies is also true of Hoehme:
[...] if an artist conveys a sense of perplexity and mystery, he or she
may not have failed to communicate. And after all, if the meaning and
significance behind an epiphany were readily or logically graspable, the
experience of epiphany itself would be redundant.90
While mystery and a failure to communicate are what Hoehme does
indeed communicate, he does so rather precisely. He was intensively
occupied with Joyce, especially Ulysses, in the late s and early s.91
Another painting, Epiphany of Art Informel (Epiphanie des Informel ),
, elaborates on the earlier work, while the title Blank Quotations
(Leerzitate),  / and the design for a  exhibiton catalogue with
the words “Das offene Bild” (The open work /picture) reveals that
Hoehme reflected theoretically on Joyce and openness (Eco and Iser).92
In the context of Hoehme, another, better-known artist needs to be
mentioned, whose epiphanic “white” paintings contain writing and
mythological references: Cy Twombly. Tacita Dean has established a
connection between Joyce and Twombly.93
Werner Schmidt entitled one of his exhibition catalogues Epiphania.
In it, the clearest reference to Joyce is a snowy, white painting with the
title Schnee fiel über ganz Irland, after the last page of “The Dead”.
Indeed, a layer of “snow” – alias Schmidt’s hand-made, water-based
paint – renders this painting simultaneously materially representative
and abstract (with some circular and square scratches). As if that was not
sufficient a reference to Joyce, an “Irish green apple” – Schmidt uses rotting apples as constituents for his paints – invisibly underlies the painting.94 Its biblical but secularized connotations again provide much scope
for interpretation or epiphany.
In the s Thomas Chimes created dark portraits of Joyce, Jarry,
Duchamp and their contemporaries in an appropriated old-masterly
way. 156 In the late s, he turned to white oil on wood paintings with
small gradations outlining shapes or portraits and sparse writing – pataphysical (related to Jarry) and Joycean.95 Donald Kuspit describes
Chimes’ as “a truly alchemical, gnostic idea of art: the transformation of
black coal into luminous diamond”.96 One could also use Joyce’s alchemically inspired theories and speak of epiphany. That is what the
artist himself seems to hint at when saying:
What lays hidden and mysterious in the [...] portrait panels seems
to show forth in the whiteness [....] The white explains nothing but
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simply points to the mystery as if to say – there it is. There is something
profoundly dark about such mystery, and yet at the same time, full of
light.97
Ad Reinhardt’s abstract Black Paintings, on which he worked from
 onwards, contain vertical and horizontal three-part structures (a
cross).98 The paint thus does not swallow the light equally. The paradoxical reflections and transparent effects can turn to a negative image
of lightness. Evan R. Firestone has connected Reinhardt’s black paintings with Stephen Dedalus’ theories on epiphany. He quotes Reinhardt
as pursuing “color that gives off light”.99 The artist was also observed (by
Thomas B. Hess) as “enjoy[ing] the phrasing of Joyce – young Stephen’s
trinity of wholeness, radiance and harmony”.100 Although the interviewer did not retain the correct order of these terms, radiance is nevertheless an aspect of Reinhardt’s black paintings, one that the artist himself
more than likely identified as Joycean. Furthermore, Firestone cites Lucy
R. Lippard as someone who has described the experience of viewing
these paintings in epiphanic terms. The author can thus conclude “that
this aspect of the writer’s work may have had some influence on
Reinhardt’s thinking or at least reinforced it.”101
The by now characteristic coincidence of opposites contributes to a
Joycean conglomeration of issues and preferences: Kasimir Malevich’s
Black Square, , and its acknowledged spirituality still condition the
way we view Reinhardt’s late work today, imbuing it (along with its own
cross-structures and transparent application of paint) with spirituality.
Simultaneously – or rather in an oscillating way – the whatness or quiddity of the object appears and blends with the artist’s well-known entirely unromantic, cantankerous personality that found expression in “art
jokes” like A Portend of the Artist as a Yhung Mandala. The black paintings’ dialectics, their sacred profanity and their “full emptiness”102 again
bring Georges Didi-Huberman’s argument to the fore. He describes
Reinhardt’s paintings as neither specific nor mystic, but simply intensive
forms:103 epiphanies for some.
Indeed, the terms harmony and radiance are apt to describe both
sides of that oscillating equation: the formal perspective in relation to an
artwork and the content-related one that “looks at us” and facilitates the
viewer’s experience. Joyce’s epiphany concept in fact updates his sources
by stressing the stages of experience involved in an epiphanic moment.
What, following Didi-Huberman’s argument, an application to harmony (which seems in some way to encompass wholeness for the present
purposes) and radiance can achieve is to establish epiphany as a fragile,
Materiality and Related Issues
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fleeting moment that cannot be captured, but must be experienced again
and again. This, I suspect, would be in Joyce’s interest, because he preferred non-teleological concepts.
Whiteness (and “black light”) have been established as possible carriers of epiphanies. This may also be true of white sculpture, most
notably George Segal’s. He wrote: “My teachers were Baziotes and Tony
Smith. Smith discusses James Joyce, noting on the same page, near and
far reality, memory of a person; the connection of this approach to that
of the movies [...]”.104 Segal has also been asked if his figures signified
Everyman: “‘Everyman? Yes, they are, but I am very perverse and contradictory, because I want the figures to be quite specific to a person who
poses. [...] I don’t think it’s an either/or choice.”105 Not only Joyce’s
interest in the coincidentia oppositorum can be cited to account for this,
but also epiphany, since the specific gives rise through its “open” whiteness to insights of a more general kind.106
As the last “white” work to be discussed, I would like to go back in
time and suggest that Matisse’s Vence chapel works, -, 120 which
previously have been linked with Joyce’s epiphany term, may indeed be a
good example for such an approach in art. Matisse’s window drawings
cast ever-changing specks of coloured light on to the pallid floor, altar
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and white walls of the chapel, which bear nothing but black outlines of
saints, the Virgin Mary and angels. The work in the first instance speaks
of a religious revelation, which is directly illustrative of the biblical message of Christ as the Light (something that underlies all stained glass in
churches).
There is, however, also an artistic message for which the artist may
have followed Joyce’s path of secularization.107 Following his Ulysses illustrations, there can be no doubt that Matisse knew about the guiding
principles of Joyce’s work. Despite his illness, Matisse followed current
artistic trends and wished to find a way to engage with abstraction, since
it was then dominant, while arguing that there was no need for such
polarity.108 The multi-coloured “paintings” that the light draws in the
white space can be viewed as Matisse’s epiphany. The black, figurative
outlines will never be filled with colour in a mimetic way. The “proto-allover” that Matisse had developed early on in his career comes full circle
and forms a “carpet” of light that even “improves upon” Pollock’s work,
as it moves and changes constantly.109 Thus Matisse exceeds and secularizes religious messages and works with the white space’s “openness”.
As in Joyce, the “Catholic faith becomes a most useful analogy [...],
since it stresses, in its insistence on the existence of strict mystery, both
the limits of reason and the possibility of somehow knowing something”.110 Since the s, the limits of reason have gained the upper
hand. The secularization of religious traditions has had to be one of
the guiding principles of art. Joyce was among those (with Nietzsche
and others) who formulated ways of instrumentalizing this position
to benefit art. It is not by chance that Thomas McEvilley has called
his exploration of twentieth-century sculpture, Sculpture in the Age of
Doubt.111 “Spiritual Traditions” and “Secular Iconographies” are his
labels for grouping texts on contemporary art – and Joyce has shown
artists one way (or many ways) to move between these two categories.
Following some thoughts on Matisse’s glass paintings – and earlier
those on inside views and other aspects of a Joycean materiality in art –
the diaphane should be discussed briefly, before I can further explore
what one can call quotidian epiphanies.
The Diaphane While Joyce can be said to have developed the diaphane
as an ideal state of art in “Proteus”, the stained-glass window in Book IV
of Finnegans Wake provides another instance and possible source for
artists’ works. But it was seemingly not taken up to a great extent –
possibly apart from Matisse.112 Glass bottles are, however, common to
Materiality and Related Issues



Michael Rogers’ 99 and Danny McCarthy’s works on Joyce. 113 113 Transparent air, water and other materials, such as Balka’s pig intestines, show
that there is a suggestive selection of art materials to be gleaned from
Joyce or linked with the writer.114
Joyce’s concept of the diaphane is interesting in an art-historical context, because it seems to go against the opacity of the picture plane,
which is fundamental to Modernist concepts of art. Quiddity would be
another way of referring to this. Although one needs to be careful not to
identify Joyce’s “adiaphane” (“Proteus”) with art-historical opacity, the
introduction of the diaphane as a state to be aspired to may have given
artist readers of Joyce another confirmation of views that go beyond high
Modernism.115 Quiddity and the diaphane radiance of an epiphany can
thus indeed be said to stand for the two oscillating concepts previously
encountered. They are both embedded in Joyce’s (Stephen’s) definition
of epiphany, quoted earlier, where he identifies whatness with the soul of
an object.
Epiphanic works have been introduced so far
that focus on openness and use white or black (transparent) pigments or
glass. Now it is necessary to turn to artists who work in a way that is
somewhat closer to Joyce’s in that they at least partly select and accumulate their materials, as noted earlier. The ready-made or found object,
selected for its suggestive, revealing connotations, can be used in a transubstantive or epiphanic way (by artists and viewers).
Sarat Maharaj has, in the Joycean context of his essay on “Typotranslating”, observed that by means of “‘the Catholic Mass-produced
object’ [of the ready-made] Duchamp draws us into the interplay at the
heart of ‘transubstantiation’ – a going beyond and a staying put, a sense
of transcendence and its inversion.” 116 One thus again encounters an
oscillating perspective, as well as the double ancestry of Duchamp and
Joyce. When it comes to wordplay, the emphasis is no longer on recounting a moment of epiphany, but language itself brings about the epiphany.
That conceptual moment has a clear Joycean pedigree and is implicitly
viewed as such by Richard Hamilton, Ecke Bonk and Sarat Maharaj. A
more conscious link could here be established.
Hamilton’s work Epiphany from  – and again (larger) - 98
– refers directly to Joyce’s explanation of epiphany in Stephen Hero as “a
sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the vulgarity of speech or of
gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself ” (SH ). “Slip it
to me” possesses that certain vulgarity – or a blasphemous reference to
Quotidian Epiphanies
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Holy Communion – albeit both in a way that defies logical clarity. This
is also true of the form of the large advertising sign, while still referring
to Leopold Bloom’s profession. Nothing is advertised. Instead, the sign’s
orange and blue colour combination recalls Duchamp’s Fluttering
Hearts, .117 References thus abound, without the work fitting into
any category: a good prerequisite for an epiphanic work.
Metaphors of light continue to play a role in works that hope to bring
about epiphanies in their viewers. If Hamilton’s sign can be interpreted
as a sun disc, or indeed “luminous bread”, Joseph Beuys’ Capri Battery
from  is another such “enlightening” work. Beuys bought a light fitting in Italy that can be directly plugged into a socket. This he combined
with two further “ready-made” items: a yellow light bulb and a lemon
that is plugged in. Citric acid between metal can produce small quantities of electricity. The bulb, however, will not light up without the viewers’ intellectual participation, i.e. imagination.
Claes Oldenburg, in his soft objects and furnishings (for example,
Ghost Toilet, ) and later with large-scale objects in public spaces (in
collaboration with Coosje van Bruggen), presents a view of reality that is
close to an epiphanic condition, where objects have their own say. They
appear estranged from normal, unreflective discourse, and thus reactivate
the senses and demonstrate the interconnectedness of subject and object.
In this way they change their state and maybe the viewers’.118 Oldenburg
has not issued any statements about Joyce,119 but it may be part of the
empowerment that epiphany brings about in the viewer that such an
informed guess can be made. As a member of a circle that included
Robert Barnes and other Joyce-enthusiasts, it is hardly possible that he
did not know about epiphany. His alter ego Ray Gun’s slogan is “Annihilate – Illuminate”.120
Epiphany is a mode of organizing life and art in a way that is
potentially charged with meaning. “When a writer [or visual artist]
refuses to shape his materials to illustrate ideas or values, he is left with
the problem of how art may be ordered at all”.121 Two ways have been
encountered: an elemental one, focusing on the “openness” of monochrome, white canvases, and an accumulative one, providing (quotidian)
materials, suggestively combined, to represent the world that can let us
experience epiphanies. Joyce’s universality and his bricolage techniques
thus require further attention.
Artists do not require Joyce as a precursor when working
with collage techniques. These were pioneered during Joyce’s lifetime

Bricolage?
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and general cases have been made for the likelihood that Joyce was
inspired in this regard by visual art. But if Cubism was to be the parallel
and the grounds on which to base Joyce’s collage or bricolage techniques,
this has already been pointed out as too general and not entirely in keeping with art-historical assessments.122 However, some further applications to art have been proposed:
Clive Hart has called Finnegans Wake ‘the most outstanding example
of what can be done with object trouvé collage in literature’ [... the term
bricolage, which Margot Norris has introduced into Joyce studies, is
applicable:] the parallel is obvious with Pollock’s amalgamation of materials in Full Fathom Five.123
Bricolage is perhaps more useful when charting an artistic technique
that includes Modernism but also goes back beyond it to the medieval.
Umberto Eco has stated that “To me Joyce was the mode where the
Middle Ages and the avant-garde meet [...] a paradoxical meeting.”124
This is relevant, because the term bricolage stems from Claude LéviStrauss’ Le Pensée Sauvage. Eco continues to comment:
The technique of the inventory is also typical of primitive thought,
as explained by Claude Lévi-Strauss in Le Pensée Sauvage. The ‘Savage
Mind’ arranges the world according to a taxonomy that builds coherent
wholes through the technique of bricolage [....] In listing the artefacts of
a past civilization, the medieval mind examines them to see if a different
answer might be born from a new combination of pieces. [...] we find it
in contemporary art [.... But] for Joyce the first inspiration was of
medieval origin.125
Joyce’s disagreement with Wyndham Lewis over Rouen Cathedral126
can clarify several artists’ approaches to their works as mediated by Joyce
– and also a way in which not to see the engineer and the bricoleur, as
situated on opposed poles, as Lévy-Strauss had positioned them. Commenting on Le Pensée Sauvage, Derrida sees the engineer as a myth,
invented by the bricoleur, because nobody could create the totality of
one’s language or discourse. The engineer and the scientist are also bricoleurs in their own way.127
Joyce inspired at least one artist, Joseph Beuys, to a work that is a kind
of “scientific bricolage” in that he connects the material manifestations
of his thoughts and convictions in a phenomenological, traceable way,
which nevertheless requires familiarity with his procedures and (biographical) motivations. Harald Szeemann has called this private mythology. This probably comes – and not only in Beuys’ imagination – quite
close to how Joyce worked before him.
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The medieval analogy can serve to make sense of another mode of construction of Joyce-related work: Tony Smith’s sculptures Wandering
Rocks, Gracehoper and others are made up of tetrahedrons and octahedrons. Furthermore, Smith often combined parts of other works to
create new ones (for instance, Willi ).128 This could be seen as a
response to Joyce’s playfulness, a bricolage element. Robert Ballagh used
much simpler shapes than Smith – enlarged children’s building blocks –
for his stage set of a theatre adaptation of parts of Finnegans Wake (The
Wake).129 The way in which these shapes can be accumulated to larger
but similar shapes echoes the correspondence between microcosm and
macrocosm and is thus a way to build a universe – that of a cathedral
or that of a universalist book like Finnegans Wake.
Whereas Samuel Beckett is usually associated with an
open, elemental approach – for example, white paintings – Joyce is recognized as the universalist par excellence, despite the noted leanings
towards the marginalized. He is a major antecedent for artists with a
universalist approach, for collectors at heart and those with an interest in
the complexities of labyrinths. What Marcel Brion has noted in relation
to Finnegans Wake in Our Exagmination is also true for these artists:
“[Work in Progress may] appear to us at first sight as chaos. This chaos is
the condition necessary for all creation”.130
Jess falls into this category. He has created collages brimming with set
pieces from reality that originate in an encyclopaedic archive of cut-out
pieces yet to be used. Inge Prokot calls her work encyclopaedic painting.
Quotations of words and images from a wide variety of sources adorn
her canvases. Love’s Old Sweet Song, , 121 incorporates Picasso’s
Demoiselles d’Avignon as well as African and prehistoric work – beside
the (working) titles of Ulysses’ episodes. Madam I’m Adam, , shows
geishas in front of an abstract background. It does not come as a surprise
that Prokot also juxtaposes similarly minded artists or writers like Joyce
and Beuys, creating clusters of inspiration. Beuys’ Hare’s Tomb and many
other “store” works could be mentioned again, as well as Dieter Roth’s
accumulations of “debris”.131
Universality also has a personal side, where the particular becomes
generally applicable by means of analogies.132 For this, Joyce can also be
a precedent, as has been noted, based on his autobiographical material,
and literature as such is inherently exemplary and universal. Countering
complaints “that in Ulysses and Finnegans Wake Joyce was willing to use
any detail at all [French has noted:] But this is precisely the point. If
Universality
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everything in the world is interrelated, [...] then any detail will serve;
there is significance in everything”.133 If this seems a little too arbitrary,
one should remember that a source of inspiration for artists may be particularly useful if it mediates reality to such an extent that whatever one
chooses to make use of in visual work can at first glance be perceived to
be a particularly pertinent commentary on reality – not on Joyce.
Maurice Beebe has formulated: “It is easy to find in Joyce almost anything you may be looking for, including opposites, because he seems to
have attempted to accommodate everything. He is at once the most
democratic of writers and the most superior.”134 Artists have found a
universe in Joyce, materially intact in its particularity and brimming with
epiphanies.



4.3

Time, Parallax, Gesture

In order to continue the current exploration in a way that is related to
universality – while moving towards the important theme of time –
Joyce’s use of parallax and cosmic themes should be investigated as they
occur in Joyce-inspired art. Cosmic themes are frequently to be found in
art from the s and s, when the moon landings could have inspired
artists to an enthusiastic reception of technology and progress. Instead,
they prompted interest in prehistoric techniques of measuring time and
the simplest and most natural indicators of the passing of time. To use
ephemeral materials was one strategy – one that has been discussed in
the current context – but now cosmic themes, time, gesture and a
Joycean choreography need to be assessed. However, I shall first remark
briefly on parallax.

4.2 f

Parallax It has been noted that artists employing repetition in a nonserial way could find correspondences in Joyce. This notion of telling
things twice, hundreds of pages apart, could be called parallax. Since
(universally minded) artists often include leitmotifs, treating their concerns again from a different point of view, it is rather difficult to gauge
if such “parallactic” procedures are Joyce-inspired. With the exception of
one of Bruce Nauman’s Dream Passages, I have not encountered any
works that carry the term parallax in their title.2 A better idea of how
artists have indeed used Joyce’s universality and parallactic technique can
be gleaned from a statement by Joseph Beuys concerning his UlyssesExtension: he appreciated “Joyce’s encyclopaedic dimension, the element
of cosmic references, [...] constellation and radiance.”3 Parallax is thus an
element in Beuys’ work – as in Joyce’s – i.e. not only notionally linked
with epiphany (“radiance”), but involving the unity of an oeuvre that is
universal or “cosmic” in its ambitions. The visual artist relies on this even
more than the writer, owing to the large number of smaller works that
are ordinarily viewed in an isolated way.
The Cosmos From the point of view of motifs, Joyce made use of the

cosmos as a central and crucial theme – revealing his universal ambitions
and his poetics – at the end of Ulysses (the two principal protagonists’
star-gazing). This motif has found its way directly into Joyce-inspired
art. Richard Hamilton renders the space above the Blooms’ bed as a starry sky in his The Heaventree of Stars, . In Constellation Joyce, Hannes
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Vogel in  created an alternative starry night over Zurich by highlighting Joyce’s favourite restaurants in a bird’s eye view of the city. 124
When connecting the points, as Vogel does, they curiously form the letter or constellation “Y”, the “trivial” letter from Joyce’s name.
Brian King has also focused on Ulysses’ cosmic aspects in his video
Feeling One Behind, 125 which was in  exhibited at the Douglas Hyde
Gallery and accompanied, among other things, by a small wooden boat
painted with a starry sky. In the video, one can see the two feet of the
artist, who (otherwise invisible) holds the camera. One foot is meant to
be that of a man (wearing a cowboy boot) and the other that of a woman
(wearing a sandal). King walks in a large circle on Sandymount strand,
at whose centre point is a dead dog, such as Stephen encountered on
Bloomsday. Dorothy Walker has aptly observed that
The dog ma[rk]s the peripheral point of an intersecting vertical
circle whose diametrically opposite point is the dog-star Sirius directly
overhead. The arc of the [second, vertical] circle passes through the
two constellations Leo (Leopold) and Vega (Molly) [on a hand-made
sky]. 4
King and other artists who were affiliated with land-art, have seemingly understood Joyce as sharing their interest in megalithic culture.
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Carola Giedion-Welcker already established that link, suggesting to the
writer that he go to see the menhirs at Carnac in Brittany.5 Finnegans
Wake’s “museomound” (FW .) with “museyroom” (FW .) must in
this context be understood as a passage tomb, and both the cyclical or
spiral-shaped structure of the book and Ulysses’ one day are a related way
of measuring a day, a year or other cycles. Conflating ancient and current time frames was indeed one of Joyce’s preferred strategies. In her
book Overlay, which traced these tendencies in art, Lucy R. Lippard
does not, however, refer to Joyce.6

125 Brian King,
Feeling One
Behind
1980

Each date painting in On Kawara’s Today Series 126 was completed on a single day before midnight, starting on  January ; they
use time as a motif – seemingly the only one. That elemental reductionism is, however, open for Joycean interpretation. Before he became a
Conceptual artist, On Kawara in the mid-s created figurative works
that show crowded but unpopulated workshops with much tubing.
T. Minemura has interpreted these works as an engagement with
Daedalus.7 From Daedalus to date paintings: this step can in my view
be explained with recourse to Joyce.8 Stephen Dedalus’ diary entries
in A Portrait may indeed point to diary-like paintings. Kawara’ Today
Time
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Series paintings are sometimes accompanied by a short statement (like a
caption) about what the day brought (from political events like the
Vietnam War to personal occurrences). With each date painting in its
handmade cardboard box, Kawara also usually encloses a newspaper or
newspaper cutting. The equation of one day = one work is not very far
removed from Ulysses’ concerns.
Films by Ivan Ladislav Galeta all depart from Joyce and his use of
time in one way or another – while also showing an underlying engagement with many other artists and thinkers. Indeed, his approach could
be called over-determined to the extent of being universal. Galeta fills
thick notebooks with quotations and diagrams of alchemical density.
One of these notebooks consists of a photocopied and bound Croatian
translation of Ulysses, the white side of which he used for notes and
drawings. Galeta’s life-work of eighteen short films on Joyce’s book correspond not only to the novel’s eighteen episodes, but also to the nineteen letters of “introibo ad altare dei”, whereby the first and last “i” are
identical, completing the cycle. In no particular order, Galeta completed
seven films between  and ,123, 128 and a complete set of eighteen
films ENDART between  and  – in time for the Joyce in Art
exhibition in June-August  at the RHA in Dublin. The latter series
Joyce in Art

follows the year in Galeta’s garden in mock-didactic style. It is more
loosely connected with Ulysses; while focusing on ecological concerns, it
nevertheless displays some of the compositional finesse of Galeta’s earlier work.
Galeta’s “Nausicaa” film (“ T ” from “altare”) is Water Pulu  
from .123 The ball game reflects aptly the tumescence and detumescence of the episode’s firework display. The difference is that, in Galeta’s
film, the camera is focused on the ball to such an extent that it remains
as central as possible, while the scenery or universe moves – a soaring,
central sun in treble exposure (and no mean feat for Galeta the cameraman). The artist refers to the ballgame that the Aztecs played as a sacrifice to the sun. Thus far, this is understandable and even applicable to
Joyce’s manipulation of the narrators’ perspectives, as well as to the
writer’s use of similar beliefs for the Humpty Dumpty motif in the
Wake. László Beke has, also involving Joycean correspondences, compared Water Pulu to the tip of an iceberg – or indeed literally to the ball,
the head and arms of players in a game of water polo with the struggle
taking place below the surface.9 Timing is of the essence; in Beke’s
words: “mathematical montage”.10 Galeta achieves exact symmetry, for
example in terms of sound (based on Debussy’s La Mer). The film
reaches detumescence, i.e. total calm, at the centre. ’s watery delta is
inverted in time – and her “O” figures appear as the stationary sun in
space.11
Galeta complements “Sirens” with a film on Waltzes, WAL(L)ZEN –
WEL(L)ZEN, . He has a piece performed by a pianist played in
a normal way, as well as backwards. The recordings – and the corresponding film images of piano-playing hands – are then played in the
way they were recorded – and again in inversion. The result, of course,
required intricate arranging in turn. PiRâMidas - shows train
tracks, filmed from the back of a moving train. Speed and the angle at
which the tracks are seen are the constituents that have been manipulated. Galeta worked on this concept for years. It is in fact so simple and so
over-determined that the result no longer pleases him.12 Galeta emerges
as a Joycean (more precisely as a Wakean), universalist mind dealing with
a medium, whose every constituent (most prominently time, but also
sound, colour, titles) he has manipulated.
Joseph Beuys – not in film but performance – has also examined time
in relation to Joyce. He stated that “in a formal way, I am interested in
the prolongation process in Joyce, as it really is a mental form of movement.” 13 He gave expression to this view first in his so-called “plays”:
Materiality and Related Issues
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Gioconda III, , is a “two-second play” and his  Second Play was
written in . They are nonsensical typewriter poems that give humorous directions to mythological figures in the spirit of Fluxus.14 In ,
Beuys’ “action” und in uns ... unter uns ... landunter lasted for  hours.127
Although other Fluxus-related artists were performing for the same
length of time at Galerie Parnass, Wuppertal, Beuys seems to have been
the only artist to link that duration with Joyce’s Ulysses.
Beuys had already chosen six exercise books to contain his UlyssesExtension, most likely to complement and “complete” the  episodes
to reach  and thus correspond to  hours. For the  performance,
he was perched the entire time on a box. A text on und in uns ... unter
uns ... landunter includes the word “Joyceregion”.15 This most likely refers
to the box as an island – and to Joyce’s comparatively stationary Odyssey
on the island of Ireland (the title’s “land under [water]”). The box
was covered with a white gnomon-shaped sheet of plastic that he later
turned into part of an artwork. Beuys’ head hovered over a “glacier”
of fat: reminders of the fact that Beuys saw Joyce as “hibernian” and
thus “wintry”. Moreover, the compression of materials previously noted
now seems to be partly motivated by Joyce’s treatment of time, its compression and prolongation.
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The duration of the “action” was quite strenuous for an artist not in the
best of his health after multiple war injuries. In fact, Thomas McEvilley
links the work with body art from that time, in which artists subjected themselves to great suffering in their attempts to “heal” society.16
Perched on his box, Beuys literally reached behind him to previous
works that he had distributed on the floor – and that were thus “in flux”,
floating on the imaginary water around the box as “island”. Similarly,
Joyce’s island-bound Ulysses alluded to traditions, of which the Odyssey
is the most prominent. Otherwise, nothing much happens. This is another possible parallel to Joyce, because the writer conceded that this was
also the case in the first hour of reading Ulysses.17
If the Odyssey’s decades last for a day in Dublin, Beuys, in his
-hour “action”, had occasion to hark back to Joyce’s manipulation of
narrated time.18 Fritz Senn has elaborated on Joyce’s technique of sequential close-up: Joyce, “just like the new film-makers, was fascinated
by how movement evolves in time, how we come to perceive it, and how
in artificial creations we can manipulate it.”19 Nebeneinander enriches,
even turns into, Nacheinander in much contemporary (performance and
lens-based) art.20 I agree with Mieke Bal when she states: “We must discard the notion that verbal works are processed sequentially, in time,
whereas visual art can be viewed in a single moment [...] signs, indeed,
are events, and that we viewers are the subjects who bring about these
events.”21 Furthermore, according to Umberto Eco, our terminology
encourages spatial metaphors to refer to duration, but not the other way
around.22 This factor accommodates visual artists, who must have found
it all the more surprising that Joyce (the best example would be
“Wandering Rocks”) has come so close to a spatial way of thinking.
Many visual artworks on Joyce have focused on this point and base
themselves on maps, recreate odysseys in city streets, and so on. They
will be introduced under the topic of the city.
Stretching or protracting time through a lack of action – perhaps
inspired by the rite of the (Catholic) mass, as can be witnessed in Joyce’s
and Beuys’ works – is also characteristic of James Coleman’s projection
pieces and other works. This Dublin-based artist has worked with and
on narrative conventions. The soundtracks to his meticulously engineered works are incoherent, poetry-like statements that provide the
viewer with a unique, memorable experience. Although not quite as
over-determined as Galeta’s work (despite multiple layers of references),
Coleman’s pieces resonate in the mind and are open in Eco’s sense. The
time spent with the work that itself often speaks of time is crucial (for
Materiality and Related Issues
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instance Initials,  /). Coleman’s intention is to make audiences
work – in much the same way that one has to work when reading Joyce.
Intricate slide projections differ from film as far as the duration between
the stills heightens the feeling of arrested time, passing time and openness. One has to imagine the movement that has occurred from one
static scene to the next. Coleman has also protracted and contracted time
in video, film or audio loops.
A correspondence with Joyce has already been observed in Coleman’s
work:
[...] one senses a specifically Irish past, with its long chain of literary
antecedents stretching from James Joyce and Samuel Beckett to Celtic
roots. As Beckett noted, however, in a  interview, ‘The more Joyce
knew the more he could [do]. He’s tending toward omniscience and
omnipotence as an artist. I’m working with impotence, ignorance [....]’
James Coleman is on the side of ‘omniscience and omnipotence’ in his
complexity and verbal display; he would also seem closer to Joyce than
to Beckett in his optimism, eloquence and voracious curiosity.23
The reference to Joyce highlights a further element: Coleman can
use narrative conventions without the need to be narratively coherent or
mimetic. The manipulation of time plays a major role as a means of
estrangement, of drawing attention to the artful construction of the
work and requiring viewer participation.24 Coleman himself has established the link to Joyce – and not just by virtue of his nearly two decadelong residence in Italy. In  he created a work for  Eccles Street.140
Gesture Gesture, the body’s movements in time, is naturally crucial to
performance art and artists such as Coleman, who freezes gesture in his
slide frames.25 There are examples in Joyce from Exiles to “Hades”,
where a narrow idea of sculptural gesture is ridiculed. David Hayman
has explored Joyce’s “lifelong interest in what may be called a semiotics
of the minimal expressive act”.26 Joyce27 and Stephen Dedalus early recognized rhythm as a leading constituent of (any) art practice.28 For
Moholy-Nagy, Joyce’s rhythmical elements were crucial – and in quite a
specifically theatrical way, as his Light Prop for a Ballet / Light-Space
Modulator, -, reveals. Rosalind Krauss has viewed this work as “a
surrogate person, an actor in technical disguise”.29
Within actual (non-surrogate) performance practice, Joyce’s gestural
awareness has also left its traces, and so has his speech as performance.
Joseph Beuys was even inspired by concrete Joycean motifs in this
regard. In Handaction /Corneraction, , he held the “right, open hand
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in front of his face in varying ways”.30 This can be linked to passages in
Finnegans Wake, parts of which Beuys had underlined:
His handpalm lifted, his handshell cupped, his handsign pointed,
his handheart mated, his handaxe risen, his handleaf fallen. Helpsome
hand that holemost heals! What is het holy! It gested. [Also:] with
knockbrecky kenees and bullfist rings round him and a fallse roude axehand (FW .-; .).
Body angles play a central role in Beuys’ “actions”. He used gesture in
a deliberate manner, often repeating sequences several times. In this way,
he indicated body angles and sometimes marked them with fat, as in
Eurasiastaff, -.31 122 Mainstream, , even contains a sequence
that comes quite close to the “skool and crossbuns” motif in Finnegans
Wake (FW , F): the artist’s right hand points to the left elbow. Beuys
has expressly referred to Joyce’s “choreography”.32
Beuys was also most likely aware of this choreographic element in
relation to another temporal aspect of Joyce-inspired art: the time that it
takes to view sculpture. Tony Smith’s Wandering Rocks,47 for example,
choreographs the viewer’s experience and seems directly to reflect Joyce’s
early statement that “a work of sculptural art must be surveyed according to its rhythm and this survey is an imaginary movement in space”.33
Although it is apparent that Joyce himself reflected on viewing time in
relation to sculptures and not only on the relationship between reading
time and narrated time, where his major innovations lie, not many artists
have responded to this link.
More pertinent is another related aspect, one that has been alluded to
when dealing with typography: the time that writing takes. Gereon
Inger, Jean Willi and On Kawara could be cited. Hanne Darboven’s
practice of filling walls with hand-written sheets in diary format and
the like has been interpreted with reference to Joyce’s lingualization and
textualization of language in Ulysses.34 However, by far the most suggestive and inspiring element for artists working on Joyce and time is his
manipulation of it. When in Our Exagmination, Marcel Brion writes
about “The Idea of Time in the Work of James Joyce”, he states “one
of Bloom’s minutes might have filled a library. This is the mystery of
the relativity of time.”35 Contemporary physical and mathematical
worldviews in relation to this theme should be explored at a later stage.
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4.4

The Book

Covers Joyce paid great attention to the material detail and appearance
of his volumes. Ulysses’ characteristic blue-green hue in its first edition
(Shakespeare & Company, ) answers the colours of both Greece and
Zurich, as well as the colour Stephen Dedalus has in mind for his similarly coloured handkerchief, his mother’s bile and the sea. It is an intrinsic, interpretable part of the work. Furthermore, Joyce played with bookish conventions (like footnotes in Finnegans Wake) and undermined the
book as an object by introducing newspaper layout in Ulysses (“Aeolus”).
With this he reflects printed matter’s reproducibility and a mass audience. The artist’s book (as the art form has been understood since the
s) has followed a similar route, with cheaply produced pamphlets –
at least according to artists’ intentions, who nevertheless mostly sold
their pamphlets in galleries and thus reached (as did Joyce) mainly a culturally initiated audience.
Having said this, many artists have also provided artwork to adorn
covers of Joyce’s texts and they have even been involved in designing
such covers.1 Most recently, awareness seems to have set in that the
cover of Ulysses was indeed part of the reader’s experience as conditioned
by the writer. Richard Hamilton has – in consultation with fellow typosophe sans frontières Ecke Bonk – chosen to reverse the colours of Joyce’s
first edition for his Imaging Ulysses catalogue, thus following the second
edition of Ulysses. In his turquoise antique lettering, he substitutes
“Imaging Ulysses” for “Ulysses” and “Richard Hamilton” for “James Joyce”.
Hamilton /Bonk thus complete the circle in an appropriate homage to
Joyce’s visual sensitivity.
Artists’ Books The majority of material included in this chapter does

not stem from large-scale publication projects,2 but from artists’ own initiative to use the book as the subject or object when reacting to Joyce.
Not only did artists from Bazon Brock3 to Blinky Palermo4 quote Joyce
in their artists’ books, a Joycean cluster in the anthology A Book of the
Book is even more telling: Richard Hamilton writes here about Dieter
Roth, whose  little clouds 132 have been mentioned and Jess features
with O!, a spiral-shaped text that leaves the confines of the “O” at the
word “the” and ends on “the VOICE”.5
Several artists who have designed book objects or artists’ books
on Joyce have already been mentioned: Mary Reynolds’ binding 6 and
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Matisse / Macy and Robert Motherwell with their lavish illustrations.
Susan Weil, Mimmo Paladino, Gereon Inger, Verena Schindler and Paul
Heimbach have created book objects on Joyce, which have been discussed under various topics. They already present a wide range of
approaches to the book in Joyce’s wake. Susan Weil’s square “frames” for
Brideship and Gulls 26 and cut-out pages in object shape for The Epiphanies, , and Giacomo Joyce, , are bibliophile gems published by
Vincent Fitzgerald. Sandymount Strand should also be mentioned in this
context, a collaboration between Felim Egan, Seamus Heaney and A. R.
Penck with the Kaldewey Press. It is a book of circular shape, bound in
green calf leather, which includes some passages from “Proteus”. All the
participants live on Strand Road, Sandymount and are aware of treading
Joycean ground.6
Bibliophile publications in small editions should be distinguished in
intention from artists who use a common edition in order to create oneoff works or devise new book(-like) works. Both strategies (and others)
have, however, been subsumed under the term artist’s book. This genre
has attracted artists from all styles with very different kinds of messages
within the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first centuries.7
Work on Joyce is no exception. One example is Susan Weil’s Ulysses

f 2.1
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relief, 133 for which she cut out shapes of various objects (like a bed or a
bathtub) and glued them in the appropriate place within the book; they
protrude from the pages and create a fan effect. Béatrice Coron’s oneoff Joyce: The Dead is from . In three silhouettes, she portrays the
dinner party, a cityscape and a window with Gabriel’s and Gretta’s outlines. The medium is appropriate in its seasonal and nineteenth-century
references.8
Mimmo Paladino’s approach to various editions and translations of
Joyce’s work is less mimetic, but “illustrative” of aspects of Joyce’s work,
most notably the recycling of sources.9 Paladino uses Joyce’s books as
material to draw on and to cut reliefs into. One of the images shows
golden spectacles (maybe Stephen’s or the reader’s glasses), another one
shoes. 134 These may be Stephen’s (Buck Mulligan’s) boots or Bloom’s,
i.e. the wanderer’s accessories. The blue ribbon laid across the red shoes
becomes Stephen’s ashplant or, more likely, the blind stripling’s cane, as
his taps punctuate the opened page. The visual artist is clearly preoccupied with seeing and not seeing, as well as with the two- and threedimensional aspects of the book. Paladino cut a triangular space through
the pages of the “Circe” episode of a German translation of Ulysses. A
gold-painted head and a chalice appear inside. Ulysses literally turns into
Materiality and Related Issues
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a shrine, since in his oeuvre Paladino has sought to draw attention to and
renew the power of myths.10 He apparently regards Joyce as a like mind
and is attracted by his “secrets”.
Gereon Inger’s (already noted) rubber stamps 18 are intended to turn
viewers’ or readers’ copies of Ulysses (or of any other book) into an unlimited edition of Joycean work. Verena Schindler’s Ulysses Simultan 85 is a
book object that doubles as a notebook or quotation book of a personal
reading (and ambidextrous writing) and an artist’s log of colour variations and moods; hand-bound in navy leather.11 Paul Heimbach’s small
edition or series of Joy.. sound-books, 115 on the other hand, is an interactive sculpture that retains the shape of a book in order to clarify references and to guide viewers in their participation: they need to turn the
pages. Heimbach’s sound-books, complete with amplifier and headphones, let one hear the turning page as rumbling thunder.
One can also encounter the book as a (sculptural) object – again conveying various approaches to Joyce – in the works of Tony Smith, Joseph
Beuys and others. Tony Smith owned a first edition of Ulysses and (as
noted) made a box or had a box made for it. If one knows that Smith
usually worked with cardboard maquettes of geometric shapes when
assembling his sculptures, the idea that the box introduces that particular
Joyce in Art

copy of Ulysses into Smith’s oeuvre by filling the interior space of one of
his “sculptures” does not seem so far-fetched.
Some artists have not only collected bibliophile Joyceana – Jürgen
Partenheimer is a prime example12 – but also appropriated their copies
of Joyce’s texts in various ways. This usually (and predictably) takes the
shape of explanatory annotations. Tony Smith annotated more than did
Robert Motherwell (but not in his first edition). Raymond Pettibon 135
and Patrick Ireland 86 are among further annotators.
Joseph Beuys’ annotations are somewhat more complicated to the
point of becoming a work. 45 It has been noted in the context of the
Penninus-motif that the Ulysses-Extension – itself consisting of unusually conventional book objects – reflects the book as an object: in one of
the drawings, 130 a book balances on its spine on a pole that is in turn
supported by a (sculpture) base. The covers approach one another and
render the object as cyclical as its contents – Finnegans Wake. Beuys must
have shared E.L. Epstein’s interpretation of Shem and Shaun’s materiality in Finnegans Wake.
In the physical object which is the individual copy of the book
Finnegans Wake, ‘Shaun’ is the material of the page and the binding and
the ink on the page, and ‘Shem’ is the subvocalic ‘representation’ of the
Materiality and Related Issues
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marks on the page which is the ‘reading’ of the text by the reader. Shaun
is an object in space, a book, and Shem is a process in time, a reading.13
When considering Joyce’s materiality in such a way, regarding Finnegans Wake as a history of the book, as Carol Shloss has rightly proposed,14 as well as looking at Beuys’ cyclical sculpture / book drawings, it
becomes understandable why Joyce is often seen as having questioned
the form of the book.15 Beuys followed this route in the Ulysses-Extension drawings – but only for a short time, as he reaffirmed “bookness”
soon afterwards.
In , the year following summary completion of this Ulysses-Extension, where drawn book objects feature strongly as roofs (Penninusmotifs) and round sun /flower /clock shapes,16 130 Beuys displayed on
the window ledge of his living and working space his copy of Ulysses
(in Georg Goyert’s translation and with Carola Giedion-Welcker’s insightful introduction). 129 As part of this installation – together with the
mentioned J O Y C E cardboard sign 41 that is so prominent in Arena 46 –
Ulysses appears as a devotional object, as well as an invitation to interpret
Beuys’ work in a Joycean way.
Edward L. Bishop has established that Joyce’s texts’ covers and dust
jackets can be telling with regard to an era’s perspective on the writer,
just as they condition readers’ responses.17 In this light, Beuys’ copy of
Ulysses with its jacket (designed by Max B. Kämpf ) deserves some attention – especially since it became part of an artwork. While the back
shows Dublin’s O’Connell Street with the Nelson pillar, a scene from
what is probably Manhattan takes up the front and spine of the cover. A
photograph of Joyce (superimposed over the skyscrapers) towers above
the busy street. The design thus tells of Joyce’s universal depiction of
everyday life – and it points towards what the young European artist
apparently aspired to: a connection with the dominant art world of the
day in the United States.
In a way similar to Beuys’ installation but much later, John Cage, in
his Rolyholyover: A Circus, , included a copy each of Ulysses and
Finnegans Wake.18 Viewers had tables, chairs and an enormous chest of
drawers at their disposal. The drawers contained many of Cage’s favourite
books, all arranged alphabetically. Exhibition viewers were thus encouraged to read Joyce and other authors. The gallery space turned into a
library, a reading space. Patrick Ireland, in his Purgatory installation, also
provided a reading space at the table with the beginning of Finnegans
Wake on it and the rope-framed letters  in front of the viewer.19
Following on from the importance of book covers and artists’ uses of
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Joyce’s books for their annotations, drawings and installations, it will be
no surprise that artists have even used the covers of Joyce’s works as
motifs for their paintings. While this reflects on the writer’s canonicity
and hints at appropriation techniques, as well as the use of popular culture in artworks on Joyce, it also stresses the prominence of books as
both subject and object in Joyce. Julião Sarmento and Heather Ryan
Kelley have had covers of the writer’s works enter their own oeuvres,
both showing on their comparatively large images the books’ front covers en face. Ryan Kelley’s painting of a rather unremarkable, worn paperback copy of Finnegans Wake, which bears the price of $., is a personal
exercise in devotion, as much as Beuys’ installation was. Much of Ryan
Kelley’s work reacts directly to or even illustrates the Wake. Sarmento’s
silkscreen print from  reads “Selected Letters of James Joyce /edited
by Richard Ellmann”.20 The colour scheme is white and black on green.
There is no mention of a publisher. The image is thus a slightly altered
representation of what such a cover could have looked like at the time of
the book’s first publication in . Neutral but nevertheless dated typography and design are one focus of Sarmento’s series of prints (Books 
and ). In the first instance, however, they display the artist’s sources
of inspirations and “tools”, pointing to his series of paintings on Joyce’s
correspondence with Nora Barnacle.21
John Latham in his oeuvre has combined Joyce-inspired – and thus
book-related – aspects with those that are “libroclastic”. When he created the book reliefs Shem and Shaun in , 131, 136 which are his first
major book relief works, rather than presenting a portrait, he expressed
the brothers’ characters by means of materials and the direction of the
collaged elements in the work. Shem’s “artistic” blue-grey and vertical
orientation is as clearly decipherable as Shaun’s monetary gold/silver and
the horizontal orientation of postal communication.
Latham’s attitude to books was ambivalent: simultaneously, he
attacked and preserved them. Similarly, he admired writers such as
Joyce and Dostoyevsky, but he was critical of language as a medium of
communication and of books as reservoirs of received knowledge.22
Correspondences with Joyce’s attitude to his sources and literary traditions are immediately discernible. The books that Latham has used for
his book reliefs are rendered useless by means of paint and glue – mere
reminders of their status and materiality. Books are themselves thus used
in an experimental way – as Joyce used language in Finnegans Wake.
Indeed, Joyce’s radicalism and iconoclasm find what one can possibly
term corresponding expression in Latham’s book-related shock tactics.
Materiality and Related Issues
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These culminated in the burning of books, i.e. of regularly stacked
Encyclopaedias: Skoob Tower Ceremony (in June  on London’s South
Bank).23 Considering the widespread but not verifiable belief that Joyce’s
books were victims of Nazi book burnings,24 the message is ambivalent
if not read within the context of Latham’s theories on time-based event
structure. One should relate the strategy to Joyce’s “piling up” of similarly inflexible received knowledge in “Ithaca”, designed to undermine such
thinking.
It is possible to conclude that book works on Joyce are as multifaceted as artists’ involvement with book-related matters. Artist’s books
are not only those ( Joyce) books that were owned, annotated, customized, or exhibited by artists. Joyce-inspired artists have created books of
bibliophile nature and pamphlets or zines inspired by comics like Roth’s
 little clouds. 132 Typography and printing have been (re)defined as
part of artistic practice in the late twentieth century by Joyce-inspired
artists (Ecke Bonk and Richard Hamilton). Books feature as specifically
Joycean cyclical and roof-shaped motifs or material components of artworks that either focus on their outer appearance or – more potently –
on their Joycean materiality.
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4.5

The City: Literary Sites as Art Spaces

Joyce deployed the spatial aspects of his work; he treated its physical
space, i.e. its materiality, in terms of the shape of letters, its layout and
the book itself as an object. This, it has been established, prompted
artists to respond by using their own spatial means. Joyce furthermore
used and mapped Dublin, its streets and the bay, in what I would interpret as another deliberate move to unite space and time. Artists have also
– predictably – been inspired by what can be understood as borrowing
from their own visual disciplines, but also as an opening up of these
disciplines in the direction of time and the described choreography, i.e.
what many artists have aspired to since the s.1 Such an argument,
however, if it is based on a binary opposition of time and space, needs
questioning – and Joyce had already undertaken such criticism in ascribing to Stephen Dedalus a contempt of Lessing’s binary theory of the
Nebeneinander and Nacheinander. W. J.T. Mitchell echoes and expands
on this criticism.2 He rightly explains (as Eco quoted earlier) that
literature, as the traditionally time-bound discipline, is in many of its
vital aspects spatial, because we have no way of referring to time other
than the spatial metaphors of “long”, “short”, “before” and “after”, as well
as “structure”, “form” and so on.
It would be better to say then that Joyce in Ulysses maximizes a reader’s engagement with space (by means of Dublin’s topographic detail
and the peripatetic theme), while presenting disjunctive, manipulated
time that draws attention to tectonic aspects of the composition, variously described in terms borrowed from visual art as constellation, allover construction, and so on. Again what is peculiar – and particularly
inspiring – about Joyce is that such terms refer to motifs (map, labyrinth,
constellations) as well as to formal means of the work’s construction.
His motifs and metaphors of the city and the body testify to this. And
in especially apt works, they come to be more than motifs or metaphors
– namely, ways of thinking and devising art both metaphorically and
literally.
Otto Dix and George Grosz recognized Joyce (as did a writer of their
generation, Alfred Döblin) as somebody who portrayed the underbelly
of post World War I cities with their cripples, pimps and prostitutes.
Grosz in fact even preempts the timelessness or simultaneity that a
juxtaposition of myth and modernity suggests in Ulysses. He comments
on his The Big City painting from  / :
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Oh sacred simultaneity: streets rushing onto paper; the starry sky circles above [...] women scream in childbirth, whilst knuckledusters and
still knife rest peacefully in the [...] pocket of the pimp; the labyrinth
of mirrors; the magic street gardens where Circe transforms men into
swine.3
Otto Dix’s Metropolis (Triptych) from  can, however, have already
responded directly to Joyce – or rather recognized the artist’s own preferences in the writer. Ulysses, which Dix read in German translation
“soon after it appeared in  [...] was an important inspiration”.4 His
appropriation of the secularized triptych format and old-masterly technique, including “various style codes”,5 would point in Joyce’s direction.
Following such disjunctive,
Modernist work ,6 recent art has been more organic and specific in relation to Joyce’s Dublin, while sociological perspectives are still today in
evidence. Anthropomorphic landscapes featuring the interior views discussed earlier, as well as universal themes can be found. Maps provide
guidance and orientation and are only rarely distorted. Again – this time
in relation to Dublin sites – the question arises of whether or not
mimeticism is an apt approach to Joyce.

Dublin: Literary Sites as Art Spaces
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When Beuys used the motif of Tim Finnegan supine in Dublin’s cityscape and applied it to the Celtic Mountain God Penninus, he showed
his rural affiliations. Kathy Prendergast has been mentioned as an artist
who combines the (female) body and the landscape in a way that resonates with sources of inspiration from Leviathan to Freud and Joyce,7
whose context she herself has sought. Prendergast’s ongoing series of
City Drawings, ‒, with their fine graphite veins also belong into
this context. Santiago Calatrava’s James Joyce Bridge, 142 which leads up
to the Misses Morkan’s house on what was once Usher’s Island (from
“The Dead”), is a suitable structure to be so named. The arches are not
only white and can therefore be said to refer to Modernism, but they tilt
and thus question a Modernist angularity and solidity. Doing so, they
suggest a prostrate eight or infinity sign. This sign for Molly Bloom in
Ulysses is among other things meant to be understood anthropomorphically, in the manner of the anthropomorphic landscape. The intersection of the two halves of Dublin’s map (or Molly’s bottom – or the
Wake’s Euclidean diagram) is, simply put, located on the Liffey bridges.
Mary-Ruth Walsh’s ongoing series of Body and City Drawings,
,143 shows a bird’s eye view of Dublin, with blood circulation in various body parts allocated to matching streets.
Materiality and Related Issues
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The correspondence that Joyce established between the body and the
built-up environment may be primitive in origin, but he also used it to
involve readers. In “Wandering Rocks”, where that kind of circulation
reaches a climax, the reader finds herself or himself integrated through
self-reference: at roughly the centre of book, in the middle of the day,
Bloom reads. In the same  Derry exhibition in which Walsh showed
her drawing, Graham Martin exhibited Mapping Life: The Journey Home
– Storm Tossed and Becalmed, , a hand-made map on which he wrote
“Modern Odyssey”. This is accompanied by decidedly contemporary
stages of life akin to a Pilgrim’s Progress.
Maps can be found in several artists’ responses to Joyce.8 At times
they are merely evoked, with the aim of conveying the constellations or
choreography that Joyce establishes in “Wandering Rocks” and in his
compositional technique in general. Choreography in that sense can
even be understood literally. John Cage’s Roaratorio became a sound /
music/dance event with Merce Cunningham’s collaboration.9 In the
original piece, Cage had sound recorded from as many place-names
mentioned in Finnegans Wake as possible. Their location in the book
(rather than in reality) determined their location on the soundtrack.
Even more specifically, John Cage stressed and emulated the balancing
of components that is usually found in visual compositions. He has commented that Finnegans Wake
[...] seems to me like a whole world, rather than part of a world, it is
this bringing together of opposites [...] if Joyce mentioned a part of
Dublin which was north of the Liffey, he then followed it by mentioning something south of the Liffey. So that it’s like ‘laughtears’ again, but
in terms of geography.10
Frances Hegarty and Andrew Stones pursued a similar labyrinthine
effect to “Wandering Rocks” in their For Dublin: Nine manifestations in
neon of James Joyce’s Molly Bloom,  July- October . 139 The pink
neon quotations from Molly Bloom’s soliloquy in public spaces around
Dublin’s inner city evoke a correspondence between a passage in Ulysses
and a location in Dublin. Joyce established such links in Ulysses, but
“Penelope” is perhaps the episode that is least rooted in the city’s fabric,
exploring instead Molly’s thoughts. The artists thus avoid mere illustration in the sense of allocating a text to the “proper” site, in the way in
which the visually not very successful bronze plaques on inner city
Dublin pavements do. The quotations instead comment wittily and
critically on the place for which the artists selected them: for example “...
itd be much better for the world to be governed by the women in it ...”
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(U .) on Dublin’s City Hall and “... I wouldnt give a snap of my
two fingers for all their learning ...” (U .-) on Trinity College.
Furthermore, the work raises the issue of the female body (stereotypically and in Joyce associated with the horizontal landscape) in the verticality of the male-dominated cityscape, pink neon surrounded by a more
sombre tonality.
Hegarty/Stones allude to, rather than resolve, the questions surrounding Joyce’s position within feminist theory.11 Theirs is an anthropomorphic cityscape with a difference. The work for its duration also
involved the viewers on their labyrinthine walks through the city: recollecting previous encounters with the neon signs and connecting them
possibly to a reading of Ulysses. The paths and the unchanged Dublin
streets thus became part of the work.
Esther Shalev-Gerz carried out her Daedal(us) project in Dublin’s
North Inner City, i.e., “ Joyce’s territory”. 144 It could also have been
called “D(a)edal(us)”, since it involved not only the largely disadvantaged
community there and brought a labyrinthine element to the city during
November nights in , but also – in doing so – reflected Joyce’s
mythical treatment of ordinary Dublin citizens. Shalev-Gerz photographed façades and projected their images on others. Since the
Materiality and Related Issues
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inhabitants had to agree to host the projectors in their flats, they were
consulted throughout the project and acquired ownership of it. Viewers
gained from their local knowledge, making connections between the
projected site and where it could be seen – a Joycean kind of labyrinthine
dislocation.12
Joseph Kosuth devised a piece for the Joyce in Art exhibition at the
RHA that reflects the eighteen sites of Ulysses. Its eighteen blue neon
clusters – “The School”, The Beach” and so on – are distributed on the
gallery’s dark grey ceiling, as opposed to the walls that previously bore
such signs.13 72 In the horizontal, they therefore appear like a constellation of stars literally and simultaneously in and over the streets of
Dublin. Just like Joyce did before Kosuth, they thus transpose Dublin
sites on to the universal, cosmic level – and vice versa. Within the
gallery’s white cube, they point outwards to the real sites like a compass.
Patrick Ireland, in his  Purgatory installation 52 – updated for the
RHA in , refers to the Dublin city centre location of the exhibition
in two accompanying map pieces, 141 where lines of text span the streets,
instead of rope within the gallery. This renders the piece interpretable in
terms of a labyrinth – in more than one way. The texts on the maps (quotations from Joyce) allude to the compositional intricacy of Joyce’s late
work, as well as its interwoven paths within Dublin’s fabric. Both
labyrinthine text and ropes simultaneously echo the patterns in the Book
of Kells, kept in the building adjacent to that in which the Douglas
Hyde Gallery, the first exhibition venue, is located in Trinity College.
Ireland may thus also refer to the access to Trinity College that his
Catholic environment effectively denied him in his youth (he studied
medicine at University College Dublin instead).
Within the history of art, suspended ropes recall Duchamp’s Mile of
String  staging, which prevented the viewers from getting an unimpeded view of the First Papers of Surrealism exhibition in a New York
gallery. Ireland’s (as opposed to Duchamp’s) string labyrinth is significant
in that it does not only provide the maze, but also the uninterrupted
string that will yield orientation: Ariadne’s thread frames the letters HCE,
depending on the position of the viewer. Lastly – and similarly to Kosuth
– Patrick Ireland as a latter-day Daedalus points to the built-up environment, if not the cosmos, outside the gallery space, linking points on the
map that are of Joycean and personal importance.
One place in greater Dublin important to Patrick Ireland is the house
on Martello Terrace, Bray, in which he lived in his youth. It is the one
next door to where the Joyces once lived and where A Portrait’s
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Christmas dinner is set. Patrick Ireland has recalled this emotionally
loaded proximity in another rope drawing, House Call, Martello Terrace,
, installed at the Clocktower, New York. In a black space, a “house”,
made up of white ropes, frames three abstract wall paintings in red, blue
and violet with a horizontal green “sea” at the bottom. This is not the
colour scheme of Dante’s brushes in A Portrait, but the colours can evoke
a warm and a cold relationship towards the neighbours on either side
and a sea view in front.14
Although Ireland’s installation concerns a particular site in Bray, the
installation in New York’s Clocktower designates this work as one of the
many that transplant “Dublin” in pursuit of Joyce’s universal applicability. Let us, however, first turn to Dublin’s literary sites – those linked with
Joyce and Ulysses – as spaces for art. The writer has employed an imagery
of setting with great care. His claustrophobic rooms in Dubliners and the
beach in Ulysses as a site of more liberated thoughts are well chosen.
They mirror the mind.
Michael Scott’s Geragh House, Sandycove, , 145 has “Joyce’s”
Martello tower as its closest neighbour. Depending on the approach, it
dominates the site above the Forty Foot bathing place. “I thought of the
house as a series of descending circles, each one wider tha[n] the other
Materiality and Related Issues
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[, Scott said.] It’s my tribute to the tower and to James Joyce. The portholes were a symbol of modern architecture at the time which I clung
to”.15 Scott also adhered to a Modernist openness on ground level, where
pillars (pilotis) support the structure above. That element in Modernist
architecture is inspired by Grecian temples, mediated by Le Corbusier’s
travels in Greece. As an admirer of Joyce, Michael Scott can be said to
have built for a modern-day Odysseus an ocean liner beside the omphalos-tower – complete with built-in film-viewing facilities: a combination
of site specificity, old and new that Scott rightly perceived as being an
homage worthy of the writer.
One of the few Modernist villas in Ireland, Geragh is only a stone’s
throw from what could have been one of the few truly postmodernist
building projects in the country. Daniel Libeskind made a proposal for
the redevelopment of Dun Laoghaire, formerly Kingstown, pier. It displays an awareness not only of the history of Irish emigration connected
with that pier, but also of the literary site of Sandycove that it would
have overlooked.16
Gary Coyle has devised his own long-term performance around the
Forty Foot bathing place. He is one of those who swim there all year
around and (almost) daily. That recurring bathing ritual can stand for
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immersion in holy water, a baptism. Holy Water is the title that Coyle
gave to a multiple work: a jar that contains water from the Forty Foot,
.17 137 The title Holy Water refers also somewhat ironically to Beuys,
whose photograph at the bathing place’s urinal adorns the jar. Beuys –
creator of a multiple work with Rhine water – was on his Joycean pilgrimage and left “holy water” at the scene, rather than bathing there.
Thus, Coyle (as opposed to Beuys) does not follow Stephen’s, the
hydrophobe artist’s, abstinence (the water reminds him of his mother).
Coyle is immersed and photographs the waves around him from the
unusual perspective of the swimmer. 146 The photographs do not include any land or incidental detail. Nevertheless, they vary greatly with
the weather: universally fluid images that profit from the knowledge of
their background in Joyce, Beuys and a year-long performance.18
Farther into the city of Dublin, Christo and Jeanne Claude proposed
to wrap the walkways of St. Stephen’s Green, . 147 While a portrait
bust of Joyce (by Margaret Fitzgibbon from , opposite Newman
House, in which the writer studied) reminds passers-by that this is also
Stephen Dedalus’ green (P ), Christo and Jeanne Claude wished to
highlight the “holy ground” in other ways. Through temporal obstruction – i.e. wrapping of the walkways – the park would never have been
Materiality and Related Issues
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the same for Dubliners, redolent with the memory of being treated to a
golden “carpet”. One’s every step would have approached the state of a
performance. Joyce’s effect on readers is similar in promoting awareness.
Not only gallery spaces imbue daily life with a heightened consciousness
that enhances modes of interpretation. Literary sites do so too. They are
apparently – because of an inclination towards epiphany – particularly
suitable for performances or for public artwork.
Erkki Soininen has, as noted, roamed the streets of Dublin in the
wake of Joyce’s characters. The pages of Ulysses with collaged letter connote Dada techniques, John Cage and Joyce’s own eternal re-writings.
He returned some of the pages to the literary scenes, where they have
remained since , for instance blending into the “woodwork” of
Sweney’s Chemist’s windows.19 148
James Coleman’s Ulysses Project from  140 takes as its topic  Eccles
Street, Leopold and Molly Bloom’s fictional home and «castle» (U .).
This house was demolished in the same year that the centenary of Joyce’s
birth was being celebrated: . James Coleman created a both scathing
and subtle, critical and aesthetically pleasing work for this site. On the
blocked-up doorway he mounted a garland made of a plant, xeranthemum, which he chose for its ironical meaning: “cheerfulness under
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adversity”.20 He had aptly consulted a dictionary of the “language of
flow...” (U .). The closed-off door and typical Dublin fanlight take
on the appearance of a headstone, such as one finds in a Jewish graveyard, where many tombstones have rounded tops. While the garland
remained in situ and was – for all we know – carted away with the
rubble, Coleman also had this wreath cast in silver and contributed it
to the Douglas Hyde Gallery’s centenary exhibition. The cast’s wallfacing surface was painted green, subtly – “epiphanically” – casting a
green reflection on the white gallery wall. With this garland /wreath,
Joyce is honoured as a dead Irish hero, who continues to suffer abuse
(demolition) while being celebrated. Coleman tells us that Joyce remains
“cheerful” at such incongruence – cheerfully absent.21
Photography “Ulysses is used as an exhibit of both modernist hermeti-

cism and the culmination of realism”,22 Jo-Anne Isaak has noted.
Photographs of the literary sites of Ulysses would have to belong to the
latter category. But no matter how apt the photographic medium is –
as one featuring strongly in Ulysses itself – one needs to follow Isaak’s
argument to see what the implications are of Joyce’s claim that he meant
to give so complete a picture of Dublin that the city could be reconstructed using just his text.
[...] for a work so little concerned with description suggests that it
is not by way of description that Dublin was intended to be recreated
in Ulysses. The only way it could be reconstructed would be through
some process of distillation, whereby the fragments of the raw materials
that composed the work could be extracted and reassembled. Fragmentation is one of the keys to this central aesthetic paradox of certain
modernist works, that is, their nonmimetic, yet intensely realistic
nature: elements of reality were incorporated into the artistic discourse,
actually presented, not represented.23
In this way, photographs of Dubliners and Dublin places require
something more discursive,24 disturbing or something that goes beyond
mimeticism, in order to turn sites into Joyce-inspired artwork.
Erich Hartmann was a Magnum photographer who came to Dublin
in . His approximately  images include Joyce’s birthplace and
nearly every corner of Dublin where Ulysses is set.25 Hartmann displays
something of a sociological approach that was pioneered before Joyce (by
August Sander), but has since been applied to photography that shows a
Joycean awareness – for example by Walker Evans. Evans’ Subway
Passengers, New York , focus on working-class subjects, who are most
Materiality and Related Issues



often unaware of the lens that bestows universality. The point can be
made that Evans learned this approach when reading Joyce and others:
“Avant qu’il découvre la photographie, son premier amour fut la littérature et il voulait devenir écrivain. Il lut T.S. Eliot, D.H. Lawrence, [and]
James Joyce”.26 Hartmann combines a sociological perspective with
formal interests in shadows, light sources, rain and grids like the windows of the Nelson pillar through which he looks down on O’Connell
Street as if illustrating the parable of the plums from “Aeolus”. Foregrounding photography’s technical and formal means, however, aptly
disturbs the merely mimetic.27
Paintings, one suspects, need suffer less from inappropriate mimeticism. However, painters have not always aspired to showing more than
the “correct” street corner in Dublin when reacting to Joyce.28 The issues
that were relevant concerning portraiture and illustration should be
remembered.29
James Hanley was given the wonderful opportunity to react to the
interiors of Newman House with the commission of a site-specific
painting in three parts in .30 The well-executed, somewhat expressive paintings remain faithful to Stephen Hero and A Portrait in providing a document of fictional events – if there can be such a thing – for the
unsuspecting Joyce reader, who comes across the Catholic University’s
former home without having made that connection. But which reader of
Joyce would be unsuspecting when entering that building? To those
attending Joyce Summer Schools and the like, the works do not provide
more than mimetic illustrations. As such, they reduce rather than
enhance one’s own mind’s images at a place that could (without the prescriptive paintings) resonate with past or fictional events and expand the
imagination. Similar problems arise with much topographical work that
is in the first instance illustrational. Alan E. Cober’s work is just one
example.31
Moreover, the Georgian scenery of Dublin lends itself far too readily
to absorption into a period drama that pays little attention to what Joyce
achieved in Ulysses. Milton Hebald’s Ulysses images, , constitute such
a period drama, placing an emphasis on horse carriages and top hats.32
It may be a personal preference to favour works that update Joyce; but
much gets lost – at the very least Joyce’s controversial nature – if artists
do not perceive his works as constituting commentaries on what was
then the present. Apart from this, most depictions that purport to be
historical are even historically incorrect: the century or century and a half
between the erection of Georgian houses in Dublin and Bloomsday
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should result in the buildings being somewhat at odds with their inhabitants and the stories told of them. In  it was impoverished tenants
who mostly occupied Georgian houses, not the original owners. In
Ulysses, Georgian Dublin is a shoe that does not fit. The further in the
past  lies, the more difficult it apparently is to notice such differences.
While these idiosyncrasies may go unnoticed in Bloomsday fancy dress
frolicking, they should not do so in art – especially art with historical
interests.33 In that regard, Geragh 145 serves one better – or the reminder
that Joyce may have stayed away partly to avoid the trappings from taking over and turning Ulysses into a period drama.
An updated or timeless Dublin “illustration”, is an apt perception of
Madeleine Moore’s Stephen II painting, . It shows a simple barstool
and an otherwise empty space.34 Moore refers to pub scenes, the drinking habits of Joyce and his characters in utilitarian establishments. Her
painting bears the hallmarks of a new, conceptually founded painterly
practice. It also refers with irony to the drinking with which Bloomsday
celebrations have become synonymous. Artists in Dublin and elsewhere
are among those who enjoy Joycean festivities. Lawrence Weiner told me
that while working in Dublin, he went on a Joycean “pilgrimage” as “a
rationalization to get drunk”.35 His work has other rationalizations in
relation to Joyce.
The light-hearted, even controversy-seeking approach to Joyce’s
Dublin is however possible in art. Sarah Kenny, for an installation (and
her research), has used the same popular, pictorial Ulysses guide through
Dublin by Frank Delaney in which Joseph Beuys recapitulated his
Dublin wanderings towards the end of his life.36 While Beuys frequented many “Joyce pubs” in Dublin, they may have been the wrong ones: the
nicely designed and affluent ones that won them their inappropriate
title, a publicans’ award advertised on plaques. For her videos, on the
other hand, Kenny joins rowdy north inner city Dublin in the early hours
of the morning, when much drink has been taken and the language is
accordingly descriptive. Kenny, ironically motivated, has “guided” a preBloomsday tour through Monto, the former red-light district immortalized in “Circe”. She has also altered Dublin street signs 138 or devised
new ones that include wordplay and notoriety of a Joycean (“Circean”)
kind – if slightly updated to what may now be close to as offensive a level
of vulgarity as that with which Joyce shocked his contemporaries. For
example Parnell Square (where Kenny lives) turns into “Pornell Square”.
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As Ulysses establishes Dublin’s universal character
as a city, artists do not need to engage with it when, for their art, they
use a location in a Joycean way. They have frequently turned to Joyce’s
adopted cities, whose experience the writer used to augment Dublin’s
universal nature in his work. But they have also chosen their own places
of origin or residence, underscoring the possibilities for the transfer of
experiences made in or with literature to the personal realm.
Guram Tsibakhashvili, a Georgian artist who works with photography, has confessed that he loved the style of Joyce and that he recognized
much of what he wrote about Dublin, because the atmosphere was the
same as that in Tiblisi.37 Tsibakhashvili records usually impoverished
Georgians in a sociological way. To his images he allocates quotations
from Ulysses and looks at his home town with the same eyes with which
we regard Joyce’s Dublin literary sites. Tiblisi has in short become an
exhibition. That instant effect of reading Ulysses is what underlies an
exhibition in book form from : Vienna regarded as an exhibition.
Joyce quotations accompany the publication.38 A similar approach was
taken when Joyce’s Dublin was introduced to the inhabitants of Barcelona in exhibition and publication format.39
Just as Patrick Ireland has worked on his former “neighbour” in Bray
Dublin Elsewhere
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150 Hannes Vogel,
Dick & Davy
Zurich, 1990

across the decades, Irving Petlin lives in a Paris apartment above one of
Joyce’s residences. The entrance and yard that they “share” by virtue of
time delay have become the subject of a series of works on Joyce from
. Ulysses: Curtain, Ulysses: Bloom in Nighttown and Ulysses: Red 149
claim this Paris house as the proper site of Ulysses.40 Hannes Vogel’s
Zurich design for Dick & Davy 41 150 has performed the similar service
of reclaiming Joyce for the continent on which he lived and worked and
without whose contribution Dublin – as mediated by Ulysses – would
look rather different.
Ian Whittlesea’s five black canvases from , 151, 152 on which in
multiple layers of white acrylic paint he has painstakingly painted Joyce’s
various addresses since leaving Ireland, convey the same message – and
more. The title, Studio, alludes to an artist’s exile in such a working
space. The foreign-sounding street names stress that notion of exile,
physical and mental: “By reading you’re there [....] Anywhere is a place
for creation.”42 Whittlesea wishes to highlight the banality of these
addresses, which do not appear in Ulysses and are not on the ordinary
tourist trail. Whittlesea’s choice of art-historical points of orientation is
also telling. At the  Trieste Joyce conference, he chose a quotation
from Ad Reinhardt for the title of his presentation on his Studio painting.
Materiality and Related Issues
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While the black canvases resound only remotely through Whittelesea’s
work, On Kawara’s date paintings 126 are a clearer precedent. The artist
substitutes place for time. The Joyce Studio canvases trace the itinerary
of the artists whose works include many such travels. They thus belong
to two genres simultaneously: that of the landscape (a “map”) and that of
the portrait: a portrait of the writer. The addresses in centred groups of
five also include a subtle echo of John Cage’s mesostics and Stephen
Dedalus’ geographical positioning.
The distribution of dots on a map in the name of Joyce but outside of
Dublin brings to mind Bernard Tschumi’s project for London’s Covent
Garden,43 entitled Joyce’s Garden. 153 Tschumi, a follower of Sigfried
Giedion’s, who has called Finnegans Wake one of the greatest works of
twentieth-century architecture,44 used Finnegans Wake as “the program
for a project involving a dozen contributions by different students on a
‘real’ site”,45 and an abstract point grid as the mediator between the two.
He explains that technique as abstract mediation between “two mutually exclusive systems of words and stones [...] Joyce’s garden in no way
attempted to reconcile the disparities resulting from the superimposition
of one text on another”.46 When Tschumi then speaks of the dynamic
opposites with which he and his students had to work, he seems
Joyce in Art

temporarily to lose sight of Finnegans Wake, merely opposing the site
or the project to the grid. Consequently, intermediary designs turn out to
be three-dimensional wallpaper or Escher-like constructions, repeating
themselves with the frequency of the point grid. The various designs were,
however, quoted and thus entered Joyce’s Garden only selectively and multistylistically. Tschumi therefore seems to have been aware of the issues
surrounding Joyce and the grid, here noted in relation to Joe Tilson’s Yes
relief. 88 The project eventually leaves the impression of a particular and
intricate constructedness that can indeed be compared to the Wake. 47
In calling this text a programme, Tschumi seems to me to allude to
the conceptual basis of Joyce’s writing. Whether in Dublin or elsewhere,
artwork or architecture relating to Joyce – while tackling the subject of
site and space – does, in the best instances, take into account such a
Joycean notion of (spatial) construction48 that borrows equally from
mazes, constellations and choreography.

152 Ian Whittlesea,
Joyce Studio
Painting
detail, 2000

Labyrinths Tony Smith, as an architect and sculptor – like Tschumi –
shows evidence of such an understanding of Joyce. His Maze, , quite
similar to what he devised in Yes, 55
[…] may refer to another labyrinthine construct: James Joyce’s
Materiality and Related Issues
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Finnegans Wake. There is a clear affinity between the plan of the maze
and a series of drawings of interrelated rectangular elements Smith
made in 1964 titled Yes and captioned with the initials ‘HCE’ 49 55.
The labyrinth has already been encountered in various guises: the
blood vessels and entrails of interior views (vivisection), all-over (drip)
paintings, and Ulysses-Extension drawings with red thread as book
markers. Salvatore Bartolomeo thus rightly transposes or collages the
young Stephen D(a)edalus (with a cow) into the maze-filled setting of a
Baroque garden,50 while Françoise van Kessel has entered musical notations into a drawn labyrinth. The work with the title Mélodie mentale ou
la Ballade de Finnegans Wake is a collaboration with the composer JeanYves Bosseur. Van Kessel wishes to “generate new itineraries. [...] Time
as a factor overthrows the concept of space.”51 Her partially interactive
work, as well as a crossover between artistic genres, pursues “the intricate
structures and patterns in different media”.52 It has been shown that such
labyrinths, constellations and constructions are common to a great variety of work inspired by Joyce.
While Joyce has explored space in a more distinct and versatile way
than other writers, art inspired by him has partly yielded relatively conservative work concerning Dublin’s literary sites, as well as artists’ own
Joyce in Art

“Dublins”. Several artists, however – Kosuth, Ireland, Hegarty & Stones,
Whittlesea and maybe Beuys in Two Women with Luminous Bread 117 –
have used the city, its constellatory maps and its labyrinth of streets to
create work, often installations, where a reading in space characteristically and innovatively combines the genres.
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The Canon, Popular Culture and Contemporary Thought

5.1

Appropriation, Cult

Tradition At the beginning of the previous chapter, it was noted that
Otto Dix saw a mythical element in the cities featured in his work. This
is a trail that can lead to an investigation of Joyce as a model for artists
when using mythology and other traditions.
According to Philip Leider, Edward Hopper’s bleak street scenes and
interiors need to be viewed through Vermeer’s mediation.
Only by way of ironic counterpoint to the richness of the past could
the present be spoken of at all. It was Joyce’s Ulysses above all [...] that
provided the method. As Eliot observed: ‘in using myth, in manipulating a continuous parallel between contemporaneity and antiquity, Mr.
Joyce is pursuing a method which others must pursue after him [....]
Instead of narrative method, we may now use the mythical method. It
is, I seriously believe, a step toward making the world possible for art.’1
While Hopper may not have had Joyce in mind when proceeding
in such a way, Joseph Beuys certainly had.2 The conflation of Bloom
and Odysseus under the name Penninus already suggested this, as well
as the early watercolour Odyßeus. When Beuys quoted the beginning
of the Odyssey in Greek in his Das Kapital Space -, installed at
Schaffhausen in Switzerland in , 157 Joyce was on his mind even
more than Homer. I can be sure, because he wrote the lines beside his
antlered “everyman” figure that must be viewed in relation to Joyce’s
drawing of Bloom (which Beuys knew from reading Ellmann’s biography) and Bloom’s antlered appearance in Ulysses (“Circe”). Moreover,
Beuys’ Kapital deals extensively with the Joyce-related topics of Celtic
and Irish migration, since Schaffhausen is within the area where Celtic
La Tène and Hallstadt cultures originated. It is also near St.Gall, centre
of manuscript production headed by Iro-Scottish monks. Beuys had discussed then current Irish emigration at a workshop that was part of his
contribution to documenta  in Kassel in . Some of the blackboards
that document discussions there became part of Das Kapital. They
explain the political landscape in both parts of the island and give
expression to Beuys’ belief that Ireland was the “Brain of Europe”.
In relation to Beuys’s references to the Odyssey in a Joycean spirit,
an “action” from  is explicit. It deals with disability, namely
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Thalidomide children. Beuys stopped his ears with wax, in the same way
that Odysseus enabled his comrades to sail past Circe’s island. Beuys had
sewn a grand piano into an insulating skin of felt, thereby creating a
double negative, according to which the piano could be perceived as
sounding even more clearly and Beuys as hearing exceedingly well. This
rather subtle commentary on or inversion of the “original” can in Beuys’
case be traced to Joyce, whose modern-day Odysseus’ heroism originated from empowering “disabilities”.3
In current art, however, the motif-led, mythicizing approach seems to
be rare. Jürgen Partenheimer’s Wanderings. Ulysses, ,158 achieves a
palimpsest-like approach through double exposure, so that the ancient
and the recent can coincide. Mimmo Paladino in his Ulysses works is the
only one who shows D(a)edalus (or Icarus) with wings. The nineteenthcentury depictions of the Odyssey that Joseph A. Kestner reproduces
highlight how far removed from this realm Joyce and artists after him
really are.4 The favoured approach, instead is one that focuses on Joyce’s
procedure in relation to traditions: appropriation.
Appropriation Within the realm of this investigation, appropriation
should be understood as a broad term, referring to more than the re-
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paintings (with a difference) since the s of Modernist works by
artists like André Raffray. In the wake of Joyce, artists have been
encouraged to “look at the old as though it were modernist [– or postmodernist in the current context]. The title [Ulysses] gently advises us
to do what Homeric agents do: peiraein – test, try out, inquire, experience.”5 Among the “pirates” already introduced are Joseph Beuys for
his use of Das Kapital (Karl Marx) as his Schaffhausen installation’s
title,6 Sidney Geist 35 and Felim Egan for their work using Brancusi’s
Symbol of Joyce, and possibly Sorel Etrog and Timothy O’Neill for their
use of typographical innovations from the Book of Kells and Dada.
Jess’ earlier collages could be understood in this way, and John Cage’s
practice of writing through Finnegans Wake also takes on new meaning
in this context:
By divorcing Joyce’s word from his intentions, Joyce’s language
become[s] Cage’s new work. By dismembering Joyce’s text, Cage also
‘remembers’ it through music. [.... There is an] act of creative ventriloquism involved in such artistic appropriation.7
Remembering and dismembering are central notions here, as is dislocation into another artist’s oeuvre, another historical and art-historical
context with their different parameters, and again dislocution with its
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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resistance to being neatly comprehended and subsumed into a homogenous category.
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s famous caricature of the Bloomsday celebrations
of  159 has been appropriated not once but twice. Peter Blake redrew
and etched the scene, with Fitzgerald kneeling in front of a distressed
“St. James”, surrounded by “disciples”. He exhibited this work alongside
eight other Joyce portraits from photographs, as well as appropriations
of two of Brancusi’s portrait drawings.8 In its bundled reverence, the
series of etchings catered for the clientele of Joycean devotees. The centenary festivities two years earlier most likely inspired it, rather than any
long-standing inspiration.9
In the case of Patrick Ireland, who redrew Scott Fitzgerald’s drawing around the same time,10 that gesture of appropriation grew out of a
very different level of reflection. While Blake missed the critical undertones – Fitzgerald had sent the image to Sylvia Beach on the frontispiece
of The Great Gatsby – Ireland /O’Doherty as an artist and writer/critic
echoes the prevailing feeling of competition.11 The caricature’s humour
thinly disguises the fact that everybody, apart from Adrienne Monnier
and Sylvia Beach (who are mermaids), is depicted as a meek, mute
schoolchild. In this context, appropriation takes on an almost therapeutic
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function. It simultaneously provides a confirmation of Joyce’s importance for Ireland’s work, as well as a critical commentary on the writer’s
less than easy character.
Thomas Chimes has created neatly framed portraits of canonical
Modernists, including Joyce, . 156 At first glance, there is nothing
remarkable about this “photograph” – one of Gisèle Freund’s – in a traditional frame. On closer inspection, the technique is oil on wood, which
means that Chimes appropriated photography in the medium of paint.
Furthermore, the dominating picture frame does not end; the portrait is
merely painted on the recessed part of the carefully handmade “sculpture”. This superficially unremarkable image thus generates tension and
poses questions: the photograph already post-dates the nineteenthcentury practice of framing, quoted (i.e. appropriated) in the work’s appearance.12 The result is a chronological and medial impossibility that
draws wider circles. All elements are thus appropriated. While the Philadelphia artist Chimes has clearly chosen his favourite personages from
Europe’s cultural history, his achievement exceeds paying homage to
canonical Modernism.
Some of Heather Ryan Kelley’s works on Finnegans Wake are in the
style of old master paintings. This seems like an odd choice, since their
figurative qualities can easily be misunderstood as pinning down one
aspect of the work in a mimetic illustration. Ryan Kelley, however, uses
the tools of the medieval painter to subvert that mimeticism. Washers at
the Ford, , 160 features two washerwomen at a river which the artist
dislocates into an idyllic landscape. The painting includes a banner,
which bears the beginning of the “Anna Livia” episode, a highly stylized
piece of drapery (washing), and a trompe l’oeil handkerchief “on” the picture plane (where the river is located), on which one can read a further
passage from the episode. It can be interpreted as the letter from the
Wake, as well as an item for washing. The banner suddenly appears as an
approximation of the Möbius strip, featuring the “O” and “!” on either
side that link the figure eight in Finnegans Wake (FW .-). In Ryan
Kelley’s oeuvre, the choice of style is therefore motivated by many content-related considerations which can serve in the present context as a
reminder of Joyce’s multiplicity of styles. In general, multi-stylistic visual work inspired by the writer should also be viewed in the context of
appropriation.
As the conscious choice of various styles is a postmodernist feature
(following nineteenth-century precedents), Joyce can be understood
as a major source for artists concerned with postmodernist thought
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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surrounding the simulacrum as Baudrillard has formulated it – the impossibility of being entirely “original”. While one may “never know
whose thoughts you’re chewing” (U .-), Joyce’s thoughts on this
matter have been enlightening for artists who have chosen to join the
writer in emphasizing a cyclical view of (art) history.
There is, however, one problem associated with this snugly fitting
correspondence: appropriation may seem as if artists were bringing mimeticism into art on Joyce by the back door – with all the problems this
entails. Nevertheless, it adds that necessary conceptual level, rendering
realism as only deceptively familiar, in a way similar to Joyce’s use of realistic detail in Ulysses. He maintained a distance between the Odyssey and
, for instance, by removing the chapter headings that we now so
casually use. Myth – and any tradition – constituted for Joyce a scaffolding, a pragmatic, structural, i.e. conceptual, aid. Appropriation also
insists on that distance. It thus opens an avenue for artists who wish to
be guided by a distinct source of inspiration (for whatever reason) and
also to seek to maintain their independence. “I use Joyce as Joyce used
Homer”13 is a statement that maintains this balance. Furthermore, appropriation not only possesses conceptual elements, it has been seen – on
the level of language – as one of Conceptualism’s constituting strategies.
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Joseph Kosuth, appropriator of (literary) language into visual art par
excellence, explains:
Joyce appropriated daily language to be utilized within a discourse
of his own, ultimately speaking about other things in a way which
constructed his own creative play. [...] What I learned from Joyce was
that sentences, paragraphs, even pages and whole books, could be used
as words (in the sense of [...] a basic constructive element) in constructing ‘sentences’ [...] which then speak of other things than what was
originally intended. It was understanding this ‘contingency device’ (as
I’ve called it) that made language, and by exten[s]ion, context the
primary ‘materials’ in an artistic practice (which became known as Conceptual art).14
One can even again be more general about the ways in
which Joyce’s procedures in relation to traditions and myth have been
influential for artists. Because of his prominence among twentiethcentury users and updaters or dismantlers of mythology, he represents
an obvious point of departure for artists who wish (humanist) traditions
to be still available while satisfying the (Modernist) requirement of
rejecting traditions: those who work in a mythical spirit – or indeed who
subvert myth.
The former concerns more than just the Odyssey. According to
William P. Fitzpatrick, “Ulysses’ underlying mythic pattern is the myth
of creation. [...] Ulysses narrates the coming to be of itself.”15 Joyce can
thus provide an example – and more than just an example – of how an
artist may create: the most fundamental source of inspiration. Such a
tendency can be said to underlie much of his writings, early on choosing
the definite article quite deliberately in A Portrait of the Artist. The autobiographical elements of that work could furthermore point to Joyce’s
wish to exemplify, even embody, the prototypical artist. An artist may in
turn use this route to identify with Joyce.16
In order to understand Joyce as a pathfinder to creativity and using
myth in the context of contemporary art, we should perhaps best see
him as subverting myth. Frederic Jameson has spoken against a mythicizing reading of Ulysses, which stresses mythic parallels, and Brandon
Kershner rightly establishes this view as meaningful in relation to the
culture of Ulysses. “This is the nonlinear reading necessary to follow
references backward and forward across the text, in the process fragmenting it beyond repair and resisting the text’s tendency to settle into
a fixed symbolic order”.17
Creation
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Any tradition, myth or compositional framework remains to be interpreted. Artists have thus become exegetes of Joyce, researchers in his
wake. He has indeed been understood as somebody opening new
avenues for reflecting on creation. This is true particularly in relation to
Finnegans Wake, which foregrounds the creative act at every turn, involving readers in a lateral search for meaning and thus enticing them into
creativity. In Joseph Kosuth’s words: “Finnegans Wake is a gaping open
window with a dazzling view onto the creative abyss [...] Seeing Finnegans Wake creates a blindness made of insight.”18

p 5.3

Notoriety One way in which Joyce reflects on creation is through the

chaotic and scatological nature of the creative act, in the way he seems
to have viewed it throughout his career. An invocation to dirt was the
last topic of which Carola Giedion-Welcker heard Joyce speak shortly
before his death. In the current context this is telling. I now wish to turn
(again) to the body, which Joyce viewed as essentially creative19 and the
reference to whose activities has established Joyce’s notoriety in the eyes
of many.
Joyce (like other Modernists) wished to expand our view of the world
by rejecting traditional values. That intention inspired artists, and I hope
to have considered this adequately under the categories of epiphanic revelations through obscenity and bodily discharge as themes relating to the
physical materiality found in Joyce’s writing. The aspect of rejection,
although the other side of the same coin, has offended many of his contemporaries. Joyce’s notoriety in itself has (thus) also inspired artists.
Such work includes inappropriately one-dimensional illustrations, as
well as the deliberate vulgarity of recent art on Joyce (for example, Sarah
Kenny’s Dublin exploits).
Joyce partook of the Modernist dynamic and anticipated the “vulgar”
extension of his work by choosing a brothel as the setting for “Circe”,20
by letting a passage of Finnegans Wake circle around Aubrey Beardsley’s
work,21 as well as, for example, linking epiphany with vulgarity and the
use of tumescent and detumescent imagery in Ulysses. However, society
and art have changed greatly and we are now inclined to agree with the
statement already made in Our Exagmination that “in any of the
Freudian classifications man may produce good writing”22 – or visual
work. While the Irish art critic Dorothy Walker could write about her
youth in Dublin in the s that “a woman had only to wear trousers
and carry a copy of Ulysses to be visually daring”,23 today’s artists’ attempts at salvaging the scandalous aura of a banned author are likely to
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prove futile.24 One thus needs to tread carefully: highlighting Joyce’s liberating potential is quite another matter from creating pornography in
the name of a work’s author who did not wish “kinetic” urges to determine the recipient’s responses.25 Some artists have struck such a balance
and sometimes even achieved the impossible, to remind us that Ulysses is
offensive.26
Jürgen Klauke pursues this goal by means of humour – an element
that questions norms in general and does so in Joyce.27 Klauke’s Stephen
Hero[e]s exhibition establishes him among Joyce-inspired artists, and he
has included the decidedly Joycean props of bowler hats and walking
sticks in his staged photographs of often slapstick-like scenes.28 154 The
ashplants – one hanging in the artist’s fly, others are turned upside down
– levitate suggestively and perform dances. Thus they assume the function of Klauke’s androgynous genital props in more explicit earlier photo
work.29 The artist may also have followed Joseph Beuys in interpreting
the walking stick as a reversed “J”.
Julião Sarmento’s already discussed paintings on the sexually explicit
correspondence between the writer and his partner are a reaction to
Joyce’s Euclidean diagram by means of a suggestive gesture. In The
Things Which Blacken My Mind (Dublin-Cornell ), ,161 a thumb
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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and forefinger describe a mandala. With very little imagination, it becomes evident that both Joyce (denoting the two triangles within that
shape as ALP, i.e. the female) and Sarmento mean to specify the vulva.
Initially, however, the fingers hold another almond-shaped object that
connotes a host. These portmanteau shapes can characteristically be
interpreted on many levels, owing to their fragmentary, dismantled nature.30 Sigla have offered an avenue to Patrick Ireland (on the back of his
In The Wake (of ) box) to visualize HCE’s and ALP,’s intercourse (. .), while remaining within the abstract parameters of his work.
David Robilliard’s comic-like, but painting-sized, portrait of Joyce
bears the caption “GET YOUR REVOLVER OUT JOYCE ”.155 Despite
its employment of a different kind of shock value – this at first seems
entirely inappropriate concerning the peace-loving writer – the work
does belong within the current context. Sebastian Guinness has commented: “David definitely had a relationship with the works of Joyce,
however, as with all [his] paintings there is a very London Gay pun.”
He explains that there is a reference to the BBC radio comedian Joyce
Grenfell, who was apparently admired by the post war Gay scene, and
continues:
This was a theme seen throughout both his and his close collaborator Andrew Heard’s work. David was about the art of vocabulary and
the malleable quality of language, something that he found in Joyce’s
Ulysses [...]. We should remember that his first chosen medium was
poetry.31
Robilliard thus combines the Joycean play on names and identities
with evidence that visual art on Joyce is as conducive to “queer theory”
as is scholarship on the writer.32 What has earlier been noted on marginalized identities and unruly dislocutions is again pertinent. Sexually
suggestive passages in Joyce’s texts are only one constituent of, or basis
for, Joyce’s notoriety. His irreverence concerning religious orthodoxies
is well known and joined here – uniquely – by a suggestion of violence.
Shock is unspecific and, according to Peter Bürger, becomes a means
to draw attention once more to the principles governing the work’s construction.33 This may have been another motivation for artists to turn
to this aspect of Joyce’s practice. Similarly, transgender shifts of Bloom
and  serve not only to shock but to hint at the ubiquitous oscillating
modes described. Declan Kiberd has extended these to the political,
post-colonial realm: Joyce worked “[a]gainst the either /or antithesis
of British imperial psychology, [and] demonstrated the superiority of a
both/and philosophy.”34
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Within the larger cultural arena, licentiousness is part of a strategy
aimed at deflating and subverting high art and its proponents: If Bloom’s
[...] low-guilt consumption of pornography joins a recovery of the
body to a validation of lower-class experience and a forthrightness about
mass-cultural pleasures, this is so, in part, because all three phenomena
were suspect from the point of view of high culture.35
Before discussing popular cultural aspects of the current topic, however, I shall begin by examining a related field: Joyce’s cult status in the
art inspired by him.

162 David Robilliard,
Get Your Revolver
out Joyce
1988

Joyce as an unruly artist conforms to myths and preconceptions about the artist. He is thus located comfortably within the
canon, while simultaneously eschewing anything firmly established. To
put it simply: he attracts not only artists whose interest in the writer is
deep and has developed over a long time, but also a spectrum of artists
which ranges from “fans” who often create mimetic portraits and are led
by the writer’s canonicity, to those who claim to be interested in the unruly while they paradoxically seek to reap the benefits of Joyce’s status.
However, some artists have confronted Joyce’s cult status and canonicity rather than quietly subsuming it. Nick Cudworth portrayed Joyce
Cult, Canon
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as one of Three Wise Men, , who take on the roles of the three wise
monkeys, Joyce being the one who does not speak. Duchamp and Eric
Satie are the others, each negating, through their gestures, “their” art
form’s sense. Rather than interpreting Joyce here as abstinent in terms
of politics or commentary on his work, Bernard Moxham, collaborating
with Cudworth on Joycean matters, writes: “Nick and I intended to deal
with the issue of ‘reverence’ for Joyce and his works. It seems that we’ve
reached a stage where some scholars treat him like a ‘God’. This is suspect.”36 Although this is indeed suspect, artists inevitably perpetuate
Joyce’s canonical status whenever they refer to him – especially if that
reference takes the shape of portraiture, that most ennobling of genres.37
While Cudworth clearly intended to subvert Joyce’s cult status, Jonathan Meese is, I believe, more effective. In July , Meese had Joyce
appear in an installation characteristically crammed with portraits of
“cult” figures of all ages, from Echnaton to Wagner.38 162 Frequent references to Isis and the plethora of crosses stress a divine aspect, while
loaded German terms from occult and Nazi vocabulary enhance the
emotional intensity aroused – until it breaks down. The shocking content (to many viewers) and the characters chosen for veneration suddenly recede in importance. The work looks at cult status itself, conveyed by
the simple means of photocopied enlargements and of crudely made or
found crosses: the aesthetic of fanzines. We witness myth’s banalization,
high culture’s “trickling down”, hollowing out and an inversion that toys
with an earnest, “Germanic” intensity. Meese seeks a new beginning,
based on an artistic tabula rasa. With his low-tech approach, he certainly wishes (paradoxically in the medium of art exhibitions that invite and
depend on publicity) to fight the spectacle.39 He uses contemporary
teenage adoration, characterized by a gloomy, “Gothic” – “Circean” –
horror vacui. Similarly to Joyce in “Nausicaa” and “Circe”, he achieves an
ironic distance by overdoing it. Meese thus subverts that sentimentality
and reverence which art “on” canonical figures so easily breeds, but which
is as inappropriate for present-day thought and art as it is for Joyce.
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Popular Culture, “High” and “Low”

Popular Culture Joyce and popular culture is a topic that cuts at least
two ways: the writer, as an unusually media-aware cultural practitioner
of his day, incorporated popular culture into the fabric of his works –
which themselves contribute to “high” culture – in an unprecedented
manner.1 Since then, Joyce has, in turn, invaded many, if not all, aspects
of popular culture. He maintains a presence in various media from
advertising to novelettes, from pop music to cinema.2 Several authors
within Joyce studies have collected and interpreted such evidence.3
Ulysses dust jackets have increasingly approached the realm of the
domestic and popular.4 In his essay on the “Joycean Unconscious”,
Vincent Cheng suggested in conclusion that “a Joycean Unconscious is
getting the culture to Say Yes to Joyce – and that, in this way, Joyce is
getting some respect”.5 Joyce’s aura, reputation and the cult status in
Joyce-inspired art discussed earlier, have indeed taken on an iconic role
with a wide range of audiences. Artists are among these audiences, and
they cater in turn for audiences where both a conscious Joyce reception
and Cheng’s “Joycean Unconscious” can be located. Derek Attridge has
argued that:
In Ulysses and the Wake, the shards of elite culture mingle with the
orts of popular culture, and there is no principle of hierarchy to govern
them. The reader of Finnegans Wake who is unfamiliar with ‘Humpty
Dumpty’ loses as much as the reader who is unfamiliar with Scienza
Nuova. And if you don’t know either, there is still plenty more to get
your teeth into.6
Some artists have appreciated such openness that – one can safely
assume – corresponds to their own techniques and aspirations concerning prospective audiences. Although far removed from art in the s
that fed into and gained from Umberto Eco’s theories of openness, these
postmodernist inclinations are still pertinent and extend to an appreciation of living in all cultural modes simultaneously.7
Although I will – somewhat paradoxically – focus here mostly on
visual material in the category of “art”, I understand that category to be
broadly expandable and am particularly interested in work that makes
use of quotidian material and aesthetics. Within this realm, it is evident
that “high” and “low” engage in a dialogue.8 Today they can hardly be
“unmixed”. However, they have only seemingly merged; rather, they
appear to be balancing off each other – similar to the way in which Joyce
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operated with classical and naturalistic frameworks, as well as the “high”
and “low” cultural materials of his texts.9
Counter to leftist critiques of consumer society, Joyce seems to have
viewed a mixing of “high” and “low”, as well as the overstepping of
boundaries between visual art and literature, as playing a central, levelling and democratizing role.10
There can be no doubt [in R.B. Kershner’s mind] that in the world
of Ulysses as in [Horkheimer and Adorno’s] Dialectic of Enlightenment,
art, popular culture, and advertising all intermix and interpenetrate [....]
I want to suggest that Joyce was well aware of the critique of consumer
society that had been launched from both right and left, but that he
ultimately failed to endorse it.11
Pop Art A similarly ambiguous but superficially uncritical relationship

to advertising, commercial affairs and popular culture in general can be
located within Pop Art. A Catholic advertising specialist with a compulsive tendency to mythicize and collect all kinds of “high” and “low”
cultural artefacts takes pride of place in this movement. Andy Warhol,
who drew commercial shoe ads in the s, was outwardly vociferous
but – like Joyce – quite withdrawn about commenting on his art.
Following what has been said, one can assume that, once the case of
Warhol is fully decided – i.e. whether his work constitutes an uncritical
celebration or indeed a critique of consumer society – the result will be
applicable to Joyce. Would the outcome be furthered or delayed by the
suggestion that, in some fundamental ways, Joyce may have inspired
Warhol?
The use of everyday subject matter is a broad school. But what about
‘Heinz cans everywhere’ (FW .)? 165 Did Warhol know about Joyce’s
awareness of the proliferation of tin cans in modern society? Did he just
prefer Campbell’s soup? The use that he made of these cans since the
early s – he signed them and appropriated them in prints, where
they appear as series – suggests that a similar transformation takes place
to that in Joyce’s work. The signing, i.e. the “cult” artist’s touch, betrays
quasi religious intentions. Without suggesting a direct link, Hugh
Kenner finds no better analogy to the price increase brought about by
Warhol’s signing of cans of real soup than Joyce’s (Stephen’s) priestly
gesture of consecration.12 Although Kenner was not aware of the
Fluviana, he apparently regarded a ready-made strategy – Pop Art takes
Duchamp’s practice further in this regard – as connected with Joyce. All
this hints at Warhol’s use of quotidian material in ways similar to Joyce’s
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165 Andy Warhol,
Heinz Box
1964

incorporation of it: conveying a variety of meanings. The trivial becomes
“quadruvial”.13
Unfortunately, Warhol’s library was almost completely sold in .
Auction records are very sketchy and do not mention Joyce. Nevertheless, Matt Wrbican “suspect[s] that Warhol was aware of his [ Joyce’s]
work.” 14 He elaborates:
[...] in addition to his everyday subject matter, Warhol made recurring use of the -hours /day-in-the-life theme, as Joyce did. Warhol
made a -hour-long film, Four Stars, in -. It was shown only
once, and then was immediately taken apart. His book, a, a novel, is supposedly  hours in the life of his superstar Ondine [....] He also hoped
to make a film of  hours in the life of Marcel Duchamp, but only shot
 minutes.15
Probing a little further, there is more scope for inspiration – not only
in naming a novel a (U .-). Florence Bianu has proposed seeing the
four versions of the Mary Kendall poster in Ulysses as repetition akin to
Warhol’s repeated images of Marilyn Monroe.16 She calls Joyce a “popartist”, but not in an art-historical way as it can now be understood. A
further question arises. Did Warhol know Eve Arnold’s  photograph
of Marilyn Monroe reading Ulysses 166 which can be “consumed” or, as
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Richard Brown has shown, viewed as document of a reading that was
earnestly pursued and is as worthy as everybody else’s? 17
Joyce’s (and Ulysses’) position at the threshold (between the s and
) of the so-called second industrial revolution, when “everyday life
first began to be permeated with modern technologies like the telephone, typewriter, automobile, airplane, cinema, sewing machine, revolver, machine gun, snapshot camera, phonograph and radio”,18 served
Pop artists well. Echoing earlier findings on Joyce’s prominence as a
source of inspiration in the s, when approaches to art and culture
that departed from Modernism were sought, Richard Hamilton, foremost European Pop Artist, has spoken to me of his frustration at finding early in his career (in the s) that art did not deal with what his
life was about. He went to the cinema several times a week and was
aware of popular culture of all kinds. Hamilton thus turned to Ulysses in
a move that could in his case build on an earlier reading and that he
makes sound like the logical option.19
The work that is usually assumed to have given Pop Art its name is
Hamilton’s  collage Just what is it that makes today’s homes so different,
so appealing? 164 The interior view serves as a kaleidoscope of popular
culture. Apart from a body builder with a “POP”-inscribed lollypop
Joyce in Art

(instead of a dumbbell) and a practically naked woman on a couch, it features a television set, a movie theatre outside the window with advertising,
a tape recorder, a newspaper, a vacuum cleaner, a romance comic and
a car advertisement. Eugen Sandow/Blazes Boylan and Molly Bloom
immediately come to mind. Bloom is also present, as the cinema front
shows a crouching man in black, looking in and completing the domestic triangle. Most explicit is the reference through the title. It thinly
disguises the advertising slogan from Ulysses: “What is home without
Plumtree’s Potted Meat?/Incomplete./With it an abode of bliss.” (U
.-) We duly find a can of ham on the coffee table: potted meat. As
if Hamilton wished to remove any doubt, the carpet is a photograph of
a crowd of people and the ceiling is a planet (the earth?), floating in
space: the universal dimension.
However, Hamilton himself tells me that the reference to Joyce was
not intended.20 Did his early reading permeate his mind to such an
extent? Hamilton would naturally be reluctant to forfeit the originality
of his most canonical and influential work – although the collage, I find,
only gains with Ulysses as a background. Pop Art as a movement appears
ever more generally Joyce-inspired. In keeping with its unacademic
ways, one may even call Joyce the first Pop artist.
Considering the prominence of Joyce in Hamilton’s practice, one can
suggest another correspondence that concerns the “modern home”. Still
life is a painting from  that features the corner of a tabletop grill
made by Braun. On the appliance, the artist changes the brand name to
Brown, despite the fact that the manufacturer does not translate the
name when selling in English-speaking countries. Giordano Bruno’s
death at the stake in  and Joyce’s translation of his name into
Gordon Brown as a prospective stage name21 are a likely rationale for
this alteration, which seems to fit into the context of Hamilton’s Typotranslation of Duchamp’s notes in a Joyce-inspired way. Bruno’s coincidence of opposites may also be implied in the medium, which is in the
main photo-realistic painting: a contradiction in artistic terms.22
Eduardo Paolozzi has, like Hamilton, introduced the everyday into
his work by means of collage. By
[...] recourse to readymade pictures, [he] introduces standardized,
identifiable forms which not only represent themselves but a great deal
more: prosperity and prestige [.... They] are far more effective than an
attempt to draw or transpose life’s experience.23
Joyce appears in person (photographed by Carola Giedion-Welcker
and wooed by a nymph) as part of the machinated universe of Paolozzi’s
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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167 Eduardo Paolozzi,
History of
Nothing, still
1960

History of Nothing, , 167 an animated collage, where old and new,
“high” and “low” unite to form an at times Wakean experience that
echoes Joyce’s history of everything.24
Elizabeth Murray is an American artist in the Pop tradition, whose
bright, shaped canvases betray an early interest in comics. She employs
domestic subject matter – cups and chairs, which float in a dream-like
way and are rendered strange. Her formative reading of Ulysses brought
her confirmation of early interests. Instead of the expected austerity,
she found profusion and the epic power of the quotidian. In the late
s, Pop Art facilitated for Murray a return to Joyce and Jasper Johns,
and these two in turn brought her back to comic sources like Chester
Gould.25
Raymond Pettibon began his career by drawing comics. Since then, he

has developed a prolific oeuvre that is still faithful to some aspects of the
earlier practice – namely accomplished figurative drawing, frames and
the juxtaposition with writing. 164 But he subverts narrative conventions
and has found a framework for his drawings in ever more elaborate
installations on gallery walls. Pettibon, “despite” the “low” art trappings,
is one of the best-read visual artists of his generation. He relentlessly
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quotes and appropriates “high” culture in the guise of Proust, Ruskin,
Pater, Henry James, Melville – and Joyce. Nonetheless, Joyce does not
figure in his  Raymond Pettibon: A Reader.26 The copyright issue does
not render this a failsafe way of allocating a lowly status to the writer in
the artist’s esteem. Neither does the fact prove the opposite that “Joyce”
and “Ulysses” are mentioned in a list of  writers and titles meant to be
matched.27 This “test” of high cultural competency appears half a dozen
times in Pettibon’s “Thinking of You” publication – always opposite the
drawing of an erect, black phallus: a rather graphic commentary by the
Los Angeles artist on high culture performance tests that Pettibon himself would have no problems passing. He “unites visual and literary arts
by debasing both to a common level”, writes Peter Schjeldahl.28 However, and his extensive annotations to Finnegans Wake from the late s
have been noted 135 – Pettibon employs his sources in order to convey
ambiguity, (black) humour and narrative inconsistency which manifest a
common ground. One could also say they show a related way of thinking to the Wake. Pettibon himself describes his mode of reading as corresponding to that which Joyce’s later writings provoke:
I read as I write, write as I read. [...] I’ve done a lot of marginalia,
[....] I’ve lost interest in narrative [....] For me, reading has become more
microscopic, more about dissecting the work [....] Probably the most
obvious example of that kind of reading is James Joyce. It becomes a
kind of disease. Every text becomes related to another one.29
While Pettibon’s individual drawings usually retain what one calls a
“domestic” scale, David Robilliard’s Joyce “portrait” captioned “Get your
revolver out Joyce”, 155 transformed a cartoon aesthetic to a mediumsized canvas. Robilliard’s work, as the Joyce portrait itself shows, derives
from popular culture: the proliferation of Joyce’s face on T-shirts and
mugs that has been noted in relation to the commodification of portraits. Robilliard now re-imports such images into art. The usual way of
referring to such sources would be to call them kitsch.

2.2 f

Kitsch is a field that Pop Art introduced into high art practice. Garry

Leonard has succinctly scrutinized Joyce’s use of kitsch from the marketing message that “Araby” signals to the nymph in the Blooms’ bedroom.30 This correspondence can serve to motivate “kitschy” work on
Joyce – something that may function as a reminder of the considerable
distance from high Modernism at which both Joyce and art after him
were (and are) operating. The related topic of appropriation art has
already established some of the parameters. But the dearth of “kitschy”
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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artistic approaches to Joyce points to the fact that unintentionally kitschy
work is still so much in evidence that it could hardly be distinguished
from the intentional or ironic use of kitsch aesthetics.
Paul Thek has been mentioned for his quasi vivisective meat pieces.
The contrast to these and his other work, a room of paintings from
/, can be isolated as using kitsch consciously. The walls of a small,
devotional room are filled with eighteen gold-framed paintings that each
have a kitschy picture-light attached. There is a bunch of flowers at the
centre, surrounded by four velvet-upholstered chairs facing the paintings.31 Some of the paintings have Irish subject matter. All this made me
inevitably think of Ulysses. Wild Irish Rose, 168 for example, perpetuates
the equation of the female body with the landscape, so well known from
work on Ulysses. Thek, a Catholic artist of German and Irish origin (at
once an ascetic and a libertine), called his installations “Processions”.
While he can no longer reveal a Joycean intention, an informed guess
points strongly in the writer’s direction.

f 4.2

Comics and animation often strive to reconcile “high” and “low” audiences. The Simpsons is only one of the best-known examples. Homer may
well not have been chosen arbitrarily as the first name of the main
character, that domestic Springfield Odysseus. In order to achieve the
aspired reconciliation in Joyce-inspired art, the path usually followed in
this context is that of an appropriation of the comic form, while (thinly)
disguising the artist’s learning. By definition, then, the creators of comics
with a Joycean theme are knowledgeable about the writer – to the extent
of choosing the comic or “low” cultural format as an outlet for veritable
Joyce scholarship. The genre then often merely gives the impression of
being accessible – something in which Joyce scholarship is only too
interested – while retaining in the main the old “high” cultural audience.
At other times, a reference to Joyce makes use of an apparently widespread assumption (of the Joycean Unconscious) that the writer was part
of a counter-culture. Finnegans Wake is “portrayed as the province of
fringe weirdos”,32 while the authors of such portrayals themselves are
likely to be sympathetic to the Joycean cause and again rather knowledgeable. With those limits in mind (they were partly already in evidence concerning artists’ books and Joyce’s “notoriety”), Joycean comics
are highly instructive and amusing.
Dan J. Schiff took direct inspiration from Joyce when creating – during his spell as Zurich James Joyce Foundation Scholar in  – a set of
labels for beer bottles: “Molly Stout”, “Bloom Beer” and “Stephen’s
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168 Paul Thek,
Wild Irish Rose
1979-80

Bitters”. He has continued to work in a quasi scholarly and simultaneously cartoon- and popular culture-inspired manner.33 His The Ondt and
the Gracehoper and Wather Parted From the Say, , are two “Little
Picture Book[s] of Rhymes from the Pages of Finnegans Wake”,34 augmented by an exuberant array of stickers which brings to mind Gereon
Inger’s stamps on Ulysses.
Simon Loekle’s Dazibao, a long-running series of Joycean cartoons in
the James Joyce Quarterly, is testimony to a wish by Joyceans – and a
necessity within Joyce studies – to be open not only to “low” culture, but
to humour and even a (mild) subversive ironization of their own tenets:
a healthy state of affairs that is very much in keeping with the subject.
David Lasky’s  comic entitled Joyce’s Ulysses was sold for one dollar. In the trusted cartoon format, the reader is taken through  June
 in a mere  frames that strive to illustrate the main occurrences.35
The difference between a series of oil paintings with the same outcome
is that Lasky enclosed a warning: “Please note: that in order to adapt
James Joyce’s novel Ulysses for the mini-comics format, a few details had
to be excluded. This comic is by no means a substitute for the original
work.”36 This hilarious caveat turns around the whole project and renders it both educational for the uninitiated and an in-joke for Joyceans.37
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Henry J. Sharpe’s multi-stylistic but always cartoonish drawings include
art-historical commentary and therefore must be seen as a contribution
to the general theme of “Joyce and art”. The writer features an enthroned
Christ as well as two adoring priests drawn in a pseudo-Byzantine manner. In the pose of Leonardo’s Anatomy of Man, he stretches out and
takes on the naivety of a figure in a Miró painting. These vignettes are
no substitute for elaborate arguments, but they are certainly thoughtprovoking in the sense that Joyce appears not only as one thing or the
other (for instance a Cubist), but in so many guises that anticipate or
echo the multiplicity of the art inspired by him.38
A recent art-historical commentary on Joyce, pairing the writer’s
work with a popular art form, was made by Declan Sheehan in his decision to invite Lomographic entries for an exhibition on Leopold
Bloom at Derry’s Context Gallery in June . The title B-lomo obviously departs from a wordplay on Bloom’s name. It achieves more, however, since photography is clearly apt in relation to Ulysses, and Lomo is
only the most uninstitutionalized, cheap and popular form of it. Lomo,
an affordable Russian camera, yields best results when used spontaneously, without looking through the viewfinder, i.e. when making use
of it as a constant companion that can change one’s perspective on everyday life. The resulting photographs are more brightly coloured than
those produced with other cameras. Several correspondences with Joyce
and Pop Art can thus be found. A difference to Pop Art is that Lomo
artists have so far mostly remained within an international counter-culture. The exhibition was therefore a two-sided affair, with some of the
contributing artists not honouring the casual spirit of the exhibition brief
or the “rules” that the Lomographic Society has established – established,
however, in order to be broken.39 In the most appropriate cases, artists
used the medium according to its parameters, but in their selection and
presentation also exerted an often disguised but, in the context of Joyce,
indispensable sense of control.40
One can conclude that popular culture and Pop Art – understood as
including but also as reaching far beyond the confines of its historical
moment – have reacted to Joyce’s pioneering work in the field with
significant contributions to the history of ( Joyce-inspired) art. That
affinity is likely to yield further results, since the relationship between art
and (everyday) life is as topical now as it was half a century or an entire
century ago.
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Research as a Strategy, Extending Joyce, Clusters

Research as a Strategy It has just been established that Joyce scholar-

ship uses popular culture, such as comics, as a visual vehicle in order
(among other things) to convey its findings in an unpretentious way.
This cannot, however, distract attention from the fact that Joyce scholarship continues to be challenging for anyone wishing to gain further insight into the author’s practice. However, Joyce’s texts demand research;
they force us beyond their limits. Among readers thus challenged, made
to feel helpless or complimented, are artists. Some of them have expressed an attachment to particular titles within Joyce scholarship. The
Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake and James S. Atherton’s The Books at the
Wake figure strongly. Joe Tilson has stated that the latter “changed my
life”.1 Artists have in turn contributed to Joyce scholarship with new
visual interpretations of his works, as has been shown.
Quite often, however, an allegation of pretentiousness may be levelled
at an artist when he or she makes Joycean interests known. A typical
response is: “Why are you so interested in Joyce, you’re so well known
today, you don’t need to play at being intellectual”? 2 The background for
this allegation is among other things the threshold between formalism
and content, on which David Smith – the recipient of that derisory
remark – kept his balance and that went along with a change in the roles
artists adopted. Subsequently, rather than artists being told that they
should paint and not speak – or engage in research and interpretation –
research (on Joyce) could become a viable strategy for artists.3 This goes
beyond cartoons, illustration and a normal level of finding out about
one’s source of inspiration. It is what I here wish to pursue.
One way for artists to approach Joyce and research is to seek the company of Joyce scholars.4 Lawrence Lee (Khui Fatt) has portrayed many
Joyceans at Zurich Joyce Foundation workshops and other gatherings.
Ciarán Lennon has sought Vicki Mahaffey (and the present author) as
interpreters of his work, thereby inviting correspondences and establishing a Joycean context.5
Lawrence Weiner’s already noted surprise at my question of whether
or not his work was inspired by Joyce has not only to do with the vaguely Finnegans Wake-related choice of motif for a Dublin work: “Sticks
& Stones”. 114 Early in his career, Weiner ghost-researched Joyce for
money.6 The academic Joyce community has, one can presume, welcomed his research work as valid scholarship. He is (or was) a member
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of that community, albeit an invisible one. Weiner’s visual work has remained linguistic in orientation and occupied with questions surrounding translation which are so prominent in Joyce scholarship. When looking at Weiner’s Conceptual practice of juxtaposing phrases translated
into several languages – usually chosen to be significant with respect to
the culture of the exhibition’s venue – a (visual) perspective may be added
to considerations of the multiplicity of languages in the Wake. This
regards the different lengths, appearances and grammatical structures of
the phrases.7 For the Joyce in Art exhibition, Weiner chose a statement
resonant with matter, change and trinity. 172
Other veritable Joyce scholars among artists are – as noted – Martha
Rosler, with her early publication on mirrors and photography in Ulysses,
William Anastasi, Patrick Ireland and, among younger artists, Ecke
Bonk and Alexander Roob. Moreover, Noel Sheridan’s HCE triptych,
 /, 67 was submitted instead of an essay to William York Tindall
at Columbia University.8 The scholarly Joyce libraries of artists that I
have had the pleasure to access provide evidence for much Joycean
research on the part of many artists. Visual artists emerge as eminently
knowledgeable when it comes to Joyce. Indeed, in the cases of Beuys,
Tony Smith, Jess, John Latham, Ladislav Galeta and William Anastasi,
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even Joyce scholars can find their work a humbling experience.
In the oeuvres of the last two, research is foregrounded and takes on
a life of its own. William Anastasi, in particular, has applied the proverbial fine-tooth comb (from Duchamp’s transition cover) 13 to the works
of Alfred Jarry, Marcel Duchamp and James Joyce. Very likely, nobody
in the scholarly community can match his knowledge of detailed correspondences between the three figures.9 171 However, his set of tools in
ascertaining these correspondences is artistic, overtly creative – and
Joycean – rather than scientific (whatever that difference may mean at a
time when the two realms have been found to be each other’s match in
their levels of “unscientific” speculation). “Research” into encounters that
most likely took place between Joyce and Duchamp and their “inevitable” translation into closer than possible relationships of their works
is best left to artists whose concept of cause and effect does not need to
live up to scientific standards. They have the right to obfuscate discourse
and may thus react better to obfuscated discourse – and could therefore
be the better Wake “scholars”.10 William Anastasi’s research has in this
vein yielded fascinating visual and conceptual, i.e. artistic, results: he
clearly overdoes it with his almost limitless interpretations and correspondences. In this, he is decidedly Joycean, not because of parallels to
freewheeling Joyce scholarship, but because Joyce overdid it, too, in
“Ithaca”, Finnegans Wake and elsewhere. Fritz Senn has coined the term
“provection” for that carried-away-ness, exaggeration, expansion, magnification, piling up, transgressing into parody or hyperbole and overstepping limits.11
This notion is related to the accumulation and sedimentation already
located in much artwork on Joyce. Anastasi’s provection can most clearly be ascertained in his me innerman monophone: Jarry in Joyce, first shown
in  and reinstalled at the RHA exhibition, .12 171, 182 Marlena
Corcoran has rightly focused on this work’s border-crossings between
the categories of manuscript, drawing, exhibition and scholarship (a
symposium took place in the gallery during the first presentation).13
What remains to be noted, however, is Anastasi’s role as one of the most
innovative early Conceptual artists,14 whose canonical work Untitled,
, consisting of a photograph of a gallery wall placed on that same
wall, can be said to correspond to Joyce’s Cork picture in the cork frame.
Anastasi belongs within the same Joyce-inspired league of artists as
Richard Hamilton (with his “typotranslative” research on Joyce and
Duchamp). Weiner and Kosuth, must also, of course, all be mentioned
again in the context of Joyce and research strategies in visual art.
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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Provection in the field of oral history is a way of describing Kenneth
Goldmith’s artistic practice. It has included recording his every move for
a whole day – Bloomsday in  under the title Fidget – or his utterances
for a whole week: Soliloquy, . His Joyce-suffused work entails publishing books with the masses of collected material, and his life features
a son called Finnegan: provection indeed.
Bulky installations of texts, arrived at in a quasi scholarly manner and
presented for viewers’ active engagement – this is a description of a
whole branch of recent artistic practice. Joyce is clearly not merely one
of the quoted authors, but a source of inspiration for that artistic procedure itself. Fritz Senn finds a likely reason for this extraordinary presence:
“Joyce gave us something to dislocute: that is one reason why we are so
busy”.15 Or as the writer himself said: “I’ve put in so many enigmas and
puzzles that it will keep the professors busy for centuries arguing over
what I meant, and that’s the only way of ensuring one’s immortality.”16
Artists engaged in Joycean research can be confident that they help to
ensure Joyce’s immortality, but also that their work extends the writer’s
oeuvre – or that all research after Joyce is required by or already contained in his texts.17
Extending Joyce Reading, research and the artistic interpretation involved constitute an “extension” of Joyce’s work or a carrying out of the
tasks that the writer allocated to his “ideal readers” (FW .).18 He
clearly invites various “facultative” extensions:19 “why dont they go and
create something” (U .).20 When Jean-Michel Rabaté claims that
Joyce “had no doubt that [...] the new-born genetic reader could add an
ideal paraphe to [Finnegans Wake]”,21 I would like to argue that this
could also be true for “microscopic” artist-readers of Joyce, among whom
I would count Tony Smith (for his sigla work), 56 Joseph Beuys (the
Ulysses Extension drawings), 116 William Anastasi (Bababad series paintings) 79 and Raymond Pettibon as another reader struck by the “disease”
of reading Finnegans Wake (and subsequently other texts in a Wakean
manner ). 135
Continuing History Joseph Beuys may have been unique in his claim

that he received a posthumous “request” from Joyce to “extend” Ulysses,22
but as “post Joyce” time proceeds, the need to “extend” the writer’s work
in a temporal or historical way can be seen to be ever more pressing.
Richard Hamilton’s Citizen, 76 which includes a reflection on recent Irish
history, is one example.
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Artists like Joseph Beuys and Paul Wunderlich did not need to wait for
as long as this to find a post-Joycean historical turning-point that the
writer either uncannily anticipated or by which he is posthumously challenged – depending on the point of view. This is the Shoah of European
Jewry. Paul Wunderlich, like Beuys a German soldier in World War II
who turned to art, reads Giacomo Joyce with the benefit of hindsight and,
to put it simply, accuses the writer of sexism and anti-Semitism in his
treatment of Amelia Popper.23 In my view, Wunderlich’s primary motivation is apparent. The highly sexualized renderings of the female subject – not too far from Allen Jones’s figures – turns one of the accusations back at Wunderlich himself, who moreover fails to differentiate
between biography and fiction. The accusation of anti-Semitism, of “colonizing” the Jewish woman’s body, may find some ground between
the lines of Giacomo Joyce. But it escapes me why the former German soldier could not pick a more pertinent example (even among Modernist
writers), if his intention had been the honourable one of highlighting
latent anti-Semitism.
Joseph Beuys has been accused of fascism and of not engaging with
his past. This view, mostly found in English-speaking literature,24 I see
as largely based on an unawareness of certain (in the past hardly accessible) work. There is no doubt that Beuys was far more prescriptive in his
stated views than we can now bear, but his (early) work shows otherwise.
Beuys’ wish to “extend” Ulysses, as I have argued,25 was at least partially
motivated by his wish to come to terms with Germany’s recent past, i.e.
his past. In , towards the end of his depressive crisis, he decided to
set himself the most difficult of tasks and submit a proposal of sculptural work for the former extermination camp’s site at Auschwitz. Studies
towards his proposal are to be found in the Ulysses Extension: in a
Joycean context. 173 Beuys wished to place three large concrete shapes of
decreasing size (roofs on stilts) on the camp’s main axis marked by train
tracks. 174, 127 Possibly as a reaction to Brancusi’s Tirgu Jiu monument to
those who died in World War I, he thus devised a modern-day rite of
passage, at whose end a reflective bowl was to catch the light and point
upwards.26
Which role does the Joycean context of the drawings play? It is obviously not used in the usual, more concrete (or reductive) way of referring
to Leopold Bloom (wrongly) as a Jew. Joyce’s peripatetic lifestyle may
have contributed to the choice, but, in the main, Beuys’ Auschwitz
Memorial submission is Joyce-related in so far as it conflates old and
new: not as regards the Odyssey and Dublin in , but megalithic and
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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recent history. The roof shapes stand for dolmens that (even without an
added tumulus) mark the route of a passage tomb. In passage graves such
as Newgrange, the sun shines through the passageway at the winter solstice and illuminates the stone bowl containing ashes placed at its end.
To Beuys all kinds of mines and tunnels seemed Irish and Joycean (in
his characteristic equation of the two). Finnegans Wake’s museyroom may
be the main motivation here, aided by the fact that Beuys had learned in
his childhood about Irish miners in the Ruhr area, not far from his native
region, where a mine named “Hibernia” still exists.27 In the megalithic
population of Europe and the Celts who were marginalized and even
subject to genocide, Beuys found a valid point of comparison to European Jews in the twentieth century. Joyce’s Celtic, i.e Hibernian (Irish
and “wintry”) origins, his “Jewish” subject matter and treatment of war
in a damning and of death in a hopeful, cyclical manner, his “Edenville”
telephone call from “Proteus” (U .), his reflection on “Jewgreek
is greekjew” (U .-.), his quasi anticipation of the Holocaust
through his mentioning of burnt offerings (holocaust) in both Ulysses
and Finnegans Wake, and especially the “felix culpa” motif – all these
turned Joyce into the perfect point of departure for Beuys’ redemptive
gesture.
Joyce in Art

Despite the fact that the comparison with genocide in earlier history
seeks to relativize the Holocaust in a way similar to some German historians’ views that sparked off a hotly contested historians’ debate in the
late s,28 Beuys deals in a more earnestly searching, less self-righteous
way with the past and Joyce’s perspective on Jews than some of his
critics, or Paul Wunderlich. The Shoah has thrown Joyce’s attitude into
sharp focus – and not only within Joyce studies. Artists who share a marginalized, diasporian existence with the writer have found much ground
to identify with Joyce, as has been noted. Others participating in a culture
that has continued for sixty years to grapple with those events continue
to find Joyce’s work a fruitful source. The consensus seems to be that
Joyce “updates” rather well in relation to historical matters.

174 Joseph Beuys,
Auschwitz
Monument,
proposal, 1957
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Scientific Thought This is also the case with a view to new media,
hypertext and various (more or less) recent mathematical and physical
ways of looking at the world. To begin with the last-named, László
Moholy-Nagy had already stated that “Joyce contained multitudes. And
with these ‘multitudes’, he paved the way to a related, space-time thinking
on a larger scale than any writer had done before.”29 He refers here to
Einstein’s discontinuous space-time relationship.
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought



Royden Rabinowitch was introduced to Jules Henry Poincaré’s writings
in .30 When the artist states that “Joyce lay the foundations for
the modern consciousness that everybody has to rely on”,31 this takes on
a slightly more scientific and philosophically founded nuance in comparison to the many who have stated similar sentiments.32 Poincaré at
the turn of the nineteenth century described the space of ordinary experience and abstract space as opposed entities, corresponding to the
oppositions between Aristotelian and Neo-Platonic views.33 Rabinowitch sees this opposition as a threat of solipsism and thus opposes
both views. Joyce, the artist asserts, had an “exquisite awareness of these
differences”.
An example of the opposition is the use of the Euclidean diagram
in Finnegans Wake. “It demonstrates in artistic terms that it is possible
to utilise such structures in ways that were not intended.” Furthermore, Ulysses as a whole can be seen as consisting of empirical situations, whereas Finnegans Wake is profoundly unempirical. When the two
extremes meet, absurdity and humour enter. “Both together stand for a
kind of sanity.” Is it a coincidence that the best example for this are
Rabinowitch’s Greased Cones from the mid-s, 169 which combine an
organic, uneven, sensual surface with a regular, geometric shape? Beuys
and Rabinowitch independently (but around the same time) seem to
have developed similar thought processes and priorities using the same
media (grease, geometrical shapes). The two artists centre on something
that can be formulated variously as coincidentia oppositorum, mediation or
oscillation. Did Joyce facilitate such artistic findings? In Beuys’ case we
can be certain. In an interview from , whose text he used for his
James Joyce with Sled multiple, , 42 he maintained that “these things
[ Joyce’s work] that change the universe belong into our consciousness
[... and that Joyce stood for a] self-changing principle”.34 But Rabinowitch is hesitant: he could never deal with Joyce directly, again for fear
of solipsism – or, one can add, illustration. And yet: “Joyce still instils
hope in me ... [There is an] incredible sanity to” his work.
John Latham’s scientifically inspired theories concern time more than
space. He has formulated that:
The current premis[e] is that the real world is a phenomenon taking
place in space and a linear time measured by clocks, and a dynamic split
between mind and matter. The idea has been derided only in art [...]
systematically thrown overboard by James Joyce.35
Latham was from  a friend of two scientists, a biologist and a
physicist, who worked in a then unusually interdisciplinary way. This
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175 John Latham,
The roller
1976

serendipitous encounter prompted similarly interdisciplinary work involving constellatory marks that he created with a then new technique,
the mechanical spray-gun. It “recorded what happened in that second.”36
Understood historically (“Joyce was interested in a total history”) as well
as cosmically, the Time-Base Roller, , “is a model that enables humans to situate themselves in the context of the cosmos as a whole.”37
On the second such roller blind from , 175 one can see many letters
in a grid. These letters make sense in a vertical arrangement, but this can
be seen only upside-down and from the back of the work, when the
“blind” is lowered. From the front, the viewer has to try to read the combination of (meaningless) letters horizontally. The work is entitled The,
a reference not only to the last word of Finnegans Wake (in lower case),
but also to the inadequately definite article in the name of the exhibition’s venue, The Gallery, London. The viewers are forced to adopt the
Wake reader’s habit of going across the text and inverting literature’s
linear timeframe.38 Latham clearly views this as a model to be applied to
society, history and government in general, following the innovations in
physics in the early twentieth century. For him – as for many other
artists, as has just been shown – Joyce indicates a shift in human
thought.39
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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Jeffrey Shaw studied with John
Latham at St. Martin’s School of Art, London, in . One year later,
he co-founded the Event Structure Research Group. When Shaw
employs the latest in digital technology to create interactive work, this is
not out of a belief in progress. Shaw states: “I’m a big fan of Joyce –
deeply under the spell of Finnegan[s] Wake – my best understanding of
him comes via Norman O. Brown’s book Closing Time where he interpolates Joyce and Vico – I have used some phrases from Finnegans Wake
in my work PLACE – A USERS GUIDE .” 40 While this work is indeed
more explicit, the Viconian dimension and other Joycean aspects can be
better ascertained in Shaw’s canonical interactive work The Legible City
(with Dirk Groeneveld), . 170
The viewer cycles on a stationary bicycle. But rather than through
time (history) alone, he or she cycles through space – textual space.
The visual/virtual reality in front of the cyclist is interactive in so far as
the active viewer navigates through a cityscape made up of buildingsized text. There are several later versions based on various city maps
and the possibility of including multiple viewers/cyclists. The Dublin of
“Wandering Rocks” invariably comes to mind, as well as the cyclically
rhizomatic textual landscape of the Wake, where different turns can be
taken.41
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in  did not see in Joyce a prefiguration of their poststructural structures, the rhizomes, since in their
view he did not go far enough. While on the level of the word, rhizomes
were in evidence, they slighted the circularity and thus the encompassing
wholeness of the book as world, which the two philosophers found boring and effectively totalitarian.42 However, the postmodernist Joyce43
already called upon in fact does by all accounts constitute a model or
source of inspiration for knotting symptoms,44 non-linear, rhizomatic
hypertextuality.45 Not only the perceived necessity to create hypertexts of
Joyce’s works testifies to this, however useful or not the annotations
given may be to (novice) readers. Joyce as a source of inspiration for
interactive, hypertextual artwork (and theories thereon) also makes a
powerful statement in this regard.
Lynn Hershman has created interactive video installations since the
mid-s. 176 She wrote to me that she “used Molly Bloom’s soliloquy
in one of her installations”.46 She did not elaborate, but then “Hershman’s female protagonists not only possess unstable identities – they are
‘shifting personalities’, whose inner logic presupposes the non-existence
of boundaries between different layers of reality”47 – and between the
Interactivity, Hypertext, Rhizomes
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176 Lynne Hershman,
Lorna
1983-84

works. Viewers can effectively change her characteristics and identities.
More recently,
[...] the shy, neurotic and awkward woman, personified by Roberta
and other personae, has been substituted with the forthright, shorthaired Marion, who aggressively attacks the observer from the monitor
[...] is a projection of the observer’s imagination.
Did Hershman choose the name Marion with Marion Tweedy (aka
Molly Bloom) in mind? Most likely. What earlier artists achieved by
working on Joyce’s sigla, new technologies render possible via an interactivity that furthermore involves the viewers’ changing identities more
directly.
The works just discussed, in their Joyce-inspired and digitally enabled
hypertextuality, give the impression that (the late) Joyce has come into
his own48 or found a suitable “extension”. Even Joseph Beuys’ much
earlier Ulysses Extension drawings have been anachronistically and in
parallel with Joyce’s writings associated with digital, hypertextual artwork.49 The realm of more recent Joyce “extensions” significantly
includes interactivity, where recipients can let further roots grow onto
other plateaux (to use Deleuze and Guattari’s term).50 Virtual reality
becomes more than a metaphor for the locus of such “extensions”.
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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Departing from theories of openness and interactivity, Söke Dinkla has
proposed a “floating work of art” which is to account for the physical
experience of the simultaneity of inside and outside in relation to the
work.51 This indeed links up with artists’ views of the oppositions that
Joyce encompasses (Royden Rabinowitch has just been quoted as remarking on related matters). But may it not also be possible to find such
physical and mental experiences of inside and outside in good old-fashioned reading?52
The performative quality in much artwork that departs from Joyce
has so far surfaced only as a tendency within interactive art (and between the lines of Eco’s definition of the open work via Finnegans Wake).
What I mean far exceeds any artist, writer, or curator condescendingly
granting the recipient the right to fulfil his or her vision.53 Readers of
the later Joyce have found encouragement to usurp his work, to remake
it, but mainly to create, share and enact new, fleeting meanings.54 I
detect a germ of such performative practice in the love of artists to read
Finnegans Wake (with others) – this particularly applies to Tony Smith,
John Cage, Robert Barnes, Patrick Ireland and Noel Sheridan – to digress, not to interpret in a scholarly manner, but to enjoy a momentary
coming together. They regard the Wake as a model that undermines
models. They look away from the text – and find that space within
culture, informed and distracted: a reading strategy.55 “Shut your eyes
and see” (U .).
Joycean Ways of Thinking Through Joyce artists have thus developed
new modes of thinking. No matter what one may call the supposed
opposites encountered in this study – ratio/intuition, Aristotelian/
Neo-Platonic thought, figuration /abstraction, formalism/content, Ivory
Tower /Sacred Fount, space /time, internal/external, yin /yang, colonial/
postcolonial frames of mind, marginality /universality, teleological /
cyclical thinking etc. etc. – artists have described (and located in their
works) ways of thinking between the categories as Joyce had already
developed these avenues. John Cage remarked on “this bringing together
of opposites”56 in Joyce. It now no longer surprises that (such mediating
or oscillating) thought processes themselves have been linked with the
writer.57 By means of the insights into thought processes that the stream
of consciousness technique provides and the rhizomatic readings that
the Wake prompts, Joyce has focused on our thinking (about him).58
On the one hand, Joycean thinking as it manifests itself in visual art
is a lucidly conceptual kind of thinking. On the other hand, it is also a
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visual, “constellating” thought process, akin to how visual artists compose their often spatially presented works aesthetically. And it requires
artists to sustain the two.59
It almost seems that there is no escaping Joyce for the many artists
engaged in theories and topics that are of significance in present-day
culture, life and art. Joseph Kosuth echoes in his reply to my questions
concerning his Joyce-inspiration what artists from David Smith to John
Cage have repeatedly stated: “Joyce is one of the individuals [who are]
responsible for a culture that I work within, which is to say that Joyce is
somewhat internalized in all the work I do”.60 To that sentiment I sought
to provide a background in this chapter. It is in keeping with my subject
then – and with the “disease” (Raymond Pettibon) of reading and viewing the world in a Joyce-inspired way – that I find rhizomatic modes61
or clusters of references even between Joyce-inspired art.
Clusters Research is about making connections; and Joyce’s texts teach

us to read other texts. Under the heading of clusters, I must credit several artists, whose work has anticipated in several ways my own attempts
at making such (rhizomatic) connections between Joyce and visual
artists. Taking into account the direction of my previous book on Joyce
and Beuys, I have found such instances most prominently displayed by
the many artists who have linked these two figures.
John Cage had Beuys appear in a hilarious manner in James Joyce,
Marcel Duchamp, Erik Satie: An Alphabet, providing two pheasants with
electrical felt nests.62 Inge Prokot’s Great Stag Painting from  contains the names “James Joyce” and “Joseph”, rightly pointing out the fact
that both artists identified with stags. A painting by Jürg Burkhart’s
bears the title L’ultiomo canto di Joyce per Beuys, .63 Miroslaw Balka’s
a, e, i, o, u, ,177 refers in several ways to both Joyce and Beuys and
also finds in the title – as Stephen Dedalus before him (U .) – a
formula for indebtedness in general. Dogs in their kennels recall Beuys’
Coyote “action” in New York, , that was in turn inspired by Joyce’s
palindromic linking of god and dog.64 Once the correspondence is established, the diary format appears to be borrowed from A Portrait and
the cyclical format (the month of October initiates and concludes the
series) related to Finnegans Wake. Much of Balka’s other work hints
simultaneously at Beuys’ and Joyce’s preoccupations. The only question
is: which one appeared first in the artist’s universe? The fact that Remembrance of the First Holy Communion 69 is Balka’s first major work
points to Joyce.
Canon, Popular Culture, Thought
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Within a postmodernist context, however, that chronology (or hierarchy) is not always maintained. Michael Rogers’s Beehive for Molly
Bloom, , 178 consists of blown and engraved glass and beeswax. It
served as a real, working beehive, as the honeycomb “beard” on Molly
Bloom proves: she has literally become a flower. Rogers states: “I was
aware of Beuys[’] interest in Joyce and his interest in bees which is what
originally led me to Joyce”.65
All these artists had practically just their intuition (and the rhyming
names) to rely on to make such connections. Only Hannes Vogel, who
had himself worked (separately) on Beuys and Joyce, was prompted by
our mutually inspiring conversations when he created Wylermeer 179, 89 –
a work that focuses on the (spiritual) presences of Joyce, Beuys, Arnold
Schoenberg and John Cage, at the Expressionist house in the Lower
Rhine Region, where Alice Schuster attempted to translate Finnegans
Wake. With its conical roof, it has been mentioned as the likely site of
Beuys’ reading of the Wake in the early s. This isolated incident can
serve here as a further pointer to the fact that scholarship – normally,
however, meaning Joyce scholarship, not necessarily art history – has also
inspired artists.

Joyce in Art

I began this study by calling upon or calling to mind the creativity
involved in research and interpretation. This assertion has now become
more complex in relation to Joyce-inspired artwork employing research
strategies. Since making this statement, I have become aware of an even
closer parallel to my own endeavours in the pursuit of Joyce-inspired art.
While I have researched works that to me showed correspondences with
the writer and asked many of the relevant artists, whether or not they
would consider Joyce as a source of inspiration for their work, Simon
Morris has approached a panel of international artists and asked them to
nominate books – usually their “favourite” books.66 The terms used to
describe the resulting artwork – “Extreme Reading”, “informationasmaterial” and “BiblioMANIA” 180 – speak of the “disease” and “provection” mentioned earlier, as well as further categories under which Joyceinspired work has here been investigated (accumulation and research,
even book objects as an updated notion for the internet). Several of the
artists involved in their colleague’s project have (and this comes as no
surprise) listed Joyce’s works. They are Howard Britton, Suzanne Cotter,
Nick Thurston, Anne Moeglin-Delcroix, Derek Tyman, Paul O’Neill
and, of course, Joseph Kosuth and Kenneth Goldsmith. This list can
serve as a pointer to future needs for artistic and art-historical work.
James Joyce will without any doubt continue to inspire artists well into
the twenty-first century.
The artists already indebted to him have, as I could show, directed the
course of the history of art over wide swathes of twentieth-century art.
They have been extraordinarily inspirational in their own right. One can
view this as introducing an indirect driving force and complicating the
issue, but since we are here dealing with the appropriator par excellence
among writers, such a development can hardly be seen as a threat.67 As
Vincent Cheng writes on postcolonial authors in the wake of Joyce: “the
ideological power of internationally widespread and influential works
like Joyce’s is perhaps just as effectively spread indirectly – by the influences they have on various other sources, who then propagate those
influences in their own ways”.68 Joyce’s impact on artists and on the history of art that has been mapped here thus constitutes the best of all
cases – from the perspective of Joyce’s afterlife and for the history of art.
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Conclusion

Umberto Eco asserted in  that the most important lesson that could
be learned from the experience of Joyce was an implicit definition of the
situation of modern art.1 That has indeed been found to be true – and
equally applicable to more recent art. It has moreover been established
that the reasons for Eco’s impression were often direct knowledge and
conscious inspiration among artists, particularly those of the generation
that developed their oeuvres in the s.
Modernist artists frequently showed an interest in Joyce, his use of
everyday life, his various sources and his formal innovations. When the
inspiration went deeper, they transcended the Modernist framework and
showed an interest in the space between abstraction and figuration and
between form and content. Minimalists explored such dichotomies even
further. Joyce appeared with great regularity at turning-points within the
history of art. He even became a regular guest at its battlegrounds,
whether in a debate on Barnett Newman’s work or between those who
could and those who could not bear the noted coincidence of (or oscillation between) opposites. In relation to art history of the twentieth- and
twenty-first centuries, Joyce teaches us that artists – usually Joyceinspired ones – will prove wrong dogmatism of any kind.
Joyce is particularly prominent as a trainer of the minds of Conceptual artists. He played a seminal role in the worldviews of those who
led the rediscovery of Duchamp in the s and the simultaneous
lingualization of art. Against expectations, the ensuing politicization of
culture was not so much of a barrier for the appreciation of Joyce among
visual artists as it was among literary scholars. He was viewed more as
liberating through openness. But even on the (supposedly) apolitical side
of the artistic spectrum, among Pop Artists, Joyce was appreciated.
In the current multi-faceted artistic landscape, Joyce holds his ground
as a source of inspiration, motivated by a variety of factors. The writer
has inspired many current modes of thinking and scientific theories (relativity, indeterminacy, theories related to new media, post-structuralism,
postcolonialism). Thus, artists engaging with these have found Joyce
helpful, because he showed an awareness of changes that were happening around his time. Joyce is moreover seen to anticipate and encompass
current worldviews. His is an admirable (or annoying!) artistic ethos of
great humanity, combined with universal or rhizomatically rooted subject matter. It seems to be no longer possible for many twentieth- or
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twenty-first century artists to deal with tradition – whether biblical,
Homeric, or Modernist – without referring to Joyce for ways to go about
it. Artists researched, educated their minds in order to become Joyce’s
contemporaries (as Richard Ellmann would say) or his equals. Many
have succeeded in their fields.
For visual artists, Joyce provides an access to traditions, to world
literature, to peripheral European culture (Ireland) and simultaneously
to culture as it was valued in the centres of artistic practice (Italy in the
years of Futurism, Zurich during the Dada era, Paris following World
War I and the United States after World War II).
There is a certain self-help aspect in reading Joyce which has attracted some artists. The writer continues to be an inspiration for artists who
wish to create work on identities of a shifting, often marginalized, kind
– and with universal implications. Joyce’s sigla and the labyrinthine, rhizomatic or hypertextual reading that Finnegans Wake encourages, have
been instrumental in giving new, positive expressions to multiple, diasporic identities. New, interactive artistic media have eagerly taken account of such precedents.
While the title A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man may have attracted the attention of many young artists, and prompted identifications
and portraits of various kinds, it is not this early work that has incited
the most significant artistic engagements with Joyce. Dieter Roth has
even slighted A Portrait as kitsch. Ulysses, by contrast, has been at the
centre when it comes to artists developing their own stylistic versatility
and multiplicity which are even rather alien to visual artists’ oeuvres (and
the market forces that govern them). The novel has provided artists with
many materials for pillaging and serves particularly well as a precedent
for work on popular culture. Joseph Kosuth expresses a sentiment shared
by artists who have contributed many of the most original and far-reaching responses to Joyce: “As a cultural draw of course Ulysses stands there
as a towering presence, the mountain to be climbed. But for all the reasons one must respect Ulysses[,] it is Finnegans Wake that one arrives at
with a sense of completion.”2
Joyce’s status as canonical but (formerly) banned author brought about
a two-sided history of reception that shows how the writer continues to
be valued, critically interpreted and reinvented. He has simultaneously
retained a credible presence in sub-cultural and popular cultural fields
within visual art. And he also serves as an example of a celebrity whose
“brilliance” is felt as overwhelming for some and whose canonical status
should either be further enhanced and perpetuated, or criticized and
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subverted. Appropriation techniques have been used to achieve both
ends. They are, furthermore, close to aspects of Joyce’s technique.
These techniques and motifs are so multi-faceted that artists have
found a never-ending wealth of inspiring material. Motifs alone – in
portraiture and illustration – have been questioned and found to be of
limited relevance if not expanded and matched by a consideration of
Joyce’s procedures or techniques. Motifs such as constellations, fat and
felt, maps, and the course of a day thus usually have an effect on a variety of procedural choices, often guiding an artist’s oeuvre over a broad
terrain and for a considerable length of time. Iconography alone therefore can not achieve what is necessary: an interpretation of what a reference to the writer achieves within a particular (art) historical moment, in
a particular medium – i.e. iconology.3 I hope that my references to Joyce
are not understood as being reductive or as exhausting the interpretative
possibilities of any work. The contrary is the case. Artists’ application of
Joyce usually matches the way in which he himself used his sources:
irreverently, kept to a limit, as scaffolding.4
With regard to many of the examples given, the answer to the question of whether or not Joyce’s achievement was valid and important in
the sense of providing an understandable model must be a resounding
“yes”. We find confirmed Ezra Pound’s dictum that a work is all the
more worthwhile, the more works of different genres are required to
interpret it. I would like to argue that Joyce’s model has not only continued to be understandable to artists, but that their practice can also
become adequately transparent by approaching it through Joyce. New
interpretations of major and minor works were the consequence.
It transpires that the model of (the later) Joyce is one that (maybe
paradoxically) teaches irreverence with regard to models. Frequently, his
position as a source of inspiration is thus both oblique and exclusive.
Artists have generally (and in the most fortuitous cases) used Joyce for
their own ends and with independent minds. He is a writer who has
managed to give rise to or to encompass the most diverse artistic
approaches. This is evident in the fact that he provided precedents for
Barnett Newman’s virile Ulysses painting and the text for an earth-motherly work by Joan Snyder, the basis for a “trippy, acidy”5 HCE painting
by Noel Sheridan, and the strategy for much sober, “lingualized” and
utterly intellectual Conceptual Art. Joyce provided inspiration for John
Latham’s “libroclastic” position and for Joseph Beuys’ installation on his
workspace’s windowsill, which appears like an altar and which features a
copy of Ulysses.
Conclusion



Visual artists have also “corrected” Joyce, for example, those (including
Beuys) who have favoured soap instead of stone as the substance into
which a washerwoman can metamorphose. They have also sometimes
examined the writer’s difficult personality. In general, artists have adopted axioms from Joyce and have certainly avoided becoming his epigones.
No major artist of the twentieth century – with the possible exception of
Richard Hamilton – is primarily known for Joyce-inspired work. In this
regard it is telling that the topic under investigation here has hardly been
dealt with before.6
The broad spectrum of Joyce-inspired art renders it difficult to generalize about what it is that Joyce has inspired visual artists to do. But
what emerges from the wealth of connections is firstly that Joyce provides “something for everybody” – an intentional aspect of his oeuvre.
Each art movement found aspects of particular importance (Conceptual
art, Pop Art and Fluxus). Secondly, the writer has (thus rightly and in
keeping with his approaches) been instrumentalized for artists’ own purposes. This confirms the openness of Joyce’s texts and ideally takes that
quality into Joyce-inspired art. Artists have extended Joyce in every possible way (historically, politically), but, most importantly, they have
adopted Joyce’s ways of thinking. Some artists’ procedures when reacting
to Joyce appear as somewhat too automatic or too “crafted”, but they
need not retain the balance that Joyce himself kept. It is paramount that
a link is retained with the artist’s whole oeuvre (something that could
here be touched upon only in passing).
It is precisely the irreducible wealth of Joyce’s thinking, the unbroken
line from mythical times to postmodernism that he represents, which
artists have found fascinating. The difficulties in pinning down Joyce
have had an inspiring effect on artists, as they strive for formulations that
cannot be paraphrased.
Artists have used Joyce’s precedent to be extraordinarily responsive to
their own media. Their materiality – ranging from typography and
(artists’) books to bodily excretions, from flowing substances (or potentially flowing ones like fat) to bulky accumulations – has been in the
foreground for much of this study. Metamorphosis, transubstantiation,
epiphany, collecting and sedimentation, parallax, circulation, vivisection,
the diaphane, sacralization and secularization, as well as portmanteau
strategies are all applicable to the material world with which artists have
become engaged when responding to Joyce. They have provided singularly useful approaches to artistic media within art history in the wake of
the ready-made.
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Joyce’s flowing language, along with his strategies of time manipulation,
are central in another context. While the writer clearly became important for artists who were creative during the era of the linguistic turn,
when linguistic competency, conceptuality and wordplay entered visual
practice, he remains useful in more recent developments under the aegis
of the performative turn. This is not only to do with Joyce’s wish to have
readers perform Finnegans Wake (i.e. read the text aloud) that has given
sustained inspiration to performance art, but also with the paradoxical
fact that Joyce is a model for those who dislike models, question prescribed meaning cultivate irreverence and prefer to perform their own
meanings.
The fact that artists’ media have increasingly included language has
meant, among other things, that visual artists are now no longer automatically dispensed from being in “competition” with the writer. Artists’
competencies have approached the realm of Joyce: wordplay, translations
and dislocutions of all kinds. Feelings of competition or of being overwhelmed are growing, along with – possibly – the notion that Joyce is
now more relevant to artists than he has ever been. The boundary between the genres – however elusive this had already become in Joyce’s
day – has nevertheless continued to serve as a safeguard from allegations
of plagiarism, a protection of artists’ autonomy, despite the most extensive borrowings.
Joyce’s Fluviana – here introduced as visual work by the writer –
mean among many other things that (since ) that boundary can only,
if at all, be upheld as a tendency. Joyce’s other forays into the visual
world of layout and typography take on a more consciously “artistic” air,
and artists need to welcome Joyce as an innovator within their own ranks.
He was a conceptual artist.
It is also significant that Joyce sought to bridge the boundary between
word and image – which artists using language have continued to do
from the other side. Both Joyce’s spatial strategies and his manipulations
of time have been particularly fruitful as inspirations for time-based and
performance genres of visual art. These transgressions are in keeping
with the transgressiveness, licentiousness, notoriety and (politically) daring nature of Joyce’s oeuvre – and much artwork in his wake. Artists aim
to question taboos and the hierarchical order of things. In that respect,
Joyce, the epitome of linguistic competence, has even been seen as antiliterary and as standing outside of traditional power structures.7 It is
in this sense that artists perform a socio-political task when reacting to
Joyce and thus renegotiating the word /image relationship.
Conclusion



Whether or not Joyce would have “liked” any – or all – of the artworks
scrutinized here is of no consequence. He would certainly have approved
of the attention. Moreover, I believe that he would have recognized the
constellations, the universality, mediations and oscillations involved, as
well as – crucially – the conceptuality behind many of the works: in other
words, his ways of thinking. That element renders Joyce such a commanding presence in the history of art from the Modernist period onwards – with a stress on the s, but hardly a lull in the long history
of artistic reception. He has been an epiphany for artists and has also
provided many such experiences through works inspired by him.
It would be wrong to say that Joyce has dominated major artists’
oeuvres or even the history of art after him. But without the writer, it
may very well have run a different course. A picture has emerged that
securely establishes Joyce as a most enduring inspiration of artists for
almost a hundred years. Arguably, no Modernist writer has been as fruitful a whetstone and quarry, an intellectual measure and annoyance as
Joyce; or as bright a guiding light for the use of traditions and idiosyncratic general knowledge, as well as for ways to employ the most diverse
materials and achieve coherence in an artistic oeuvre. And that coincidence of opposites, that oscillating coherence of contradictory forces
contained in materially aware and visually stimulating works, has been
established as a leitmotif within Joyce-inspired art. It makes for complex,
rewarding artworks that sustain the fascination of this topic. James Joyce
is clearly an artists’ writer.
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What Have We Inherited? – James Elkins

The book you have just read is a prodigious piece of scholarship, a
resourceful and energetic attempt to encompass the unencompassable. It
does not need an ending because it can never have one: and so I offer
these words not as a postscript but as an envoi – something to bear along
as you think back on the book and ponder what it says about history and
possibilities for the present.
Let me start at a point that may seem diametrically different from the
book’s perspective but is, at the same time, wholly compatible with it: let
me posit that Joyce was, by many measures, an archetypically non-visual
artist. I say this in full gratitude for what Lerm Hayes has done in this
book. The Fluviana, among many examples, are testimony to Joyce’s
quirky and intriguing sense of the visual. His picture of Cork framed in
cork was an exact gesture in its day, and even now it could sell as a neoSurrealist tourist item. And yet ... even aside from the debatable evidence
provided by Joyce’s pedestrian taste in painting (cousin to his penchant
for conservative music) and his increasingly blurred eyesight, there is the
simple monumental evidence of his perfect verbal pitch and his inexhaustible capacity to be mesmerized by even the stupidest wordplays.
There have been attempts to show affinities between Joyce’s styles and
visual arts movements, including Cubism and Pre-Raphaelitism, and it
has been said that Joyce is fundamentally, obscurely, or deeply visual after
all or in spite of everything he wrote. The books themselves should be
enough to contradict those efforts. In this sense Joyce is obdurately nonvisual, repeatedly blind to visual experience and visual art.
In the twenty-first century it does not need to be said that no one can
be anything other than blind to visuality that purports to be beyond
words or outside language. We are necessarily caught in language, except
to say that the visual is an example of experience that we do not know
how to write, name, or articulate. I say this just to cross my “t”s, and to
dot by “i”s. I’ll add that disclaimers have in themselves no power to alter
those facts, whether we choose to write on as if nothing prevents us from
capturing the visual – Nabokov, for example, can lull a reader into thinking that words can conjure the facts of the world – or choose, rather, to
write in full and exquisite attentiveness to the skin of words and their
power over all sense – as, for example, in William Gass’ more tortured
meditations. That is my academically minded disclaimer. Given it, I
want to ask three questions.
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The first: What does it mean when a country has, as its pre-eminent
modern artist, a person so numbed to the testimony of the eyes? What
can a contemporary Irish Modernist (or postmodernist – this is not the
place to distinguish betweenthem) do with a legacy so word-bound, so
sunken into sentences and stories?
I came to Ireland for the first time in , and in the decade since
then I have changed in many ways: but strangely, my sense of Joyce has
not. Before I visited Ireland, I already had the requisite two or three
more or less heavily annotated copies of Finnegans Wake, along with
Roland McHugh’s book and some photocopies from the Wake Newslitter. I had already been trying to read Finnegans Wake for twenty-odd
years, in the patchy way that I take it the book asks to be read. It had
already grown in my imagination to the status of an inconstant companion; and yet it was nearly always disconnected from my work as an
art historian. It had almost nothing to do with my teaching or reading,
except that it had everything to do with my teaching and reading.
The book was like an enormous sullen parasite, clinging to everything
I taught without ever speaking, attaching itself to whatever I wrote without ever contributing as much as a footnote.
Mia Lerm Hayes’s book presses hard on the strangeness of that disconnection. She is very careful about the putative parallels between Joyce
and visual art. She is loath to subscribe to even the most tempting affinities; she prefers to keep to facts and let the suggestive links lie. If she had
been the kind of historian who rushes to propose yet another bridge between Joyce’s universe and, say, Giacometti’s, then my task as a reader
would be that much simpler. I could then say: Just as I thought, the links
are under stress, held in place by special pleading; Joyce’s world really was
different from the worlds of visual Modernism.
The problem is that Lerm Hayes’s recalcitrance makes many of the
parallels that much more tempting. Again and again she shows that the
desire to make connections between visual art and Joyce’s books comes
from deeply felt affinities between the texts and fundamental concepts of
(post)modernist visual art. Lerm Hayes has led me to think repeatedly
of the oddity of finding Finnegans Wake and Ulysses everywhere in my
thoughts and nowhere in my scholarship.
Let me propose some inexact parallels. Consider the visual models that
were available to twentieth-century Irish artists when they looked to their
past. There have been enough attempts to bring manuscripts like the Book
of Kells into Modernism to fill another book this size. Irish artists have
also looked further back in time, and made works that play off medieval
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objects – daggers, sheela-na-gigs, the Moylough Belt Shrine, the Tara
Brooch. Patrick Ireland has even made works that take the Ogham script
as a kind of tabula rasa of Irish culture, remade for the present.
These experiments are relevant because they are examples of artists
trying hard to find something viable in their past. (The French have it
easy by comparison. With a continuous history of visual art from Poussin
to Manet, and a strong tradition of early Modernism, their artists have
less need to rummage in the deeper past.) Irish medieval culture and prehistory are not exactly straightforward precedents for current art practice:
they aren’t an immediately useable treasury of visual practices. After all,
what kind of current visual culture can be built out of small gold artefacts,
myopically entwined medieval illuminations, and notches cut in stones?
As in the case of Joyce, there have been many brilliant answers, and the
conversation between present and past is ongoing. (Not to say that everything is unusable: the gold boat from the Broighter Hoard seems suspiciously postmodern.) Yet it is crucial not to lose sight of the fact that Joyce
can be just as hard to use as the little spirals and swirls of the chi-rho page.
Lerm Hayes’s book is perfectly placed to force these questions of
Joyce’s place in contemporary visual culture. She does what so very few
art historians dare to do: she puts hundreds of sharply focused facts in
place of the usual diffuse claims about Joyce’s importance. This is exemplary scholarship, because it offers so much to argue with. She refuses to
be limited by the neutrality that is so often found in histories of reception, and she is not shy about criticizing less successful works. Of
Mimmo Paladino’s etchings for Ulysses, she writes acerbically:
I am not sure, however, about the ever-present gold leaf. It is too reverential, stressing the preciousness (and market value) that such a limited or special edition commands. These implications run counter to
Joyce’s less commercially oriented messages – and to Paladino’s own
background within Italian Arte Povera. Furthermore […] there is too
much sameness about these illustrations. A commentary on Joyce’s stylistic multiplicity is not in evidence.
I find this absolutely refreshing in historical scholarship. The assumptions are there to be read and debated. Does it matter if an artist mistakes
another’s ideas about commercialism? And if an artist contradicts himself,
is that a reason to doubt the work’s value? Is “sameness” a problem – especially given the legacy of Minimalism and support/surface? This is criticism
at its best, mingled with history, and not letting history have the last word.
Lerm Hayes is also inventive about the kinds of influence Joyce has
had, from strict quotation and mimetic reconstruction to intellectual
James Elkins



history. That flexibility takes this book well beyond exhibitions that may
seem superficially like it, such as one on the influence of Albrecht Dürer,
which was confined entirely to iconographic borrowings. Lerm Hayes’s
method could be called post-iconographic: it retains the precision of
iconography without the commitment to just certain kinds of influence.
Echoes of Joyce are like echoes of science: they are everywhere, even if
most artists don’t acknowledge them or even think about them. Artworks
that refer to relativity, for example, have been exhaustively studied, but
what about the groundswell of works done in the wake of modern physics
– works impossible to imagine without it, but silent about their allegiances? It’s the same problem with Joyce, and it demands flexibility.
This book shows, once and for all, exactly what artists have made of
Joyce. It is then up to all of us to decide what kind of heritage that is. My
own sense of it is that – despite the enormous range of works inspired by
Joyce, and despite the fact that Joyce certainly (as Lerm Hayes says)
“played a seminal role in the worldviews of those who led the rediscovery
of Duchamp in the s,” – Joyce is fundamentally, when the account
books are filled and closed, an enormous problem for working artists.
Joyce’s presence in the cultural landscape of Ireland is not similar to,
say, Alfred Döblin’s in Germany, Raymond Roussel’s in France, or
William Faulkner’s in America. Those writers were engaged on specific
projects, with definable boundaries of style, place, and subject. Joyce’s
universalism is immeasurably different. What can modern visual art
mean or be when it appears that its every idea is foreshadowed by
Finnegans Wake; not only foreshadowed but overwhelmed, bested, parodied, forgotten, revived and said so hopelessly much better than it ever
has been by the best scholars of visual art? What is postmodernism when
its founding moment is no longer the Rauschenberg of the collages or
the Warhol of the Brillo Boxes but a book that is not on any first-year art
history reading list – a book published when Rauschenberg was fourteen
years old and Warhol only eleven? The enormous Joyce, the useless
Joyce: these are two sides of a truly monstrous inheritance.
It is one of the great virtues of Joyce in Art that it raises so many questions, and provides the evidence necessary to debate them. I will mention just two more, which I have found it helpful to keep in mind while
pondering this excellent book.
What models of influence might capture Joyce’s heritage? The profusion of
subheadings in this book suggests there are other ways to arrange the
material. When I was reading, I thought several times about Harold
Bloom’s model of influence, in which a powerful work demands powerful
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misreading. If that were the model, how would Joyce’s heritage appear?
Lerm Hayes makes liberal use of Mieke Bal’s texts, but it could be
argued that she does not go as far as Bal in embracing all kinds of “preposterous” influence: works “influenced” by Joyce but done before him;
works that scatter Joyce and therefore appear as anti-Joycean; works that
attempt to preserve him through scholarship instead of art, such as this
book. And then there is the ultimate possibility: that, instead of Bal and
other theorists, it might have been possible to appeal only to Joyce himself for models of strong and weak interpretation. Lerm Hayes notes that
Gereon Inger’s rubber stamps are “playful and humorous” like Joyce’s
texts, and also “irreverent” in their use of sources. Joyce’s own writing
could readily provide the (very postmodern!) theoretical framework for
the evaluation and ordering of Lerm Hayes’s examples.
What kind of postmodernism does this project conjure? Necessarily, this
book concentrates on examples of influence, and not on the history of
those examples outside of their relevance to Joyce. “Gesture, ‘high’/‘low’,
universality, kitsch, materiality, and appropriation”, to sample some of
the book’s headings, all have their histories, some of which Lerm Hayes
mentions. Aligning the reception of Joyce with any of them means aligning him with particular ways of understanding Modernism and postmodernism. The significance of Joyce’s interest in typography, for example, is
described with the help of Rosalind Krauss’s theory of the Modernist
grid. The connection is provocative, because it would link Joyce to an
American-inspired kind of postmodernism that has so far not often
acknowledged him. Materiality, another category, also has its history,
which goes back through some French writing (Hubert Damisch,
Gaston Bachelard) to Claude Lévi-Strauss. Connecting Joyce to materiality in that sense would bring him into a different stream of thinking
about Modernism. Joyce’s anti-transcendentalism is another such opportunity. The literature about Modernism and anti-transcendence is vast,
and the link to Matisse’s chapel in Vence would be problematic to a
hard-line Modernist. “High”/ “low”, another of Lerm Hayes’s categories,
has also been discussed in various contexts, some of which would deny
the dichotomy altogether. Lerm Hayes knows these genealogies, and
tracing them is not her purpose. But for me, the book is at its most fascinating when it lets us ponder Joyce’s affinities.
When the dust has settled a bit more – say, in another fifty years –
what parts of visual art will own Joyce, and what parts will work by disavowing him? Where will Modernism’s most troublesome inheritance
finally come to rest?
James Elkins
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im Werk von James Joyce. (Trier ). And Robert
S. Ryf. A New Approach to Joyce: The Portrait of the
Artist as a Guidebook. (Berkeley, Los Angeles ).
13 Mack Smith. Literary Realism and the Ekphrastic
Tradition. (University Park, Pennsylvania ). And
Florence Bianu. Ekphrasis and Visuality in James
Joyce’s Prose. Unpublished PhD thesis, University of
Haifa .
14 Mieke Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”: Beyond the WordImage Opposition. (Cambridge et al. ), p. .
15 Samuel Beckett. “Dante ... Bruno . Vico .. Joyce”.
Our Exagmination round his Factification of Work
in Progress. Sylvia Beach (introduction). (London
), pp. -, here p. .
16 Bal. Reading Rembrandt, pp. -. Also Patrick
Colm Hogan. Joyce, Milton, and the Theory of Influence. (Gainesville, Florida ), p. .
17 Hermerén. Influence, p. 321.
18 Jaques Derrida. Of Spirit: Heidegger and the Question. Geoffrey Bennington, Rachel Bowlby (transl.).
(Chicago, London ).
19 Arnold Gehlen. Zeit-Bilder: Zur Soziologie und Ästhetik der modernen Malerei.  (Frankfurt/M.,
Bonn ), p. .
20 Jaques Derrida. “Ulysses Gramophone: Hear Say
Yes in Joyce”. Idem. Acts of Literature. Derek Attridge (ed.). (New York ), p. .
21 On Joyce’s retraction of Lessing’s Laocoon, see
Bianu. Ekphrasis, pp. -.
22 My contribution to the Zurich Joyce Conference,
, was entitled “Towards a Joycean Iconology:
James Joyce and Aby Warburg”.
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1 If Joyce did indeed meet Man Ray at Mary Reynolds’ open house (Bianu. Ekphrasis, p. ), this
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would have been before her friendship with Marcel
Duchamp, which began in July .
James Joyce. Finnegans Wake.  (London ),
p. . In future, quoted within the text as customary (FW ) with line numbers added if applicable.
James Joyce and Modernism: An Exhibit. Heyward
Ehrlich (ed.). Exhib. cat. Robeson Campus Center,
The State University of New Jersey: - March
. (New Jersey ), p. .
Milton Hebald depicts Joyce in a comparable fashion in his sculpture, which adorns Joyce’s Zurich
grave (Fluntern cemetery). On the possibility that
Joyce may have known of or even been inspired by
Rodin, see p. , n .
There is a third photograph with that same backdrop. Joyce has his hands folded in his lap. This
could be an allusion to the passive view of the artist
expressed in A Portrait.
For an insightful discussion of other portrait photographs of Joyce, especially Gisèle Freund’s photo
essay from , see Maurizia Boscagli, Enda Duffy.
“Joyce’s Faces”. Marketing Modernisms: Self-Promotion, Canonization and Rereading. Kevin J.H.
Dettmar, Stephen Watt (eds). (Ann Arbor ),
pp. -.
Morton P. Levitt. “Joyce and Vuillard: ‘The Music
of Painting’”. James Joyce Quarterly, . (Spring
), p. .
These exceptions concern Joyce’s use of pictorial
models. Influence would be too strong a word.
Robert M. Polhemus argues convincingly for Joyce’s
use of Rembrandt’s Nightwatch and qualifies the
writer’s liking for Vermeer’s View of Delft. Robert
M. Polhemus. “Painting from the Netherlands in
Finnegans Wake”. Paper given at the  Joyce
Conference in Rome (unpublished manuscript).
Other visual sources include everything from the
Book of Kells, cathedrals and their stained-glass
windows to Aubrey Beardsley, Paul Klee and Jean /
Hans Arp. For the last, see James S. Atherton. The
Books at the Wake: A Study in Literary Allusions in
James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. (London ), p. .
They will become important here, only when there
are possibilities for reciprocal inspiration or when
artists seem to have been inspired by Joyce’s use of
visual material.
Richard Ellmann. James Joyce.  (Oxford, New
York, Toronto, Melbourne ), p. . Joyce’s remark about similarities in their methods can be
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explained with reference to Jack B. Yeats’ term
“‘chain’ thinking”. Ira B. Nadel. “Joyce and Expressionism”. Journal of Modern Literature  (Summer
), p. . While Joyce was certainly aware of
the symbolic, psychological, heraldic effects of
colour and used these in his books – J. Colm
O’Sullivan. Joyce’s Use of Colors: Finnegans Wake &
the Earlier Works. (Ann Arbor ). Also Michael
O’Shea. Joyce and Heraldry. (Albany, New York
). – he does not seem to have “composed”
colour for visual effect, even if that would have pertained to the imagination rather than the eyes of
the readers. He did use colour “conceptually” (or
superstitiously) when it came to dressing in colours
corresponding to the terms by which his eye complaints were referred to in German: “Green, grey
and black were deeply personal colours to Joyce”. A
Conceptual Guide to Finnegans Wake. Michael H.
Begnal, Fritz Senn (eds). (University Park, London
), p. . Joyce’s book covers testify to this.
This gained Joyce representation (despite his Irish
origins) in the Pen as Pencil exhibition: Lawrence
Durrell. Pen as Pencil: Drawings and Paintings by
British Authors. Exhib. cat. Europalia – Great Britain. (Without place ).
Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
Examples are: Bianu. Ekphrasis. Ryf. Approach. Roy
Gottfried. “Reading the Text of Ulysses, ‘Reading’
Other ‘Texts’: Representation and the Limits of
Visual and Verbal Narratives”. Pedagogy, Praxis,
Ulysses, pp. -. Loss. Visible Art. (Cubism).
Maurice Beebe. “The Portrait as Portrait: Joyce and
Impressionism”. Zack Bowen (ed.). Irish Renaissance Annual I. (Newark ). (Impressionism).
Claude Gandelman. “Joyce, Pre-Raphaelism, Art
Nouveau: Pictorial Influences on Finnegans Wake”.
Orbis Litterarum  (), pp. -. (Pre-Raphaelites).
It would be helpful not to perpetuate the widespread but simplistic understanding that art is
comprised solely of painting. The level on which
Susanne Peters understands correspondences to
painting, music, film and photography is more appropriate. She speaks about common concepts in
relation to the broader field of perception between
these and Joyce’s work. Peters. Wahrnehmung, p. .
James Joyce. “Fluviana”. transition, no. ⁄ (Spring,
Summer ), between pp.  and .
Ellmann. Joyce, p. : Joyce arrived on  July .
In the late s Joyce seems to have shown
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particular interest in the visual arts. In  he had
bought a reproduction of Vermeer’s View of Delft
and voiced an estimate on what he thought Picasso’s earnings would be: Ellmann. Joyce, pp. ,
. In  he bought Jack B. Yeats’ Porter Boats
and Salmon Leap, Leixlip.
I thank Raitenhaslach’s Heimatpfleger, Wolfgang
Hopfgartner, for his letter dated  June . The
same issue of transition contains on pp. -
Eugene Jolas’ description of “Salzachmuseum” and
how Joyce “discovered” the photographs there.
Pinzinger is not mentioned by name. See also
Dougald McMillan. transition: The History of a
Literary Era -. (New York ), p. .
Raitenhaslach is in Germany, over km north of
Salzburg, a considerable journey even today.
I thank James Elkins for mentioning fifteenth century Nuremberg woodcuts.
On Joyce and transition, see also Alison Armstrong. “transition Years: James Joyce and Modernist Art”. Susan Dick et al. (eds). Omnium Gatherum: Essays for Richard Ellmann. (Gerrards Cross
), pp. -. Craig Monk. “Sound over Sight:
James Joyce and Gertrude Stein in transition”. Re:Joyce: Text; Culture; Politics. John Braunigan, Geoff
Ward, Julian Wolfreys (eds). (Basingstoke, New
York ), pp. -.
A fact that has so far not attracted any attention in
Joyce studies is the number of curators and museum directors who were Joyce’s friends. They
include Thomas Bodkin and Thomas MacGreevy,
both sometime directors of the National Gallery of
Ireland, and James Johnson Sweeney, later director
of New York’s Guggenheim Museum. Carola Giedion-Welcker and Sigfried Giedion were art and
architecture historians respectively. The presence
of Joyce’s manuscripts in John Quinn’s collection
among much contemporary artwork should also
be remembered (I thank Ecke Bonk for the reminder). While all this does not suggest that such
contacts must have furthered an understanding of
all the issues involved, it indicates that Joyce was
most likely aware that placing artworks in certain
contexts is a creative task that requires thought.
For Joyce’s increasingly passive view of the artist,
see Ian Crump. “Refining himself out of Existence:
the Evolution of Joyce’s Aesthetic Theory and the
Drafts of A Portrait”. Joyce in Context. Vincent J.
Cheng, Timothy Martin (eds). (Cambridge ),
pp. -.
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21 Frank Budgen. James Joyce and the Making of Ulysses
and Other Writings. Clive Hart (introduction).
(London, Oxford, Melbourne ), p. : “He
was a great believer in his luck. What he needed
would come to him.”
22 Continuing the juxtaposition of Joyce’s Fluviana
with Brancusi’s work in transition, it may be interesting to remark that Brancusi had created a sculpture for the blind, La naissance de la monde, in .
During his encounter with the nearly blind Joyce
in , he may well have shown him what looks
like a marble egg. The Fluviana can be seen to
resemble this sculpture vaguely in their proximity
to shapes found in nature and in their smoothness.
23 See Maria Elisabeth Kronegger. James Joyce and
Associated Image Makers. (New Haven ), p. .
24 He knew (of ) many of those mentioned by Harald
Szeemann in his Gesamtkunstwerk exhibition catalogue. Der Hang zum Gesamtkunstwerk. Harald
Szeemann (ed.). Exhib. cat. Kunsthaus Zürich: 
February- April . (Aarau, Frankfurt/M. ).
25 Aside from the Fluviana, one of Joyce’s clearest
hints at pursuing a writerly practice that understands itself as artistic practice in general and
expressly includes visual art is how open A Portrait
is to our understanding of Stephen as a visual
artist. Some of the central aims closest to Joyce’s
heart – the search for an international auxiliary
language and the rise of the discipline of linguistics
(see Armstrong. “transition Years”) – can be said to
find correspondences in visual art as an international “language”.
26 Stella Steyn suggests that Joyce’s reason for this
was ignorance: Stella Steyn: A retrospective view
with an autobiographical memoir. S.B. Kennedy (ed.,
intro.). Exhib. cat. Gorry Gallery Dublin:  October- November . (Dublin ), pp. -.
The writer’s admiration for William Blake, however, could suggest a meditated point of view. Gregg
A. Hecimovich. “’With pale blake I write tintingface’: The Bounding Line of James Joyce’s Aesthetic”. James Joyce Quarterly . (Summer ),
pp. -.
27 Indeed, if the origins of the total work of art go
back to Richard Wagner and his leitmotifs, another
avenue exists for considering Joyce’s interest in this
complex and the creative eclecticism with which
Joyce prided himself. Hermann Broch. James Joyce
und die Gegenwart.  (Frankfurt/M. ), p. .
See Timothy Martin. Joyce and Wagner: A Study of



pp. -
Influence. (Cambridge et al. ).
28 Jacques Aubert. “James Joyce? Ask me Another”.
Unpublished paper given at the James Joyce Summer School, Dublin,  July .
29 David Freedberg. The Power of Images: Studies in
the History and Theory of Response. (Chicago, London ), pp. -. They also appear in Winckelmann’s writings. I thank James Elkins for
drawing my attention to this source.
30 In , Pinzinger’s son Hans provided Wolfgang
Hopfgartner with titles for the over  objects,
of which a summary photograph exists – grouped
underneath the sign “Salzachmuseum”. Joyce’s
“Head of Gazelle” is called “Forging Tongues of
Schmiednatzl von der Ramsau” (my translation).
31 Dream imagery can be more properly considered as
pertaining to sight than to language. Joyce was
apparently aware of this objection to Finnegans
Wake’s procedure. Jacques Mercanton. “The Hours
of James Joyce”. Portraits of the Artist in Exile:
Recollections of James Joyce by Europeans. Willard
Potts (ed.). (Seattle, London ), p. . A “floating” visual work could have served to engage with
this objection. See chapter ..
32 Brassaï: Vom Surrealismus zum Informel. Exhib.
cat. Salzburger Landessammlungen Rupertinum:
 May- July . (Salzburg ), pp. -:
Sculptures Involontaires in collaboration with Salvador Dali. First published Minotaure, nos - (),
p. .
33 This is where the two differ. Brassaï’s close-up
range is an essential aspect of his images’ contribution to Surrealism. See Rosalind E. Krauss. The
Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist
Myths. (Cambridge, Mass., London ), p. .
34 Ellmann, Joyce, p. .
35 Another earlier visual work by Joyce should be
mentioned in this context. In  he mounted,
captioned and had framed three reproductions of
sculptures by Ivan Mestrovic, exhibited at the
Venice Biennial a year earlier. They depicted successively less attractive women and were used by
Joyce to illustrate Helen of Troy’s age in rebuttal of
her illogically long-lasting beauty. See Ellmann.
Joyce, p. . This is also an instance where Joyce
appropriated visual material to complement and
explain his writing.
36 Duchamp’s Fresh Widow may be an example.
This work consists of a scale-model French window, rendered “human” by means of polished black
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leather (“skin”) panels in place of windowpanes.
Marie-Dominique Garnier. “Joyce and Cork: of
cities, barks and books.” Unpublished paper given
at the James Joyce Summer School, Dublin, July
. I thank its author for letting me have a copy.
Here she argues among many other things that
“the Cork pun is a visual substitute for Jacques
Derrida’s famous assertion, ‘il n’y a pas de horstexte’”.
Carola Giedion-Welcker. “Interview, Dublin 
June ”. Yeats, Joyce, and Beckett: New Light on
Three Modern Irish Writers. Kathleen McGregory,
John Unterecker (eds). (Lewisburg, London ),
pp. -. Thomas E. Connolly. “Home is Where
the Art Is: The Joyce Family Gallery”. James Joyce
Quarterly, . (), pp. -. Joyce also knew
much about public monuments in Dublin and
included these artworks prominently in his writings. Anne Fogarty. “‘We wont have room in the
kirkeyaard’: Monuments and Memory in Joyce.”
Unpublished paper given at the Joyce Summer
School, Dublin,  July .
Corinna del Greco Lobner. “James Joyce and
Italian Futurism”. Irish University Review: A Journal of Irish Studies . (Spring ), pp. -. John
McCourt. The Years of Bloom: James Joyce in Trieste
-. (Dublin ), chapter .
James Joyce. The Critical Writings. Ellsworth Mason, Richard Ellmann (eds). (London ), p. .
Ibid. . Even according to his early criteria, photography can be art.
Joyce later commented aptly on the futility of asking whether something was inside or outside the
realm of art or literature. Ellmann. Joyce, p. . See
also Timothy W. Bartel. “Appreciation of Dickie’s
Definition of Art”. British Journal of Aesthetics .
(), p. .
Jo Anna Isaak, “Joyce and the Cubist Esthetic”, p.
. Corinna del Greco Lobner. “James Joyce and
Italian Futurism”, p. .
Steyn. Retrospective, p. .
Rosalind E. Krauss. Passages in Modern Sculpture.
(London ), pp. -.
Carol Shloss. “Lashing Out”. James Joyce Bloomsday
Magazine (May 2003), pp. -. If Joyce suited
Calder as well cannot be determined at present.
The Calder Foundation, New York, did not give
me access to their archives. Sandy Rower from the
Foundation merely told me in February  that
“Calder was not specifically inspired by Joyce, but
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there is a work entitled Portrait of the Artist as a
Neue Rundschau  (), pp. -.
Young Man. Originally, this was a Self-portrait 14 Steiner. Colors, p. .
[whose title he] changed as a joke [sic]”.
15 Ibid.
16 Julia Kristeva quoted in Isaak. “Joyce and the Cubist”, p. .
Chapter 1.2
17 Ibid., p. .
18 See Jo Anna Isaak. Ruin of Representation, p. .
He set lines from Finnegans Wake to music as early 19 FW .-..
as the late s. John Cage. The Wonderful Widow 20 Wyndham Lewis. Time and Western Man. 
of Eighteen Springs. (New York, London, Frankfurt
(Boston ), p. .
).
21 Wyndham Lewis was an eclectic, contradictory
See my contribution to Joycesight: Nove artisti irfigure, who described himself as “one of those portlandesi per James Joyce. Patricia Noone (ed.). Exhib.
manteau-men of the Italian Renaissance” Isaak.
cat. Galeria d’Arte Moderna Trieste: - June
Ruin, p. .
. (Without place ), pp. -, here -. 22 Quoted in Peter J. de Voogd. “James Joyce, WyndUnfortunately, the footnotes were omitted from
ham Lewis, and the Mediatization of Word and
this essay.
Image”. Joyce, Modernity and its Mediation. Chriswww.davidsongalleries.com/artists/milton/milton_
tine van Boheemen (ed.). European Joyce Studies
ministry.html. December . This page includes
. (Amsterdam, Atlanta ), p. .
an artist’s statement.
23 Lewis. Time and Western Man, p. 113.
See Jo Anna Isaak. The Ruin of Representation in 24 Thus, I cannot agree with Peter de Voogd when he
Modernist Art and Texts. (Ann Arbor ), p. .
attests that Joyce and Wyndham Lewis had identiQuoted in The Appletree Yearbook : Work from
cal aims: “in trying to go beyond their art, both
the Ulster Museum and the National Gallery of
overreached, both ultimately failed, and for a very
Ireland. (Belfast ), n.p. [November ]. The
similar reason. You just can’t mediatize word and
reference to Manfield is to shoemakers and shoeimage.” de Voogd. “Mediatization”. Joyce, Modernishops.
ty, p. . For a balanced explanation of Joyce’s loTogether with grey: O’Sullivan. Colors, pp. , oncation in the time and space wars, see A. Walton
wards.
Litz. “Ulysses and Its Audience”. James Joyce: The
Hart in Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses,
Centennial Symposium. Morris Beja et al. (eds).
p. IX.
(Urbana, Chicago ), p. .
Nathan Halper, Sidney Geist. “Joyce and Brancusi: 25 Lewis. Time and Western Man, p. .
The Brancusi Portrait (what it meant to Joyce)”. 26 Halper, Geist. “Joyce and Brancusi”, p. .
Joyce & Paris: .....-.....: Papers from 27 James Joyce. Selected Letters of James Joyce. Richard
Ellmann (ed.). (London ), p. . It may be inthe Fifth International James Joyce Symposium.
teresting to note that the figurative drawing first
Jacques Aubert, Marie Jolas (eds).  vols. (Paris
submitted was loaned to the Guggenheim Muse), p. .
um by Mrs. Marcel Duchamp for Brancusi’s exhiRobert Scholes. “In the Brothel of Modernism:
bition there in .
Picasso and Joyce”. Idem. In Search of James Joyce.
28 This could refer to the expanding spiral, but is
(Urbana, Chicago ), pp. -.
probably a misunderstanding of poseur, the sitter.
Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
Ibid., p. .
29 Territorium Artis. Exhib. cat. Kunst- und AusGiedion-Welcker. “Interview”, p. .
stellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland: 
Max Halperen. “Neither Fish nor Flesh: Joyce and
June- September . (Bonn ), pp. -.
Picasso”. New Alliances in Joyce Studies: “When it’s
See also Carola Giedion-Welcker. Constantin BranAped to Foul a Delfian”. Bonnie Kime Scott (ed.).
cusi: -. (Basel, Stuttgart ), p.  (with
(Newark, London, Toronto ), pp. -. Isaak.
illustration). Giedion-Welcker first visited Bran“Joyce and the Cubist Esthetic”, p. . See Heinz
cusi’s studio in . Ezra Pound introduced Joyce
Brüggemann. “Bewegtes Sehen und literarisches
to Brancusi.
Verfahren: James Joyces Ulysses und der Kubismus”.
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pp. -
30 Friedrich Teja Bach. Constantin Brancusi: Metamorphosen plastischer Form. (Cologne ), p. .
My translation.
31 There is a possibility that the Euclidean diagram
Joyce used in the “Nightlesson” (p. ) in the Wake
could be related to the modules of these Endless
Columns. Giedion-Welcker. Brancusi, p. .
32 The photographs of this space published beside the
Fluviana, however, do not show this work, since
they had already been taken around . Maybe
Joyce had hoped for more recent images to appear.
Some of them can be see in Constantin Brancusi:
-. Exhib. cat. Centre Georges Pompidou,
Grande Galerie:  April- August . (Paris
), pp. , , , , .
33 Bach. Brancusi, ill. 324.
34 These seem to have to do with the Endless Column’s modules, as well as maybe the year rings of
wood, a favourite material. Adjacent to the selfportrait (Ibid.), Bach illustrates the Joyce portrait,
without, however, making a clear connection in the
text.
35 Joyce called it “whirligig” in a letter dated  July
. James Joyce. Letters.  vols. Stuart Gilbert,
Richard Ellmann (eds). (New York ), vol. , p.
. Brancusi describes it as “A few geometric
scrawls”. Bach. Brancusi, p. . Bach goes on to say
that the Symbol indeed meant more to Brancusi
than that.
36 “But Joyce did not call it nonsense – he took it
quite seriously, which amused me even then.” Steyn.
Retrospective, p. .
37 For an illustration, see Bach. Brancusi, p. .
38 Halper, Geist. “Joyce and Brancusi”.
39 Friedrich Teja Bach has not found a conclusive
answer, but suspects the letters to relate to geometry, maybe Poincaré (p. ). There are two very
similar drawings with slightly different letter combinations. Brancusi executed six Joyce portrait
drawings.
Bach finds five and illustrates three: the completed Symbol, the wavy brush drawing with three
sets of capital letters and a simple, quite abstracted
but figurative profile drawing, which would be the
one first submitted. (pp. , ). Pontus Hulten
et al. illustrate three more: a study for the drawing
in profile, an en face portrait with thick spectacles,
allowing only two curved lines spanning the circle
of the lenses to be seen, and finally a relatively
crude version of the Symbol with two sets of letter
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combinations. Pontus Hulten, Natalia Dumitresco,
Alexandre Istrati. Brancusi. (Stuttgart ), p. .
Five drawings and the copper and cardboard relief
are listed in Richard M. Kain, Alan M. Cohn.
“Additional Joyce Portraits”. James Joyce Quarterly
 (⁾, pp. -.
Halper, Geist. “Joyce and Brancusi”, p. .
Brancusi once remarked to an American sculptor,
holding a stick: “You see, this is a tree. It is also a
sculpture, but still a ‘tree’”. Bach. Brancusi, p. .
My translation. See also Constantin Brancusi. Centre Pompidou, p. : a photo (Ph) of a branch
in the shape of a crocodile.
This was in the mid-s, after which time Duchamp supported himself financially by selling off
one Brancusi work after the other. He, however,
also promoted the sculptor’s work by organizing
Brancusi exhibitions in the United States. I thank
Jeanne Haunschild and Ecke Bonk for their reminders. John Quinn collected Joyce’s manuscripts
and was photographed with the writer in .
Jeanne Haunschild. “Parallel Lives – Sister Arts:
James Joyce and Marcel Duchamp”. Unpublished
typescript, . Archie K. Loss refers to Duchamp
on the concluding pages of his Joyce’s Visible Art,
pp. -.
See Sidney Feshbach. “Marcel Duchamp or Being
Taken for a Ride: Duchamp was a Cubist, A
Mechanomorphist, a Dadaist, a Surrealist, a Conceptualist, a Modernist, a Post-Modernist – and
None of the Above”. James Joyce Quarterly .
(Summer ), p. . Rather than suggesting with
this parallel any Duchamp influence on Joyce
(“Given” appears in early notes on the Large Glass),
both referred to the mathematical term.
Ibid. The most rewarding is: Maharaj. “Transubstantiation: Typotranslating the Green Box”. William Anastasi has published “Duchamp in the Wake”.
www.toutfait.com. April . Jeanne Haunschild.
“Joyce and Duchamp: Arcadia Toppled”. Unpublished typescript. Idem. “Parallel Lives”.
Arturo Schwarz. The Complete Works of Marcel Duchamp. Revised and expanded paperback edition,
vol. . (New York ), no. .
I will not follow Florence Bianu, who proposes a
causal relationship between (possible, it has to be
said) meetings and general, unsubstantiated claims
of their effect in the works (not only Finnegans
Wake, but strangely also Ulysses): “It is known
that Joyce met Duchamp, Man Ray, Breton, and
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El[o]uard at Mary Reynolds’ nightly ‘open house’
encounters. Duchamp’s Dadaist and Surrealist
stance is pertinent in Ulysses and the Wake”. Bianu.
Ekphrasis, pp. -.
Krauss. Passages, p. .
Hugh Edwards. Surrealism and Its Affinities. (Without place ), p. .
Ryerson Library catalogue: http: //ryerson.artic.
edu /search~S /t?SEARCH=ulysses. Summer .
Hugh Edwards reads . Considering the fact that
the used maps were originals, the likelihood is slim
that Reynolds bound two copies.
I thank Ecke Bonk for the information.
Irene E. Hofmann. “Documents of Dada and Surrealism: Dada and Surrealist Journals in the Mary
Reynolds Collection”. www.artic.edu/reynolds/essays/hofmann. php, Summer .
They include Picasso, Léger, Vlaminck, Severini,
Miró, Delaunay, Chirico, Laurens, Lipchitz,
Chagall, Derain, Brancusi, Ozenfant, Picabia, Le
Corbusier, Hans Arp, Vollard, Matisse, Braque,
Rouault, Dufy, Masson and Man Ray himself.
César Abin. Leurs figures:  portraits d’artistes, critics et merchands d’aujourd’hui. Avec un commentaire
de Maurice Regna. (Paris without date [?]).
McMillan. Transition, p. .
Desmond Harmsworth’s caricatureish little drawing of Joyce doing his “spider dance”, which Ellmann published beside Abin’s (Ellmann. Joyce, ill.
XLIX), on the other hand is light-hearted and fun,
with no great artistic merit intended or required.
Giedion-Welcker. “Interview”, p. .
Ibid.
The letter dates from  December . Carola
Giedion-Welcker. Schriften -. (Cologne
), p. .
Giedion-Welcker. “Interview”, pp. -.
Joyce. Letters, vol. , p. .
Hans Richter. Dada Art and Anti-Art. (London
), p. . This is a far more measured approach
than Bianu’s, who asserts that “A definite Dadaist
and Surrealist impact upon Joyce’s visuality can be
established.”
Armstrong. “Transition Years”, p. .
McMillan. Transition, p. .
Leonard Forster. “James Joyce, Dadaism, Surrealism and After”. Idem. The Poet’s Tongues: Multilingualism in Literature. (Cambridge, Otago, London ), pp. -.
Giedion-Welcker. “Interview”, pp. -.
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66 I agree with Annette S. Levitt when she states:
“Joyce’s art is most like that of the Surrealists in
their growth beyond Dada: they were concerned
not with destroying but with its revitalization”
Annette S. Levitt. “Joyce and Surrealism (Abstract)”. Joyce & Paris:, pp. -. Similarly, Surrealism as a movement has long been linked with
Romanticism. Kronegger quotes Herbert Read’s
essay “Surrealism and the Romantic Principle”.
Kronegger. Image Makers, p. . “Joyce did not reject the Romantic inheritance; instead, in his own
fashion, he tried to blend, accommodate and refashion it.” Timothy Webb. “‘Planetary Music’:
James Joyce and the Romantic Example”. James
Joyce & Modern Literature. W.J. McCormack, Alistair Stead (eds). (London, Boston et al. ),
p. .
67 It was the time also of Ernst’s collaboration with
Arp in literary production, complementing collages. See Dirk Teuber. “Max Ernst Lehrmittel”.
Max Ernst in Köln: Die Rheinische Kunstszene bis
1922. Wulf Herzogenrath (ed.). Exhib. cat. Kölnischer Kunstverein: 7 May-6 July . (Cologne
1980), p. . One should also consider – for precedents of portmanteau words and corresponding
pictorial approaches – Lautréamont’s  phrase,
which the “surrealists were fond of quoting: ‘as
beautiful as the chance encounter of an umbrella
and a sewing machine on a dissecting table’”.
Krauss. Passages, p. .
68 Barnett Newman. Selected Writings and Interviews.
John P. O’Neill (ed.). (Berkeley ), p. .
69 Werner Spies. Max Ernst: Collagen. (Cologne ),
pp. -. Also High & Low: Moderne Kunst und
Trivialkultur. Kirk Varnedoe, Adam Gopnik (eds).
(Munich ), p. .
70 There are none of Joyce’s works in Ernst’s library. I
thank Jürgen Pech for the information.
71 Joyce had a nodding acquaintance with Juan Miró,
but apparently not more than that. I thank Enrique
Juncosa for the information. Only Ernest Hemingway seemed to think that there was a correspondence between the works. Werner Spies. Schnitt
durch die Welt: Aufsätze zu Kunst und Literatur.
(Ostfildern-Ruit ), p. .
72 (FW .). See Forster. “Joyce, Dadaism, Surrealism”, pp. -.
73 Carola Giedion-Welcker. “Einführung zu James
Joyces Ulysses”. James Joyce. Ulysses. Georg Goyert
(transl.). (Zürich ), p. .



pp. -
74 Carola Giedion-Welcker. “Meetings with Joyce”.
Portrait of the Artist in Exile: Recollections of James
Joyce by Europeans. Willard Potts (ed.). (Seattle,
London ), p. .
75 Ibid. pp. , .
76 He owned an early German edition in three volumes, an English edition and Joyce’s Portrait.
Annotations can no longer be verified, since Kirchner’s library was sold at auction. I thank Roland
Scotti of the Kirchner Museum in Davos for the
information.
77 Nadel. “Joyce and Expressionism” rarely touches on
visual art. The references to Jack B. Yeats and
Oscar Kokoschka are interesting. Both their oeuvres include Impressionist aspects and, in comparison with Kirchner and other Brücke members, it is
even doubtful that Yeats was an Expressionist.
German Impressionism in the vein of Lovis Corinth seems to come closer to Yeats’ style. Joyce
learned about Kokoschka in , when Dario de
Tuoni lent him a monograph of plays and paintings
by the artist. Joyce admired the portrait of Dr.
August Forel, whose son would much later treat
Lucia Joyce. Ibid., pp. , -. See also Bianu.
Ekphrasis, pp. -.
Bianu associates, sometimes wildly, Joyce’s works
with Expressionist artists, claiming a direct influence on Joyce by Kokoschka and viewing the writer
as a precursor of Francis Bacon’s work. She does
not present any of the problematic issues that I
touch upon in the following.
78 James Joyce. A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man.
 (London ), p. . Cited in the text as “P”,
followed by the page number.
79 See S. L. Goldberg. “Art and Freedom: The Aesthetic of Ulysses”. elh . (March ), pp. -.
80 Umberto Eco. The Aesthetics of Chaosmos: The
Middle Ages of James Joyce. The University of Tulsa
Monograph Series . (Tulsa ). Michael Groden. “James Joyce and the Classical, Romantic, and
Medieval Tempers”. James Joyce: New Glances. Edward A. Kopper, Jr. (ed.). Modern British Literature Monograph Series . (Butler, Pennsylvania
), pp. -.
81 James Joyce. The Critical Writings, p. .
82 Aesthetics and Politics: Theodor Adorno, Walter Benjamin, Ernst Bloch, Bertolt Brecht, Georg Lukács.
With an Afterword by Frederic Jameson. (London,
New York ).
83 See Jeremy Hawthorn. “Ulysses, Modernism, and
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Marxist Criticism”. Critical Essays on James Joyce’s
Ulysses. Bernard Benstock (ed.). (Boston ), p.
.
In film studies there is no such dearth of writing
on Joyce-related work as in the other visual arts,
which are what this study covers. I am aware of the
impossibility at times of distinguishing between
video work and film used by visual artists, as opposed to film-makers. The former is very much
part of my scope, while, much to my regret, I am
not a film historian.
Emily Tall. “Eisenstein on Joyce: Sergei Eisenstein’s Lecture on James Joyce at the State Institute
of Cinematography, November , ”. James Joyce
Quarterly . (Winter ), pp. -. He had
also lectured on Joyce outside of Russia (in London) in .
Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
Ryf. “A New Approach”, pp. -.
See S.M. Eisenstein. Selected Works: Writings, . Vol. 1: Richard Taylor (ed., transl.). (London,
Bloomington, Indianapolis ). James Goodwin.
“Eisenstein, Ecstasy, Joyce, and Hebraism”. Critical
Inquiry . (Spring ), pp. -. Bazon Brock.
“Gracehopers, Beckett Beans on Toes: Eine generelle Einführung”. Uliisses: Ein Film von Werner
Nekes. Walter Schobert (ed.). (Cologne without
year [?]), p. .
Quoted in: Tall. “Eisenstein on Joyce”, p. .
Vincent Deane. “Looking after the Sense: Taking
Stock of Joyce’s English”. A C O L L I D E O R S C A P E
of Joyce: Festschrift for Fritz Senn. Ruth Frehner,
Ursula Zeller (eds). Dublin , p. .
Goodwin. “Eisenstein, Ecstasy”, p. .
Quoted in Armstrong. “transition Years”, p. .
Goodwin. “Eisenstein, Ecstasy”, p. .
It is not necessary within the confines of this study
to repeat what has been written and said about
Joyce’s use of photography. As a forgotten source
see Martha Rosler Neufeld. “Mirrors and Photographs in James Joyce’s Ulysses”. The November Review . (November 1964), pp. -.
László Moholy-Nagy. Vision in Motion.  (Chicago ), pp. -.
Richard Kostelanetz. “Dick Higgins (-)”.
PAJ no.  (), pp. -.
This legacy entered art-historical practice with
Alfred H. Barr’s diagrams.
The Dadaists’ “literary activities played an important role in the emergence of a more imaginative,
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pp. -
revitalized language, incorporating such different
elements as typographical vagaries, dialect and
slang. Gradually this approach, not always with a
Dada label, gained force and many followers. It
broke through the Chinese wall of conventions, as
in the case of Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, the genius of
which is not denied by any earnest critic.” MoholyNagy. Vision in Motion, p. .
99 Veit Loers. “Moholy-Nagy und die vierte Dimension”. Über Moholy-Nagy: Ergebnisse aus dem
Internationalen László Moholy-Nagy Symposium,
Bielefeld , zum . Gebrutstag des Künstlers
und Bauhauslehrers. Gottfried Jäger, Gudrun Wessing (eds). (Berlin ), pp. -.
100 László Moholy-Nagy. Exhib. cat. Arts Council of
Great Britain, ICA London:  January- February
. (London ), p. .
101 Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
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Chapter 2.1
1 Irene A. Martyniuk. “Illustrating Ulysses, Illustrating Joyce”. Joycean Cultures/Culturing Joyces. Vincent J. Cheng, Kimberly J. Devlin, Margot Norris
(eds). (Newark, London ), p. .
7
2 Ibid., p. . She cites as one example for a “deliberate mixture of mimetic and nonmimetic” (Ibid.,
p. .) approach Frank Budgen’s “Nausicaa” illustration, where objects are juxtaposed (Bloom,
Gerty McDowell and the bat), which Joyce’s text 8
mentions in succession. Ibid., p. . I do not think 9
that such Nebeneinander, as opposed to Nacheinan- 10
der, substantially disturbs Budgen’s mimetic approach.
Martyniuk also tries to guess why a letter can be
seen in Molly Bloom’s hand in John Jones’ What a
time you were, she said. This has either similar rea- 11
sons or it is an artist’s wish to become more rather
than less readable by including something that
could be described as Molly’s insignia on that
morning.
3 Renée Riese Hubert. Surrealism and the Book. (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London ), pp. -.
4 Margot Norris. The Decentred Universe of Finnegans Wake: A Structuralist Analysis. (Baltimore,
London ), p. . Archie K. Loss summarizes
that “In Ulysses as a whole the significant corre- 12
spondences to the plastic arts are [...] not those of
imagery but of technique”. Loss. Visible Art, p. .
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It is necessary to take into account (while not necessarily follow) some of the features of Joyce’s
works as well as his views. For example, if illustration in the traditional sense is akin to repetition in
a visual medium, Joyce’s central beliefs (following
Friedrich Nietzsche and Giambattista Vico) are relevant that centre not on repetition but on a cyclical worldview where there is repetition with a difference. Such is the way in which Joyce himself
used his sources and treated narrative and plot.
Maurice Beebe. “Joyce and Aquinas: The Theory of
Aesthetics”. Philological Quarterly . ( January
), p. .
Martyniuk. “Illustrating Ulysses”, p. . Julien Alberts expressed an untroubled, unashamed notion
of himself as co-author in a double portrait with
Joyce. The artist himself appears to be the (over-)
confident half of the Siamese twin, not hesitating
to face the viewer, while Joyce does not engage, but
looks rather saddened and tight-lipped: a self-revelatory comment on the artist’s Bouquet of Blooms
from around . See R .G. Collins. “Admiring a
Bouquet of Blooms ( Julien Alberts)”. Mosaic: A
Journal for the Comparative Study of Literature and
Ideas. VI/ (Autumn ), pp. -.
That is indeed the mode of reception that an
avant-garde artwork provokes. Peter Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde. (Frankfurt/M. ), p. . There
is indeed such a thing as a legitimate and a false
Joyce illustration.
Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Ibid., pp. -.
“[...] ‘reading for the textual whole’ versus ‘reading
for the realistic detail’, we can begin to see this tension”. Ibid. Bal continues: “unity versus fracturedness of the work and visual versus verbal modes of
expression [...] do not overlap [...] neatly”. Ibid..
If there is something wrong with iconography as a
predominant practice, it is the dogmatic notion
that a reference to models replaces reading of the
image; instead, a reference to models should inform the reading”. Ibid., p. . Consequently, Bal
“would like to make a case for a double, differential
reading, which juxtaposes the evoked [and] the
narrated story, in order to let them interact and to
let the tensions between the stories produce new
meaning”. Ibid., p. .
As the author writing most recently, Stephen Coppel summarizes the circumstances of the Matisse
illustrations and quotes both Matisse and Joyce on
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the matter. Richard Hamilton. Imaging James Joyce’s
Ulysses. Introduction and commentaries by Stephen
Coppel. Exhib. cat. The British Museum: 2 February- May . (London 2002), pp. -.
Willard Goodwin. “‘A Very Pretty Picture M.
Matisse But You Must Not Call It Joyce’: The
Making of the Limited Editions Club Ulysses.
With Lewis Daniel’s Unpublished Ulysses Illustrations”. Joyce Studies Annual . Thomas F. Staley (ed.). (Austin ), p. .
Matisse could have been added to the preceding
chapter, along with the Finnegans Wake illustrator
Stella Steyn, but, since it is unlikely that there was
reciprocal inspiration between Joyce and Matisse,
the illustrative aspects supersede.
Ellmann. Joyce, p. . However, he also said that
he was “doing something parallel to the writer, but
in a somewhat decorative sense”. Quoted in Goodwin. “Pretty Picture”, pp. -. See Joyce. Letters.
Vol. III, pp. , , . See Shari Benstock. “The
Double Image of Modernism: Matisse’s Etchings
for Ulysses”. Contemporary Literature XXI. (),
p. : “Matisse did not see himself as an illustrator
for anyone – not even Joyce”. Benstock also very
rightly states that an expectation to see Dublin details in Matisse’s designs reveals Joyce’s unrealistic
notions.
Goodwin. “Pretty Picture”, p. .
He spent at least one night reading it, then received Stuart Gilbert’s book on Ulysses and also
consulted and received an introduction from Eugene Jolas. See Ibid., p. . Gilbert’s book focuses
on stylistic multiplicity, motifs, and structure. He
was to write an introduction for the Limited Editions Club Ulysses also along these lines.
For their similar or different emphases in relation
to the Homeric model, see Benstock. “Double
Image”, p. : “Joyce and Matisse are surprisingly
of one mind in their artistic intent: they employ the
classical backgrounds of their work as notation for,
or mere inflection of, the present.” And Pieter
Bekker on Matisse. James Joyce Broadsheet  (),
p. 1.
Matisse writes: “These 6 plates are really the product of reactions of my mind before Joyce’s work [...]
James Joyce, who knows of the way I am illustrating his book, quite agrees with me on this”. In
Goodwin. “Pretty Picture”, p. . Joyce, however
did not remain as pleased as during the conversation with Matisse. He expressed his displeasure,
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combined with sadness about his daughter’s state
of health and the fact that such chances to illustrate and publish were not given to her. Ibid. p. .
In Greek mythology, Paris is the abductor of Helen
and thus responsible for the Trojan War. He
appears in the Iliad and is thus Homeric. However,
Shari Benstock could also be right in her assertion
that these depict Calypso and her maids who found
Odysseus. Homer does not specify their number.
The Judgment of Paris would, I think, be quite an
apt commentary on the posing on Sandymount
Strand.
See, for example, Matisse’s reliefs of the backs of
women, -, Kunsthaus Zurich. Another
sign of the late Modernist location of that Limited
Edition Ulysses project is that, as Edward L. Bishop
rightly points out, “In little more than a decade,
[...] Ulysses has gone from an avant-garde work of
art to a status commodity. Edward L. Bishop. “ReCovering Ulysses”. Thomas F. Staley (ed.). Joyce
Studies Annual  (), p. .
Christopher Butler continues: “stylistic variation
(which comes to a climax in the eighteen different
styles [...] of Joyce’s Ulysses.” But he does not consider Matisse’s illustrations of Ulysses in that light.
Christopher Butler. Early Modernism: Literature,
Music and Painting in Europe -. (Oxford
), p. .
This would include primary source material. Willard Goodwin’s research into the history of the
Limited Editions Club Ulysses, using the Macy
Archive, is valuable.
Willard Goodwin found them in the same Macy
Archives at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, Austin, Texas. Goodwin. “Pretty
Picture”, pp. -.
Ibid., pp. -. Gilbert continues: “Secondly, the
illustrations are too satirical [....] The misshapen
faces and projecting teeth are ‘caricatural’. Ulysses is
not a satire or a caricature [...] and its outlook is
humane [....] Ulysses has as many aspects as life,
and most people, I find, read into it their own personal views and limit its scope thereby [....] It is
not, for instance, either pornographic or puritanical; Mr. Daniel’s illustrations, however, rather suggest that it belongs to the former category.” Ibid.
Joyce’s biographer Richard Ellmann pointed out to
Hamilton that Bloom was not circumcized, as he
had depicted him in the bath. Richard Hamilton.
Work in Progress: On Illustrations for James Joyce’s
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Ulysses. Exhib. cat. Orchard Gallery, Derry: without dates. (Derry ), ..
The early uniformity of style even applied to his
depictions of different states of consciousness, as in
He foresaw his pale body, . This includes doodles
of body parts, something that can be described as
thought forms, Bloom’s interior monologue relating to a bath. This does not acknowledge, however,
that the main motif, Bloom in the bath, is also a
thought form, because Bloom never actually bathes
in Ulysses. This fact would have needed to be acknowledged – even in the simple manner Budgen
did, when depicting a hazy scene with lotus flowers
in the bath water, which serve as pointers to
abstraction or estrangement from a fictional reality.
Martyniuk, “Illustrating Ulysses”, p. .
Hamilton himself and Stephen Coppel list some of
them in the catalogue. Hamilton. Imaging James
Joyce’s Ulysses.
Richard Shiff. “Cézanne’s physicality: the politics
of touch”. The Language of Art History. Salim Kemal, Ivan Gaskell (eds). (Cambridge et al. 1991),
pp. -.
Terry Eagleton. “Introduction”. Hamilton, Work in
Progress, p. .
Richard Hamilton. “Words on Images”. Idem. Imaging James Joyce’s Ulysses, p. .
They are also commentaries on Ireland’s political
situation in the  through Hamilton’s inclusion
of work showing Raymond (Pious) McCartney, an
IRA hunger-stiker in a Christ-like pose and entitled The Citizen (which follows the “Cyclops” episode in Ulysses), where Irish nationalism is clearly
criticized. I cannot but concur with Brian McAvera
in attesting a degree of naivety to Hamilton, who
claimed that his Citizen was ambiguous. Brian
McAvera. “Richard Hamilton, Ulysses and the Flaxman Factor”. ART monthly  (March ), pp.
-. (See chapter 3.3). I thank Gavin Murphy for
discussing Hamilton with me.
Robert Motherwell. The Collected Writings of
Robert Motherwell. Stephanie Terenzio (ed.). (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London ), p. . Also
Robert Motherwell: A Dialogue with Literature.
Galerie Bernd Klüser (ed.). (Munich ), p. .
See Bernd Klüser. “Robert Motherwell and Literature: Notes on a Trialogue Between Image, Language and Creative Process”. Ibid., pp. -.
That edition is not in the library kept at the
Dedalus Foundation. “[...] some babysitter stole
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[it]” Mary Ann Caws. Robert Motherwell: What Art
Holds. Interpretations in Art. (New York, Chichester ), p. . The Bodley Head edition,
London  is there, inscribed “Robert Mother well London . There are several annotations
and underlinings, especially on pages in the low
 and mid-s. Motherwell bought another
copy of Ulysses in . He received a gift of the
French translation in . I thank the Dedalus
Foundation, New York, for facilitating my research.
See Constance Glenn’s text: Robert Motherwell.
The Dedalus Sketchbooks. Constance and Jack Glenn
(eds). (New York ), n.p. It was one of the artist’s favourite exhibitions of his work. Klüser.
Motherwell and Literature, p. .
Halper was more than that. He took over a gallery
space with John Cuddihy from Motherwell’s dealer
Samuel Kootz in Provincetown, Massachusetts in
the early . They called their venture the HCE
Gallery “after themselves and the hero of Joyce’s
novel Finnegan[.]s Wake”. Motherwell. Collected
Writings, p. . See also the following pages with
remarks by Motherwell on Halper. Halper’s publications are in Motherwell’s library (inscribed 
and from his wife in ).
See the lengthy interview: Ibid., pp.  onwards.
His publications are in the Dedalus Foundation,
with inscriptions to the artist, mostly dating from
.
Klüser. Motherwell and Literature, p. .
Motherwell. Collected Writings, p. .
Robert Motherwell. “An Artist’s Odyssey”. Art and
Antiques , p. .
Ibid., p. .
Klüser. Motherwell and Literature, p. .
Pleynet. “Art and Literature”.
Annotations are carefully written into the text up
to page nine. Thereafter, Motherwell wrote titles
or short headlines at the beginning of chapters and
books within Finnegans Wake, which suggests the
use of secondary sources, either the Skeleton Key,
which he bought in  or Anthony Burgess’ Shorter Finnegans Wake, purchased in . Early acquisitions among secondary literature are Hugh
Kenner’s Dublin’s Joyce, , and Harry Levin’s
Portable Joyce, bought in .
There are some twenty primary or secondary
Joycean titles in Motherwell’s estate.
Mimmo Paladino. Ulysses:  June . Bernd
Klüser (ed.). (Munich ), pp. -. Also James



p. 
Joyce. Ulysses. Stephen James Joyce (preface), Jaques
Aubert (introduction), etchings by Mimmo Paladino. The Folio Society London .
49 Some further realistic and mimetic works should
be introduced briefly.
Michael Beznal’s Molly images could depict any
nude. Stephan Frede. Der Ulysses von James Joyce:
Illustrationen anderer Künstler und eigene Arbeiten.
Unpublished thesis for the first State Exam in Art
Education. (Nuremberg ), p. . Ernst Arnold
Bauer is another artist who has sought to partake
in Ulysses’ notoriety and licentiousness by aligning
Joyce’s novel with his conventional drawings featuring many a bare-bosomed female. He, moreover,
includes what can only be described as antiSemitic depictions of Jews. Ernst Arnold Bauer.
Illustrations. Ken Monaghan. “My Home was simply a Middle-Class Affair”: Joyce’s Dublin Family.
(Wiesbaden ). In this he is unfortunately not
alone. Charles Mozley made five drawings of
Bloom, , again combining the caricaturized
“Jewish” features with what John Ryder calls “sexual verve together with a sensitivity for the lovemotivated figures moving voluptuously through
Joyce’s central theme. To this interpretation is
added just the right touch of scato-logical interest”. John Ryder. “Unpublished Illustrations by
Charles Mozley for James Joyce’s Ulysses, ”.
Matrix no.  (Winter ), p. . The latter
remark refers to two images depicting Bloom and
Molly on their respective (chamber) pots. No commentary is required.
Eamonn O’Doherty’s  prints on the episodes
of Ulysses also focus on titillating aspects (“Nausicaa”). Some are kept at the Joyce Tower, Sandycove, County Dublin.
Alan E. Cober, Kenneth Francis Dewey and
Paul Hogarth have created illustrated editions of
Ulysses in the second half of the , all for The
Franklin Library, Pennsylvania. These, as well as
John Jones’ and Pat Cooke’s Ulysses watercolours
are all one-dimensionally mimetic, and often caricaturist in approach. Cober’s, Dewey’s and Cooke’s
forte are Dublin sites mentioned in Ulysses. Frede.
Der Ulysses, p. .
Similar cases are Susan Stillmann’s illustrations
for a Book-of-the-Month-Club Ulysses (New York,
), and Ernest Groome’s lithographs on Ulysses,
shown at the Dublin Symposium in . The last
two works may show a more independently inter-



pretative mind. While also realistic and mimetic,
John Johnes’ illustrations to Ulysses from  take
into account a certain openness owing to their
media of pen and wash and charcoal. Their intended use was as “decorations” on a pack of playing
cards (leaflet for the exhibition). The several alternative charcoal lines of Bloom’s hat, for instance,
echo the curves of the statue’s behind, which
Bloom approaches in the National Museum (Collection Pieter Bekker). Johnes’ Joycean work has
been shown in Finnegans Wake: Contexts Art Exhibition, Leeds June , together with Trevor Edmands’ paintings (for which Pieter Bekker suggested Wakean titles), Graham Head’s “inversion of
Stephen Dedalus’ pyramid, written on the flyleaf of
his geography book” (leaflet for the exhibition),
and Sylvia June Webber’s watercolours and pastels
on the Wake. This artist knowledgeably comments
on her task, but decided not “to find visual analogies for his juxtapositions and over-laying technique. Such an approach is naive, of course” (leaflet
for the exhibition). Saul Field’s work was also
shown at the same exhibition.
Field’s Bloomsday: An Interpretation of James
Joyce’s Ulysses, , carries appreciative comments
by Morton P. Levitt. But despite Joycean approval
and Field’s considerable knowledge of the writer,
the works are largely mono-stylistic and comical,
resembling children’s book illustrations, as Stephan
Frede puts it. Frede. Der Ulysses, p. . The prints
are technically innovative, but they remind us of
Stuart Gilbert’s comments on Lewis Daniel:
“Ulysses is not a satire or a caricature [...] and its
outlook is humane [...] Ulysses has as many aspects
as life”. Goodwin. “Pretty Picture”, p. . Field
even illustrated Finnegans Wake in , again in a
mimetic, more comic-like way: Saul Field. “Thunderwords”. Three illustrations. James Joyce Broadsheet  (February ), pp. -. That humane
quality can, however, also give rise to work that is
rather naïve in style and mimetic, as in Diz Harford’s case. Christopher Rolfe. “‘Moments from
Dreamtime’: Diz Hartford’s Ulysses Cycle”. James
Joyce Broadsheet  (February ), p. .
“James Joyce et Paris: Exposition réalisée par
Bernard Gheerbrant”. Joyce & Paris, pp. -.
This exhibition has been noted. Some of the works
not previously mentioned are:
André Françoise, Gerald Kemmet designed a
cover for Dedalus published at “Folio”, Gallimard.
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Jean Lancri (born  in Oran, Algeria): At the
windows of the river, . It contains the opening
lines of the Wake.
I would like to add some further artists and
works. Hans Körnig (-) illustrated Joyce in
, in an Expressive Realist way. Rainer Zimmermann. Expressiver Realismus: Malerei der verschollenen Generation. (Munich ), p. .
Georges van Haardt (born in Poland ,
Foreign Legionnaire in Beirut, and student in Paris
in the ) was a barrister and self-taught painter, attached to Nouveau Réalisme. He created many
Ulysses works, which I have not been able to locate.
I thank Hans M. Schmidt for the information in
conversation, Bonn,  December .
Tim L. Saska (born ) has created six large
acrylic paintings inspired by Finnegans Wake. CV
and documentation at the Zurich Joyce Foundation.
Eberhard Schlotter’s Anna Livia Plurabelle, a
portfolio of eleven etchings, was edited by Gallery
Michael Stüber in Berlin (W) in the late .
Serge Torville held an evening of his paintings
and words, dedicated to Joyce and Shakespeare, in
Paris on  January .
Mark Jeoffroy’s choice of individual scenes, quotations, and styles in his  images to accompany
Ulysses, , is detailed. Frede. Der Ulysses, pp. .
Similarly, Aldo Bachmayer continues to invest
much time into work on Joyce (he showed in
Trieste, ), but Fritz Billeter rightly comments
on his “unspoiled innocence” in relation to the
writer, as opposed to an intellectual approach. Fritz
Billeter. “Abenteuernd”. Züritip  January .
Reprinted in: Aldo Bachmayer. Ulysses. Interpretationen:  Bilder zu James Joyce. (Artist’s own publication: without place, without year). Bachmayer
does include different styles (for example Birth
after “Oxen of the Sun”. Aldo Bachmayer. -
Ulysses. (Balgach ), pp. -.), but the images
remain mimetic, with a distinct stress on a personal
view and sexual innuendo. No particular contribution to art history can be ascertained.
Nor is this the case in Roy Keegan’s  paintings on Joyce (both of Ulysses and Finnegans Wake
it seems). They are kaleidoscopic, but uniformly so,
as well as naively realistic and mimetic.
Grazia Lodeserto’s eighteen, almost photo-realistic, paintings on Ulysses combine psychoanalytic
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interests with Surrealist juxtapositions of motifs
and Art Nouveau ornaments – recaptured in the
aesthetics of the . It is not that the artist did
not pay attention to Joyce’s work, but, to presentday eyes, the candy colours and most of the odd
trappings do not strike a chord – at least not one
related to Joyce. Grazia Lodeserto. Centopiúuno....
(+) Ulysses from Homer to Joyce: Pictorial transcription from Joyce’s Ulysses. Exib. cat. Newman
House, Dublin: - June without year. (Dublin
without year).
Mervin Rowe’s paintings of scenes for Sean
Walsh’s movie Bloom, , served as storyboards.
They share their mimetic approach with the film.
See www.Ulysses.com, Summer .
I would like to thank Susan Weil for her time in
New York in  and in Basel and Zurich in ,
where she contributed to my panel on “Visual Art”
as part of the International Joyce Symposium. See
Elizabeth Brunazzi. “Susan Weil’s Art of Joycean
Illumination”. James Joyce Quarterly . ⁄  (Autumn
/Winter ), pp. -.
Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Erwin Pfrang. “Circe Drawings”. The Paris Review
127, p. . See Erwin Pfrang. Circe Drawings
Based on James Joyce’s Ulysses. Exhib.cat. David Nolan Gallery:  September- October . (New
York 1991).
Another artist who has in an Expressionist mode
created visual images to accompany “Circe” is Allen
Hessler (shown at the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Canada, March 1985). See Pieter Bekker. “Allen Hessler”. James Joyce Broadsheet  (October ), pp. -. There was also a “Surrealist”
video.
Erwin Pfrang. Odysseus und kein Ende: Eine kleine
Geschichte des Worts in  Zeichnungen oder Ver wirrfahrten durch Bücherland. Also Erwin Pfrang:
Arbeiten auf Papier. Michael Semff (text). Exhib.
cat. in  vols. Staatliche Graphische Sammlung
München in der Neuen Pinakothek:  February- 
March . (Munich ), vol. , pp. -.
In this, there is some correspondence with the
Scandinavian artist Frank Rubin’s work on Ulysses
from the late . Frank Rubin. hjerne hjerte saed.
Exhib. cat. Trefoldigheden: - June . (Trefoldigheden ).
More recently, in a portfolio dedicated to Harald
Beck, Pfrang’s friend and interpreter, as well as
German translator and scholar of Joyce, Pfrang
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explored a humorous “little story of the word”
under the title Odysseus and No End. Pfrang.
Odysseus, vol. . In it, he has recourse not only to
Genesis and Homer, but also naturally to James
Joyce. There is some crossover, as in Homer Advises
Joyce on the Rhythmification of Aeolian Winds. Joyce
also finds himself confronted with a little creature
by the name of Nevermore, undoubtedly from
Finnegans Wake: “what Nevermore missed and
Colombo found” (FW .-). The text is personified, as Joyce has personified many objects
(waves, rocks, the picture of the nymph in Ulysses).
This is an imaginative extension of the writer’s
work.
Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, pp. -.
Another “palimpsestual” approach to Ulysses – this
time involving various techniques – is that presented by Michaël C. Reinhardt, to an enthusiastic
audience at the Zurich James Joyce Foundation, 
November . The presentation’s title was: “Actalectic tetrameter of Iambs Marching: Ulysses
graphisch”.
See also James White. Ferenc Martyn: -.
(Unpublished typescript without year). I thank
Catherine Marshall for making me aware of the
works, which were subsequently exhibited at the
London Joyce Conference, .
Ibid.
For work using comic aesthetics, see chapter 5.2.
Participating artists include Peter Bailey, Ian Breakwell, John Christie, Lo Cole, Nick Cudworth, John
Furnival, Bernard Moxham, Tom Phillips, Rey
Tanaka and Steve Williams. See Bernard Moxham.
James Joyce’s Ulysses. http://www. ulysses-art.demon.
co.uk. Last updated August .
John Christie has since the completion of eighteen images on the sites and times of the episodes of
Ulysses developed a more multi-faceted, multi-layered Ulysses work. Leo Koenders commissioned it
as a unique artist’s book. He was very kind to show
it to me in Zurich in December . It takes the
title page of the first edition as a basis for various
further scans, collages and drawings which are subtle and coherent in their variations on colours
(mostly red tones) and shapes, sometimes retaining
the texture of the sites and the angles of the clock
hands that originally denoted time. Subtly chosen
but telling quotations are also part of the images. A
very few words usually suffice to evoke the episode’s mood or themes.



63 Seán Scully’s letter to the author on  October 
states: “I like Joyce. I like his writing. He is however not my favourite writer: And Bernd [Klüser]
likes to do as many projects with his artists and
Joyce as possible. This is the spirit in which I consented to participate in the project.”
64 Bernd Klüser’s Munich Gallery has also exhibited
and edited Joycean work by Robert Motherwell,
Mimmo Paladino and Juliao Sarmento.
65 Hannes Vogel. J & J: Die Farben im Ulysses gespiegelt im Zufall. Exhib. cat. Helmhaus Zürich: 
May- June . (Zurich ).
66 Gereon Inger. “Ulyssestempel”. http://www.inger.
de/vermehrung/editionen/ulyssestempel.html,
Summer . My translation.
67 For Duchamp’s box in relation to Joyce, see Paul K.
Saint-Amour “Over Assemblage: Ulysses and the
Boîte-en-valise from Above”. Cultural Studies of
James Joyce. R .B. Kershner (ed.). European Joyce
Studies . Amsterdam, New York , pp. -.
68 Michael Kvium, Christian Lemmerz. The Wake.
Film produced by Dino Raymond Hansen, Wake
Film ApS. (København ), n.p. Also www.
wake.dk. Summer .
69 The Wake is a hopeful development, as filming
Joyce continues in the older, realistic, mimetic, and
thus much reduced tradition of Strick. And this
although promising work has been carried out by
Werner Nekes, who did make a valid attempt at
representing Joyce’s formal innovations in his
Uliisses film from the early . Brock. Gracehopers. These, Eisenstein had already viewed as
properly pertaining to the film genre.
70 If one wished to do so, one would enter the fraught
territory of annotations of Joyce. Fritz Senn writes:
“Associations are never wrong, but notes, even
notes of associations may be.” Fritz Senn. Inductive
Scrutinies: Focus on Joyce. Christine O’Neill (ed.).
(Dublin ), p. .
71 It has even occurred that artists have spelled
Finnegans Wake with an apostrophe in their visual
works on Joyce’s writing. Examples are Peter Ford’s
etchings from  (displayed at the Joyce Tower,
Sandycove) and Veit Hofmann. Ein Künstlerbuch
zu Finnegan’s [sic] Wake nach der Übersetzung von
Hans Wollschläger. (Berlin ), part of the Zurich
Joyce Foundation’s collections.
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Chapter 2.2
1 Erika Anne Flesher. “‘I’m getting on nicely in the
dark’: Picturing the Blind Spot in Illustrations for
Ulysses”. Joycean Cultures, p. .
2 “In Joyce’s canon, [...] there is no parallel portrait
of the artist as a young man who is a realist or naturalist. Nor is there, ultimately, a serious artist who
is a naturalist”. Marguerite Harkness. The Aesthetics
of Dedalus and Bloom. (London, Toronto ), p.
. There is a possibility that Joyce’s judgment in
this need not be trusted, especially when it comes
to more recent art, but on the whole, realist or
natu-ralist approaches have not – outside of Pop
Art (see chapter 5.2) – become more valid.
3 Erika Anne Flesher. “I saw his face in every line”:
Verbal and Visual Portraiture in Modernist Literature. Unpublished PhD thesis, University of California. (Irvine ), p. . “One cannot present a
portrait of Bloom simply by gathering the bits of
Bloom’s description and suturing them together.
The gap between Milly’s drawing and the dry catalogue of its parts serves as an implicit warning to
future illustrators: a literal rendering of such details
would miss the irony with which the information
in ‘Ithaca’ is presented.” Ibid., pp. -.
4 Maurice Beebe. Ivory Towers and Sacred Founts: The
Artist as Hero in Fiction from Goethe to Joyce. (New
York ), p. .
5 Ibid., p. .
6 Martyniuk. “Illustrating Ulysses”, p. .
7 Maurizia Boscagli, Enda Duffy. “Joyce’s Faces”.
Marketing Modernisms: Self-Promotion, Canonization, and Rereading. Kevin J. H. Dettmar, Stephen
Watt (eds). (Ann Arbor ), p. .
8 Ibid., p. .
9 Ibid., p. .
10 Gisèle Freund. Three Days with Joyce. New York
, front cover.
11 Boscagli, Duffy. “Joyce’s Faces”, p. .
12 Richard M. Kain, Alan M. Cohn. “Portraits of
James Joyce: A Revised List”. James Joyce Quarterly
 (), pp. -. Also Kain, Cohn. “Additional
Joyce Portraits”. The authors list such Joyce portraits and caricatures (mostly carried out during
Joyce’s lifetime) by: Ernest Hamlin Baker, Jean
Barois, Émile Bécat, Pierre de Belay, Blanche, Frank
Budgen, Oscar Cesare, W. Cotton, Jo Davidson,
Stuart Davis, Guy Pene Du Bois, Jill Elgin,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Franco Gentilini, Desmond
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Harmsworth, Milton Hebald, Grace Henry, Lewis
Herman, Adolf Hoffmeister, Augustus John, two
sketches by Lucia Joyce (one exhibited in Paris
), Harry Kernoff, Roald Kristian, Gwen Le
Gallienne, Stephen Longstreet, Mina Loy, Macaya,
Desmond MacNamara (a papier-mâché bust),
Maurice Maurel (cover of Time,  January ),
Myron C. Nutting, Ivan Opffer, Georges Orloff,
Seán O’Sullivan, Tono Salzar, Arnastas Botzaris
Sava, Theodor Scheel, Otto Schöninger, Tullio
Silvestri, Theodore Spicer-Simon, Arthur Stern,
Richard Taylor, Patrick Tuhoy, and Ottocaro
Weiss.
I should add Pierre Alechinsky, George Granville Barker, Basil Blackshaw, Brian Bourke, Pat
Cooke, Zdzislaw Czermanski, Guy Davenport,
Tibor Kaján, Brian King, David Levine, Jean Messagier, John Bromfield Rees, John Ryan, Hendrik
Rypkema, Louis Seargent, Tom Spelman, and
Charles Welles. Portraits and caricatures by these
artists (or reproductions of them) were either included in Bernard Gheerbrant’s  Paris exhibition, the  James Joyce and Modernism exhibition,
or the  Joycesight exhibition. Alternatively they
are held at the Harry Ransom Research Center of
the Humanities at the University of Austin, Texas.
Vladimir Holub (-) created a Joyce portrait, which is held at the Lehmbruck Museum,
Duisburg. I thank Christoph Brockhaus for this
information.
Sidney Nolan’s Joyce portrait is featured in the
Irish Museum of Modern Art’s High Falutin Stuff
exhibition from April .
Andreas Rzadkowsky drew Good Luck James in
1985. See James Joyce Broadsheet  (February ),
p. .
Jan de Bie. Joyce 1987. See James Joyce Broadsheet
 (October ), p..
Also see the following publications: Paul Flora.
Hungerburger Elegien: Zeichnungen -. (Zurich ). Richard Smyth. “Imaging Joyce”. James
Joyce Bloomsday Magazine , pp. , . Eirement: textes de James Joyce dessins de Monique
Lepeuve. Conception, réalisation de Julie Micheau.
(Paris without year).
Rowan Gillespie created Ripples of Ulysses in
, a sculpture with rings of words around it, for
the Regis University, Denver, Colorado.
Gertrude Snyder. “Vivienne Flesher”. Graphis 
(), pp. -. The artist is the author of “I saw
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his face” (PhD) and “I’m getting”. Joycean Cultures.
Bruno Chersicla. Anno di Joyce. Exhib. information Sala Communale d’Arte Trieste: - February
. (Trieste ).
Lee Savage. Exhib. cat. Martin/Molinary Art &
Design Gallery. (New York without year: [?]).
James McGarrell. “On Three Paintings from
1963”. Texas Quarterly .  (), pp. -. Joyce
plays the guitar seated in a river in: The Grand
Artificer, Young and Old (James Joyce)”, a diptych
from  ⁄.
Jedlicka interprets the painting (and a study for it)
as results of an inner view. Gotthard Jedlicka.
“Wilhelm Gimmis Bildnis James Joyce”. Neue Zürcher Zeitung .,  March , p. .
Poster for the Seventh Annual Trieste Joyce
School, .
I thank Frances Ruane for letting me have a slide
of the painting. I also thank the artist’s daughter
Penelope [sic] and the late Gwladys McCabe’s
family for helping me in my efforts to locate the
work, which is now lost. Frances Ruane. Patrick
Collins. Exhib. cat. The Arts Council. (Without
Place [Dublin], without year [ or ]). Collins
gave Joyce’s wallet to the Joyce museum at Sandycove. In his later work, Patrick Collins painted
his native Sligo landscape in a personal, nonmimetic way. His interest in Joyce and his initial
intention to become a writer may have led him to
fuse past (Irish mythology in particular) and present in his timeless paintings. He wished to express
the universality of his origins, albeit in a way that
may suggest too harmonious a universe. What may
be absent in these paintings, however, are some
disturbances or contradictions. “Around , perhaps earlier, Joyce begins to complicate correspondences with contradiction.” David Weir. James Joyce
and the Art of Mediation. (Ann Arbor ), p. .
This work was shown at the Derry exhibition on
Stephen Dedalus in .
Felim Egan: “I remember making the work on
Joyce as part of  or so commissioned works by the
arts council. At the time my work had no direct
influence from Joyce so I approached the subject in
an oblique manner. I found a way into it from the
rather minimal line drawing of Joyce by Brancusi,
in that way I was able to make a work without
departing from my style or way of painting. Also I
have always been an admirer of Brancusi’s work.”
Correspondence with the author,  March .
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Kain, Cohn. “Additional Portraits”, p. .
Provincetown .
Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, p. .
Elsa (Nuala) De Brun in her  pastel riverrun,
past Eve and Adams ... (held at the Harry Ransom
Research Center, Austin, Texas), depicts a tie
hanging on a knot of a similarly entangled “Celtic”
maze – this time, undoubtedly doubling as the
river Liffey, as well as standing in for Joyce himself.
Barnes in correspondence with the author, 
January .
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes. James Joyce als Inspirations Quelle für Joseph Beuys. (Hildesheim,
Zurich, New York ). A list of drawings formerly part of the Ulysses Extension is enclosed in
the appendix of that study.
Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
Perhaps Turrell sensed that Cy Twombly may be
inspired by Joyce.
See, for example, Pleynet. “Art and Literature”,
p. .
Marc Le Bot. “Valerio Adami: deux portraits de
Joyce”. Chroniques de l’art vivant  (), p. .
Ibid., p. .
Eduardo Arroyo. El Ulises Prohibido: Los dibujos
originales de la edición de Ulises Ilustrado un recorrido
visual y literario por la novela del siglo de Eduardo
Arroyo y Julián Ríos. (Without place: Círculo de
Lectores ).
Pieter Bekker. Joyce Broadsheet  (February ),
p. . Le Brocquy goes on to state his interest in
revealing Joyce’s “soul”: “I was extremely conscious
of all he must have suffered – the humiliations and
neglect, the physical suffering and poverty. And of
course I was also thinking constantly of the extraordinary adventure that had taken place in that
head.”
Dorothy Walker. Modern Art in Ireland. (Dublin
1997), p.  Also Richard Demarco in The Celtic
Consciousness. Robert O’ Driscoll (ed.). (Edinburgh, Portlaoise 1982), p. .
Richard Kearney. “Joyce and le Brocquy: Art as
Otherness”. The Crane Bag . (), p. .
Róisín Kennedy, Association of Art Historians
conference in London,  April .
Revue Svetovej Literatúry  ⁄.
Christine van Boheemen. “‘The cracked lookingglass’ of Joyce’s Portrait”. A Collideorscape, p. .
First published in Art News, May , pp. -.
Light Rays: James Joyce and Modernism. Heyward
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Ehrlich (ed.). (New York ), frontispiece.
5 Budgen. The Making of Ulysses, p. .
38 In the same (but literary) tradition stand Dylan 6 “The strongest guiding principle for the composiThomas’ Portrait of the Artist as a Young Dog, ,
tion of Ulysses seems to me to have been the anaand Michel Butor’s A Portrait of the Artist as a
logical urge for self-revelation or – which comes to
Young Monkey. Reiner Speck. “Beuys und Litethe same thing – the revelation of the nature of all
ratur”. Multiples, Bücher und Kataloge. Exhib. cat.
mankind.” Ernst R. Curtius. “Extracts from ‘James
Galerie Klein, Bonn:  April- May . (Bonn
Joyce’ ()”. Robert H. Deming (ed.). James Joyce:
), n.p.
the Critical Heritage: -. Vol. . (London
39 I thank Inge Baecker for the information.
), p. . Ulrich Eberl has observed that Joyce
40 Joyce-inspired artists often seem to have wished to
himself split the two-fold structure of the indisee their dogs as somehow connected with their
vidual and the allegorically universal. While the
interest in the writer, extending his presence maybe
Romantics were looking for the trans-individual in
into their lives. David Smith called his dog
the subject itself, Joyce found it in reality. He
Finnegan and Tony Smith’s Irish setter was the
adapted, without taking over, the foundations of
recipient of Finnegans Wake recitals by his owner.
Romanticism. Joyce did not reject the Romantic
41 Daniel Spoerri with Robert Filliou, Emmett Williheritage, he tried to blend, accommodate, and reams, Dieter Roth, Roland Topor. An Anecdoted
fashion it. Ulrich Eberl. James Joyces Ulysses – LeitTopography of Chance. (London ), .
bild und Sonderfall der Moderne: Vom psychologischen
42 Reiner Speck in interview: Armine Haase. “TriRealismus zur transindividuellen Allegorie. (Regensumph der Postmoderne?” Kunstforum International
burg ), pp. -. Among Joyce’s contempo ( June-July ), p. .
raries, Eugene Jolas was ready to play his important
43 246 little clouds,  ( pages, . x . cm) and
role in publishing and furthering Work in Progress,
 Wolken,  ( pages,  x  cm). I thank Dirk
because, as Ellmann leads us to believe, he was lookDobke from the Hamburg Roth Foundation for
ing for a theory of art that could simultaneously be
this information.  little clouds includes aphoa philosophy of life. Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
risms juxtaposed with small, schematic drawings 7 Umberto Eco. The Open Work. Italian  (Withthat are Sellotaped on. A sample: “. To make
out place: Hutchinson Radius ). See chapter
something disappear, / on its own surface [...] .
3.3. Wolfgang Iser. “Der Archetyp als Leerform:
a look into a paper cup – / the milk fall is pulling /
Erzählschablonen und Kommunikation in Joyces
those remembered beings down into me [...] piling
Ulysses”. Idem. Der implizite Leser.  (Munich
up literature / inside myself / without piling it up /
1979), pp. -.
in front of myself ”.
8 Ibid.
44 Rothzeit: Eine Dieter Roth Retrospektive. Theodora 9 Senn. “Beschwichtigung”, p. .
Vischer, Bernadette Walter (eds). Exhib. cat. Schau- 10 Rosler Neufeld. “Mirrors and Photographs”.
lager Basel:  May- September . (Baden 11 The work is untitled, . Margaret Fitzgibbon’s
), p. .
Speccio: Mirrors, , cast and etched bronze,
45 Correspondence with the author via Sperone Westreacts directly to Joyce’s symbol of Irish art, the
water Gallery,  March .
broken mirror. Hannes Vogel has created several
“broken” works in response to both Joyce and
Duchamp. See James Joyce: “gedacht durch/thought
Chapter 3.1
through”, pp. -.
12 Hogan. Joyce, Milton, p. .
1 Related by Sarah Auld, New York, January .
13 “Having these words resonate so deeply inside me
2 Fritz Senn. “Das Abenteuer Ulysses: Beschwichthat I have to write them across the painting I am
tigung”. Insert in special edition of James Joyce.
working on.” Joan Snyder. Primary Fields. Exhib.
Ulysses. Frankfurt/M. , p. .
cat. Robert Miller Gallery:  April- May .
(New York ), n.p. Snyder called her daughter
3 Derrida. “Ulysses Gramophone”, p. .
Molly.
4 Brian Breathnach. B Paintings. Exhib. pamphlet.
Dalkey Castle and Heritage Centre: - June 14 “A Poor Trait of the Artless: The Artist Manqué in
James Joyce”. Morris Beja. Joyce, the Artist Manqué,
. (Dublin ).
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and Indeterminacy. The Princess Grace Irish Librar y vol. 6. (Gerrards Cross ), p. .
See Antje von Graevenitz. “Duchamps Tür Gradiva: Eine literarische Figur und ihr Surrealistenkreis”. Avant Garde: Interdisciplinary and International Review  (). Klaus Beekman, Antje
von Graevenitz (eds), pp. -.
See William P. Fitzpatrick. “The Myth of Creation: Joyce, Jung and Ulysses. James Joyce Quarterly
. (Winter ), pp. -.
“No other writer used obscurity as successfully as
Joyce, and he used it so that it promises that an
answer can be found by careful effort.” Sheldon
Brivic. Joyce the Creator. (Madison, London ),
p. .
As Mieke Bal formulates: “Not just any idealized
representation will appeal to the need, in the viewer, to go about repairing him- or herself; yet sharing this appeal between the artist and addressee is
indispensable if the works are to have this effect.
Hence the work cannot function if the addressee
does not bring to it the needs it helps to fulfil.” Bal.
Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
This applies equally to artists in all art forms. It
would be convenient if there was in fact proof of
Florence Bianu’s vague statment: “Joyce’s evidence
for the autobiographical in art often comes from
the plastic arts” Bianu. Ekphrasis, p. .
See Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, chapter III b,
illustrations -.
See Joseph Beuys. Die Multiples: Werkverzeichnis
der Auflagenobjekte und Druckgraphik -. Jörg
Schellmann (ed.). (Munich, New York ), no.
. My translation.
Christa-Maria Lerm. “Beuys - crise psychique et
lecture de Joyce”. Joseph Beuys. Harald Szeemann
(ed.). Exhib. cat. Centre Georges Pompidou: 
June- October . (Paris ), pp. -.
Jorge Luis Borges’ Invocation to Joyce can be understood in similar terms: “What does our cowardice
matter if on earth / there is one brave man, / what
does sadness matter if in time past / somebody
thought himself happy, / what does my lost generation matter, / that dim mirror, / if your books justify us? / I am the others. I am all those / who have
been rescued by your pains and care. / I am those
unknown to you and saved by you.” Light Rays,
p. .
Contemporanea. Exhib. cat. Roma, Parcheggio di
Villa Borghese: November  – February .
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(Rome ). – The “final” title is: Arena – wo wäre
ich hingekommen, wenn ich intelligent gewesen wäre /
Arena – where would I have gone had I been intelligent.
It is reproduced in Carola Giedion-Welcker’s Brancusi book, p. .
Arena could also be a term from Finnegans Wake
( -), where nicely “Beuysian” buttered snow
features.
The first of Beuys’ one hundred frames shows a
work that depicts thunder by means of a halfunfolded wooden measure, his Auschwitz Demonstration - (in progress). Did Beuys add “in
progress”? The English words quite clearly indicate
a Joycean reference. One of Arena’s frames contains
blue glass, a possible pointer to “riverrun”. Finnegans Wake’s last word can be seen on the back of
the Dia Center’s  Arena catalogue. It is written
on the wall of the space in which Beuys performed
Celtic (Kinloch Rannoch) Scottish Symphony in Edinburgh , alongside “diaphane” gelatine.
Ernst Kris, Otto Kurz. Die Legende vom Künstler:
Ein geschichtlicher Versuch.  (Frankfurt/M. ).
Jacques Derrida. “Joyce le Symptome”. Joyce &
Paris., pp. -.
Griselda Pollock. “Yayoi Kusama: Three Thoughts
on Femininity, Creativity and Elapsed Time”. Parkett  (), pp. -.
Adolf Muschg. Literatur als Therapie? Ein Exkurs
über das Heilsame und das Unheilbare. Frankfurter
Vorlesungen. (Frankfurt/M. ), p. .
Ibid., p. .
A naive form of identification manifested itself in
the “fashion” for suicide following the publication
of Goethe’s Werther. Kant’s theory on this example
will not do in relation to Joyce since it relates to an
unchanging, heroic character.
Peters. Wahrnehmung, p. .
Wayne Booth explains that “in any reading experience there is an implied dialogue among author,
narrator, the other characters, and the reader. Each
of the four can range, in relation to each of the others, from identification to complete opposition, on
any axis of value, moral, intellectual, aesthetic, and
even physical”. Wayne C. Booth. The Rhetoric of
Fiction.  (London et al. ), pp. -.
Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Hans Robert Jauß argues that within the development of the Modernist novel, the bridges of
understanding, which allow the reader to transpose
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him /herself unquestioningly into the world of another person, were being successively dismantled.
“Das Vertrauen darauf, daß ein gemeinsamer Horizont der Selbsterfahrung das Sich-Verstehen im
Anderen begründe, erscheint nicht mehr tragfähig,
wenn eine explorative Literatur beginnt, die klassische Einheit des Subjekts preiszugeben, die Pluralität des Ichs aufzudecken”. Hans Robert Jauß.
Wege des Verstehens. (München ), pp. -.
Shari Benstock noticed a correspondence between
Joyce’s and Matisse’s approaches to their classical
subject matter via a distancing from emotion, although achieved by means of different strategies:
embellishment, on the one hand, and reduction, on
the other. Benstock. “Double Image”, p. -.
“Joyce is present in his works [...] as a changing
mind in progress” Brivic. Creator, p. .
See Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
This goes back at least as far as Hegel, who has
historicized aesthetics. See also, for example, Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, pp. -.

Chapter 3.2

Chapter 3.2

T

T

T

1 Aspects of this question have been introduced in:
James Joyce “gedacht/thought”.
2 Joyce. Letters. Vol. , p. .
3 Roland McHugh. The Sigla of Finnegans Wake.
(London ).
4 Ibid. pp.  onwards. Joyce explained the sigla in a
letter to Harriet Shaw Weaver as “fluid composites”. James Joyce. Finnegans Wake: A Facsimile of
Drafts, Typescripts and Proofs. David Hayman,
Danis Rose (eds). (New York, London ), books
VI.B-, p. VIII, IX: “E [in all variations]: HCE, ∆
ALP, [ Shem, L Shaun, T [also: , , ] Isolde, ∞
Rainbow girls, X The Four (Mamalujo), O The
Twelve, T Tristan, S The Snake, The Book (letter, coffin, container etc.)”.
5 It is no.  and was bought second hand.
6 There is also one inscribed “for Bill Rafter”, which
is very similar.
7 Robert Morris’ Untitled, , is an installation of
large “L”s, turned in different directions. It highlights formal properties and matters of perception:
the elements’ dimensions seem to be different each
time, although one knows they are not. It is unclear
whether or not these sculptures are also (directly or
indirectly) inspired by the sigla.

8 Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
9 See the David Smith files kept at the Archives of
American Art, New York.
10 The letter inviting him to be John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow is dated  March .
Smith was asked to exhibit at the Munson Williams Proctor Institute, Utica, New York, on  December . They subsequently bought The Letter.
I thank the Estate of David Smith for assistance.
11 Inscription on the back of a photograph of the work
kept at the MoMA archives, New York.
12 Rosalind E. Krauss. Terminal Iron Works: The Sculpture of David Smith. (Cambridge, Mass., London
), pp. -. The author also suggests that
Perfidious Albion may have been entitled after Finnegans Wake: “Perfedes Albionias!” (FW ,).
13 See Fritz Senn. Nichts gegen Joyce. (Zürich ),
p. .
14 Interview with Thomas B. Hess printed among
other places in David Smith. Skulpturen Zeichnungen. Jörn Merkert (ed.). Exhib. cat. Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf: 
March- April . (Munich ), p. .
15 Ibid.
16 “Throughout the  and  his major pieces
appeared, to others, to be nonrepresentational,
which seems to have been caused by a heightening
of the principle of discontinuity.” Krauss. Passages, p.
. “[...] it is the relationship between the disjunctive syntax of his assemblage and the thematic material that constitutes Smith’s originality – and sets
him apart from his American contemporaries.”
Ibid., p. .
17 See Ibid., p. : He felt a strong wish to run away
any time he perceived that a rule was becoming
fixed in his practice. Sarah Kianovsky is convinced
that David Smith thought of himself as changing
sculpture in the way that Joyce changed literature. I
thank her for sharing her thoughts on David Smith
and Joyce with me (telephone conversation with
the author, New York,  January ).
18 “The surviving book in Adolph Gottlieb’s library
by Joyce is A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
(). Adolph had a studio fire in  and much
of his books were destroyed then.” I thank Nancy
Litwin of the Adolph and Esther Gottlieb Foundation for her assistance.
She also let me have a copy of an interview:
Gottlieb told Dorothy Seckler in  that reading
Joyce was one of his most memorable experiences
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and then continues: “No, I didn’t try to make any
correlation between what writers were doing, or
even what the Cubists were doing and my own
work. I had a feeling for most of that period that to
blindly follow Picasso or Joyce or whoever [sic]
would not necessarily lead to finding one’s own
way.”
Although Letter to a Friend from  already
shows these. Rosalind Krauss has connected David
Smith’s The Letter and Adolph Gottlieb’s pictographs. Krauss. Terminal, p. , note .
James Elkins. The Domain of Images. (New York
), p. .
Michael Fried. “Art and Objecthood”. Artforum
. (), pp. -.
See, for example, Rosaling Krauss. Originality,
pp. -. Paul Wood, Francis Frascina, Jonathan
Harris, Charles Harrison. Modernism in Dispute:
Art since the Forties. (New Haven, London ).
And Georges Didi-Huberman. Was wir sehen blickt
uns an: Zur Metapsychologie des Bildes. Markus Sedlaczek (transl.). (Munich ). Also the discussion
below.
“James Brooks, speaking of his friend Bradley
Walker Tomlin, said, ‘I think a writer who influenced most of us, [...] me more than any painter,
was James Joyce’”. Firestone. “New York School”,
p. .
“[...] no-one served the generation into which he
had been born so well as he who offered it [...] the
gift of certitude”. Michael Fried. Art and Objecthood: Essays and Reviews. (Chicago, London ),
frontispiece.
This is an uncharacteristic quotation of lines that
were not subsequently used in A Portrait. It moreover tends, if anything, to underestimate the importance of formal(ist) enquiries for both Joyce and
Fried. See Morris Beja. “The Incertitude of the
Void: Epiphany and Indeterminacy”. Idem. Joyce,
the Artist Manqué, and Indeterminacy. The Princess
Grace Irish Library, vol. . (Gerrards Cross ),
pp. -.
Clement Greenberg. “Avant Garde and Kitsch”
(1939). Reprinted in: Art and its Histories: A Reader.
Stephen Edwards (ed.). (New Haven, London
), p. .
Terry Eagleton seems to agree: “‘formalism’ reacts
in an opposite direction [to naturalism], but betrays the same loss of historical meaning. In the
alienated words of Kafka, Musil, Joyce, Beckett,
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Camus, man is stripped of his history and has no
reality beyond the self ”. Terry Eagleton. Marxism
and Literary Criticism. (Berkeley, Los Angeles ),
p. .
As Edward L. Bishop puts it: This was “a work
aimed at [...] general readers who wanted a work of
avant-garde art to display.” Bishop. “Re-covering”,
p. .
Herbert Read. Art Now: An Introduction to the
Theory of Modern Painting and Sculpture. 
(London ), p. .
Mario Praz contends that “Even a page from Finnegans Wake is more accessible than most abstract
painting”. Mario Praz. Mnemosyne: The Parallel
Between Literature and the Visual Arts. (Washington, D.C. ), p. .
While some aspects of these debates are mentioned
in this chapter, I cannot in the current context do
them justice. James Elkins has recently summarized Greenbergian and Anti-Greenbergian art
history in his draft of Master Narratives. www.image
history.org, June , pp.  onwards.
Our Exagmination, p. .
Eisenstein considered the interior monologue, a
means relating particularly to film: “It was in Help
Yourself! that Eisenstein for the first time introduced the idea of inner monologue as an essential
element of sound film, comparing it to the literary
technique of James Joyce.” Eisenstein. Writings,
p. .
Motherwell quoted in Mary Ann Caws. Robert
Motherwell: What Art Holds. Interpretations in Art.
(New York, Chichester ), p. .
H.H. Arnason. Robert Motherwell. (New York ),
p. . The passage from which the title is taken
includes “artist” as a term of abuse: “Artist, Unworthy of the Homely Protestant Religion”. Ibid.,
pp. , -.
Firestone. “New York School”, pp. -.
Thomas B. Hess assumed this also Thomas B.
Hess Barnett Newman. Exhib. cat. The Museum of
Modern Art New York. (New York ), p. .
Robert Murray, Barnett Newman’s friend and
studio assistant, writes: “I tend to relate Ulysses, as a
title, to Barney’s other use of Greek Hero names;
i.e. Achilles, Prometheus, etc. [...] But Barney,
being Barney, would be interested in all of the
implications of a title and given his interest in
James Joyce, Joyce’s Ulysses and Homer’s Odysseus,
I think we can safely assume, were both sources for
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this title. [...] these choices often hinged on a specific point. [...] Even so, the ‘imagery’ was not
intended to be literal or in any way illustrative. [...]
he liked his titles to be thought-provoking – vague
associations – and he was always interested in what
chain of thought the titles and the paintings conjured up in others. Free association! We did talk
about Joyce’s Ulysses, but the conversations I can
remember had to do with its availability.” Correspondence with the author via Heidi ColsmanFreyberger  January . Newman’s minimal
private library, which had to be accommodated in
small apartments, includes all Joyce’s main works
and three items of secondary literature from ,
 and . Newman owned Ulysses in the Random House edition from . This is well in keeping with the date of the Ulysses painting. The Finnegans Wake copy in his library was published in
. The bookseller’s label suggests an early purchase: the address is Aberdeen Book Company on
4th Avenue, long since renamed Madison Avenue.
I would like to thank Heidi Colsman-Freyberger,
Robert Murray and Yves-Alain Bois for assisting
me with my research on Barnett Newman.
Newman. Writings, pp. -.
Ibid., p. .
“After having seen the exhibition of Barnett Newman’s paintings and the review [...] by Hubert
Crehan, I was reminded of the words of T.S. Eliot
commenting on the book by John Middleton Murry in which he makes an analysis of D.H. Lawrence. Eliot wrote that never had the sacrificial victim been more beautifully arranged for the obsidian knife. / H. Rumbold / New York, N.Y.” Art News
. (May ), p. . This source is presented,
again with thanks to Heidi Colsman-Freyberger.
Art News . (Summer ), p. .
David Norris. With Respect to Mr. Joyce: An Introduction to James Joyce’s Greatest Works. CD. (Dublin
without year).
James Joyce Broadsheet  ( June ), p. . Sharpe
in  also gave many Joyce portraits an art-historically versatile (and humorous) setting (from Byzantine art to Leonardo): Henry J. Sharpe. “Sixteen Illustrations”. Mairead Byrne. Joyce – A Clew.
(Dublin ).
“His close friend at the time the architect Tony
Smith loved to recite from memory portions of
Joyce’s stream-of-consciousness prose. Since at
least one of these books was originally inscribed to
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Tony Smith, it seems likely that he was the catalyst
for their acquisition”. Ellen G. Landau. Jackson
Pollock. (London ), p. . Howard Putzel is
another possibility: Ibid.
Not only to Tony Smith, but to Lee Krasner,
Alfonso Osorio, Fritz Bultmann, B.H. Friedman
and Betty Parsons. Firestone. “New York School”,
p. .
There is the American first edition of Ulysses,
Random House  and a copy of Finnegans Wake.
My thanks are due to Barbara Novak and Helen
Harrison from the Pollock House Study Centre.
Ellen G. Landau also mentions Stephen Hero and
the  Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake in the
library of Pollock and Lee Krasner. Landau. Pollock, p. .
Ibid., p. , note .
Such a connection has been suggested by E.R .
Firestone and Ellen G. Landau.
Ibid., p. .
It may be a surprise to find that Joseph Beuys, one
of the most politically active artists of his generation, has also been inspired by Joyce’s formulations
concerning the passive, removed artist. He not only
included fingernails in his works (see chapter .
under “discharge”), but he also gave a work – a
folded deckchair with felt seat – a revealing title as
regards his concept of the artist in general. It is
großer aufgesogener Liegender im Jenseits wollend gestreckter, .
This can be understood as a corresponding formulation to Joyce’s Homeric, protracted sentences.
On the page on which he noted that title for the
collector, he also wrote “James Joyce”. See Lerm
Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, chapter IV u.
“Although Shakespeare’s lines had been recently
quoted in an issue of the avant-garde magazine
Tiger’s Eye, if Pollock had heard the phrase “full
fathom five” at all before [Ralph] Manheim’s suggestion of it as a title for his painting, he would
have probably been acquainted with its incorporation into these lines from James Joyce’s  novel,
Ulysses.” Landau. Pollock, p. .
James Joyce. Ulysses. The corrected text, Hans Walter Gabler, Wolfhard Steppe, Claus Melchior (eds).
Paris  (London ), episode no. three (“Proteus”), line . Ulysses is usually cited in the text
with episode and line number: (U .).
He also quotes lines from Finnegans Wake with
similar intentions: .-.
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54 Firestone. “New York School”, p. . See also
Krauss. Originality.
55 As photographed for Life,  August . See
chapter 4.2 for a discussion of bricolage artwork on
Joyce.
56 Firestone. “New York School”, pp. -. Firestone
applies this particularly to Robert Motherwell,
whose “appreciation of Joyce preceded his preoccupation with ‘automatic writing’ of the Surrealists”
Ibid., p. .
57 Ibid.
58 Peter Bürger, Christa Bürger. Prosa der Moderne.
(Frankfurt/M. 1992), pp. -.
59 The abolition of the idea of pictorial climax in
Cubism has already been linked to Joyce, this time
as an inspiration for him. Isaac. “Cubist Esthetic”,
p. . “Fragmentation is one of the keys to this central aesthetic paradox of certain Modernist works,
that is, their nonmimetic, yet intensely realistic
nature: elements of reality were incorporated into
the artistic discourse, actually presented, not represented”. Isaac. Ruin, p. . Florence Bianu’s misunderstanding of Cézanne’s colour compositions as
depth, rather than the flatness that formalism
favours, may be indicative of the rather complicated nature of the debate: “Cézanne’s depth [sic]
achieved by means of colour [...] influenced Joyce’s
writing” Bianu. Ekphrasis, p. .
60 Greenberg. Art and Culture, p. .
61 Claude Cernuschi. Jackson Pollock: Meaning and
Significance. (New York ), p. .
62 This is through very detailed material, which requires a research-accompanied re-reading in Ulysses
and “condensed” language (portmanetau words) in
Finnegans Wake, which can be “extracted” and deciphered at a minute level.
63 Krauss. Originality, p. . She continues: “There is
nothing ‘formalist’ about this ambition [to make
energy and motion visible]. Its subject [...] also
contained the psychological, although a condition
of the psychological that was de-specified, like a
dream that is both charged with feelings and stripped of images”. Ibid., p. .
64 “When I objected to the obscurity of the meaning
he answered: ‘It is night. It is dark. You can hardly
see – you sense rather’.” Mercanton. “The Hours”,
p. .
65 Krauss. Originality, p. . “Aside from any influence Joyce may have had on Pollock, the fundamental similarities between these men had pro-
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found significance for twentieth-century literature
and art. For both, the making of art, the process of
creation rather than the result, was the meaningful
part of the effort.” Firestone. “New York School”,
p. .
For Pollock, see Modernism in Dispute, p. .
Norris. Decentred Universe.
Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
Krauss. Originality, p. .
Didi-Huberman. Was wir sehen. I thank David
Scott for drawing my attention to Didi-Huberman’s work. Fried himself added a caveat to his
argument: “literalist sensibility is itself a product,
or by-product, of the development of modernist
painting itself ” Fried. Art and Objecthood, p. .
Didi-Huberman uses Joyce (Stephen’s painful connection between the “oscillating” sea and the absent /present mother) as a “fable” or metaphoric
image for the oscillating movement between seeing
and being “seen” or touched by a work. Tony
Smith, knowledgeable as he was concerning Joyce,
may already have made these connections. The
central work in Didi-Huberman’s argument is the
black steel cube Die. Joyce’s siglum _ denotes “The
Book (letter, coffin, container)” according to McHugh. Sigla.
Didi-Huberman confirms aspects of Peter Bürger’s
assessment, that following a “new type of reception
forced onto the viewer [see “openness” below], one
can assume that this process of opening formalist
and [...] hermeneutic methods will proceed to a
synthesis [....] We seem to be at this point in literary studies today.” Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde,
p. . My translation.
“Ulysses is used as an exhibit of both modernist hermeticism and the culmination of realism”. Isaak.
Ruin p. . Joyce’s location between the poles is also
programmatic and based on earlier models. Maurice
Beebe writes on “Joyce and Aquinas”: Joyce “accepts
completely: the identification of truth as the conformity of mind and object [...] absolute, psychological standards for art [are for] Joyce a defence
against the charge his theory is that of a dilettante
or an Art-for-Art’s sake advocate.” p. .
Willi Erzgräber finds that the similarities between
Ulysses and Finnegans Wake prove that the latter is
a development of the former, which differences signal the distinct characteristics between the movements. Willi Erzgräber. “Quintessenz der Moderne
– Basis der Postmoderne”. Besichtigung der Moderne:
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Bildende Kunst – Architektur – Literatur – Religion:
Aspekte und Perspektiven. Hans Holländer et al.
(eds). (Cologne ), pp. -.
Nathan Halper in a letter to Firestone, 10 March
. Firestone. “New York School”, p. 120. Clement Greenberg’s assertion that Abstract Expressionists created their art for each other appears true
for very different reasons. Greenberg. Art and Culture, p. .
I thank Catherine Marshall for letting me know
about Middleton’s interest in Joyce and to Jane
Middleton Giddens for further information. She
writes of her father that “his copy of Finnegans
Wake was the one he acquired when it first came
out. He always read it aloud, to himself or to others. He read it most when he was alone, when my
mother for some reason had to travel. I would hear
him reading and chuckling and roaring with laughter.” Correspondence with the author,  March
. Middleton’s library no longer exists. The
Middletons were friends of many writers, who include Seamus Heaney, Michael and Edna Longley,
Derek Mahon, John Pakenham and James Simmons. Correspondence  March .
The studio is kept at the Dublin Municipal Gallery, The Hugh Lane.
John Russell. Francis Bacon. Norwich , p. .
F.E. McWilliam: Sculpture - Mel Gooding
(ed.). Exhib. cat. Tate Gallery London:  May-
July . (London ), p. . The book was still
banned in Britain at the time. Mel Gooding writes:
“Joyce and Shaw were abiding influences of McWilliam’s outlook upon things: Shaw for his direct
moral and political honesty, his complete lack of
humbug; Joyce for his complexity, his richness of
reference; both for their wit.” Ibid.
Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, p. . My translation.
There are also artists who work in an abstract way
and claim to have been “beaucoup influencé”, but
where it is difficult to ascertain such a link. Kimber
Smith (born in  in Boston) is one such case.
The relationship exists more in his own writing,
which follows a Joycean vein, according to the
artist. Stanislas Ivankow. “Interview with Kimber
Smith”. Art Press  (), pp. -.
Conversation with the author,  June .
Ciarán Lennon. HAPAX. With a text by Vicki
Mahaffey. Exhib. cat. National Gallery of Ireland:
 January- March . (Dublin ).
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84 Interview with the author,  February .
85 Jess in response to my questions, as recorded by
Odyssia Skouras, January , my italics. I am
grateful to Odyssia Skouras for her untiring assistance.
86 Collins Dictionary of the English Language. Patrick
Hanks et al. (eds). (London, Glasgow ), p. .
87 Norris. Decentered Universe, pp. , onwards.
88 Jess in response to the author’s questions.
89 Untitled typescript, David Smith files, Archives of
American Art, New York.
90 Krauss. Terminal Ironworks, p. .
91 Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
92 The Letter photograph inscription, MoMA archives.
93 The passage should read: “a roof for may and a reef
for hugh butt under his bridge suits tony” (FW
.-) Tony Smith, Untitled (Black Heart), c.
.
94 These lines appear in Finnegans Wake as: “and the
beardwig I found in your Clarksome bag. Pharaops
you’ll play you’re the king of Aeships.” (FW .). Tony Smith. Beardwig, , Steel, painted
black, edition of six (and one artist’s proof ).
95 Quoted in Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses,
pp. -.
96 They are kept in Washington and Otterlo, The
Netherlands.
97 Letter kept at the Barnett Newman Estate, New
York.
98 Correspondence with the author, New York, 17
January .
99 Jane Smith kindly answered my questions about
her husband and reported on  April  via
Sarah Auld: “Jane and Tony did visit Ireland in 
on their way back to the States. Jane had been in
Germany since  ⁄ and Tony had joined her in
. Kiki was born in , so she was with them in
Dublin. Jane remembers getting a babysitter for
Kiki while they were in Dublin so that they could
go out, perhaps to the theatre. ‘The trip was wonderful and very meaningful to Tony, he apparently
regretted not being able to spend more time there.
[...] In Dublin we stayed at a famous hotel on the
park, it was wonderful [probably The Shelbourne].
Tony was interested in every place that Joyce [...]
celebrated, and we visited the sites that Joyce had
talked about.’ Probably sometime in  Jane went
with Tony to Joyce’s grave in Trieste. When they
asked the grave keeper where Joyce was buried he
said, “Ach ja, der Irische Dichter.” Tony knelt at
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Joyce’s grave. He got a thorn in his hand and it was
bleeding a little. Jane says Tony was thrilled and
felt it never healed, ‘his holy wound’”. I thank both
Jane Smith and Sarah Auld.
Postcard kept at the Barnett Newman Estate.
Brian O’Doherty. “Assembling Sheridan”. Noel Sheridan: On Reflection. (Dublin no year: ), pp. .
Ibid.
Because of Joyce’s outsider and emigrant status, it
is doubtful if he really perpetuated colonialist borrowings of “primitive” cultures, as Bianu suggests:
“Joyce used Celtic art and myth for many of the
same artistic reasons that his contemporary visual
artists used African and prehistoric art forms”.
Bianu. Ekphrasis, p. .
Artists thus follow and affirm Stephen’s dictum in
Ulysses: “Ireland must be important because it belongs to me”. (U .-).
“Surrealism [...] resorted to violent dislocations in
scale in order to open a cleft in the continuous
ground plane of reality”. Krauss. Passages, p. .
One could also think of Duchamp’s earlier Fountain, , flipped onto its “back”.
Senn. “Dislocution”, p. .
“The English language [...] has been an amalgamation from the very beginning of its existence”.
Eugene Jolas in Our Exagmination, pp. -. “Only when Stephen becomes aware that ‘his own language is a hybrid, that he is spoken through even in
his private thoughts’ (), can he engage in creative interaction with his ‘heteroglossia’” Robert
Spoo in Joyce and Popular Culture. R .B. Kershner
(ed). (Gainesville, Florida ), p. .
Fritz Senn. “Dislocution”. Idem. Joyce’s Dislocutions:
Essays on Reading as Translation. John Paul Riquelme (ed.). (Baltimore, London ), p. .
Ibid., p. .
Ibid., pp. -. “Ulysses is an unruly book in its
design, its surface, its architectures, its details, and
its interweavings, quite apart from the constant
allurement away from the tangible referents to the
words themselves [...] Finnegans Wake is dislocutory throughout in all possible senses.” Ibid., pp. ,
.
An outcome of the  conference of British Art
Historians, chaired by Christine Boyanoski.
Hélène Cixous. The Exile of James Joyce. (New York
).
Ibid., p. .



114 Vincent J. Cheng. Joyce, Race, and Empire. (Cambridge ), p. .
115 Ibid., p. .
116 Ross Frazer. “Laurence Betham: An Independent
Painter”. Art Newzealand  (), p. . Similarly,
Guram Tsibakashvili has photographed his Georgian home of Tiblisi in a Joycean vein (see chapter
.). Feelings of dislocation/dislocution rooted in
an artist’s own background are what the Brazilian
artist Lenir de Miranda expresses in a Ulysses Passport (series ), n.p., issued to each owner on a 
June, originally in . Contained in it are drawings, spaces for “visas of borderline thoughts”, and
those designated for photographs. There are also
short extracts from Ulysses and texts explaining this
passport to be “a document for expatriates”. Headlines include “Bizarre Passport”, “Itinerary”, “Departure Requirements”, and “Rite of Passage”.
117 Correspondence with the author,  July .
118 “This puts forward ‘Tommy’ as someone who was
marginalized within this prevailing discourse, but
is revealed as ‘still standing’ when the tide has receded. Like many Catholics in the North, he has
managed to achieve this through maintaining investment in the ‘charmed circles’ of family, friends,
place, poetry. As such, he is – like Heaney – someone who[se] position can be described as ‘postmodern’, in so far as he has maintained a strong relationship to the ‘pre-modern’ all along, held onto
it as an act of resistance.” Ibid.
119 Ibid. Marshall McLuhan’s indebtedness to Joyce
and his focus on the ideologies inherent in media
like the radio renders this a particularly relevant
artwork.
120 Anastasi attended a Catholic school for twelve years
but insists that – “like everybody in this part of the
world” – he is a “jew” with a lower case “j”. He follows Bloom in emphasizing that Jesus was a Jew.
Conversation with the author, January .
121 James Joyce Broadsheet  (February ), p. .
122 Rites of Passage: Art for the End of the Century.
Stuart Morgan, Frances Morris (eds). Exhib. cat.
Tate Gallery London:  June- September .
(London ).
123 Interview with the author, Warsaw, June .
124 A Conceptual Guide, p. . “But then I’m not sure
that Joyce’s book, like Christ’s eucharist, does not
require so personal a response that such mingling
of subjectivities is inevitable – and desirable.” Ibid.,
p. .
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125 Didi-Huberman. Was wir sehen, p. .
126 The Catholic artist Alain Kirili slightly misquotes
David Smith’s remarks in his interview with Thomas B. Hess as saying: “I’m interested in Joyce for
very serious reasons ... because when you’re born
American Calvinist, and you want to be a sculptor,
it’s better for you ... to read an Irish Catholic!”
Alain Kirili. “The Phallus Stripped Bare by its
Non-Bachelors, Even: A Conversation between
Alain Kirili and Philippe Sollers”. Translated by
Philip Barnard. Art Criticism . (), pp. -.
This does not so much apply to David Smith –
Kirili seems to be unaware of his Irish and presumably Catholic roots. But in suggesting an importance of “Joyce’s Catholicism” for American sculpture, he insinuates a “reason” for artists in “Protestant” countries to read Joyce: as a balancing measure,
in order to upset governing structures and assumptions, i.e. in order to dislocute.
127 Senn. “Dislocution”, p. .
128 Greenberg, among others, has seen this.
129 Our Exagmination, p. .
130 Senn. “Dislocution”, p. .
131 Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
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Chapter 3.3
1 Lucy R. Lippard. Six Years: The Dematerialization
of the Art Object from  to  [...].  (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London ).
2 Wolfgang Max Faust. Bilder werden Worte: Vom
Verhältnis von bildender Kunst und Literatur vom
Kubismus bis zur Gegenwart. (Cologne ), p. .
3 Steiner. Colors, p. .
4 “Art is not an escape from life. It’s just the opposite. ... central expression ... of life”. James Joyce.
Stephen Hero.  (London ), p. . In the
United States, many artists have read John Dewey’s
Art as Experience since its publication in . Here,
Dewey formulated a continuity between so-called
aesthetic and quotidian experiences. John Dewey.
Art as Experience.  (New York ). Joyce similarly “restores art to its context in experience”
Goldberg. “Art and Freedom”, p. .
5 Joseph Kosuth. Art after Philosophy and After: Collected Writings, -. Gabriele Guercio (ed.),
Jean-François Lyotard (foreword). (Cambridge,
Mass., London ), p. xxi.
6 “The thought of Ulysses is very simple [...] it is only
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the method which is difficult”. Joyce quoted in:
Declan Kiberd. “Bloom the Liberator: The androgynous anti-hero of Ulysses as the embodiment of
Joyce’s utopian hopes”. The Times Literary Supplement,  January , p. .
“Die fortschreitende Objektivierung des schöpferischen Prozesses und die gleichzeitig sich vollziehende Wandlung des Autors zum [...] Arrangeur wird mit zunehmender Deutlichkeit ablesbar
an der euro-amerikanischen Kunstentwicklung zwischen Duchamp und John Cage, zwischen Schwitters und Jackson Pollock, zwischen Malewitsch
und Donald Judd, die – nicht anders als Joyce [...]
der Eigendynamik des Material, des Konzepts, der
Idee Vorrang gegeben haben”. Felix Philipp Ingold.
“Jeder kein Künstler: Versuch über den Autor”.
Neue Rundschau  (), p. .
Kosuth has kindly compiled a list of his recent
Joycean works: “1. Les Aventures d’Ulysses sous Terre,
TGV station, Lyon, France,  . Words of a Spell,
for Noëma, Tachikawa Site, Tokyo, Japan, 1994; 3.
Guests and Foreigners, Rules and Meanings, IMMA,
Dublin, Ireland, ; 4. Ulysses, 18 Scenes (neon
installation, unique work), Galerie Bruno Bischofberger, Zurich, ; . Ulysses,  Scenes (framed
silkscreen installation, edition) installed in the following locations [...] (a.) Galerie and Edition
Atelier, Graz, Austria, , (b.) Haifa Museum,
Haifa, Israel,  (a joint installation with Haim
Steinbach), (c.) Galleria Nationale d’Arte Moderna, wall installation [...], ; . Ithaca Circle,
neon installation, private commission, Sean Kelly
Gallery, New York.” Correspondence with the
author,  September .
Correspondence with the author,  July .
Kosuth. Art after Philosophy, p. .
Inadvertently, Kosuth uses as a metaphor the “cravat”, which Joyce once brought to the fore (chapter
2.2) – one of the main arguments of his “formalist”
status.
Correspondence with the author,  September .
See Elkins. Master Narratives, pp. -. May I
here call to mind the importance of Joyce for formalist critics, established earlier?.
David Smith was mentioned positively, albeit not
quite as unambiguously as Anthony Caro. A possible motivation for the fact that David Smith
enabled two approaches to his work could already
be established as attributable to his interest in
Joyce.
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15 Latham in interview with the author in London, 
April . I thank John Latham for his time and
kind assistance.
16 Modernism in Dispute, p. -. It needs to be said
that this commentary is one made with hindsight.
Performance strategies in Joyce-inspired art and
the “performative turn” in relation to this topic will
also be examined (see chapter 5.3).
17 I thank Martha Rosler for kindly providing me with
a copy of the essay and for speaking to me about
Joyce and her work:  July .
18 Rosler. “Mirrors and Photographs”, p. .
19 Ibid., p. .
20 Modernism in Dispute, p. .
21 Michael Craig-Martin in a lecture at the Douglas
Hyde Gallery, Dublin,  November .
22 Ibid.
23 Interview with the author,  November .
24 Ibid.
25 Tony Godfrey does not mention Joyce often in his
monograph: Tony Godfrey. Conceptual Art. (London ). But in this context he writes: “Perhaps
the talismanic predecessor for the readymade is that
little wafer of bread which is lifted up by a priest in
the Roman Catholic Church and transformed into
the body of Christ. This is a miracle – at least for
the believer – in which a banal object is turned into
one of transcendental significance. What could be
more special than the body and blood of the Redeemer? Is this not the ultimate claim of authority?
No wonder that James Joyce parodies it obsessively
in his novel Ulysses, or that blasphemy became such
a common strategy of early Modernism.” Ibid., pp.
-.
26 “Each of the four texts is self-explanatory; they
represent key moments in the labyrinth: Most of
the HCEs (alphabetically); Shem, writing with his
own caca; Anna Livia flowing out to sea; and (the
fourth) a meditation on mortality from a section I
must locate. On the top, the ten -letter thunders (the tenth has , as you no doubt remember).
The tops of the little half cubes (white) are the last
sixty words of the Wake and the first sixty words of
the opening lines, with a counter, mirror-writing
going the opposite way. What happens when you
empty out the honey comb and reinsert all the pieces? Can be done randomly or intentionally. Either
way, what you get are echoes and pulses of the
original, with (when random) the great god chance
rewriting the Wake in an aphasic ecstacy [sic]; or
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(when intentional) bringing all your reading of the
Wake to bear (with Joyce at your elbow), suggesting
new combinations and runs that delight you.” Correspondence with the author,  June .
Ibid., 2 February .
But “it does not occur to him that there’s a connection between Joyce’s writing and his own work”.
Andre’s answer to my questions as related by Steve
Henry, Paula Cooper Gallery, January . Brian
O’Doherty first mentioned Andre’s interest in
Joyce to me in conversation,  January .
Maharaj. “Typotranslating”, p. .
Correspondence with the author, 3 September .
And that includes Andy Warhol – see chapter 5.2.
The Centre Pompidou in Paris considered splitting
a Duchamp exhibition and having Richard Hamilton curate “The Modernist Duchamp” and Kosuth
“The Post-Modernist Duchamp”. Kosuth in correspondence with the author,  September .
Ecke Bonk adds in conversation with the author,
February , that material from the Estate of
Alexina Duchamp, donated to the Centre Pompidou, was to be exhibited. This project entailed conversations with several artists, but was eventually
curated by Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk, i.e.
the typosophes sans frontières (see chapter 4.1). The
Green Box notes were the focus of what turned out
to be a small show.
Anastasi’s continued interest in linking Joyce and
Duchamp’s works and personalities may have its
roots in the apt perception that they “joined forces”
in the minds of those who developed concept art.
See William Anastasi. “Duchamp in the Wake”.
http: //www.toutfait.com /issues /volume /issue_ /
articles/anastasi/anastasi.html. April . Anastasi met Duchamp once in , but played chess
almost daily with John Cage for years. Conversation with the author, January .
A compelling path for artists to follow is to work
on Joyce and Duchamp simultaneously. Apart from
Anastasi, Hannes Vogel and Ian Hays are just two
further examples. Hays currently works (as part of
a both practical and theoretical doctoral project at
the University of Nottingham) on digitally palimpsestual collages, compiling evocative material pertaining to both. Correspondence with the author,
 December .
Concept Art from Poland (Gostomski) seems as
much inspired by Joyce as that from Israel: One of
“the Fathers of Conceptual Art in Israel [...] was
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Arie Aroch (-) who dealt with Joyce (and
mainly with Ulysses).” Shiri Bar-On in correspondence with the author,  May . Unfortunately,
I have not been able to see Aroch’s Joyce-inspired
work.
Gravity & Grace: The Changing Conditions of Sculpture -. Exhib. cat. Hayward Gallery:  January- March . (London ), p. .
Our Exagmination, pp. -.
Iser. “Der Archetyp”, p. .
Das offene Bild: Aspekte der Moderne in Europa nach
. Erich Franz (ed.) Exhib. cat. Westfälisches
Landesmuseum Münster:  November - February . (Münster ).
Pleynet. “Art and Literature”, p. .
See Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Das offene Kunstwerk, p. 13.
See Didi-Huberman. Was wir sehen. Also Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Eco. Open Work, p. . “Polyvalenz und Engagement
sind nicht unvereinbar”. Christa Bürger. Tradition
und Subjektivität. (Frankfurt/M. 1980), p. 40. Ulysses “embodies the modern notion of artistic freedom
in a way that makes it a positive symbol for the
twentieth century.” Paladino. Ulysses:  June, p. .
Umberto Eco. Das offene Kunstwerk.  (Frankfurt/M. ), p. .
Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, p. .
See Phillip F. Herring. “Joyce’s Politics”. New Light
on Joyce from the Dublin Symposium. Fritz Senn
(ed.). (Bloomington ), p. . “[...] nicht präskriptive Moral des Ästhetischen aus seinem Vermögen begründen läßt, Verstehen zu eröffnen, zu
vertiefen und zu problematisieren. Die moralische
Beurteilung ist dem Ästhetischen darum nicht erst
nachträglich aufgesetzt. [...] Die implizite Moral
des Ästhetischen ist im Akt des Verstehens selbst
schon angelegt.” Jauß. Wege des Verstehens, pp. -.
“Sie macht institutionalisierte Normen und moralische Prinzipien diskutierbar, bringt ihre Widersprüche [...] zum Vorschein und fordert damit
Urteil, Beipflichtung und Mißbilliung heraus”.
Ibid., p. .
Helmut Bonheim. Joyce’s Benefictions. (Berkeley,
Los Angeles ), pp. , , , .
Interview with the author, New York,  January
.
Rosler in conversation with the author,  July .
Ibid.
Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, p. . “It
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would be a great impertinence for me to think that
I could tell the world what to believe.” Joyce quoted
in Maurice Beebe. “Ulysses and the Age of Modernism”. Thomas F. Staley (ed.). Ulysses: Fifty Years.
(Bloomington, London ), p. . For Joyce,
didactic arts were improper arts. See Beebe. “Joyce
and Aquinas”, p. . “[ Joyce] was too good a student of Vico to delude himself with the notion that
he would save us”. A Conceptual Guide, p. .
Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, p. . See Michael
Tratner. Modernism and Mass Politics: Joyce, Woolf,
Eliot, Yeats. (Stanford ), p. .
See Senn. Nichts gegen Joyce, p. .
This includes but goes beyond readers’ experiences
with literature in general: that it encourages a questioning of ethical issues and the status quo, as other
worlds and complex characters’ lives are laid out for
contemplation.
They were to an institution for  years and were
held until .
Terry Eagleton. “Joyce and Modernism”. Lecture at
the James Joyce Centre, Dublin,  February .
Earlier, Pollock, Motherwell and other Abstract
Expressionists were also involved in leftist politics:
Modernism in Dispute, pp. -.
I thank Gavin Murphy for a conversation about his
PhD thesis (University of Ulster, Belfast) on this
topic, May .
One could cite the proverbial “silence, exile and
cunning”. (P ).
Catherine Whitley. “The Politics of Representation in Finnegans Wake’s ‘Ballad’”. Joycean Cultures,
p. . Whitley’s quotation continues: “[...] a new
attitude of tolerance toward difference that, if
implemented, would have profound effects on interpersonal relations and on politics. In Finnegans
Wake, Joyce attempts to break the destructive cycle
of the past and clear a textual space for the imagining of a new future, a future in which Ireland has a
new politics of tolerance and cooperation and a
new and varied art.” Ibid.
Joseph Beuys. The Secret Block for a Secret Person
in Ireland. Heiner Bastian (ed.), Dieter Koepplin
(text). Exhib. cat. Martin-Gropius-Bau Berlin: 
February- May . (Munich ), no. , formerly part of the Ulysses-Extension.
Speck. “Beuys und Literatur”, n.p.
Tony Smith’s “F” sigla sculpture was probably never
carried out, because of the overtly anthropomorphic nature of the letter “F”, whereas the “C”s,
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which he was to use for a sculpture, are more neutral – and permissible, viewed from a formalist perspective.
His German translation was published in  and
appears in his tax documents for . I thank Eva
Beuys for this information.
In , he discussed with Henning Christiansen, a
collaborator in several performances or “actions”,
that the Celts were not ready to accept authorities
or central government. Beuys, like Joyce, repeatedly
worked with correspondences between the ancient
and the new, rather than with contrast (see chapter
5.1). Interview with Henning Christiansen, Autumn .
Lerm Hayes, Inspirationsquelle, chapter IV q.
In  Peter Bürger reinstated politically engaged
elements in Modernist art. The avant-garde artwork is still to be understood as a unity, but this
unity now incorporates contradiction. Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, p. .
While I do not wish to establish a causal relationship, it is remarkable that Moholy-Nagy taught
Tony Smith (in Chicago: ⁄), who in turn
taught a host of artists within the generation that
came into its own in the . Among the “Joycean” ones presented here are Chimes and Segal.
John Cage stayed with Max Ernst for a while in
New York; John Latham taught Jeffrey Shaw, and
so on.

6
7

8

9

Chapter 4.1
1 See Hans Dieter Huber. “Materialität und Immaterialität der Netzkunst”. kritische berichte, Zeitschrift für Kunst- und Kulturwissenschaften. Special 10
issue: Netzkunst. . (), pp. -.
2 Fritz Senn credits Clive Hart with first seeing a
chalice in this configuration. Senn. “Transmedial 11
Stereotypes”, p. .
3 Steiner. Colors, introduction.
4 Sorel Etrog. Dream Chamber: Joyce and the Dada
Circus A Collage. Also John Cage. About Roaratorio:
An Irish Circus on Finnegans Wake. Robert O’Driscoll (ed.). (Toronto, Dublin ), pp. from  onwards. Etrog, a Romanian-Canadian artist, was
born in .
5 Jacob Drachler’s work fits into the same context.
Jacob Drachler. Id-Grids and Ego-Graphs: A Confabulation with Finnegans Wake. A Suite of  Gra-



phics. (Brooklyn ). Carol Shloss has argued:
“Typography is the convention against which all of
Joyce’s variations and word plays are carried out.
[...] Joyce’s typographers have recognised that
mise-en-page, the arrangement of the page, must
remain absolutely classic if readers are to deal adequately with the ‘soundsense’ of the words. [...] the
very form or appearance of the printed page provided Joyce with an emblematic visual representation of his own creative act”. Carol Shloss. “Finnegans Wake as a History of the Book”. James Joyce:
The Centennial Symposium. Morris Beja et al. (eds).
(Urbana, Chicago ), p. .
T-shirts and other memorabilia for the Zurich
James Joyce Foundation are among them.
O‘Neill has, in , copied the lines from Finnegans Wake that address the “Tunc” page from
the Book of Kells and calligraphy (FW ) to follow
the very recognizable visual framework of this page.
Gereon Inger. Finnegans Fake. http://www.inger.de/
schrift_bild/abschrift_in schrift/finnegans_fake.
html. Summer .
Owen Griffith, Michael Sauer. Works in Progress:
Anna Livia Plurabelle, The Mookse and the Gripes,
The Muddest Thick that was ever heard dump, The
Ondt and the Gracehoper, Haveth Childers Everywhere, The Mime of Nick, Mick and the Maggies,
Storiella as She is Syung. Edinburgh . These are
publications by the Split Pea Press. Earlier reprintings of chapters of Work in Progress include the collaboration between an artist, Joseph D’Ambrosio,
and Elmore Mundell in Portage, Indiana, in the
late , described by Joseph D’Ambrosio. “The
Compulsory Printer of Portage, Indiana”. Matrix 
(Winter ), pp. -.
Anastasi has also repeatedly written the thunderwords on/as drawings, where the letters are allocated their own space in a grid.
Large, painted letters also feature in Dieter Krieg’s
work. Untitled, , for example, shows the letters
“Lügn” written on it – or rather on what remains of
the painting, as one can see the bare stretcher
above and below the strip of canvas on which the
writing is visible with painted shadows, making
them stand out in their hand-written irregularity.
Krieg breaks spelling conventions. It should have
been “Lügen”, German for “lies”. Thus he chooses
a Finnegans Wake-related strategy, in order to highlight the “lies” of painting, which Sigmar Polke was
famously to choose as the subject of a work one
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year later. Dieter Krieg. Exhib. cat. Hans Thoma
Preis 1993. Hans-Thoma-Museum:  August-
September . (Bernau/Schwarzwald ). I
thank Dirk Teuber for drawing my attention to
Dieter Krieg’s work.
Anna Wolf could have chosen any other text to
display her calligraphic talents. letterwork  contains passages from Finnegans Wake. Postcard held
at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. Serge de Torville’s
texts from Finnegans Wake juxtaposed with portrait
sketches and gestural elements from  do not
seem to enlighten the viewer any more than reading a passage of Joyce’s text and looking at a portrait photograph. Mumprecht has also shown interest in writing and designing pages of Joycean
text with little additional content. Materials and
works held at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. Quite
a similar case – now in the medium of print – is
Felix Brunner’s work from . It includes quotations from Finnegans Wake, arranged and in different fonts, and juxtaposed with photographs and
Greek and Hebrew writing. Felix Brunner. Touch
Wood. Exhib. cat. Kunsthalle Wil:  October November . (Wil ). Robert Amos combines Celtic knots and “oriental” calligraphy and
stamps in his calligraphic works that feature passages from Finnegans Wake without making any
particular comment. He takes commissions for favourite passages. James Joyce Quarterly . (Winter
), title page and inside cover.
To give one example: this is a repeated practice in
Brian Bourke’s Joyce portraits. See Joycesight.
Lisa Schiess’ “Und dann flog...” James Joyce/Ulysses:
Cryptogramm nach Nausicaa is an example. The
only slightly altered and recurring “O”s and exclamation marks are recognizable elements. Other wise, the choice of that arguably most accessible
episode of Ulysses appears odd for cryptographic
treatment. In a further move – now perfectly befitting the episode and materialistic, fashion-conscious Gerty MacDowell – Lisa Schiess’ design was
used in the mid-s by the Zurich silk-printing
house Fabric Frontline to adorn ties. Lisa Schiess.
“Und dann flog...” James Joyce/Ulysses: Cryptogramm
nach Nausicaa. Postcard. (Zurich ).
Giampaolo Guerini chose words and passages from
Finnegans Wake and in the early s wrote them
on both sides into sections on transparencies. Deposit at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. The nature
of the sigla most likely prompted him to find this
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solution, since these often are mirrored and turned
around letters. Joyce’s endorsement of the diaphane
gives added relevance to the simple but effective
pieces. Giampaolo Guerini. Lo Stato del dove. (New
York without year: year [?]).
Wilhelm Füger. “SCRIPTSIGNS: Variants and Cultural Contexts of Iconicity in Joyce”. Joyce Studies
Annual . Thomas F. Staley (ed.). (Austin ),
pp. -. Colleen Jaurretche plans a related book
project, which she introduced at the Joyce Summer
School, Dublin, July .
The prints were exhibited in Zurich: Fritz Janschka.
Radierungen Zeichnungen. Exhib. cat. Graphische
Sammlung der eidgenössischen Technischen Hochschule Zürich:  November- December without
year. (Zurich without year [?]). Fritz Janschka.
Ulysses-Alphabet. John Norton-Smith (after word).
(Dortmund ).
Pfrang. Odysseus und kein Ende, p. . (See chapter
II a).
Und das Wort ward Mensch geworden. Anfängliche
Schwierigkeiten in der Buchstabenbildung: die Sprachartisten in der Aufwärmphase.
This was distributed at Galerie Loehr, Frankfurt/
Main on Bloomsday that year. Bazon Brock. Ästhetik als Vermittlung: Arbeitsbiographie eines Generalisten. Karla Forbeck (ed.). (Cologne ), p. .
Ewald Trachsel-Blankenroth has used the Swiss
equivalent title BLICK for his “estrangement”, deposit at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. Frede. Der
Ulysses, p. .
(FW .-). Shloss. “History of the Book”, pp.
-.
Tom Phillips, inspired by William Burroughs,
bought a copy of W.H. Mallock’s  novel, A Human Document, and developed a technique of striking out unwanted words, followed by many similar
pieces, where he picks words and connects and
highlights them by means of speech-bubble-like
outlines. The remainder of the text is covered up by
varied visual patterns of figurative drawings. The
artist traces this procedure to John Cage (and thus
indirectly to Joyce), where the given order of words
in a book also determines the choice. The summary
Wake-like title of Phillips’ procedure would also
point towards Joyce: A Humument. However, Joyce’s works neither constitute the main material for
Phillips, nor are they the initial inspiration for his
procedure. They are thus not art inspired by Joyce
in a strict sense.
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24 Conversation with Patrick Murphy, Summer .
25 In the White box, Duchamp suggests changing
dictionaries and encyclopaedias – and using them
afterwards. I thank Ecke Bonk for drawing my
attention to this work.
26 “Rodney [confirmed] that he does not have any
works that relate to James Joyce”. Correspondence
with Simone Montemurno,  Gallery, New York,
 March . I thank her for her assistance.
27 Fritz Senn. “Ovidian Roots of Gigantism in Joyce’s
Ulysses”. Journal of Modern Literature . (),
pp. -. Wyndham Lewis’ Blast, , where Joyce is mentioned, was a typographically innovative
work, anticipating Joyce’s many lists or catalogues
(for example in “Ithaca”).
It is the first of several works, which take the
shape of lists and are linked with Joyce. Many of
them are by Joseph Beuys and some by his Fluxus
colleague Bazon Brock. Concerning Beuys, see
Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, pp. -. Bazon
Brock. D.A.S.E.R .S.C.H.R .E.C.K. E.N.A.M.S. Vol. 
Dädalus series. (Basel ). Nonsense poetry by
Brock appears as “signed” by “J.J.: “in his allaphbed”. He is again mentioned a little later as “James
Joyce unzüchtig” (indecent), n.p.
28 Krauss. Originality, p. .
29 Ibid. p. .
30 Reduplication in a Joycean sense is not serial, however. He repeatedly narrated events in order to
show their different facets and let readers combine
the still incomplete accounts. Joseph Beuys understood him and used repetition in this way. Odyßeus
has been discussed. See Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, pp. -.
31 John Cage. Writing Through Finnegans Wake &
Writing for the Second Time Through Finnegans
Wake. (New York ).
32 See Christina Ritchie. Inquiries: Language in Art.
Exhib. cat. McMaster University Art Gallery,
Hamilton, Ontario: - September . (Hamilton ).
33 Scott W. Klein “The Euphonium Cagehaused in
Either Notation: John Cage and Finengans Wake”.
Bronze by Gold: The Music of Joyce. Sebastian D.G.
Knowles (ed.). (New York, London ), p. .
34 John Cage. Roaratorio: Ein irischer Circus über Finnegans Wake / An Irish Circus on Finnegans Wake.
Klaus Schöning (ed.). (Königstein/Ts. ), p. .
35 Morton P. Levitt has taken the opportunity in an
essay on Joyce’s supposed inspiration by Symbolist
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painting to slight Cage’s approach: “John Cage
might have wished to find parallels between Finnegans Wake and aleatoric composition, but Joyce
surely would not. And Joyce would certainly despise Cage’s own (postmodernist) experiments with
the text of the Wake.” Levitt. “Joyce and Vuillard”,
p. . “[Cage’s work shows] not quite the same
sort of artistic control that Joyce sought”. Ibid.,
p. .
Martin Maurach quotes John Cage as saying
that “I had wanted to find a way of writing music
that freed the sounds from my likes and dislikes
and from my memory and from my taste.” Martin
Maurach. “ALEA et alii. Zufall und Ordnungsbildung in Hörstücken und Gehirnen”. Die Künste
des Zufalls. Peter Gendolla, Thomas Kamphusmann (eds). (Frankfurt/M.) , p. . He goes on
to challenge the use of the I-Ching for works like
Roaratorio as constituting “absolute” chance. Moreover, he finds various entry points for “likes” and
“taste” in Cage’s initial and subsequent decisions
concerning the piece.
While a wish to exclude taste underlies Conceptual artistic practices, which we have established to be part of and in keeping with Joyce’s procedures, Levitt’s criticism cannot be allowed to
stand on the grounds of “control”. The issue seems
more likely to be a clash of “tastes”.
See Hannes Vogel, Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes.
Wylermeer – The Hill On Which Vogel, Beuys, Joyce,
Cage Bartning ... Meet With Ten Thunderclaps /
Wylermeer – Der Berg, auf dem sich Vogel, Beuys,
Joyce, Cage, Bartning ... mit zehn Donnerschlägen
treffen / Wylermeer – Le mont sur lequel Vogel, Beuys,
Joyce, Cage, Bartning ... se rencontrent aux dix coups
de tonnerre. Dirk Krämer, Klaus Maas (eds). (Bottrop ).
Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, chapter IV f.
Marjorie Perloff. “Music for Words Perhaps:
Reading/Hearing/Seeing John Cage’s Roaratorio”.
Genre  (Autumn-Winter ), p. .
“Having ordered the Green Box’s allover spendthrift
spill of writing into the typotranslation’s disciplined economy of print, Hamilton had probed the
limits of Gutenberg and its electronic modes, into
computer-based systems of digital regulation, storage, retrieval, and data selection.” Maharaj. “Typotranslating”, p. .
Documenta X: Short Guide/Kurzführer. Exhib. cat.
Kassel:  June- September . (Stuttgart ),
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p. . In honour of Joyce, Bonk has on occasion
“adopted” Dublin as a birth-place. Correspondence
with the author.
For a further discussion on Joyce in a scientific
context within contemporary art, see chapter 5.3.
“God speaks through signs and the configurations
of nature ... Joyce has also fixed the signatures of
the divine language in his language ... sigla ... initials of HCE and ALP that are woven into the texture of the whole, by which the hand, the signature
of the gods may be visible in the commonest of
words, no matter of what they speak, because
divine language only shows, does not articulate”.
Klaus Reichert. “Vico’s Method and its Relation to
Joyce’s”. Finnegans Wake: Fifty Years. European
Joyce Studies . Geert Lernout (ed.). (Amsterdam,
Atlanta ), p. . Fritz Senn maintains that
words can perform an optical duty and thus place
themselves in the tradition of word magic. Fritz
Senn. “James Joyce”. Die literarische Moderne in
Europa. Hans Joachim Piechotta et al. (eds). Vol. :
Erscheinungsformen literarischer Prosa um die
Jahrhundertwende. (Opladen ), p. .
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes. “Finnegans Sehschule”.
James Joyce: “gedacht durch/thought through”, pp. .
Our Exagmination, p. .
He owned Rudolf Steiner’s lecture on the “Mysteries of Hybernia”, linking rites of passage and
threshold experiences with the island. This must
have seemed logical to Beuys, as he knew about
megalithic carvings of spirals in Ireland and later
visited Newgrange, the megalithic passage tomb in
County Meath in which such carvings can be seen.
Beuys considered himself to have come from Celts,
since his home region was a Celtic settlement area.
Annotations of other authors’ books can confirm
Beuys’ procedure in this regard. He used the “siglum” of a circle with a dot in the centre for annotating St Ignatius Loyola’s biography. It was not
only Joyce who played with the incendiary meaning of “the ignacio” (FW .). Beuys used the
customary sign to refer to the Latin meaning of fire
and thus the sun: the circle with a dot at its centre.
John Gordon. “‘Ithaca’ as the Letter “‘C’”. James
Joyce Quarterly . (Autumn ), pp. -.
Beuys. Multiples, no. .
McHugh. Sigla, p. . The “S” is rendered unfamiliar or sigla-like in the process. As the first and last
letter of Ulysses, Joyce may have considered it ap-
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propriate to hint at or prefigure a cyclical structure,
joined by the “S”s.
Louwrien Wijers. “Joseph Beuys im Gespräch mit
Louwrien Wijers”. Idem. Schreiben als Plastik: . (Berlin, London without year: ), p. .
John Hart (born in ) explains in a  London
exhibition catalogue that he was “interested in
codes, ciphers, secret writing, runes, cabalistic
number and games with labyrinthic [sic] rules
which must be kept”. John Hart. Camden Exhibition, n.p. As an artist with bad eyesight and thick
glasses, he has also shown empathy with Joyce, his
main source of inspiration. Both aspects combine
to inspire The Ineluctable Modality of the Visible, as
well as rewritings of the end and beginning of Finnegans Wake, both paintings based on the Braille
edition of Ulysses. Hart has in his work also used a
shorthand transcription of Giacomo Joyce, as well as
some of Lucia Joyce’s calligraphic work. He contacted Lucia Joyce about a page (kept at the
National Library of Ireland), where she had reworked the letters of her own name to such an extent that it embossed the paper; and received permission to use it. Ibid.
Saul Field remains rather too faithfully illustrating in wick-in-her, , where the “E”’s middle bar
penetrates an upside-down delta in a light bulb.
Pieter Bekker. “Saul Field”. James Joyce Broadsheet 
( June ), p. .
Joycean diagrams have been mentioned as occurring in Moholy-Nagy’s Vision in Motion, p. .
(see chapter 3.2). Mark Rutkosky has in 1982 created fascinating variations on Joyce’s Euclidean
diagram by also reflecting on palindromes in the
Wake. He created a so-called Foreword to Finnegans
Wake, showing a perfect circle with “James Joyce”
written underneath, and an Afterword with a split
cell or two overlapping circles and the letters of
Joyce’s name as a palindrome. This makes up a
muddle that conveniently includes “sema” (sign in
Greek). “Ecyo” and the split cell suggest that new
life has begun.
Arnason. Motherwell, p. .
One word of caution needs to be added. The
turned-around delta is the outline of Christian
Morgenstern’s “Die Trichter” (“The Funnels”) from
. It has a full stop at the bottom, not an “O”. In
an art context, Moholy-Nagy reproduces it in Vision in Motion, p. . Joyce’s work aptly appears as
an offshoot of early Modernist “palindromania”
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that has its roots in magic (religious, alchemist)
practices. Did Alanna O’Kelly in Sanctuary / Wastelands, , DVD projection, collection of the Irish
Museum of Modern Art, reflect on Joyce’s version
of this tradition?
Joseph Beuys. Zeichnungen - I: Gespräch zwischen Joseph Beuys und Hagen Lieberknecht – geschrieben von Joseph Beuys. (Cologne ), p. .
See Ulysses: il mito e la memoria. Exhib. cat. Palazzo
delle Esposizioni:  February- September .
(Rome ).
A year earlier, , Jess painted a machining tool
that produces a sharpened point in delta-shape.
The title, Fionn’s Finnegas, and the context are Joycean, as the glossary reveals: “From the engraving
‘Randall’s Lathe Center Grinding Machine’ in Scientific American,  Janary . Text: Ella Young’s
recounting of the Fionn legends in The TangleCoated Horse.” Jess. Translations by Jess. Exhib. cat.
Odyssia Gallery:  May- June . (New York
), n.p.
Conversation with the author, November .
“The structure of the novel [Ulysses] is a series of
concentric circles in the shape of a cone ... Dantean
shape”. Marilyn French. The Book as World: James
Joyce’s Ulysses. (Cambridge, Mass., London ), p.
.
The first one had been entitled Ulisses and showed
four large panels with Polish quotations on them.
The first one reads in translation “... and if ever he
went out for a walk /he filled his pockets with chalk /
to write it up on what took his fancy, / the side of a
rock or a teahouse table / or a bale of cotton / or a
corkfloat.” The other panels contain nothing but
the words “albo na”, meaning “or”. Openness and
the activation of recipients are foregrounded: changing the viewer’s way of looking at the world in the
way Joyce and Conceptual Art do.
Pascal’s Triangle, , first panel (U .-).
One further typographical, delta-shaped work
should be mentioned, because it expresses that
same sedimentation. It is Robert Smithson’s Heap
of Language from . The pencil drawing shows
exactly that: a heap was built (illogically, but in
keeping with Joyce’s ALP layout) from the top
down. Instead of the “O”, it is crowned by the word
“language”, and it broadens out to a heap – in the
context of the land artist’s oeuvre most likely medium of soil. Smithson may or may not have been
Joyce-inspired. My query was not answered.



63 “[...] der ganze Witz eines ‘portanteau-word’ liegt
oft in den Graphemen.” Erzgräber. “Quintessenz”,
p. .
64 Praz. Mnemosyne, p. .
65 Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
66 Conversation with the artist,  November .
67 Stephan Berg. “Die Zerstreuungen des Zeichners:
Alexander Roobs Bildroman”. Kunstforum International  (October-December ), pp. -.
Without a larger sample, it is often unclear what
the individual motifs mean: “is this still an eye or
already part of a machine”? There are different
strands of the story displayed like an electric circuit
(for example at Heiderlberger Kunstverein). Roob,
who links William Blake with Joyce and is interested in epiphanies (Ibid. p. .), has in his exhaustive Hermetic Museum publication accumulated alchemical illustrations and various images related to
that mindset, including Joyce’s Euclidean diagram.
Alexander Roob. Das hermetische Museum: Alchemie
& Mystik. (Cologne ). The CS “novel” is also in
that accumulative, potentially never-ending spirit.
It does display portmanteau shapes, while sacrificing the brevity that is their virtue in Joyce.
68 Ibid., pp. -. With this, he hopes to have contributed to Joyce scholarship: “[...] was mich im
zusammenhang mit joyce immer gewundert hat, ist
dass sich nie jemand aus der ecke der joyceforschung zu meinem entschlüsselungsversuch des
rätsels der verbindung von anfang und ende von
finnegans wake geäussert hat. (das . kaptitel von
CS, ‘der punkt rho’ dreht sich darum und später
habe ich  seiten darüber in der kompilation ‘alchemie & mystik’ publiziert.)” Correspondence with
the author,  February .
69 Alexander Roob. Theorie des Bildromans. Deutsche
Akademie Villa Massimo (ed.). (Cologne ),
pp. -, -.
70 Samuel Beckett’s Not I, , investigates a similar
portmanteau conflation of mouth, eye, navel, sex
and river. It is inevitable to assume that Beckett
reflected on the layout of the “Anna Livia” chapter
of the Wake. Counter to expectations, I see very few
“Joycean” preoccupations or motifs in works by
Beckett that are not conceived in a literary manner
(like theatre) but belong primarily into the visual
realm, i.e. his films like Film or Quad. On the
fleeting but important differences between these
realms, see Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes. “Nauman
... Beckett ... Beckett. Nauman: The Necessity of
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pp. -
Working in an Interdisciplinary Way”. CIRCA:
Contemporary Visual Culture in Ireland  (Summer ), pp. -.
71 Barbara Stevens Heusel,. “Joyce and the Drama of
Cognition: Escher as a Visual Analogue”. Twentieth Century Literature . (Winter ), p. .
72 Lucy R. Lippard. Eva Hesse. (New York ),
p. .
73 Ibid., p. .
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1 “At least one important doctrine he accepts completely: the identification of truth as the conformi- 8
ty of mind and object”. Beebe. “Joyce and Aqui- 9
nas”, p. .
2 See previous uses of Georges Didi-Huberman’s
theory of oscillation in terms of form and meaning.
(See chapter 3.2) A focus on materiality activates 10
viewers’ responses in an anti-mimetic way.
3 Joyce complained to Budgen about Swift’s assumption that a dwarf ’s or giant’s experience was the
same as that of humans: “There must be a relative
difference of speed, resistance to air pressure, and
so on”. Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, p.
.
What are connotative elements in most other
texts come to the foreground in Joyce and activate
recipients. “As a sequence of mere words, then, language may be discrete; as a form of representation
it is not. [...] it is the reader who decides which elements are discrete signs and which are not; and this
holds true for verbal as well as for visual art”. Bal.
Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
4 Bal insists that one should not privilege description
over other effects of the real. Ibid., p. . Showing 11
or foregrounding materiality is another way of
reaching a similar goal: the real.
5 Daniel Spoerri and Robert Filliou collaborated on
“word traps”. These are object assemblages to visualize idiosyncratic imagery in language. For example, “It is raining cats and dogs” was turned into an 12
umbrella with suspended toy cats and dogs. Spoerri
has been mentioned as negating any relationship
with Joyce somewhat too eagerly, and Filliou was
the creator of Jenny: Portrait of the Artist Jenny.
These two artists combined Nouveau Réalisme and
Fluxus to take language literally – in a vaguely
Joycean way. Spoerri’s Eat-art, his messy, glued-
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together table sculptures and his turned around,
viewer-activating gallery room (Dylaby, ) also
combine to give the impression of Joycean sensitivities (for example “Lestrygonians”).
This recalls John Cage’s ’’’, , where a pianist
sits motionless at a piano for that length of time,
playing nothing, but elevating the ambient noise to
the rank of a performance.
Tadeusz Kantor: - Leben im Werk. Exhib.
cat. Kunsthalle Nürnberg:  September- December . (Nürnberg ), p. and the following.
Richard Demarco, knowledgeable about his work,
insists that Kantor was inspired by Joyce. In conversation with the author, Dublin, spring .
A Conceptual Guide, p. .
While Medardo Rosso had previously used wax as
a sculptural substance of fluid appearance, Beuys
motivated his choice of fat in terms of the social,
even political, meaning of his work.
Graham Martin has exhibited a work at the Derry
Dedalus exhibition, entitled Beautiful Trips: My
Body, . The enclosed description of contents
reads as follows: “translucent pill capsules with
eczema, blood, shit, snot, grey hair, bottom hair,
glue, breath.” Kiki Smith, Tony Smith’s daughter,
seems to have worked in a Joyce-inspired manner
when creating a sculpture with the title Tale, ,
depicting a woman on all fours, whose long, brown
“tail” must be understood as the “ink” with which
she writes her “tale”. Hans Ulrich Obrist once
curated an exhibition of toilets in Zurich, but was
unaware at the time of the fact that the one in
“Haus Fortuna” at Universitätsstrasse, where Joyce
lived while he wrote about Bloom in the toilet, still
exists. Conversation with Obrist, Belfast, September .
Since Beuys usually said “hare”, when he meant
“rabbit”, the initial “h” seems to be of some importance. See Joseph Beuys. Werke aus der Sammlung
Karl Ströher. Exhib. cat. Kunstmuseum Basel: 
November - January . Basel . On the
catalogue cover, “everything” seems to equal “h”.
Asked what the difference was between Ulysses and
Work in Progress, Joyce answered: “I believe there is
no difference. My work, from Dubliners on, goes in
a straight line of development. It is almost indivisible”. Quoted in Eberl. Leitbild und Sonderfall, p.
. See also Thomas E. Connolly. “Introduction”.
James Joyce’s Scribbledehobble: The Ur-Workbook for
Finnegans Wake. Thomas E. Connolly (ed.). (With-
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20

out place: Northwestern University Press ),
p. IX.
The Cambridge Companion, p. . “He was a great
believer in his luck. What he needed would come
to him.” Budgen. Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, p.
.
Beuys. The Secret Block, pp. -. And Volker
Harlan. Was ist Kunst? Werkstattgespräch mit Beuys.
(Stuttgart ), p. .
See John Bishop. Joyce’s Book of the Dark: Finnegans
Wake. (Madison, Wisconsin ).
The work consists of a copy of The Guardian newspaper, bearing a balaclava-clad paramilitary on its
front page. Beuys apparently wished to suggest that
the energy expended in paramilitary activities
should be brought to better use: bundled-up in an
“art battery”. Bits and Pieces: A Collection of Work by
Joseph Beuys from - Assembled by him for
Caroline Tisdall. Caroline Tisdall (text, photographs). Richard Demarco Gallery (ed.). (Edinburgh ), no. .
See Theodora Vischer. Joseph Beuys: Die Einheit des
Werkes: Zeichnungen – Aktionen – Plastische Arbeiten
– Soziale Skulptur. (Cologne ), pp. , .
Archaeological interests feature in the work of
Susan Hiller, whom Sarat Maharaj says is interested in Joyce. Conversation with Maharaj,  June
.
He swam through one and identified himself as
(half ) Irish in a comment on a photograph of this
Bog Action, . Beuys’ well-known works entitled
Irish Energies, , and consisting of various peat
briquettes sandwiched with butter, belong in this
context. Beuys was amazed to see the fine ashes
that a peat fire produces. Interview with Dorothy
Walker, Summer . Furthermore, he annotated
a book on the Grauballeman and renamed an earlier sculpture after it, which features infinity signs.
Beuys had most likely seen photographs of the
Grauballeman in the James Joyce Quarterly, around
the time of his frequent visits to Ireland in .
They accompany Seamus Heaney’s poem on the
Grauballeman published there in the spring issue
of that year.
Julia Kristeva devotes a sub-chapter to Joyce.
Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection. (New York
), pp. -.: “Far from preserving us from the
abject, Joyce causes it to break out in what he sees
as a prototype of literary utterance: Molly’s monologue. [...] The abject lies, beyond the themes, and
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for Joyce generally, in the way one speaks [...] at
the same time, the Word alone purifies what is abject [...] A single catharsis: the rhetoric of the pure
signifier, of music in letters – Finnegans Wake.”
Fritz Senn in his contribution to the Joyce Summer
School, Dublin, July , enumerated: “defecation, urination, nosepicking, menstruation, masturbation”.
Elena Manzoni says that he “probably read” Joyce,
but cannot be more precise. Correspondence with
her via Archivio Opere Piero Manzoni, 3 October
.
Manzoni’s undermining of any differentiation between art and life, as well as his interest in transubstantiation and alchemy, points in the same
direction. (The can of excrement was produced as a
multiple and priced according to the market value
for gold.)
Amy Conger. “Edward Weston’s Toilet”. New Mexico Studies in Fine Arts  (), pp. -. Conger
quotes from Weston‘s diary, kept during the two
weeks in which Weston worked on this project.
She also reports that Weston had subscribed to The
Little Review, where he must have encountered
Joyce’s work. Weston may also have responded to
Duchamp’s Fountain.
“In Joyce’s analogy [to Catholic belief ] the artist
gives himself in his ink to his hearers and seers”. A
Conceptual Guide, p. .
Nancy Spector. “Julião Sarmento – ‘White Paintings’: Unseeing the Seen”. Julião Sarmento. Werke
-. Exhib. cat. Haus der Kunst München: 
October - January . (Ostfildern ),
p. .
See Joyce’s poem “The Holy Office” and Beuys’
installation Honeypump at the Workplace, Documenta
, .
Bits and Pieces, nos. , .
Ibid, p. .
While Beuys continued to produce “dirty” cloth
works, Katie Holten has in the meantime stitched
“Stephen” in that particular green on to a handkerchief and exhibited it at the Dedalus show in Derry
in .
Further examples are mentioned below.
We now know how central the sea and everything
fluid is within Joyce’s practice even in Ulysses – as
metaphor, motif and in building the “language of
flow”. Katharina Hagena. Developing Waterways:
Das Meer als sprachbildendes Element im Ulysses von
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James Joyce. (Frankfurt/M. et al. ).
32 James Russell has used Anna Livia, personified fluidity, as a mere Virgin Mary/tennis ball-hybrid, a
woman to be portrayed. James Russell. Construction
and Wall Sculpture. Exhib. cat. Sneed Gallery : 
April- June without year. (Rockford, Illinois without year). Eberhard Schlotter. Anna Livia Plurabelle. Leaflet pertaining to a portfolio of eleven etchings on Anna Livia. Edition und Galerie Michael
Stüber. (West Berlin without year [late ]).
33 Pieter Bekker has outlined the painting’s merits in
his contribution to the Trieste Joyce Conference
under the title “Illustrating Finnegans Wake”, June
. Lancri was French, born in Algeria in .
34 “I am very far from being a Joyce scholar”. Correspondence with the author,  October .
35 Pleynet “Art and Literature”, p. . Translation improved upon by Jeanne Haunschild.
36 Interestingly, Robert McAlmon had remarked on
that fact already in Our Exagmination, p. .
37 Die Sprache der Kunst. Eleonora Louis, Toni Stooss
(eds). Exhib. cat. Kunsthalle Wien:  September-
October , p. .
38 Joseph Beuys similarly “corrected” Joyce’s choice of
materials for the objects involved in the metamorphosis, as discussed concerning his toenail works.
Furthermore, his Wet Washing Virgin, , consists
of a large, split tree trunk as the torso with three
smaller pieces of wood for arms and feet. A white
shirt is draped or “flows” over the washerwoman’s
“(tree) trunk”. A bar of soap, rather than a stone
rests on the “foot” piece. The viewers are invited to
perceive themselves as walking in the river, as being
“in flux”.
39 Ailbhe Smyth. “The Floozie in the Jacuzzi: The
Problematics of Culture and Identity for an Irish
Woman ...” . Feminism – Art – Theory: An
Anthology -. Hilary Robinson (ed.). Oxford, Malden , p. .
40 Correspondence with the author,  January .
41 In conversation,  September .
42 It may also echo the use in Ulysses (in “Aeolus”) of
the common phrase “not a snowball’s chance in
hell”. In the late , King traced the river Liffey
in an installation entitled Riverrun in the Project
Gallery, Dublin, departing from a mountain of
turf.
43 Brendan Earley (born in ), like King a Dublin
artist, proposed a Riverrun Installation for a library
building in Dublin’s city centre. The idea in 
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44

45

46
47

48
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50

51
52
53

was to engrave some lines from Finnegans Wake
onto a piece of glass that connotes a page from a
book. This was then supposed to be slumped onto
a rock in a kiln, as if the river’s current had pressed
a page onto a stone. Earley in correspondence with
the author.
Italian Arte Povera was a movement interested in
“poor” sculptural materials – comparable to Fluxus.
Guiseppe Penone’s Tree and Stone from  was,
however, not Joyce-inspired, since Penone told me
that he had not read any of his works. Interview, 
March .
Fax  December . He continues: “IF LITERATURE IS THE MEANS OF REACTING TO WHAT /
ART HAS PRESENTED / PERHAPS LITERATURE
IS THE RESULT OF ART / NOT THE OTHER WAY
AROUND”.
Interview with the author,  January .
Several hammers of Thor have been created in response to Joyce. Tor , Beuys’ hammer with wire
attachments in the shape of the artist’s truncated
initials that resemble “JJ” is one example. Hannes
Vogel’s Silent Hammer from  expands on the
theme. See James Joyce: “gesehen durch/thought
through”, p. .
Correspondence with the author,  March .
Maria Dundakova and Verena Schindler have both
extended their visual works on Joyce into the performative, auditory realm.
http://www.paul-heimbach.de/auflage/index.html.
One can also recognize the book as an object with
transparent (diaphane) pages that reflects further
Joycean elements.
Beuys. Zeichnungen -, p. .
Interview with the author, spring .
See Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes. “The Book of
Kells in Joseph Beuys’ Work – Via Joyce”. Interpreting the Middle Ages: The Medieval World and the
Modern Mind. Michael Brown and Stephen H.
Harrison (eds). (Dublin ), pp. -. “Calfand sheepskin, covered with a labyrinthine network, generating streams of power and fields of
energy [...] which finally instil life into the web of
arteries, let water and blood circulate in rings and
vessels, pulsate. [...] the pages of the illuminated
manuscripts ARE living breathing organism, this is
his body, picts [...] dread and awe of the Book of
Kells, for them body painting was magical resurrection.” Jürgen Kramer. similia similibus: Joseph Beuys
zum . Geburtstag. Johannes Stüttgen (ed.). (Colo-
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gne ), p. . On blood in Ulysses, see Hagena.
Waterways, p. . See also Paul K. Saint-Amour.
“Over Assemblage”.
Miroslaw Balka. Die Rampe. Exhib. cat. Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, Muzeum Sztuki, Lódz. (Eindhoven, Lódz ).
In this context, where perception and the education of responses are paramount – and examined
via a Joyce-related stress on materiality – Miroslaw
Balka’s sculpture xx, , should again be
mentioned. It includes a heated element: in this
case as a pillow on a bed. The artist has placed the
work in direct relationship with the earlier When
You Wet the Bed, i.e. the young Stephen Dedalus’
musings on the change of temperature following
wetting the bed. Interview with the author, Warsaw June .
Interview with the author, Autumn .
In Das Kapital Space - and Titus/Iphigenie,
.
While he was working on the Ulysses-Extension
drawings, Piero Manzoni created his first so-called
pneumatic sculptures (December ), where the
work consists of a balloon containing the artist’s
breath. (For me, the word pneumatic will always
have a Joycean ring, owing to the writer’s
“rheumatic wheels” D .) Before Manzoni,
Duchamp had designated Paris air, as well as steam
clouds, as artworks. Beuys was subsequently to be
the first who let an almost invisible steam cloud (his
Thermic-Plastic Ur-metre, ) enter the viewers’
breathing apparatus and thus “live” on. See Antje
von Graevenitz. “‘Ein bißchen Dampf machen’:
Ein alchemisches Credo von Joseph Beuys”. Im
Blickfeld: Jahrbuch der Hamburger Kunsthalle:
Ausstieg aus dem Bild. Uwe M. Schneede (ed.).
(Hamburg ), pp. -. The musicality of
Joyce is a topic that transcends the limit of the current study. Zush has included what I have here
called interior views – with a Joycean dimension.
Arnau Pons. Makers: Zusch (Alberto Torta). Exhib.
cat. Centre d’art contemporain: without dates.
(Girona ), pp. -.
“[Futurists] wrote in : ‘Who can still believe in
the opacity of bodies, since our sharpened and
multiplied sensitiveness has already penetrated the
obscure manifestations of the medium? Why should
we forget in our creations the doubled power or our
sight, capable of giving results analogous to those
of X-rays?’ Development of a Bottle in Space is an
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emblem of this [....] For it only treats the viewer as
a consciousness capable of encompassing the object’s exterior in a single instant but it also guarantees the unity and clarity of this knowledge by giving him access to the object’s very core.” Krauss.
Passages, p. .
Moholy-Nagy. Vision in Motion, p. . Joyce’s affinity with the latest and ever-changing technologies
(from x-rays onwards) emerged early as a field that
continues to be renegotiated by artists (see chapter
5.3).
Isaak. “Cubist Esthetic”, p. . “The continuous
dissection and reconstitution of forms, referred to
in Stephen Hero as the modern spirit of ‘vivisection’,
is the essential process by which a multiple point of
view is achieved in the Cubist work of art. This
vivisection is fully realised in Ulysses, where a world
of appearances is continuously being broken up
into fragments and reconstituted.”
Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
Cecilia Sjöholm. “And the Inside is Destroyed by
Hitler’s Bombs: Melanie Klein and Phantasy”.
Paletten .-, pp. -.
Response to my questions relate by Felicity Coupland, Gagosian Gallery, London, 27 February
. Hirst enjoys the air of the enfant terrible and
is not likely to acknowledge intellectual sources of
inspiration, however evident they are.
Moholy-Nagy’s just-mentioned “vivisectional” explanation of Joyce should be quoted in relation to
both Thek and Hirst: Joyce “was occupied with the
precise formulations of an ultra-naturalism. [...] In
the new technology there are analogies for such a
precision. It is not yet the super-precision of the
microscopic section but – at least – that of the
close-up. For example, with rubber liquid one can
make visible the blood system of the kidney [...] an
exact replica of the kidney can be produced with
outside and inside vis-ible. With this new technique, as with the new writing technique, one sees
more.” Moholy-Nagy. Vision in Motion, p. .
The artist is happy to have her work placed into a
Joycean context. Interview with the author, 
November .
See Robert Boyle, S. J. “Miracle in Black Ink: A
Glance at Joyce’s Use of his Eucharistic Image”.
James Joyce Quarterly,  (), pp. -.
See Tony Godfrey. Conceptual Art, pp. -. as
quoted earlier in the context of Michael CraigMartin.
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69 Volker Harlan. Was ist Kunst?, p. 21.
70 “Don’t you think [...] there is a certain resemblance
between the mystery of the Mass and what I am
trying to do? I mean that I am trying in my poems
to give people some kind of intellectual pleasure or
spiritual enjoyment by converting the bread of
everyday life into something that has a permanent
artistic life of its own.” Stanislaus Joyce. My Brother’s Keeper. Richard Ellmann (ed.). (London ), p.
.
71 Götz Adriani, Winfried Konnertz, Karin Thomas.
Joseph Beuys. Cologne , , p. . Also in the
mentioned multiples James Joyce and Joyce with Sled,
based on an interview from . Beuys did not
need to have read A Portrait to know this: Carola
Giedion-Welcker translates this passage in her text
that is part of Beuys’ edition of the Goyert translation of Ulysses (p. ). This book, which contains
another translation of the same relevant section of
A Portrait in an advertisement (p. ), can be seen
in Beuys’ installation on his window ledge from
. (ill. §).
72 Ellmann. Joyce, p. .
73 I thank Bernd Volk for mentioning this idea at the
symposium: Studiengang Soziale Skulptur, Achberg:  November- December .
74 See Lerm Hayes. “Crise psychique”. Also see chapter 3.1.
75 Joyce understood “unity as composed of movement
[...] shared dynamism”. Brivic. Joyce the Creator,
p. .
76 See Antje von Graevenitz. “Erlösungskunst oder
Befreiungspolitik: Wagner und Beuys”. Unsere
Wagner: Joseph Beuys, Heiner Müller, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, Hans Jürgen Syberberg: Essays. Gabriele
Förg (ed.). (Frankfurt/M. ), pp. -. My
translation. Also Elliott B. Gose. The Transformation Process in Joyce’s Ulysses. (Toronto, Buffalo,
London ).
77 Walker. Modern Art, p. .
78 “Bloom is Buddha too. This is a living body, and
Bloom washes it with lemon-scented soap that he
has just bought at the chemist’s; the chemist’s shop
with all its medicinal plants recalls the reality of
transubstantiation, and the herbalist’s chemistry is
analogous to that of the priest or poet. One can say
that the eucharist is a chemical mutation or see in
chemical precipitation a form of eucharist, and this
confusion between the ordinary and the divine is
the goal that Joyce has set his art.” Cixous. Exile,
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p. .
79 The dairymaids in Finnegans Wake suggest, according to Eckley, “[...] the Christian Good Shepherd
and milk of kindness, the folklore of the Milky
Way, the stories of sacred or heroic cows [and first
and foremost] the epiphanic butter placed on altars
by the Hindus”. A Conceptual Guide, p. .
80 See Joyce. Stephen Hero, p. .
81 Goethe has expressed similar sentiments: “Das ist
die wahre Symbolik, wo das Besondere das Allgemeinere repräsentiert, nicht als Traum und Schatten, sondern als lebendig-augenblickliche Offenbarung des Unerforschlichen.” Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe. Maximen und Reflexionen. Kunsttheoretische Schriften zur Literatur II. Berliner Ausgabe,
vol. . (Berlin, Weimar ), pp. -, no. .
82 Joyce. Stephen Hero, p. .
83 Noel O’Connor’s Punctuated Epiphany,  shows
the individual words from the Epiphanies arranged
in alphabetical order, within oval “punctuation
marks”: a reminder that all literature, as well as
word-based insights, more or less consist of an
unusual arrangement of pre-existing words.
84 Werner Spies has proven that Max Ernst’s concept
of revelation encountered on a rainy day corresponds to Joyce’s epiphany. Varnedoe, Gopnik (eds).
High & Low, p. .
85 Antje von Graevenitz. “La sculpture moderne
comme épiphanie. L’Oeuvre de Jose[ph] Beuys”.
De la sculpture au XXe siècle. Thierry Dufrene, PaulLouis Rnuy (eds). (Grenoble ), pp. -. See
Idem. Joseph Beuys-Tagung Basel .-. Mai .
Volker Harlan, Dieter Koepplin, Rudolf Velhagen
(eds.). (Basel ), p. . Beuys’ annotations in his
German edition of Ellmann’s Joyce biography (for
example “groben Brot des Alltagslebens” p. )
indicate that he had an interest in epiphany and
probably would have been happy to have it applied
to his work.
86 Eco The Aesthetics, p. .
87 Senn. “Sequential Close-Ups”, p. .
88 James Joyce. Epiphanies. O.A. Silverman (introduction, notes). (Buffalo ), p. xi. “Epiphany is one
of the modern stylistic means, which can showcase
the interrelated nature of subject and object.”
Walter Höllerer. “Die Epiphanie als Held des
Romans”. Akzente  (), p. . My translation.
89 Beja. “Incertitude”, p. .
90 Ibid., p. .
91 “Gerhard Hoehme hat sich in den späten er und
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in den frühen 60ier Jahren intensiv mit James Joyce
beschäftigt [... besonders] mit Ulysses. Vielleicht
hat für GH das Geheimnisvolle dieses Buches die
eigene Malerei gespiegelt?” Margarete Hoehme in
correspondence with the author,  January .
Das offene Bild, p. . Louis le Brocquy’s Joyce
heads have been mentioned as approximately white
and potentially open works. They may also be
capable of an epiphany.
Dean spoke at the Dia Centre, New York, in September . I thank Patrick T. Murphy for this
information. Twombly, his gallery and the author
of his collected works, Heiner Bastian, have not
answered my queries.
Werner Schmidt. Epiphania. Exhib. cat. Asperger
Gallery, Knittlingen. (Strasbourg ), n.p.
His Memorial Hall paintings contain quotations
from Finnegans Wake, most prominently the beginning of the “Anna Livia” episode.
Thomas Chimes. Pataphysician Redivivus: The Panel
Portraits -. Exhib. cat. Locks Gallery: 
March- April . (Philadelphia ), p. .
Ibid.
Reinhardt belongs to the generation of artists discussed earlier. This topic demanded that his work
would be viewed again.
Firestone. “New York School”, p. .
Quoted ibid.
Ibid.
See Susan Sontag. “The Aesthetics of Silence”,
Aspen Magazine  ⁄ (Fall, Winter ), part , n.p.
Didi-Huberman. Was wir sehen, p. .
Dirk Teuber. George Segal: Wege zur Körperüber formung. (Frankfurt/M. et al. ), pp. -. Segal
took a class at New York University taught by Tony
Smith in . Joan Pachner interviewed George
Segal,  December . I thank her for making the
following transcript available to me: “GS Then he
started talking about James Joyce. He made us read
James Joyce. Then we would come in and he would
have some prints of Picasso and Braque and he
would say ‘do you see any connections between
Joyce’s writings and these paintings’ that you see.
What a connection — a connection between literature and this radical, subversive painting that was
being argued about. And Joyce was in the papers
because he was forever being sued about obscenity.
JP What did he have you read? GS [sic] The Portrait
of an Artist as a Young Man. JP No Finnegans Wake?
GS I read that on my own. I decided it is fabulous
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to dip into. Three pages is like too much lobster.”
A similar statement reads: “Sono molto vicino al
mondo in cui Joyce scrisse l’ Ulisse. Ricordo ad
esempio una pagina del libro, in cui Joyce parla
contemporaneamente del posino della sua manica,
della baia che gli sta di fronte, e della madre. Non
vediamo solo le cose vicine e lontane, le contaminiamo con la memoria e le associazioni.” Donatella
Orsi. “Perché Segal ha ucciso i suoi manichini”.
Arte (Italy) ., p. .
Teuber. Segal, pp. -.
Miroslaw Balka’s early figures should also be remembered, not only because they are also white,
but because The Remembrance of the First Holy Communion (with traces of colour) addresses the topic
of transubstantiation directly and in a clearly Joycerelated way.
Antje von Graevenitz had introduced Matisse as
illustrating the religious epiphany proper, before
introducing Joyce into her argument. Graevenitz.
“sculpture moderne”.
Volkmar Essers. Henri Matisse -: Meister
der Farbe. Ingo F. Walther (ed.). (Cologne ),
p. .
Alain Kirili finds the chapel extraordinarily successful in spite of much art criticism that considers
it a failure. This is in the context of a discussion on
Catholic aspects of contemporary art, where Joyce
is also mentioned, alongside David Smith and others. Kirili. “Stripped bare”, p. .
A Conceptual Guide, p. .
Thomas McEvilley. Sculpture in the Age of Doubt.
(New York ).
Harry Clarke’s Geneva Window on Irish literature
from the  could have been a source of inspiration to Joyce in a medium that has become a forte
of Irish art. Did Joyce refer to it in particular?
Michael Rogers. “In the Wake”. Takashi Sasaoka,
Science Club, Kazumi Tsuji, Michael Rogers: Glass –
Media. Exhib. cat. Toyota Municipal Museum of
Art: - May . (Toyota ), n.p.
Ernesto Livorni. “‘Ineluctable modality of the visible’: Diaphane in the ‘Proteus’ Episode”. James Joyce
Quarterly . (Winter ), pp. -. Giampaolo Guerini, with his translucent, typographical
work on Finnegans Wake, has been mentioned.
Rosalind Krauss was to formulate this in the following way: “[...] from our perspective, the one
from which we see that the signifier cannot be reified; that its objecthood; its quiddity, is only a fic-
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tion; that every signifier is itself the transparent
signified of an already-given decision to carve it
out as the vehicle of a sign – from this perspective
there is no opacity, but only a transparency that
opens onto a dizzying fall into a bottomless system
of reduplication.” Krauss. Originality, p. . This is
despite the fact that Joyce’s “quiddity” would stand
more for the opposed concept. Transparency is a
multi-faceted concept in art and culture that cannot be sufficiently investigated here. Transparency
rather than opacity is also built into the “preBabelian” aspect of what Finnegans Wake does. See
Michel Foucault. Die Ordnung der Dinge: Eine
Archäologie der Humanwissenschaften.  (Frankfurt/M. ), chapter IV.
Maharaj. “Typotranslating”, p. .
Ibid. Ecke Bonk kindly alerted me to the fact that
Hamilton found a badge just like this in .
Rosalind Krauss writes: “What are we to think of a
[...] toilet made of canvas and stuffed with kapock
[...]? These objects, staged like lugubrious obstructions in our space, do theatricalisze their environment, do render us participants or actors in the
drama of their presentation.” Krauss. Passages, p.
.
He did not answer my query.
“Claes Oldenburg”. Künstler: Kritisches Lexikon der
Gegenwartskunst. (Munich since ), p. .
Maurice Beebe. “Joyce and the Meaning of Modernism”. Litters from Aloft. Ronald Bates, Harry J.
Pollock (eds). (Tulsa, Oklahoma ), p. .
Budgen and A. Walton Litz have described Ulysses
in terms of the mosaic, Richard Pearce has stated
the obvious: that the mosaic is not sequential, that
only through a “process of addition” do we see what
happens in the Blooms’ kitchen. Richard Pearce.
“Experimentation with the Grotesque: Comic Collisions in the Grotesque World of Ulysses”. Modern
Fiction Studies . (Autumn ), pp. -. The
way out of this dilemma could be to resort to the
activity of laying a mosaic or a puzzle – Jess’ realm.
Jess is an obvious candidate for the application of
collage techniques in Joyce’s wake. He operates
outside of stylistic movements.
Firestone. “New York School”, p. . Archie K.
Loss has described Joyce’s use of collage in “Aeolus” as “one of the earliest instances in modern fiction of the application of the principles of collage
to narrative technique.” Archie K. Loss “Joyce and
the other arts: “Aeolus” and the Technique of
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Collage”. Joyce & Paris, p. . On montage, see
Craig Wallace Barrow. Montage in James Joyce’s
Ulysses. (Madrid ).
Eco. The Aesthetics of Chaosmos, p. VII.
Ibid., pp. -. See chapter 3.3.
See Ibid., p. . See chapter 3.1.
Jaques Derrida. Die Schrift und die Differenz. 
(Frankfurt/M. ), p.  onwards.
One of my favourite but unprovable theories is
that, during his first stay in Paris, Joyce encountered Auguste Rodin’s work with its montage strategies, duplicity, Dante references, medieval settings (The Gates of Hell) and a generally “Joycean”
coexistence of heightened realism and hermeticism. Only “rodants” (FW .) made it into Finnegans Wake. Rosalind Krauss writes about Rodin:
“The double appearance [of, for instance,] Fugit
Amor (before ) in Gates of Hell is extremely conspicuous, and the very persistence of that doubling
cannot be read as accidental. Rather, it seems to
spell the breakdown of the principle of spatio-temporal uniqueness that is the prerequisite of logical
narration, for doubling tends to destroy the very
possibility of a logical narrative sequence.” Krauss.
Passages, p. .
Robert Ballagh. Robert Ballagh on Stage: Theatre Set
Design. (Dublin ).
Our Exagmination, p. .
Peter Greenaway has displayed a similar tendency
towards the accumulative in his lavishly produced
films, which often combine medieval themes and
universal intent. Bernard Moxham has kindly told
me, in conversation, of Greenaway’s interest in
Joyce, Cardiff .
Senn. “Beschwichtigung”, p. . In the context it is
worth mentioning that Cerith Wyn Evans (born in
), one of the so-called Young British Artists
who has been described as a maximalist, participated in the  Viennese Ulysses exhibition.
French. Book as World, p. .
Beebe. “Joyce and the Meaning”, p. .

Chapter 4.3
1 When Dublin was the European Cultural Capital
in , the Swiss artist Maria Dundakova realized
a project entitled Sun Rite for Anna Livia – Hommage à James Joyce. This involved a video film, drawings, sketches, a live performance with sound, and
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an exhibition. Dundakova echoes Joyce’s interests
in cyclical world-views and myths. She adds an
updated, ecological perspective. Sun Rite highlights
the morning after Finnegans Wake’s night, linking
its theme to Ulysses. Dundakova has also painted
dolmen shapes in relation to Joyce.
Bruce Nauman, Parallax Piece with Horizontal Bar riers (Corridor with a Parallax), , Sprengelmuseum, Hannover.
Joseph Beuys, Enzo Cucchi, Anselm Kiefer, Jannis
Kounellis. Exhib. cat. Kunsthalle Basel:  March May . Jean Christophe Ammann, Heiner
Bastian (texts), Margit Suter (ed.). (Basel ), n.p.
Dorothy Walker. “Joyce Remembered: New Time
Piece by Brian King”. Studio International 
(), p. .
Giedion-Welcker. Schriften, : Themenkreis: Prähistorie und Epos – Joyce und Brancusi.
Benedict Tutty also went very far into the past in
order to create a sculpture entitled Finnegans Wake.
It is a mummy of a beer-bellied man (publican?).
Benedict Tutty. “Finnegans Wake”. The Crane Bag
. (), p. .
T. Minemura. “On Kawara: Continuity/Discontinuity  – On Kawara Daedalus: Experiments on
Images”. Mizue  (), pp. -.
Minemura already makes the connection, focusing
among others things on Pictorial Diary from the
. Ibid. The author compares and contrasts
Joyce and Kawara, quoting “Dyoublong” from Finnegans Wake: (FW .).
Lázloó Beke. “A Film by Ladislav Galeta: Water Pulu  ”. Undercut : East European and Soviet
Avant-garde Film and Video. (London ), p. .
Ibid., p. .
Although this cannot do justice to the films, it
should be mentioned that DVA VREMENA U JEDNOM PROSTORU, -, shows a breakfast scene
from a canonical film in correspondence with “Calypso”. After a minute or two (Galeta is more precise and states reasons for all of his decisions) the
film starts to run again as double exposure, resulting in a rather odd sense of simultaneity that one
also gets from the parallel time frame of the episodes in Ulysses’ Telemachia and the following episodes.
Interview with the author, Zagreb June . I
thank Leonida Kovac for drawing my attention to
Galeta.
Adriani, Konnertz, Thomas. Joseph Beuys (),



p. . My translation.
14 “[...] das spielerisch-leichte Oszillieren der Fluxussprache zwischen den Zeichensystemen, bzw. zwischen Objekten, Bildern, Handlungen, Ereignissen,
Worten zu beschreiben. Meist handle es sich bei
den Arbeiten um scheinbar sinnlose ‘Aufträge’ [an
den] Betrachter. [...] die über Events vermittelte
Grundidee von Fluxus, daß das bewußte Durchleben der alltäglichsten Ereignisse zur ‘Erleuchtung’ führen kann, ist nicht institutionalisierbar.”
Ina Conzen-Meairs. “Fluxussprache – Prozeß ohne
Sinn und Ende?” Die Beziehung von Bild und Text
in der Kunst des . Jahrhunderts. Eleonora Louis,
Toni Stooss (eds). Exhib. cat. Kunsthalle Wien: 
September- October , p. . Conzen-Meairs
has thus established a link with epiphany.
15 Beuys. Sammlung Ströher, p. . Dirk Luckow mentions that Eva Hesse was possibly present in Wuppertal. She, similarly to Beuys, occupied herself
with Joyce at the time of the performance. Dirk
Luckow. Joseph Beuys und die amerikanische Anti
Form-Kunst: Einfluß und Wechselwirkung zwischen
Beuys und Morris, Hesse, Nauman, Serra. (Berlin
), pp. -.
16 Thomas McEvilley. “Art in the Dark”. Artforum 
(), p. .
17 When Joyce attended a production of Goethe’s
Faust by Anthroposophists, he complained about
the lack of action in the first hour. Reminded that
this was also the case when reading Ulysses, he enjoyed the performance. Paul F. Botheroyd, Sylvia
Botheroyd. “Joyce in Germany and Switzerland”.
James Joyce: An International Perspective. Suheil Badi
Bushrui, Bernhard Benstock (eds). Irish Literary
Studies, vol. . (Tatowa, New Jersey ), pp. -.
18 See Uwe M. Schneede. “‘Die wahre Begründung
der Aktionskunst ist das Bewegungselement.’ Zu
Beuys’ Aktionen in den siebziger Jahren”. Brennpunkt Düsseldorf: Joseph Beuys Die Akademie Der
Allgemeine Aufbruch  . Exhib. cat. Kunstmuseum Düsseldorf:  May- September .
(Düsseldorf ), p. .
19 Senn. “Sequential Close-ups”, p. . An example
is: “Stephen suffered him to pull out [...] hold up
on show [...] handkerchief ”.
20 When commenting on Wyndham Lewis’ segregation of space and time in Time and Western Man,
Joyce’s position between the poles has been noted.
See chapter 3.2. The portmanteau word “zeemliangly” (FW .) sums up Joyce’s space and time
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fable. See A Conceptual Guide, p. .
21 Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
22 Umberto Eco. Die Grenzen der Interpretation. (Munich, Vienna ), p. .
23 Peggy Gale. “James Coleman: Call to Mind”.
Parachute  ( July-September ), p. .
24 Wendy Steiner has found different models of time
in Ulysses and associated these with pictorial models, personified by Bloom and Gerty: “Joyce aligns
the stopped time of Renaissance painting to the
suspended time of old-style romance and the durée
of modernist pictures to the recuperative temporal
flow of Ulysses as a whole”. Wendy Steiner. “‘There
was Meaning in his Look’: The Meeting of Pictorial Models in Joyce’s ‘Nausicaa’”. University of
Hartford Studies in Literature  (), pp. .
25 I have proposed in my contribution to the 
Zurich Joyce Symposium that Joyce shared many
interests with his contemporary Aby Warburg, the
art historian, who coined the term Pathosformel
(formula of thea-tricality or stilted gesture).
26 David Hayman.“Language of /as Gesture in Joyce”.
James Joyce: A Collection of Critical Essays. Mary
T. Reynolds (ed.). (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
), p. . See also Christy L. Burns. “The Art of
Gesture: Parody and Joyce’s Aesthetic Practice”.
Idem. Gestural Politics: Stereotype and Parody in
Joyce. (Albany, New York ), pp. -. And
Lorraine Weir. “The Choreography of Gesture:
Marcel Jousse and Finnegans Wake”. James Joyce
Quarterly ., pp. -.
27 Joyce. Critical Writings, p. : “Rhythm seems to
be the first or formal relation of part to part”.
28 Parallax, leitmotifs, and the choreography of movement in space (as through a city) are related topics.
See chapter 4.5.
29 Krauss. Passages, p. . Moholy-Nagy. Vision in
Motion, p. : “that ‘literary experience’ must be
enlarged upon by the inclusion of sound and
rhythm”. Within Moholy-Nagy’s curriculum, Joyce
is thus the culminating point of “first steps”. John
Cage has crossed over many times between his
musical compositions’ time, the choreographies of
Merce Cunningham and space, for instance in
Roaratorio, where the sounds and musical pieces
originate in places around the world that Joyce
mentions in Finnegans Wake.
30 Uwe M. Schneede. Joseph Beuys Die Aktionen: Kommentiertes Werkverzeichnis mit fotografischen Dokumentationen. (Ostfildern-Ruit ), p. . My
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translation.
31 This “action” contains several Joycean allusions.
Beuys pointed at the light bulb with a long staff,
but he did not break the light like Stephen in
“Circe”.
32 Adriani, Konnertz, Thomas. Joseph Beuys (), p.
. He also considered the protagonists on Dublin’s
streets as dancers. Harlan. Was ist Kunst?, p. .
33 Joyce. The Critical Writings, p. :  March .
Beuys possibly modelled his reference to Joyce’s
“choreography” and “constellation” on Carola Giedion-Welcker’s similar remarks (in the preface to
his German translation of Ulysses, p. ) with regard to Ulysses’ protagonists in “Wandering Rocks”.
It strikes me as odd that Giedion Welcker, who
was such an avid defender of the Joyces and Ulysses
and who valued the work for the “right” reasons,
would have failed to find in her own field – modern sculpture – the very trait that she had highlighted in Joyce.
That is, however, what Rosalind Krauss claims
and criticizes: “Carola Giedion-Welcker, is entirely
concerned with the spatial character of the sculptural task.” Krauss. Passages, p. . Krauss’ own
“underlying premise [...] is that, even in spatial art,
space and time cannot be separated for purposes of
analysis.” Ibid., p. .
Judging by Giedion-Welcker’s Schriften , one has to conclude that the author gives spiritual and intellectual themes precedence. While
time is not expressly the focus, prehistoric themes
and for example “The Role of Language in Today’s
Writing” (pp. , onwards, my translation) are
topics that involve time. Krauss’ perception may be
based on the fact that much of Giedion-Welcker’s
work is not translated.
34 Bernhard Jussen. Hanne Darboven – Schreibzeit.
(Cologne ), pp. -.
35 Our Exagmination, p. .

Chapter 4.4
1 The Lilliput Press in Dublin keeps several such (by
now anonymous) designs – remnants of a competition. De Loss McGrath’s work also falls into this
category.
2 For these, I refer to Edward L. Bishop. “Re-Covering Ulysses”.
3 Bazon Brock. Phönix phlebas. Kotfluegel. (Itzehoe



pp. -
).
4 Blinky Palermo chose in  a quotation from
Ulysses for an Artist’s Book featuring his sculpture.
Die Bücher der Künstler: Publikationen und Editionen seit den sechziger Jahren in Deutschland. Institut
für Auslandsbeziehungen (ed.). (Without place:
Edition Hansjörg Mayer ), p. .
5 A Book of the Book: Some Works and Projects About the
Book and Writing. Jerome Rothenberg, Stephen
Clery (eds). (New York ).
6 “Now, for the past  years I find myself living right
on Dublin Bay, overlooking Sandymount Strand
where I walk my dogs every day. It has a great
resonance from Joyce and prompted me to make a
hand made book ‘Sandymount Strand’ in New York,
, with texts from chapter two of Ulysses and
two strand related poems by Seamus Heaney who
also lives on the Strand. The book contained 
etchings by myself, based on markings, bird feet
etc., I saw on my walks, also trying to relate to the
sounds in the Joyce text. So I would say that Joyce
has slipped into my consciousness and my work by
virtue of my location, and also that Joyce texts are
so visual as well as musical.” Felim Egan in correspondence with the author,  March .
7 See Johanna Drucker. The Century of Artists’ Books.
(New York ).
8 Leo Koenders commissioned the work. He was
kind enough to show it to me (Zurich, December
), accompanied by a statement of the artist
outlining her intentions.
9 Mimmo Paladino, Ulysses: 16 June.
10 Susanne Wedewer. “Mimmo Paladino”. Künstler:
Kritisches Lexikon der Gegenwartskunst. (Munich
), p. 4.
11 David Weir has written about “chiastic mirror language”. Weir. Mediation, p. . He locates this in
Finnegans Wake’s “Nightlesson”. Although Schindler’s subject is Ulysses, mirrored language could
nevertheless in Joyce’s oeuvre be seen as a reaction
to the open book’s two-partite layout.
12 Correspondence with the author,  January .
Jonathan Monk (born ) is also known as a collector of books. He has been commissioned to create work for the  Vienna exibition entitled
Ulysses.
13 A Conceptual Guide, pp. -.
14 Shloss. “History of the Book”.
15 Wolfgang Welsch. Grenzgänge der Ästhetik. (Stuttgart ), p. . Louis le Brocquy has chosen
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cityscapes of simple, two-partite roofs to illustrate
Dubliners. Louis le Brocquy. “Lithograps”. James
Joyce. Dubliners. Dublin . They could perhaps
be interpreted as books, particularly if one considers them with Joyce’s later work in mind.
Sarat Maharaj writes that “Duchamp had wondered whether the Green Box might not be made
up as a round book ‘without beginning or end /
either with pages / unbound and ordered / by having the last word of the page / repeated on the following page [...]’ Or a ring binder around which
the pages might turn and rotate.” Maharaj.
“Typotranslation”, p. .
Bishop. “Re-covering”.
John Cage. Rolywholyover: A Circus. Materials concerning the exhibition: Guggenheim Museum SoHo:  April- July . (New York ).
Hannes Vogel’s Zurich Dick & Davy cafeteria was
also envisaged as a reading space, since he had a
publication produced on the piece that was not for
sale, but was laid out on the tables as an invitation
for visitors to take one of them home.
Exhibited at Galerie Bernd Klüser, Munich, .
Föckersberger’s drawings include still-lifes of arranged covers and spines of Joyce’s titles.
John A. Walker. John Latham: The Incidental Person
– His Art and Ideas. (Middlesex ), p. .
Before these more destructive times – and the later
more socially constructive one with the Artists
Placement Group – Latham had an encounter with
Joseph Beuys. Latham had already exhibited book
reliefs in Düsseldorf in . When he installed a
tower of books and a cot there in  or ,
Beuys stood in the door and wanted to help. They
then met at the  documenta. Latham in conversation with the author,  April .
Birgit G. Schulz. Wegstationen der Odyssee eines
Buches: Untersuchungen zur Frührezeption von James
Joyces Ulysses im deutschen Sprachbereich. (Unpublished MA thesis, Freie Universität Berlin ), pp.
, .

Chapter 4.5
1 The opposite case has been argued, too: that
engagement with space was at the expense of time
and ideologically suspect. W.J.T. Mitchell challenges these arguments effectively: W.J.T. Mitchell.
“Spatial Form in Literature: Toward a General
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Theory”. The Language of Images. W.J.T. Mitchell
(ed.). (Chicago, London ), p. -.
“Instead of Lessing’s strict opposition between literature and the visual arts as pure expressions of
temporality and spatiality, we should regard literature and language as the meeting ground of these
two modalities, the arena in which rhythm, shape,
and articulacy convert babbling into song and
speech, doodling into writing and drawing.” Ibid.,
p. .
Otto Dix: -. Exhib. cat. The Tate Gallery:
 March- May . (London ), pp. -.
Ibid., p. .
Ibid.
“[...] the city between an introspective alienation
and a celebration of the sheer energy and collective
diversity of life.... It is the latter response which is
most distinctive of early Modernism. It sees the
city as the site of a new kind of sensibility, which
can only express itself through disjunction and juxtaposition.” Butler. Early Modernism, p. .
Claude Gandelman. “Finnegans Wake and the
Anthropomorphic Landscape”. Journal of Modern
Literature  (), pp. -. Phillip F. Herring.
“Experimentation with a Landscape: Pornotopography in Ulysses: The Phallocy of Imitative Form”.
Modern Fiction Studies . (Autumn ), pp. . See John Bishop. Joyce’s Book of the Dark, Relief
Map B.
Patrick Hickey’s painting, used as the poster for
the  Dublin Joyce Symposium is palimpsestual
in nature, establishing a link between the lines on
Joyce’s manuscripts and Dublin streets. Robert
Motherwell used the outline of Dublin Bay for
several of his Joycean works.
At the Brooklyn Academy of Music, October .
Cage quoted in Perloff. “Music for Words”, p. .
Andrew Stones in interview with the author, 
March .
Fire Station Artists’ Studios press release, interview with the artist, August .
He had previously shown the work both in neon
and white on black writing on gallery walls. These
installations give the piece an entirely different orientation. The starry night’s verticality refers to the
book that we hold vertically, rather than the map of
Zurich, Graz or Haifa.
Quite apart from the clearly Joycean background of
these two rope drawings, it is my view that Brian
O’Doherty’s Irish origins most likely aided him in
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reaching the convictions of Inside the White Cube.
Brian O’Doherty. Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space. (Santa Monica, San Francisco ). The almost complete absence until
recently of white walls in urban Ireland (versus
rural aspirations for flowery wallpaper), as well as
the rootedness in a space that is perceived as having
borne ancestral labour, stories and suffering, make
a white cube scenario look rather outlandish.
Joyce’s participation in the same cultural realm and
ways of working may have provided reinforcement.
Incidentally, Richard Demarco reports that Beuys
in  taught him that the white cube was not an
appropriate or the preferred scenario for him in
which to show art. He, like Ireland, valued contextual traces over the ideology of the gallery space.
Michael Scott: -. Gandon Works series .
(Dublin ), p. .
“I’m very aware of the site. It’s amazing to look at it
and read the first chapter of Ulysses, but I wouldn’t
take any credit for it [the correspondences between
the site and Joyce, as well as the Irish and Jewish
Diaspora].” Conversation with the author,  November . Sandycove has featured as the site
also of Marta Minujin’s bread tower, and Joseph
Beuys’ “action” around the Forty Foot, focusing on
the urinal. Beuys wished to exhibit his UlyssesExtension drawings – presumably in a circular fashion like Arena – alongside Richard Hamilton’s
Ulysses works from  July . See Lerm Hayes.
Inspirationsquelle, pp. -.
It should be remembered that holy water and fire
were the only elements of Christian liturgy that
interested Joyce. He attended the elements’ “rebirth” each Easter morning.
Gary Coyle. ad marginem: a new exhibition of paintings, photographs and objects, Exhib. cat. Kevin Kavanagh Gallery: - November . (Dublin
). The photographs differ greatly from other
far less dramatic seascapes, for example those by
Hiroshi Sugimoto. Other local work on Joyce that
uses Dublin’s waterways has been mentioned:
Brian King’s HEAT and Sandymount video, Ciarán
Lennon’s Camac, and Danny McCarthy’s  Bottles
for James Joyce. Stephen Craig, who likes to quote
Joyce’s “instantaneous sense”, has photographed
a rock on a beach with a battered beer can on it,
reflecting our culturally conditioned expectation
of seeing a statue of the Virgin Mary on such a
rock. Doris von Drathen. “Stephen Craig: Ateliers
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d’Artistes de la Ville de Marseille, ..-..
”. Kunstforum International  (), pp. . Was that the expectation with which Joyce
played in “Proteus”? Was Stephen Dedalus’ “sculpture” on Craig’s mind also?
Correspondence with the author,  April .
James Coleman in conversation with the author
. James Coleman’s Maquette for Ulysses Project,
, see Irish Art – The European Dimension.
Exhib. cat. RHA Gallagher Gallery:  June- July
. (Dublin ), p. .
Coleman lived in Italy at the time of creating this
work and has since returned to live in his home
country.
Isaak. Ruin, p. .
Ibid., p. .
Eloise Knowlton. Bordering Joyce: Citation, Modernity, and the Joycean. (Ann Arbor ).
Hartmann has compiled some quotations to
accompany his images. Similarly, Ken Damy’s photos of people in Dublin are juxtaposed with quotations from Joyce, which sometimes match, and
sometimes do not. In the first instance, Dublin
photographs taken by Joyce enthusiasts are historical records. As such, Susan Weil has used her
father’s Joycean souvenirs in her notebooks and
works on the writer.
Jeff Rosenheim. “Walker Evans”. Connaissance des
Arts  (March ), p. . Henri CartierBresson also took many striking photographs when
he visited Dublin and travelled in Ireland in 
and . This may or may not have been with
Joyce in mind. I thank Antony Farrell for the information.
A similar strategy is pursued in well-made postcards of the sites of Ulysses and A Portrait by
(Helen) Monaghan/King. They focus on the material structures of, for example, the ripples in the
sand at Sandymount Strand, evoking the memory
of a scene, rather than illustrating.
Pat Cooke’s and Clement McAleer’s bird’s eye
views of Dublin, , are very different portrayals
of Dublin buildings. But both are just that. As
such, they have a certain documentary value as secondary source material, akin to old photographs,
but they are not significant commentaries on Joyce.
What the writer did was quite different from portraying Dublin.
It remains entirely inadequate a reaction to Joyce’s
work (despite the notion of simultaneity employed)
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to show in a print from  Dublin’s O’Connell
Street as it may have been in  and call it In the
Heart of the Hibernian Metropolis, not only including a mature Joyce among the passers-by, but also a
self-portrait as companion to the writer. I refer to a
work by Robert Ballagh. Irish Art: The European
Dimension, p. .
The titles are My soul frets in the shadow of his language, My signature is of no account and Stephen
Hero.
Cober’s first plate for “Ithaca” shows two Georgian
house entrances drawn askew and a male figure,
presumably Bloom, returning home alone. Stephen
is not to be seen. The figure of Bloom seems to be
translucent, with the door and environs visible
through his coat. If one takes for granted that this
is not merely the result of a lack of technical mastery, it could allude to Blooms’ fictionality. But
maybe one should finally settle for a lack of knowledge about the text, since there are neither area nor
area railings, and Stephen is missing. For an illustration, see Flesher. “I’m getting”. Joycean Cultures,
p. .
His sculpture for Joyce’s grave cannot be accused of
doing the same. But despite the slight and appropriate allusion to Rodin’s The Thinker, it cannot, as
a purely mimetic work, entirely satisfy, for the reasons stated when dealing with portraiture.
This would have to include artists who join the
tourists in dressing up in Victorian and Edwardian
clothes on Bloomsdays in Dublin. Although in this
vein Gerald Davis has “performed” Bloom for
many years, he does so to show his personal allegiance with the Jewish “artist” Bloom, rather than
to contribute to the performance genre.
It was shown at the Derry Dedalus exhibition. Stephen I is an image of a section of Sandymount
Strand. Interior and exterior oppositions are evoked.
Correspondence with the author, summer .
Interview with the author,  January .
Frank Delaney. James Joyce’s Odyssey: A Guide to the
Dublin of Ulysses. Jorge Lewinski (photography).
(Dublin et al. ).
“Ik hou van Joyce’s stijl en ik herken veel van wat
hij schrijft over Dublin omdat de sfeer hetzekfde is
als in Tiblisi”. Josephine van Benekom. “Fotografie
in Georgie (): Rembrandt in Tiblisi”. Foto  (October ), p. . I thank Antje von Graevenitz
for her translation.
Wien als Ausstellung betrachtet nach Zitaten von James
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1

Joyce. Dieter Brandauer, Ottmar Rychlik (ed.),
. (), p. .
Photographs by Karin Mack. (Vienna ).
2 This may also be true of Kantor’s noted play, The
El Dublín de James Joyce. Exhib. cat. Centre de
Return of Odysseus. Barnett Newman was quoted as
Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona: without
possessing mythic ambitions.
dates. (Barcelona without year).
3 See Kiberd. “Bloom the Liberator”.
Similarly, Rolf Xago’s Triestine Collages “find” 4 Joseph A. Kestner. “Before Ulysses: Victorian IcoJoyce at street corners in Trieste and visualize the
nography of the Odysseus Myth”. James Joyce
writer’s presence there in a subtle way. Rolf Xago.
Quarterly . (Spring ), pp. -. Matisse’s
“Triestine Collages and Poems”. James Joyce Broadand Motherwell’s Polyphemus depictions in their
sheet  (October ), p. .
Ulysses illustrations have been noted.
Hannes Vogel and Tadeus Pfeifer. Dick and Davy. 5 Senn. See Inductive, p. .
Publication as part of the artistic concept for the 6 Beuys also appropriated Shakespeare and Goethe
lecturing part of Universitätsspital Zurich (not for
in the action entitled Iphigenie/Titus Andronicus “.
sale). (Zurich ).
For Joyce-related aspects of this work, see Lerm
Ian Whittlesea’s presentation at the Joyce SympoHayes. Inspirationsquelle, p. -.
sium, Trieste , “Joyce in Art” panel, chaired by 7 Klein. “The Euphonium”, pp. -. Another
the author.
instance where Joyce’s text – a facsimile of the
On Blake and London, see Bianu. Ekphrasis, pp.
manuscript of Giacomo Joyce – has in an unchanged
-.
state become part of a visual work on Joyce is
James Joyce Quarterly ., p. .
Enrico Frattaroli’s Mandala Bianco, . A square
Bernard Tschumi. Cinegramme Folie: Le Parc de la
of white canvas was arranged in a circle on the
Villette. (Princeton ), p. v.
floor of the National Museum of Oriental Art,
Ibid.
Rome, and enclosed in a circular arrangement of
the pages.
M.C. Norris asserts that “the nature of structure is
The facsimile sheets initially lay hidden under an
itself the central issue of Finnegans Wake”. Norris.
Italian translation that Frattaroli had himself preDecentred, p. .
pared. While he was reading it in a perambulatory
Joyce apparently visited Fernand Léger’s studio in
performance, he uncovered each of Joyce’s manuParis several times. Joyce. Letters. Vol. III, p. .
script pages. Donatella Pallotti. “Frattaroli’s ‘ManJoyce counts Léger among his friends in a letter
dala Bianco’”. James Joyce Broadsheet  (October
reporting on who he asked for help when trying to
), p. .
leave the unoccupied zone of France during World
War II. Ibid., vol. I, p. . Construction can be 8 The exhibition took place at the Waddington
Galleries in London in . John Johnes. “Hot
proposed as a common denominator in their
Blakes”. James Joyce Broadsheet  (February ), p.
works.
. Jean de Bie has appropriated and abstracted –
Notes from Joan Pachner’s files on Smith and
thus fundamentally changed – some of the wellJoyce, kindly compiled by her for the author, 
known photographs of Joyce at Shakespeare &
February .
Company.
Umberto Eco. Liberato Santoro-Brienza. Talking
9 John Johnes rightly misses Joyce among those dear
of Joyce. (Dublin ), front cover.
to Peter Blake and The Beatles. For this band,
Materials accompanying an exhibition at the
Blake created the famous Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
artist’s studio in Brussels: - October . Kept
Club Band album sleeve. Ibid.
at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. Also Pieter Bekker. “Françoise van Kessel”. James Joyce Broadsheet  10 Interview with the author, January .
11 He gave explicit expression about this concerning
(October ), p. .
In The Wake (of ): “Wanted to give the bugger a bit
Ibid.
of a run for his money. He’s so damnably brilliant
& his unrelenting standards kept me honest”. Correspondence with the author,  June  (all capChapter 5.1
itals in the original).
Philip Leider. “Vermeer & Hopper”. Art in America 12 Chimes has stated that he wished the work to look
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as if it had originated in the nineteenth century.
Interview with the author, Philadelphia, January
.
Hart. Camden Exhibition, n.p.
In correspondence with the author,  September
.
Fitzpatrick. “Myth of Creation”, p. .
It may be symptomatic that two Joyce-inspired
artists have elevated the drip-cloth or drip-sheet,
that by-product of artistic creativity, to works in
themselves: Gereon Inger used them for his Finnegans Fake rewriting and presents them alongside
as drawings, and Jürgen Partenheimer bound their
text-like fragments into a book object, .
R.B. Kershner. “The Culture of Ulysses”. Joycean
Cultures /Culturing Joyces. Vincent J. Cheng, Kimberly J. Devlin, Margot Norris (eds). (Newark,
London ), p. .
In correspondence with the author, 3 September
.
Terence Killeen. “Fundamental Sounds in Finnegans Wake”. A Collideorscape of Joyce: Festschrift for
Fritz Senn. Ruth Frehner, Ursula Zeller (eds).
(Dublin ⁾, pp. -. Michael Heumann. “The
Haunted Inkbottle: Shem’s Shit-Script and Anal
Eroticism in Finnegans Wake”. Masculinities in Joyce
– Postcolonial Constructions. Christine van Boheemen-Saaf, Colleen Lamos (eds). European Joyce
Studies . (Amsterdam, Atlanta ), pp. -.
Heumann here mentions the “conflation of art and
shit” in Shem’s shit-script, p. .
Scholes. “Brothel of Modernism”.
Allison Pearse. “The Mastery of Form: Beardsley
and Joyce”. Idem. Modernism, Mass Culture, and the
Aesthetics of Obscenity. (Cambridge ).
Our Exagmination, p. .
Dorothy Walker. “Visual Aspects of Popular Culture”. The Crane Bag . (), ..
Paul MacCormaic’s Dedalus at the Brothel, ,
was exhibited at the Derry Dedalus exhibition that
year. This work, as well as Inge Prokot’s juxtaposition of Molly Bloom and geishas could be said to
be somewhat simplistic.
Judge John M. Woolsey’s decision,  December,
 freed Ulysses from the allegation of being
pornographic. As opposed to Surrealist fiction,
Joyce’s cannot be viewed as pornographic or sadistic. See Krauss. Passages, p. .
Fritz Senn’s more appropriate word is “anstößig”.
Senn. “Beschwichtigung”, p. .



27 “If the comic elements which generate the novel’s
collisions effect a grotesque experience of capricious menace, the comic spirit which informs
Bloom’s character enables him to survive enables
him to survive and affirm his human potential.”
Pearce. “Comic Collisions”, p. . See Senn. Nichts
gegen Joyce, p. .
28 See Gösta Werner. “James Joyce, Charlie Chaplin
and the Marx Brothers”. Images of Joyce vol 1. Clive
Hart, George Sandulescu, Bonnie Scott and Fritz
Senn (eds). Pricess Grace Irish Library II. (Gerrards Cross ).
29 While Sarmento and Klauke are suggestive in their
work, the in-your-face pornographic approach
could be justified by Joyce’s use of pornography in
Ulysses and his use of Aubrey Beardsley among the
sources for Finnegans Wake. See H. Burrell. “The
Illustrator in the Wake: Aubrey Beardsley”. A Wake
Newslitter . (), pp. -. However, this approach, as noted in the context of illustration, more
often than not makes for less than successful work.
Paul Wunderlich could be cited as another example
(see chapter 5.3).
30 Robert Newman has established a correspondence
between Francis Bacon, of whose interest in Joyce
he did not know: “Although I do not claim direct
influence from Ulysses to Francis Bacon’s paintings,
I wish to suggest ways in which their depictions of
the body derive from similar dismantling impulses
[... that confront the reader/viewer] with foreign
and uncomfortable representations.” Robert Newman. “Discovering Body Tropes”. Pedagogy, Praxis,
Ulysses, p. .
31 Guinness, quoted in Esther Friedman’s correspondence with the author,  October . I thank
Friedman for her interest.
32 See, for example, Heumann. “Shit-Script”, p. .
33 Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, p. .
34 Kiberd. “Bloom the Liberator”, p. .
35 Douglas Mao. “Modernism, Mass Culture, and the
Aesthetics of Obscenity by Allison Pearse”. James
Joyce Quarterly . (Winter ), p. .
36 Correspondence with the author, 1 May .
“Three other portraits lurk beneath the surface.
There is a portrait of the American composer John
Cage, who much admired (and was influenced by)
Duchamp, Erik Satie and Joyce. There is a portrait
of the artist – as symbolized by the inclusion of
Nick Cudworth’s coat. There is also a portrait of
Bernard Moxham (who ‘modelled’ the body and
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hands). The colours black and white, sepia, and
‘full colour’ allude sceptically to the techniques of
‘photo-realism’ used by Nick Cudworth. Finally,
the picture is of three Normans (Duchamp was
from Rouen, Satie from Honfleur, and Joyce was
proud of his ancestry from Welsh-Normans) who,
by their iconoclasm, changed so radically the creative arts.” Ibid.
37 The commodity value and trademark character of
portraiture have been noted (see chapter 2.2).
38 At Sadie Coles HQ, London. The exhibition was
entitled Gallery Swap: Contemporary Fine Arts at
Sadie Coles HQ.
39 Jonathan Meese. Thomas Kellein (essay). Exhib. cat.
Leo Koenig Inc. New York: without dates. (New
York ).

Chapter 5.2
1 “Stephen is a writer and a teacher; Bloom is chasing an advertisement, words and pictures and
designs; his wife does a bit of singing on the stage,
and Milly is apprenticed to a photographer. This is
almost the complete spectrum available at the
time”. Senn. “Transmedial Stereotypres”, p. .
2 Vincent Cheng illustrates the Pogues’ Album cover
If I Should Fall From Grace With God, . Vincent
Cheng. “Joycean Unconscious, or Getting Respect
in the Real World”. Joyce and Popular Culture. R .B.
Kershner (ed.). (Gainsville, Florida ), p. . Its
seriality is interesting: the band members’ heads are
each superimposed onto a photo portrait of Joyce,
who joins them in their midst. Design: Ryan Art,
London.
3 Vincent Cheng and other authors from R.B. Kershner’s Joyce and Popular Culture anthology, as well as
Joyce conference contributors like Morris Beja and
his panel at the  Rome conference. Morris
Beja. “Joyce in Post-Joycean Culture (High and
Low): A Roundtable Discussion”. Fifteenth International James Joyce Symposium : Zürich, 
June  (unpublished manuscript).
4 The  edition of Ulysses by The Bodley Head
focuses on the domestic triangle, instead of Homeric references. Bishop. “Re-covering”, pp. -.
5 Cheng. “Joycean Unconscious”. Joyce and Popular
Culture, p. .
6 Derek Attridge. “Theoretical Approaches to Popular Culture”. Popular Culture. Kershner (ed.), p. .
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7 Marshall McLuhan has established such a postmodern Joyce. See David Glover. “A Tale of ‘unwashed Joyceans’: James Joyce, Popular Culture,
and Popular Theory”. Ibid., p. .
8 R .B. Kershner. “Introduction”. Ibid., p. .
9 “Joyce leaves few esthetic hierarchies standing. [...]
Joyce finally rejects the cultural nostalgia we find in
the real mandarins of the left. The significance of
Joyce’s imposition of a classical matrix upon the
vulgar naturalistic texture of the twentieth century,
his scattering of high-cultural references throughout a novel packed with daily commodities, is simply an assertion that never again will we be able to
unmix the two.” Idem. “The Culture of Ulysses”, p.
. The Romantic and the Classic had to be balanced. See Webb. “Planetary Music”.
10 Elliott B. Gose speaks of Joyce’s “belief that man
needs to be linked with both his higher and lower
nature. In fact, once the two poles are connected,
the valuation implied by ‘high’ and ‘low’ tends to
blur.” Gose. Transformation Process, p. vii.
11 Kershner. “The Culture of Ulysses”. Joycean Popular
Cultures, p. .
12 Hugh Kenner. Von Pope zu Pop: Kunst im Zeitalter
von Xerox. (Berlin, Dresden ), p. . Joyce “conceives of the world as a dialectic of tropes. Only by
individuating them, as in Ulysses, does Joyce confer
a ‘sense of passion’ upon ‘meaningless things’”. Eco.
The Aesthetics of Chaosmos, p. .
13 James Joyce: Two Decades of Criticism. Seon Givens
(ed.). (New York ), p. . The quotidian epiphany discussed earlier can provide a helpful correspondence.
14 Wrbican, The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh,
in correspondence with the author,  March .
15 Ibid.
16 Bianu. Ekphrasis, p. .
17 Richard Brown. “Marliyn Monroe Reading Ulysses:
Goddess or Post-Cultural Cyborg?”. Joyce and Popular Culture. Dorothy Walker has been quoted as
saying that Ulysses served as fashion access-ory (as
well as reading material).
18 Michael Walsh. “(A)dorno to é(iûek): From the
Culture Industry to the Joyce Industry, and Beyond”. Joyce and Popular Culture, pp. -.
19 Interview with the author,  June . Other
Joyce-inspired artists have stressed that their work
was (or at least should be) in keeping with ordinary
people’s realm of experiences. David Smith was
one of these artists. David Smith. Skulpturen Zeich-
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nungen, p. .
20 Interview,  June .
21 Joyce. Critical Writings, p. .
22 With these correspondences, one should not forget
that Pop Art – just like Joyce’s oeuvre – is amusing,
even humorous in its “triviality”. The Irish Pop
artist Micheal Farrell wished a critic to focus exclusively on the humorous and “life-related” aspects of
his work on Joyce. A letter to the author that he
wrote and amended over three days (- May )
slights my work for being academic, humourless,
and un-Irish. But then “triviality” has its interpretable, “serious” core, as Joyce himself famously
implied. “Joyce points out that myth has come to
be treated as either a lie or a joke”. A Conceptual
Guide, p. . Peter Egri sees caricature as doubleedged, relating for example to Joyce’s use of the
Odyssey: “a mutual relativization and ironization
takes place in the pattern of universal caricature”
Peter Egri. “A Portrait of the Artist as a Caricaturist: Picasso, Joyce and Britten”. International
Perspectives on James Joyce. Gottlieb Gaiser (ed.).
(Troy, New York ), p. . He also speaks of
occasional and trend caricature.
23 Pop Art in England. Exhib. cat. Kunstverein
Hamburg. (Hamburg ), p. .
24 Fritz Schwegler’s work often takes the shape of
cartoonish graffito paintings on concrete walls, accompanied by seemingly simple but cryptic statements. Dirk Teuber has placed it in relation to
Joyce. Fritz Schwegler. Abulvenz-Aushang: A ist
leicht und erhebt keine Ansprüche. Exhib. cat. HansThoma-Preis:  August . Staatliche Kunsthalle
Baden-Baden (ed.). (Baden-Baden ).
25 In this assessment, I follow High & Low. Varnedoe,
Gopnik (eds), pp. -. Axel Holm has made use
of the Pop Art legacy in Frantic for the Fray, a Joyce
portrait in a cartoonish environment with a rocket
that is “signed” “Dr. Love”. Joyce says “Gruetzi” (in
a speech bubble). Material kept at the Zurich Joyce
Foundation.
26 Raymond Pettibon: A Reader. Philadelphia Museum
of Art. (Philadelphia ).
27 Raymond Pettibon. Thinking of You. The Renaissance Society of the University of Chicago. (Chicago without year []).
28 Peter Schjeldahl. “L.A. influential”. The Village
Voice, 11 November , p. .
29 Raymond Pettibon. Robert Storr, Dennis Cooper,
Ulrich Look (eds). (London, New York ), p.



.
30 Garry M. Leonard “‘Life’ in a World of MassProduced Objects: ‘Kitsch’ and Commodity Culture in Joyce”. Images of Joyce vol ii. Clive Hart,
George Sandulescu, Bonnie Scott and Fritz Senn
(eds). Pricess Grace Irish Library II. (Gerrards
Cross ).
31 Franz West (born in ) is an artist, whose work
(also) comprises chairs and a flirtation with kitsch.
The Austrian artist’s border-crossing endeavours
between installation art, furniture and even jewellery – i.e. the quotidian and art, “high” and “low”
culture – make him a likely candidate for Joycean
interests. He has indeed created commissioned work
for the  Ulysses exhibition in Vienna.
32 Vincent Cheng elaborates on Bill Griffith’s Zippy
the Pinhead cartoon. Cheng. “Joycean Unconscious”, p. .
33 See Dan J. Schiff. “James Joyce and Cartoons”.
Joyce in Context. Vincent J. Cheng, Timothy Martin (eds.). (Cambridge ), pp. -.
34 Dan J. Schiff. The Ondt and the Gracehoper: A Little
Book of Rhymes from the Pages of Finnegans Wake.
Text by James Joyce, collage by Dan J. Schiff. (San
Francisco ). Dan J. Schiff. Wather Parted From
the Say: A Little Book of Rhymes from the Pages of
Finnegans Wake. Text by James Joyce, collage by
Dan J. Schiff. (San Francisco ).
35 Lasky also gives “A Brief Introduction to James
Joyce’s Ulysses” on just one double page of a smallscale comic that features the main characters, the
Odyssean correspondences, stylistic multiplicity, the
correspondences to parts of the body, and the history of censorship, concluding “It’s the big book
about everything”. David Lasky. Tales of Brave
Ulysses: Boom Boom . Seattle , n.p.
36 David L. Lasky. Joyce’s Ulysses. Minit Classics.
(Seattle ).
37 In comparison, Tim Ahern’s illustration of Finnegans Wake seems somewhat too simple an approach – maybe also attributable to the more difficult choice of subject matter. Tim Ahern. James
Joyce Finnegans Wake: Chapter One: the illnesstraited
colossick idition. (Seattle, London ). This is
applicable also to Thomas Prindle, Helen and
Harry Staley. “Who Made the World”. James Joyce
Broadsheet  (October ), p. . Ralph Zeigermann’s The Mookse & The Gripes is a little more
subtle. Ralph Zeigermann. “The Mookse &
The Gripes.” Eleven illustrations for the fable in
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Finnegans Wake . James Joyce Broadsheet  ( June
), title page, p. . Carl Flint’s  portrait of
Joyce set against the city of Dublin (reproduced in
Joyce for Beginners) should be mentioned. Günter
Schoellkopf ’s work has been noted. It occasionally
uses cartoon aesthetics. Maris Bishofs lists her favourite writers as though writing out a shopping
list. She proposes or visualizes an inversion of popular and high culture in an image, where one can
read the names Homer, Kafka, Joyce, Proust and
Goethe in large letters on skyscrapers, whereas the
book on the table in the foreground is entitled
“Coca-Cola”. Maris Bishofs. Feisty Virginia Woolf.
(New York ).
38 Tom Mathews, who has produced much work for
The Irish Times, maintains an interest in Joyce. His
caricatures are often well-informed, warm and
witty. The altered newspapers already discussed,
particularly Thomas Bayrle’s Bloom Zeitung, should
be recalled in the context of popular media.
39 www.lomography .com. October . “The lomo
camera and lomography make the perfect device to
reflect the spontaneous, stream of consciousness,
free associative spirit with which Ulysses tracks [a
day] in the life of a man in a city, Leopold Bloom.
Contributors are encouraged to take this spirit as
their guide.” Declan Sheehan’s brief to participating artists,  May . Gregg McCartney’s intention was to “improve” on Joyce under the name
“chancer corporation” by photographing a can of
prunes in various urban locations, usually on litter
bins: “the parable of the prunes” – instead of
“plums”, as in Ulysses.
40 Joseph Hanly presented his images in the shape of
“I AM A”. The work included an image of (Bloom’s)
writing these letters in the sand.

Chapter 5.3
1 Interview with the author,  November . John
Latham, Patrick Ireland and Royden Rabinowitch
are partial to the Skeleton Key.
2 Alain Kirili and Philippe Sollers in a conversation
remember (not quite correctly) Thomas Hess to
have asked David Smith this question. Kirili.
“Stripped Bare”, p. .
3 It should briefly be noted that an inclination to
research Joyce – whether on the part of artists, literary scholars, or indeed art historians – should not
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5
6
7

be presumed automatically to conform with canonical choices, even at a time when this would be the
case in most cultures. Sarat Maharaj told me that
his South African teachers did not appreciate Joyce
or Duchamp. Interview with the author,  June
. Another example is that in East Germany
(my own background) Joyce’s works became available only in the  (and then only Dubliners).
Some artists managed in the  to have a copy
of later works smuggled in from the West. These
were then handed around and discussed among
trustworthy colleagues. Elly Reichel, a Dresden
artist of Gerhard Richter’s generation reported this
in a conversation with the author,  November
. She remembers to have thought of Ulysses as
“Faustian”. Her colleague, Andreas Dress, owned
copies of both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake. Because
of various modes of censorship (for example, any
use of text in works created in their printmaking
studio had to be cleared by officials), direct references to Joyce are not likely to be found. This
clearly does not mean that they do not exist. The
situation in West Germany (where I was educated)
was rather different, as the many West German
artists included here show. Following World War II,
there was a need to establish a link with Englishspeaking Modernism, i.e. canonical culture appreciated in the United States. Within Joyce studies, it is a truism to point out that Joyce is a reimport into Ireland (my adopted home). Irish
artists are, however, among those who were either
always steadfastly supportive of their compatriot or
who have more recently shown genuine interest.
Paul Joyce has made the work of his ancestor accessible by creating a mural at the James Joyce Centre,
Dublin, which is both instructive and stimulating
in its visualizations of correspondences from Modernist visual art to the episodes of Ulysses.
Lennon. HAPAX.
Interview with the author, New York, January
.
In Dublin, the languages were predictably English
and Irish. An example of the connotations of
Weiner’s translations is “UNTER DEN LINDEN /
UNDER LIME TREES”. The Romantic image conjured up by the English version is in complete contrast to the German, which everyone would identify as the name of a central thoroughfare in Berlin,
laced with Classicist buildings and formerly the
main axis of East German political marches and
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military displays.
8 Ann Marie Caserta’s Ulysses illustrations (Penelope
and Proteus) were created on the occasion of a seminar on Joyce held by Fritz Senn. Hence, appropriate references are present. Some of the work is
kept at the Zurich Joyce Foundation. Heather
Ryan Kelley is another knowledgeable Joycean
artist, as has been noted under the heading of
“Appropriation Art” 5.1. Kelley’s approaches to both
Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, while mostly realistic
and mimetic, vary a great deal – as they should.
This includes the discussed old-masterly scene of
two washerwomen at a Liffey ford.
Doublin All the Time, , not only refers to history repeating itself (in Dublin), but it is also largely a painted collage, leaving blank spaces. Thus
realistic work can still refer to Joyce’s ways of working. A kaleidoscopic diagram with inserted realistic
objects (Wellington Memorial’s obelisk, an ear, an
eye, a writing hand) is an apparent reaction to
Joyce’s diagrams.
9 William Anastasi, Michael Seidel. “Jarry in Joyce:
A Conversation”. Joyce Studies Annual 6. Thomas F.
Staley (ed.). (Austin ), pp. -.
10 I was encouraged to make this statement following
Fritz Senn’s contention that “I cannot dare to take
a scholarly pose in view of a work [...] which seems
to abound in unexplained ‘pyths’ and ‘gishes’, to say
nothing of entire phrases”. Senn. Inductive, p. .
11 Ibid. p. .
12 “In November of , following an intuition, I
started looking for evidence of Jarry imagery in
Finnegans Wake. This led me to assemble me innerman monophone, a voluminous handwritten manuscript, done in four colors, detailing myriad connections”. Anastasi, Seidel. “Jarry in Joyce”, p. .
13 Senn. Inductive, p. .
14 Thomas McEvilley. “Setting the record straight:
William Anastasi and The History of Conceptual
Art”. William Anastasi. A Retrospective. Exhib. cat.
Nikolaj Copenhagen Contemporary Art Center: 
January- March . (Copenhagen ), pp.
28-39.
15 Senn. “Dislocution”, p. .
16 Quoted in Don Gifford, Robert Seidman. Ulysses
Annotated: Notes for James Joyce’s Ulysses.  (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London ), p. v.
17 Derrida. “Ulysses Gramophone”, p. . “Joyce’s
oeuvre [...] stands for the most comprehensive
synthesis of the modern university’s fields of know-
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28

ledge, containing within itself all that can be
written about itself.” Gehlen. Zeit-Bilder, p. .
My translation.
Jean-Michel Rabaté has developed a concept of the
ideal reader “which owes a lot to Umberto Eco’s
theoretical elaboration”. Jean-Michel Rabaté. “Back
to Beria! Genetic Joyce and Eco’s ‘Ideal Reader’”.
Genetic Studies in Joyce. European Joyce Studies .
David Hayman, Sam Slote (eds). (Amsterdam,
Atlanta ), p. . “Eco identifies his concept of
intentio lectoris with Joyce’s ‘ideal reader.’” Ibid., p.
. “The main criteria [for the appropriateness of
interpretation] derive from the way the text projects an ‘ideal reader’ who can make infinite conjectures about the text”. Ibid., p. .
Senn. Nichts Gegen Joyce, p. . “Facultative” in the
sense of depending on each reader’s abilities. This
point is related to strategies of openness, but also
to Aktivierungspotential in the way Susanne Peters
has proposed the term. Peters. Wahrnehmung, p. .
She includes verbs that refer to sensuality.
That “something” must never claim to spell the last
word on Joyce in order not to fall prey to the fallacy
of “being better” than Joyce that would bring about
the “death” of both “Authors”, as Martyniuk has
maintained in extension of Roland Barthes’ argument. Martyniuk. “Illustrating Ulysses”, p. .
Rabaté. “Back to Beria!”, p. .
In his Lifecourse/Workcourse, .
Vicki Mahaffey has dealt with Wunderlich’s work
extensively: Vicki Mahaffey. “Joyful Desire”. Idem:
States of Desire: Wilde, Yeats, Joyce and the Irish
Experiment. (Oxford, New York et al. ), pp.
-. Also Idem. “The Case Against Art: Wunderlich on Joyce”. Critical Enquiry 17.4 (Summer
), pp. -.
Benjamin H.D. Buchloh. “Beuys: The Twilight of
the Idol: Preliminary Notes for a Critique”. Artforum ( January 1980), pp. -.
Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, pp. -.
Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes. “Erweiterte Kunstgeschichte: Carola Giedion-Welcker, Joyce und Brancusi bei Beuys”. Unpublished paper delivered at:
Symposium in honour of Prof. Antje von Graevenitz, University of Cologne,  November .
See Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, p. .
Joyce can be (and was apparently by Beuys) interpreted as having himself relativized atrocities
throughout history by means of his cyclical view of
history.
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29 Moholy-Nagy. Vision in Motion, p. .
30 A renowned physicist and friend of the family was
Abraham Robinson. In the same year, he began to
visit David Smith in upstate New York, without
however knowing about Smith’s interest in or work
on Joyce.
31 This remark and following quotations are taken from
an interview with the author,  November .
32 Examples are Joseph Kosuth and John Cage, who
said: “When I think of the work of Joyce and of
Duchamp, then I can’t imagine the world we live in
now without those two.” Johan Pijnappel. “John
Cage”. Art Meets Science and Spirituality in a
Changing Economy. Catalogue of events in the city
of Amsterdam , p. . Mario Praz says about
Joyce and Picasso: “while they have derived from
many sources, nearly everybody since has derived
from them.” Praz. Mnemosyne, p. .
33 When told of Lawrence Weiner’s view, stated in
conversation with the author, January , that
Joyce was still completely Aristotelian, Rabinowitch disagreed emphatically. Interview with the
author, November .
34 Text on Beuys’ work: James Joyce with Sled, .
35 John Latham. “A New Interpretation of History”.
Journal of Art and Art Education  (), p. .
36 This and the following passages: John Latham in
interview with the author,  April .
37 Walker. John Latham, p. .
38 “[...] the Wake is precision-built engineering of
image down to the point consideration of the individual letter [....] This invention was radical, and it
was compounded with another formal invention,
the long time-based recurrent event. [He refers to
the cyclical structure.] One further aspect is that
Joyce, to create a proper equivalent for this world,
had found it fea-sible to invent a new grammar and
syntax, at variance to plain English, but with increased density per letter.” Ibid., p. , quoting
Latham’s essay “Time-Base and Determination in
Events”.
39 Söke Dinkla is interested in “significant historical
moments, where narrative constituted an indicator
of radical social and political change [...] the
panorama in the late th century, the novels of
James Joyce”. Söke Dinkla. “The Art of Narrative –
Towards the Floating Work of Art. New Screen
Media: Cinema/Art/Narrative. Martin Rieser, Andrea Zapp (eds). (London, Karlsruhe ), p. .
40 Correspondence with the author,  June . Söke
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Dinkla has already linked Jeffrey Shaw’s work with
Joyce’s. Dinkla: “ [...] the crossing of spacial [sic]
boundaries in The Virtual Museum, play[s] a central part in the oeuvre of Jeffrey Shaw. This parallelism is not pure chance/accidental. To Shaw, narrative strategies developed by Joyce can be transferred into physical experience via the interactive
medium. There is a meeting of minds between
Joyce and Shaw in other aspects as well. Similar to
Joyce, Shaw uses myth not as a point of reference
for content, but as a higher organisational form
capable of connecting heterogeneous materials.
The mythical model for Joyce as well as Shaw is
the ‘blank’ (Iser), which is a condition for the continually different narration of the archetype.” Ibid.,
pp. -.
“[...] schon lange versuchen Literaten und Philosophen gegen die Linearität der Bücher anzuschreiben, die Form des Buches in eine rhizomatische
Struktur aufzusprengen [...] Erst die interaktiven
digitalen Medien [machen dies möglich].”Die
Sprache der Kunst, p. . Dinkla writes: “Artists
like Jeffrey Shaw use this metaphor [the map] to
create an individual cosmology of digital space. In
this cosmology the person moves through visual,
textual and aural spaces, which are not structured
hierarchically, but are organised like a hypertext.”
Dinkla. “The Art of Narrative”, p. .
Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari. Rhizom.  (Berlin ), p. . Guattari had attended Lacan’s
Seminars (on Joyce) and both wished to be iconoclastic.
One way of resolving that tension is Breron
Mitchell’s: “I characterize Postmodernism as a recognition of being situated between the limit cases
of Joyce and Beckett. [...This] describes a condition only, rather than a set of particular stylistic
features or a certain period code”. Breron Mitchell.
“Joyce, Beckett, and the Postmodern Controversy”.
In Principle, Beckett is Joyce. Friedhelm Rathjen
(ed.). (Edinburgh ), p. .
See Jacques Derrida. “Joyce le Symptôme”. Joyce &
Paris, pp. -.
See, for example, Senn. “James Joyce”, pp. -:
Joyce seems to demand nonlinear procedures like
hypertext. All Joyce’s texts are “hyper”.
In Joyce’s so-called Linati schema, time for
Penelope is marked with ∞. Hence, the space from
“yes” to “yes” is infinite. Latham seems to have
described a related condition.
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46 Correspondence with the author,  June .
47 Söke Dinkla first asserted that “Joyce plays a special role in the work of Lynn Hershman.” Dinkla.
“The Art of Narrative”, p. . I thank her for her
assistance in contacting Lynn Hershman and Jeffrey Shaw.
48 Söke Dinkla puts it somewhat crudely when she
says: “the partial ‘unreadability’, especially of Finnegan’s [sic] Wake, might also be a sign that Joyce
developed aesthetic strategies for which there was
no adequate medium at that time.” Ibid., p. .
49 For a treatment of Joyce in the context of multimedia and television, see Sabine Fabo. Joyce und Beuys:
Ein intermedialer Dialog. (Heidelberg ). Also
Bianu. Ekphrasis, pp. -.
50 Dinkla writes: “It is likely that important pioneers
of interactive media art such as Ken Feingold,
Grahame Weinbren and Jeffrey Shaw were aware
of the primary role James Joyce played in the conceptualisation of this new art form. [...] interaction
is not just active interpretation, but continuation
and imaginary achievement of independence from
the urtext.” Dinkla. “The Art of Narrative”, p. .
51 “The term as ‘work in progress’ or ‘open artwork’
(Eco) inadequately describes works of art based on
such a network concept. The term ‘interactive art’
is now established ... but] no longer seem[s] satisfactory since it does not describe the aesthetic
qualities of this new art form [...] ‘floating work of
art’” [...] “This particular situation can no longer be
understood in terms of the concept of the ‘implicit
reader’ (Iser) or the ‘observer inside the image’
(Kemp), since the ‘being-inside-the-work’ is linked
to a simultaneous physical experience of the ‘outside’. It is not just being imagined, but created by
body movement and experienced physically. In this
way the floating work of art is able to negotiate
between physical experience and intellectual cognition. [...] The development of the floating work of
art shows that our narrative strategies and our concepts of (re)constucting reality have acquired new
forms. This change can already be detected in [...]
the experimental literature of James Joyce. It was
only with the use of the computer and the internet
for artistic purposes that the floating work of art
could fully develop its aesthetic potential.” Ibid.,
pp. , , .
52 Wilhelm Salber. Literaturpsychologie: gelebte und
erlebte Literatur. (Bonn ). Salber shows that the
difference between physical enactment in interac-
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tive art and in reading may not in fact be as great as
one would think, since readers tend to act out their
reading experiences also in their daily lives. Only
simultaneity is missing.
Irit Rogoff is working on a project of reading contemporary visual culture (art exhibitions in the
main) through the assertion of exhibition audiences to consider that space theirs – and perform.
She outlined this project, entitled “Looking Away”,
at the Project Gallery, Dublin,  November .
“From things to processes – that indeed is a direction
of Ulysses “ Senn. “Dislocution”, p. . This study’s
location corresponds to such developments.
Irit Rogoff, Project Gallery, Dublin,  November
, described her way of approaching her fascinating topic: “Everything gets uprooted. I don’t
understand it – it’s wonderful.” That experience
seems to echo a reading of much of Joyce: a paradoxically model-less model.
Perloff. “Music for Words”, p. . Declan Kiberd
has spoken of Joyce’s philosophy of “both/and”.
Kiberd. “Bloom the Liberator”.
John Scott Rickard has likened Ulysses to a model
of mental life. John Scott Rickard. Exercising
Mnemotechnic: The Odyssey of Memory in James
Joyce’s Ulysses. (Ann Arbor ), p. . See Weir.
Mediation. And, crucially, Didi-Huberman. Was
wir sehen.
Joyce forces readers to research, to retrace their
steps and become side-tracked, according to “afterwits” or “retrosemantics”, terms Fritz Senn coined
at the James Joyce Summer School . The complexity of such delayed recognition is in (contemporary) art a virtue that sustains viewers’ interest,
as it rewards repeated viewings. James Coleman’s
work could be one example. This may also be a
kind of Joycean thinking that has found like minds
in visual art.
Beuys, Verena Schindler, Royden Rabinowitch and
many others have created work that explicitly or
implicitly refers to that delicate balance between
the two sides of the brain in their work on Joyce.
Correspondence with the author,  September .
In the same letter, he has formulated the way of
artistic thinking to which Joyce has inspired him in
the following way: “What I learned from Joyce was
that sentences, paragraphs, even pages and whole
books, could be used as words [...] in constructing
‘sentences’ [...] which then speak of other things
than what was originally intended”. Ibid.
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pp. -
61 In this, I am far less than original, as so many present-day curators see their work in these terms: for
example, the Venice Biennial , Documenta  and
Manifesta .
62 John Cage. James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, Erik Satie:
An Alphabet / Ein Alphabet. Kunsthaus Zürich: 
May ; WDR :  September . Typescript
of both the original and the translation prepared by
Klaus Reichert. (Cologne without year []).
63 Jürg Burkhart. Ulysses Wake – Work in Progress. Exhib. cat. Galerie Ernst Scheidegger und Galerie
Renée Ziegler/Mandat, Zürich:  June- July .
(Zurich ).
64 Lerm Hayes. Inspirationsquelle, p. . Beuys’ props
were a delta (in the shape of a triangle) and a “J”
(an inverted walking stick).
65 Correspondence with the author,  September
2003.
66 Simon Morris. Informationasmaterial. www.inform
ationasmaterial.com/projects/Extreme_Reading.
htm. October .
67 “There must be something about the Joycean world
– in spite of the – ‘conscious Joyce’ – that elicits
positive responses at an unconscious level from the
nonacademic world”. Cheng. “Joycean Unconscious”, p. .
68 Ibid., p. .

Conclusion
1 Eco. Das Offene Kunstwerk, p. .
2 Kosuth in correspondence with the author,  September .
3 “[...] there are risks that iconography seems to
avoid only with difficulty [... First] it tends to be
conservative and privilege tradition over innovation, rather than focusing on the tension between
the two. Second, the tendency to trace motifs back
to traditions and sources tends to preclude active
interpretation. Often, recognising a motif is enough; interpreting it, in relation to the pre-text, the
context, and the context, is a step not always taken.
[...] The third negative aspect of iconography is its
eclecticism, which is a consequence of the reluctance to interpret. Referring an image back to a
predecessor opens the door to an ‘anything goes’
attitude that is close to a certain apolitical version
of postmodernism. [...] A fourth characteristic feature of iconography [is that it] is a verbal mode of

conclusion

4

5
6

7

reading. [...] Shunning a verbal response to a visual
work partakes of an ideology that opposes the two
arts in order to maintain the superiority of one or
the other.” Bal. Reading “Rembrandt”, p. .
“Even when Joyce was interested in, or borrowed
from, movements with generally opposite tendencies, his borrowings were always limited, even idiosyncratic or parodic”. Beja. “The Incertitude”,
p. .
Noel Sheridan in conversation with the author,
November .
The present study – performing the task of an
exhibition catalogue and being written in its main
body by just one author – could hardly already
serve as Wilhelm Füger’s desideratum: “A comprehensive and broadly based study on the topic of
‘Joyce and Visual Art in Our Century’ is still outstanding”. Wilhelm Füger. James Joyce: Epoche –
Werk – Wirkung. (Munich ), p. . (my translation). It may, however, go some way towards collecting material and establishing some of the issues
to be raised.
W.J.T. Mitchell. “Word and Image”. Critical Terms
for Art History. Robert S. Nelson, Richard Shiff
(eds). (Chicago, London ), p. : “[...] the ‘self ’
is constructed as a speaking and seeing subject, the
‘other’ as a silent, observable object, a visual image
[...] these kinds of background assumptions [...]
make deviations seem transgressive and novel: when
women speak out [...] when words seem to become
visible, bodily presences, when media boundaries
dissolve – or conversely, when media are ‘purified’
or reduced to a single essence – the ‘natural’ semiotic and aesthetic order undergoes stress and fracture. The nature of these senses, the media, the
forms of art is put into question [... He hence
speaks of a] difficult and deeply ethical/political
task of art history”. “[He also] designates multiple
regions of social and semiotic difference that we
can live neither with nor without, but must continually reinvent and renegotiate.” Ibid., p. .
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